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Abstract 
There are two main approaches to designing road pricing schemes. The first is 
judgmental in nature and focuses on the acceptability and practicality of the scheme. 
The second is based on theory concentrating on the optimality and performance of 
the scheme. This research aimed to integrate these two approaches into a single 
framework and to develop a tool to aid the decision maker in designing a practical 
and optimal road pricing scheme. 
A review of the practical design criteria and a survey with six local authorities in the 
U. K. were conducted to clarify the concept of the judgmental design. A simple 
charging scheme like a charging cordon is believed to be the most practical charging 
regime due to its simple structure. The decision on the boundary and structure of the 
cordon is based largely on public acceptability and possible adverse impacts. Road 
pricing is used to serve several objectives including congestion reduction, revenue 
generation, and increase in efficiency of the transport system. 
The framework for the theoretical optimal toll design problem adopted was a 
Stackelberg game where the travellers' behaviour were assumed to follow the 
concept of Wardrop's user equilibrium. This problem can also be formed as a 
Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraint (MPEC). After reviewing 
various methods for solving the MPEC problem, three possible methods (the merit 
function method, improved cutting plane algorithm, and Genetics Algorithm (GA) 
based algorithm) were developed and tested with the optimal toll problem. The GA 
based algorithm was found to be the most appropriate for the development of the 
design algorithm with practical constraints. 
Three different features of the judgmental design were included into the optimisation 
algorithm: the closed cordon formation, constraints on the outcomes of the scheme, 
and the allowance for multiple objectives. An algorithm was developed to find the 
optimal cordon with an optimal uniform toll. It is also capable of designing a 
scheme with multiple cordons. The algorithms for solving the constrained optimal 
cordon design problem and the multiobjective cordon design problem were also 
111 
developed. The algorithm developed for the multiobjective problem allows the 
application of the posterior and progressive preference articulation approach by 
generating the set of non-dominated solutions. 
The algorithms were tested with a network of Edinburgh. The results revealed 
several policy implications. Adopting a judgmental cordon with a simple uniform toll 
may be less effective. A variable optimised toll around the judgmental cordon can 
generate around 70% more benefit than the optimal uniform toll. The optimised 
location of a cordon generated about 80% higher benefit compared to the best 
judgmental cordon. Additional constraints such as a maximum of total travel time 
_ ýý 
.ý :> 
decreased the level of the benefit of the scheme by 90%. Different objectives may 
require different designs for the charging cordon scheme. The welfare maximisation 
cordon should focus on those trips contributing most to the social welfare function 
which are mainly in the congested areas with an appropriate toll level. The revenue 
A 
maximisation cordon should impose a higher number of crossing points and 
minimise possible diversion routes to avoid the tolls which should be high. The 
equity cordon should cover a wider area of the network with low toll level to ensure 
a good distribution of the cost and benefit to all origin-destination pairs. 
The algorithms developed can offer support to the decision maker in developing a 
charging cordon scheme by formalising the process of charging cordon design. This 
will increase the transferability of the technique and the transparency of the decision 
process. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
All learning begins with the simplest phrase, "7 don't know ". 
1.1 TRANSPORT PROBLEMS AND EMERGENCE OF ROAD 
PRICING 
If we ask someone from any major urban city the question "what is the major problem 
in your city? ", surely one of the most frequent answers we could hear is `traffic 
congestion'. Is this true? Recent statistics from the U. K. Department for Transport 
(DfT) reports that average traffic speeds in Greater London between year 2000-2003, 
before the implementation of the congestion charging scheme, were lower than in 1980 
(Office for National Statistics, 2003), see Figure 1-1 . This problem is also reflected in 
the recent U. K. National Census Survey with over half of the respondents reported to 
consider the congestion problem in towns and cities as a serious issue for them (Office 
for National Statistics, 2001). The recent survey commissioned by the U. K. DfT also 
reported that congestion is ranked as the most serious transport problem (Department 
for Transport, 2001). 
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Figure 1-1 Average traffic speeds in Greater London: 1980/82- 2000/03 (Source: Office 
for National Statistics, 2003) 
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The main impact of congestion is the delay imposed on the travellers and the 
inefficiency imposed on the transport and economic system. Overall, congestion costs in 
OECD countries are estimated to be equivalent to around 2 percent of GDP (OECD, 
1995). In the U. S., the cost of delay in urban areas was estimated to be about $43 billion 
in 1990 (Shrank et al, 1993). Similarly in the U. K., traffic congestion is claimed to be 
costing the U. K industry around £15 billion per year (Confederation of British Industry, 
1994). 
The impact of congestion is not only the delay and inefficiency. It also comes with the 
major environmental impact. In the U. K., it was estimated that road . traffic 
is 
responsible for at least 90%, 20% and 49% of the overall levels of CO, CO2 (the 
principal greenhouse gas), and NO,, gas respectively (Department of 
Environment/Scottish Office, 1996). 
This increasing congestion problem of the induced traffic demand (SACTRA, 1994) has 
encouraged the central governments in various countries to consider a new direction for 
transport policy. The idea of traffic restraint or traffic demand management (TDM) has 
emerged as a possible method to effectively control the travel demand. To this end, the 
idea of road pricing has re-emerged as a possible method to restrain the travel demand. 
In the U. K., the government has recently acknowledged the necessity of road pricing as 
the key transport policy by legislating the introduction of road user charging: 
"Many of our towns and cities face significant levels of congestion and pollution .... But 
experience has shown that improving public transport and related traffic management 
measures whilst necessary are not sufficient in many cases. We will therefore introduce 
legislation to allow local authorities to charge road users so as to reduce congestion, as 
part of a package of measures in a local transport plan that would include improving 
public transport" (Ministry of Transport, 1998 page 103) 
This change in the legislation and the realisation of the need for a pricing measure to 
curb the congestion problem resulted in the implementation of the congestion charging 
scheme in Durham in 2002 and in London in 2003. The U. K. government also set up the 
Congestion Charging Development Partnership to support the development of charging 
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schemes in U. K. cities. Current major developments of the charging schemes include 
the proposals in Edinburgh and Bristol. 
Apart from the development of the road pricing policy in the U. K., major steps were 
also made in other parts of the world. Singapore continues to be the city with the most 
advanced development of the application of road pricing in their integrated transport 
policy. The first Area Licensing Scheme was implemented in Singapore in the 1970s. In 
Norway, a number of toll ring schemes area under operation in different cities (e. g. 
Oslo, Trondheim, and Bergen), whose objectives were originally to finance transport 
infrastructure, are currently in a transition to the congestion charging based system. 
The simple idea of road pricing is that by imposing an additional cost for a car trip the 
travel demand made by car should decrease naturally. Thus, road pricing seems to 
emerge as an effective way to reduce travel demand in the cities. However, the other 
justification of road pricing is based on the principle of marginal cost pricing. 
From an economic perspective, the idea of road pricing has been proposed for more 
than seventy years. Economists claimed that road users do not pay the true price of their 
road use which leads to inefficiency in the transport system (Pigou, 1920; Walters, 
1961; Vickrey, 1969). There exist externalities (in the form of congestion, pollution, and 
accidents imposed by car use) that the car users do not perceive and are not charged for. 
With this simple but yet powerful argument, the concept of marginal cost pricing for 
road users was proposed in which it was suggested that an additional price can be 
imposed upon the road user (in the form of a road toll) to correct the market failure. If 
the additional price is set appropriately, the social welfare of the system will be 
maximised. 
This economic theory is the main reason for the inclusion of the pricing policy in the 
recent EU transport White Paper (Commission of European Community, 2001): 
"Part of the reason for this situation (congestion problem) is that transport users do not 
always cover the costs they generate. Indeed, the price structure generally fails to 
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reflect all the costs of infrastructure, congestion, environmental damage, and 
accidents. " (Commission of European Community, 2001 page 8) 
As described, road pricing originated from the idea of marginal cost pricing to 
encourage the efficient use of the roads, and in parallel its application has evolved to be 
one of the most effective traffic demand management measures to curb the congestion 
problem. However, regardless of the philosophy behind the idea of road pricing the 
basic concept is deceptively simple; apply the price mechanism to control the road use 
in the same way as it is applied elsewhere (e. g. telecommunication and electricity). 
Intellectually, the question is one of determining the appropriate price to ensure the 
efficient usage of the infrastructure. In other words, the practical questions for the 
implementation of a road pricing system concern "how to charge", "where to charge", 
"when to charge", "whom to charge", and "how much to charge". Often, finding out the 
answers to these questions is not a simple task given the complex nature of the transport 
system and the responses of the road users to the charge. In addition, road pricing 
causes a serious public and political acceptability problem. Inevitably, the determination 
of the charging system should also consider issues related to the acceptability and 
practicality of the scheme. 
On one hand, a road pricing scheme can be designed to achieve the highest benefit 
possible (depending on the objective of the scheme). On the other hand, the scheme can 
be designed to ensure its acceptability and practicality. Alternatively, can we design a 
scheme that balances both needs? This research is indeed at the intersection between 
these two approaches and aims to answer this question. The incentive of the research is 
twofold. One is to tackle the challenge of devising an appropriate method to integrate 
the optimal and practical design of a road pricing scheme. The other is the emerging 
need for an appropriate tool to aid the design of the road pricing schemes. The 
remainder of this chapter provides a brief overview of the development of the approach 
to designing a road pricing scheme, the objectives of this study, the methodology and 
scope, and finally the structure of the thesis. 
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1.2 APPROACH TO DESIGNING A ROAD PRICING SCHEME 
1.2.1 Judgmental approach 
Road pricing is a very politically sensitive policy. Although the initial idea was 
proposed almost seventy years ago and the first U. K. research programme on this policy 
was commissioned in the 1960s (Ministry of Transport, 1964), the first U. K. full scale 
road pricing scheme was only implemented in 2003 in London, forty years after the first 
study. The key problem has been the public and political acceptability of the scheme. 
Obviously, charging what used to be free will provoke the opposition' of those who are 
affected by the scheme. The U. K. is not the only country to suffer from delays in 
implementing a successful road pricing scheme. There were also similar cases around 
the world in Hong Kong, the Netherlands, and Sweden. The delay in these cases was 
mainly caused by the problems of public acceptability, political acceptability, and 
practicality of the schemes. Borins (1988) even suggested that the idea of road pricing 
may never be practical and implementable due to the political and public acceptability 
issues. 
With the realisation of the possible barrier to the implementation of road pricing, a 
number of studies have been conducted to analyse the approach and strategy to' avoid 
the public confrontation of the implementation of road pricing (see for example 
Goodwin, 1989; Giuliano, 1992; Gomez-Ibanez, 1992; Sheldon et al, 1993; Dittmar et 
al, 1994; Giuliano, 1994; Rom, 1994; May et al, 1996; Langmyhr, 1997; Jones, 1998; 
Rietveld and Verhoef, 1998; Fridstrom et al, 2000; Ison, 2000; Milne et al, 2001; Jones, 
2002; Jaensirisak et al, 2003; Schade and Schlag, 2003). Probably, the most notable 
study was the Smeed Report (Ministry of Transport, 1964) that suggested a number of 
key requirements for a road pricing scheme design (mainly involving effectiveness, 
acceptability and practicality of the scheme). 
With the complex political and practical issues involved, it was found that the approach 
adopted in the design and feasibility study of a road pricing scheme in the real world is 
mainly based on professional judgment and experience of the designer. The first 
collection of evidence on the way in which a road pricing scheme was designed was the 
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study of the Area Licensing Scheme (ALS) in Singapore (Holland and Watson, 1978). 
Some of the key features and criteria considered for the design of the scheme include 
the consideration of the diversion effect of the traffic, the coverage of the scheme over 
the present and future congested area of the city, simplicity of the scheme, and the 
effectiveness of the scheme in reducing congestion in the central business district 
(Holland and Watson, 1978). 
The pilot study for Electronic Road Pricing (ERP) in Hong Kong was a further step 
forward in the way in which a road pricing scheme is designed (Transpotech, 1985). 
Different charging cordons and screen lines were determined by quantitatively 
analysing the congestion level and potential benefits of imposing the tolls on different 
links. However, the resulting design options involved a number of cordons and screen 
lines and were considered too complex. The complexity of the scheme required a high 
technological solution to implement it and this caused a public acceptability problem 
due to arguments over the invasion of privacy of the scheme (Harrison, 1986). 
Little evidence on the actual process and criteria for the design is available. Probably, 
this is due to the political sensitivity of the policy and the lack of a definite process for 
the design of a road pricing scheme. In most cases, traffic modelling is used to forecast 
the responses of the users to the road pricing scheme as the post-evaluation tool for a 
number of scheme options judgmentally predefined. This process could naturally lose 
some of the benefit of road pricing through the "trial and error" process of the design 
(May et al, 2002). 
Some studies suggested a number of key considerations for ensuring the acceptability 
and practicality of a road pricing scheme. Sheldon et al (1993), based on their survey, 
suggested that a simple charging scheme would be more acceptable to the public (e. g. a 
charging cordon scheme). Based on a questionnaire survey Jaensirisak et al (2003) 
established the relationship between the scheme design, the toll level and the 
acceptability of a road pricing scheme. 
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1.2.2 Theoretical approach 
The initial theoretical development of the idea of road pricing relied on a number of 
simplistic assumptions (Sharp, 1966). For instance, the original example of the idea of 
road pricing proposed by Pigou (1920) was largely based on the assumption of the first- 
best condition of pricing in the economy. The first-best condition is satisfied when the 
prices of all competing travel alternatives (alternative routes or modes) are set according 
to their marginal costs. Such an assumption ignores the nature of the complex and 
imperfect environment in reality. 
There may be a high transaction cost of implementation and enforcement which makes 
the first-best pricing (impose tolls on all links) impossible. The simple introduction of 
first-best road tolls over a subset of the links of a network may distort the allocation of 
the traffic over the network and may cause a degradation in the welfare instead of 
improving the situation. In some cases, the price of competing modes (e. g. bus and 
train) may not be under the control of the local authority. Thus, the idea of setting the 
toll equal to the marginal cost of the trips as suggested in the early developments may 
not be valid for the design of an optimal road pricing scheme in a more complex 
environment. 
The early development of theory for the optimal road pricing problem has been. the 
inclusion of an explicit representation of the network and travellers' responses to the toll 
into the analysis. The travellers are normally assumed to be rational economic agents 
who seek to maximise their utility or, minimise their dis-utility of travel. The network is 
represented as a set of connected links and origins and destinations of travel demand. 
The basic behaviour included in the analysis is the route choice. The concept of 
Wardrop's user equilibrium (Wardrop, 1952) is normally adopted to govern the route 
choice behaviour of the travellers. With the Wardrop's equilibrium, the traveller from 
each origin-destination pair will choose her route so as to minimise her generalised 
travel cost. The Wardropian equilibrium condition is a special case of Nash's 
equilibrium (Nash, 1951). 
With this simple assumption about the travellers' behaviour in the network, a number of 
economists have analysed the determination of the optimal road toll with alternative 
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untolled routes in the network. This represents the recognition of the necessity to 
include the "second-best" nature of the competition (due to the existence of the untolled 
alternative routes) into the analysis of the optimal toll problem. Levy-Lambert (1968) 
and Marchand (1968) were probably the first to analyse the optimal toll problem in a 
two-link network with one untolled link. Later on Verhoef (2002) analysed the 
optimality condition of the second-best toll problem for a general network and proposed 
a heuristic algorithm for determining the optimal tolls for a subset of links. 
The problem of defining an optimal road pricing charge can be framed as a Stackelberg 
game (Stackelberg, 1952) that involves the leader and the followers in the game. The 
followers are assumed to follow Nash's equilibrium. The leader has the ability to 
anticipate the reaction of the followers to the strategy he/she choose. In the setting of the 
optimal toll problem, the leader can be considered as the authority responsible for 
setting the toll for a road pricing scheme. The followers, thus, are the road users whose 
behaviours are assumed to follow Wardrop's equilibrium. The Stackelberg game can 
also be considered as a Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraint, MPEC, 
(Luo et al, 1996). Finding the solution of the MPEC is a very difficult task due to the 
complexity of the equilibrium condition imposed as the constraint of the optimisation 
problem. 
If all the links in the network can be tolled, i. e. first-best condition, the problem can be 
solved as a different optimisation problem which is in a simpler form, minimising the 
total travel cost (for the fixed demand case) or maximising social welfare (for the elastic 
demand) (Sheffi, 1985; Yang and Bell, 1997). However, if only a subset of links can be 
tolled, the optimal toll problem becomes a MPEC problem. 
The framework of MPEC and the Stackelberg game are the foundation of the 
development of the approach to determining the second-best optimal toll with untolled 
routes. It has attracted interests from other disciplines (e. g. engineering, operations 
research, and computing). A number of methods have been proposed for solving MPEC 
which are mostly applicable to the optimal toll problem (see for instance Luo et al, 
1996; Marcotte and Zhu, 1997; Shimizu et al, 1997; Bard, 1998; Outrata et al, 1998; 
Facchinei et al, 1999; Marcotte et al, 2001; Hearn and Yildirim, 2002). 
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The idea of the theoretical design of a road pricing scheme concentrates on the 
optimality and performance of the road pricing scheme. With the framework of MPEC, 
the problem of road pricing design is transformed to an optimisation problem. The 
network modelling framework is adopted to represent the system. The aim is then to 
define the prices/charges on the set of tolled links so that the equilibrium is guided to 
the state that maximises the objective function set. If the objective function is the social 
welfare function, then the resulting toll regime is the second-best optimal toll. 
Obviously, the main drawback of this theoretical approach is the lack of consideration 
of the practical constraints of the scheme (e. g. public acceptability and closed cordon 
format). 
1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
The research presented here aims to develop an approach that integrates the optimal 
design of a road pricing scheme from the economic perspective with the practical 
requirements of the scheme from the professional point of view. This integrated 
approach aims to support the decision making process of the practitioner in developing 
and designing the road pricing scheme. The decision making process involves the 
decision on the trade-off between satisfying the design requirements and the overall 
benefit of the road pricing scheme. It also involves the trade-off between the 
achievements of the scheme for different sub-objectives. With this overall goal of the 
research, a number of objectives for the study can be defined as follows: 
" to review the current development and practice of the design for a practical road 
pricing scheme ; 
" to investigate and define the requirements for a practical road pricing scheme 
from the professional and judgmental perspective; 
9 to investigate the approach to deriving the optimal design of a road pricing 
scheme from the theoretical point of view; 
" to develop a mathematical approach to designing an optimal road pricing 
scheme taking into account the practical requirements; 
9 to develop a quantitative approach to support the decision making on the trade- 
off between the benefit of the scheme and the satisfaction of the design 
constraints; 
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" to develop an approach to support the trade-off of different objectives of a road 
pricing scheme through the design of the scheme; 
" to test the algorithms developed with a realistic size network and demonstrate 
the application of the methods to the real world problem; 
" to draw policy conclusions from the modelling results. 
The scope of this study is limited mainly by the modelling assumptions. The main 
model assumption adopted is that of static Wardrop's user equilibrium which assumes 
users have perfect knowledge. The model also assumes a single user class, a single time 
period, and a single mode. The suppression of the demand is determined by an elastic 
demand function. The possible responses of the users to the toll scheme are change of 
route and the decision to travel or not to travel. There is no land-use response in the 
model. In addition, the congestion represented in the model is assumed to depend 
directly and solely on the flow volume on the link. The interaction at junctions is 
omitted for simplicity. However, it should be noted that the algorithm developed, which 
will be presented in the thesis, is not limited to these assumptions. 
1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The aim in this thesis is to integrate qualitative and quantitative approaches to the 
development of a road pricing scheme. On one hand, the idea of road pricing stems 
from rigorous economic theory. On the other hand, the implementation of this policy 
involves many aspects of politics, urban management, and social issues. It is a very 
challenging task to include the materials from both perspectives comprehensively in one 
single document. Each chapter is written such that it can be read independently. A 
number of examples are provided in each chapter to aid the explanation. Given the 
variety of the research topics and issues investigated in this thesis, a review of the 
relevant research is provided in each chapter. 
The thesis is structured into four parts (see Figure 1-2). Part I (Chapter 1- Chapter 3) 
concentrates on the background of road pricing and the overview of the research 
presented in this thesis. The development of road pricing both from transport policy and 
economic perspectives is explained in Chapter 2. This chapter gives a clear view of the 
development of road pricing from economic theory and its transition to a practical 
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transport policy. Various experiences on planning and implementing road pricing 
schemes around the world are reviewed in this chapter. Some related and future research 
challenges for improving the understanding of the impact and benefit of road pricing are 
also discussed in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 then focuses on the detail of the judgmental design approach for a road 
pricing system. A review of practical design criteria for a road pricing system is 
presented accompanied by the results from probing questionnaires and interview 
surveys with various local authorities in the U. K., who are members of the U. K. 
congestion charging development partnership. A summary of the criteria adopted in 
designing a road pricing scheme found from the survey is discussed. These design 
criteria will then be integrated into the theoretical design of an optimal road pricing 
scheme later in Part III. 
Part 1 
Background of road pricing 
development and design 
Chapter 1 Chapter 2 
Introduction Road pricing: from 
theory to practice 
Part 111 
Practical-Optimal charging 
Chapter 3 cordon design 
Judgmental approach Part IV 
Conclusions and 
Chapter 6 
Optimal charging cordon design 
Chapter 9 
Chapter 7 Policy implications 
Optimal charging cordon design 
with constraints Chapter 10 
Part Il Conclusions and further researches 
imisation approach to ran 
pricing design Chapter 8 
Optimal cordon design y Chapter 4 with multiple objectives Formulation of optimal toll design problem Chapter S 
Optimisation algorithm for 
optimal toll problem 
Figure 1-2 Structure of the thesis 
Part II of the thesis (Chapter 4- Chapter 5) turns the attention to the theoretical 
development of an optimal design for a road pricing scheme. As explained, the idea of 
using the model to identify an optimal transport policy is not new. The materials 
presented in this chapter are based on various studies in the area of network design, 
bilevel optimisation, and non-linear optimisation. 
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Chapter 4 mathematically formulates different instances of optimal road pricing design 
problems. The concept of user equilibrium, which represents road users' behaviour 
responding to the road pricing scheme, is presented and discussed in detail. The 
framework of a Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC) that is the 
core of theoretical design of an optimal road pricing scheme is also explained in this 
chapter. In addition, different possible performance indicators for a road pricing scheme 
(e. g. social welfare improvement, equity impact, net revenue) are formulated. 
A brief review of various optimisation algorithms developed for solving the MPEC 
problem is presented in Chapter 5. A method adopted in this thesis to solve the optimal 
road pricing design problems is presented. The development of optimisation methods in 
Chapter 5 concentrates mainly on solving the pure theoretical design problems of the 
optimal toll scheme. Three different optimisation algorithms are developed to solve the 
optimal toll problem: the smoothing approach, the improved cutting plane approach, 
and the Genetics Algorithm based approach. However, the results from applying these 
design methods may not achieve the practical requirements mentioned in Chapter 3. 
The main content of Part III of the thesis is the development of techniques that integrate 
both the practical requirements of a road pricing scheme (discussed inChapter 3) and the 
theoretical optimality of the design (explained in Part II). 
In Chapter 6, an approach to integrating the topological constraint of a charging cordon 
scheme, which is identified in Chapter 3 as the most practical road pricing scheme, with 
the optimisation process is developed. The Genetic Algorithm based method developed 
can also deal with the optimal design of multi-layer charging cordons. The method is 
tested and evaluated with a network of Edinburgh. In particular, a comparison between 
the performance of the judgmental cordon and optimised cordon is made in this chapter. 
The formation of a charging cordon is not only the practical design criterion arising 
from the surveys discussed in Chapter 3. There are other various aspects of the scheme 
design one must take into account during the design process. These aspects may be 
considered as the outcome constraints of the cordon design. Chapter 7 extends the 
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method developed to allow the inclusion of arbitrary constraints. Four indicators are 
tested: net revenue, equity impact, total travel time, and total travel distance. 
Based on the review and the investigation in Chapter 3, road pricing normally serves a 
number of objectives (e. g. increasing efficiency, reducing congestion, or generating 
revenue). Chapter 8 discusses different regimes of the decision making process for the 
multiobjective or multicriteria decision problem. An algorithm for aiding the design of a 
charging cordon scheme with multiple objectives is developed and tested with the 
Edinburgh network. 
The last pat of the thesis (Part IV) is dedicated to the discussion of the optimisation 
results and some possible policy implications from the research conducted. Various tests 
are conducted in different chapters principally to demonstrate the application of the 
optimisation methods or frameworks. Chapter 9 will distil the results from these tests to 
draw some policy implications from the results and identify some common aspects of 
charging cordon design. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the research and suggests some 
future research issues. 
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CHAPTER 2 ROAD PRICING: FROM THEORY TO 
PRACTICE 
The ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right and when 
they are wrong, are more powerful than is generally understood. Indeed, the world is 
ruled by little else. John Maynard Keynes 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides an overview of the development of road pricing. Road pricing 
originated from the economic concept of marginal cost pricing that is aimed to rectify 
the failure in the transport market. Road pricing has come a long way in the transition 
from its original economic idea to the real world policy. The chapter opens by 
discussing the development of the idea of road pricing and recent research in the 
economic area. 
Then, in Section 2.3 the focus is moved from the theoretical side of road pricing to the 
policy side. The objectives and different types of road pricing schemes in the real world 
are explained. Given the widespread instances of congestion in many cities around the 
world, the concept of road pricing has gained attention over the years. Many cities have 
considered or in some cases have implemented the road pricing scheme. The 
development of the road pricing scheme in these cases reveal a number of possible 
obstacles toward its implementation and provide useful experiences with the planning 
and implementation process of the scheme for other cities. Section 2.4 is therefore 
dedicated to reviewing the development of road pricing in different cases including 
London, Europe, Singapore, Hong Kong, and elsewhere. 
During the transition of road pricing from theory to practice, several research questions 
have been raised on several issues including public acceptability, equity impact, optimal 
design, land use change, and technology for the implementation. These are discussed 
extensively in Section 2.5. 
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2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECONOMIC THEORY 
The concept of road pricing emerged from the idea that the cost paid by the road user 
(called marginal private cost or perceived cost) is actually lower than the actual cost he 
or she imposes (called marginal social cost) (Pigou, 1920; Knight, 1924; Walters, 1961; 
Vickrey, 1963). As early as 1920, Pigou argued that motorists entering a crowded road 
network not only incurred costs to themselves but also imposed one on the other users. 
The cost imposed on other users is called external cost. In making their decisions, 
motorists consider only their own marginal private cost and will continue to take 
additional trips as long as the marginal private cost is less than or equal to the benefit. 
Figure 2-1 shows how this situation occurs graphically. In this setting, road users are 
identical apart from their marginal willingness to pay for a trip, represented by the 
demand curve D= marginal private benefit (MPB). Due to congestion, marginal social 
cost (MSC) exceeds marginal private cost; the latter being equal to average social cost 
(ASC). The free market equilibrium outcome is to, and the socially optimal road use is 
at ti. It is clear that at to, the actual costs imposed by the road users are higher than the 
benefit gained. By introducing the toll J* which is equal to the marginal external 
congestion costs (MSC-ASC) at the optimum, the equilibrium will be driven to the 
socially optimal equilibrium and the welfare gain enjoyed is given by the shaded area. 
MSC 
3C 
PB 
Figure 2-1 Illustration of the economic theory of marginal cost pricing 
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tt to Traffic 
The example demonstrated in Figure 2-1 is very intuitive. However, a number of key 
assumptions were made to simplify the analysis. One of the key assumptions made was 
the absence of a network. Wardrop (1952) defined the two well-known rules of 
deterministic traffic assignment in a network, user optimum and system optimum. The 
first rule of user optimum states that under the equilibrium condition traffic arranges 
itself in such a way that no individual trip maker can improve his or her travel cost by 
switching route. The second rule of system optimum states that under the social 
equilibrium conditions traffic should be arranged in a congested network so that the 
total travel cost is minimised. In the traffic assignment literature (see, for example 
Sheffi, 1985), it is well known that the marginal-cost toll has been proposed to drive the 
user optimal toward system optimal traffic equilibrium. Namely, by levying a suitable 
flow-dependent congestion fee on each user using a particular link in the network, the 
traffic flow pattern which results from choosing cost-minimising routes between any 
origin-destination (O-D) pair will be a system optimum in terms of the minimisation of 
the total network travel cost. 
Yang and Huang (1998) stated that this straightforward approach is not valid for a 
network with elastic demand because travel costs can be minimised by simply setting a 
toll so high that no travel takes place. In this case, the objective function for the 
optimisation program for system optimum must be to maximise the net economic 
benefit. They derived the mathematical program for a system optimal traffic assignment 
and showed that the external cost equals the derivative of the link travel cost multiplied 
by the link flow. 
The development of the theory of marginal cost pricing relies heavily on the assumption 
of first-best conditions. These assumptions are not usually satisfied in the real world 
(Sharp, 1966). Levy-Lambert (1968) and Marchand (1968) are probably the first to 
study optimal congestion pricing with an untolled alternative route for a fixed time 
period representing the second-best condition. Their work showed how the marginal 
cost pricing principle must be modified to take into account an imperfect environment. 
Glazer and Niskanen (1993) studied second-best optimal parking fees for a city centre 
where neither through-traffic nor road users with access to private parking spaces can be 
charged. They showed that if the second-best condition exists in road pricing, then a 
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lump-sum parking fee can increase social welfare. On the other hand, a parking fee per 
unit time does not increase social welfare. The parking fee per unit time spent induces 
the behaviour of short stay parking and allows more persons to use parking spaces each 
day and hence can increase traffic. McDonald (1995) and later Verhoef (2002) used 
economic theory and numerical examples to investigate the question of optimal 
congestion pricing with an untolled route in a general network. The numerical examples 
showed the substantial difference between the optimal second-best tolls and the optimal 
first-best tolls where efficient tolls can be imposed on all routes. 
Most of the studies mentioned earlier extend the concept of optimal road pricing into the 
network context and including the untolled alternative route to represent the second-best 
environment. However, the representation of the possible response of the users to the 
toll imposed in these studies follows a very simple assumption of the single user class 
and single time period. 
The multiple time period and departure time choice, which are the other important 
characteristics of the possible response of users to the toll, has also been attracting 
attention from researchers in the area of second-best optimal toll design. Liu and 
McDonald (1999) analysed the second-best toll problem with possible departure time 
choices between two time periods (i. e. peak and pre-peak). The results showed that the 
first best charging scheme is always better than the second-best scheme in reallocating 
traffic volumes as well as improving social welfare. They also used a two-route 
example to show that the second-best optimal tolls are appreciably smaller than the 
first-best tolls. Chen and Bernstein (1995) considered the application of the second-best 
toll in the particular case of AM/PM pricing. Their research extended to only a simple 
case of a two-route network with an untolled route under fixed demand. The analysis of 
the optimal toll and subsidy took into account route choice between tolled and untolled 
routes. The main finding is that by carefully designing a scheme combining tolls and 
subsidies, a two-directional pricing scheme can be implemented with one toll point 
only. 
Arnott et al (1990b) analysed user equilibrium, system optimal, and various pricing 
regimes for a bottleneck model of a network with two routes in parallel following 
Vickrey (1963). They included departure time choices into the analysis. The results 
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showed that an optimal-time varying toll reduces the queuing without affecting the route 
usage. Step tolls generally yield much greater efficiency gains than uniform tolls 
because they reduce queuing by altering departure times. 
The development of the theory of road pricing has also acknowledged the importance of 
the heterogeneity of the road users in which the optimal pricing applied to different 
groups can be defined. Small and Yan (2001) demonstrated the use of "value pricing" 
where there are two user groups taking in account heterogeneity in value of time. The 
results show that accounting for heterogeneity does improve the optimal toll design in 
terms of social welfare improvement. Second-best distortion in the transport market can 
also occur in other ways. Discussion of related second-best topics in transport can be 
found in Wilson (1983). 
The development of the theory of optimal road pricing has not only been about the 
appropriate representation of the user's behaviour. The representation of the supply side 
is also a main research topic. Although the externalities considered in the analysis of 
optimal toll pricing can include several other factors, e. g. pollution and accidents, the 
major cause of the externalities is still congestion. Thus, to determine the optimal toll 
for reflecting the congestion externality, an appropriate supply model is needed to 
realistically represent the congestion occurring on the road as demand rises. Most of the 
initial analysis mentioned earlier adopted a static model that explains the congestion as 
a relationship with the average flows on the link. This static model of congestion 
simplifies the analysis of the optimal toll problem and is convenient for traditional static 
economic analysis. 
However, the focal discussion point on the plausibility of this static speed-flow model is 
the phenomenon of the backward bending of the supply curve (also referred to as 
hypercongestion). This unwanted phenomenon of backward bending was caused mainly 
by the engineering definitions of flow and density used to derive the relationship of the 
speed-flow curve. This condition occurs when the density of the traffic becomes so high 
and the speed become so low (highly congested conditions) that the traffic flow (speed 
times density) falls below its maximum possible value. The same flow level can be 
produced under the normal uncongested conditions with a high speed and low density of 
traffic. 
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The discussions on the plausibility of the non-unique relationship between the speed and 
flow and whether using a static model to represent a dynamic traffic condition is a good 
approach are very critical. In addition to this engineering discussion, this backward 
bending phenomenon also causes a very severe question on the stability of the 
equilibrium between the supply and demand (due to the non-unique equilibrium point). 
In parallel, the question can also be asked if the economic representation of the 
equilibrium between demand and supply in a static manner is sufficient to study the 
marginal cost toll problem given the dynamic nature of the traffic and congestion. 
In fact, this dynamic congestion issue is not a new topic. Vickrey (1969) analysed the 
optimal peak-load toll with a simple bottleneck model which can be represented in a 
tractable form. Several researchers since then have started to analyse the dynamics of 
congestion and the associated optimal peak-load toll. Arnott et al (1990a) include 
departure time choice into the analysis of dynamic pricing with a modified bottleneck 
model. 
The key simplification of Vickrey's model is that the traffic is assumed to move freely 
until it meets the bottleneck and also that the traffic can move freely through the queue. 
This simplification was criticised to discard the shock-wave effect of the dynamics of 
queue development (Mun, 1999). The lack of traffic jam conditions in Vickrey's model 
resulting in a slow rate of queue growth (compared to the model with traffic jams) was 
claimed to underestimate the optimal toll. Mun (1994) introduced the traffic jam based 
on the theory of kinematic wave (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955) into the bottleneck 
model and analysed the optimal dynamic congestion toll. However, his model assumed 
a fixed pattern of travel demand for each time period. Later on, Mun (1999) 
incorporated departure time choice into the model and also analysed the effect of 
optimal dynamic tolls. The result showed the benefit of the introduction of a peak-load 
toll. 
The other treatment of the dynamics of congestion is to relate the traffic jam with either 
the inflow at the instant the trip is started (Chu, 1995) or the outflow at the instant the 
trip is ended (Henderson, 1974). Obviously, neither model is able to represent the 
interaction of traffic on the link from different periods. Recently, there are further 
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suggestions and developments in the area of dynamic traffic modelling in which the 
flow-propagation can be treated in various ways. Friesz et al (1993b) proposed to define 
the travel time of a trip as a function of the traffic volume at the instant the trip is 
started. Ran and Boyce (1996) adopted the travel time function with the arguments 
being the traffic volume on the link, inflow, and outflow at the instant of the beginning 
of the trip. Carey et al (2003) defined travel time as a function of the weighted 
combination of the inflow at the instant the trip is started and the outflow at the instant 
the trip is ended. Obviously, different models behave in a different manner and the 
study of the most plausible models for the study of the congestion pricing needs a 
comparison with real data. 
Recently, Verhoef (2003a) proposed a simple car-following model for representing the 
flow propagation on the link as well as the development of the traffic jam and queue in 
continuous time. He analysed the dynamic optimal toll pricing framework with the 
proposed model and showed that the toll framework derived from the model proposed 
outperformed the toll framework based on Vickrey's model. Verhoef (2003b) later on 
verified the instability of the equilibrium between static demand and supply framework 
using the simplified car-following model. He also compared the behaviour of the 
simplified car-following model with the real-world traffic data. 
The development of the theory of road pricing has come a long way from its original 
idea. It has expanded in two main branches. The first is the study of the formulation of 
the optimal toll problem under an imperfect environment (second-best toll problem) 
with different attempts to extend the properties of the demand model adopted. The 
second strand is the analysis of the phenomenon on the supply side which mainly 
involves the study of the development of congestion and queues. It can be seen that 
there is a rich development of the research into the theory of road pricing. In the next 
section, the development of the road pricing as a transport policy instrument from the 
practical point of view will be discussed. 
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2.3 ROAD PRICING AS A TRANSPORT INSTRUMENT 
-1 
2.3.1 Objective of the road pricing scheme 
Despite its original objective of enhancing the economic efficiency of the transport 
system as explained in the previous section, the practical objectives of road pricing have 
since been developed beyond this original focus. This is`due to the acceptance of road 
pricing as a demand and urban management tool by transport and city planners (Jones 
and Hervik, 1992). The interest in road pricing-has been stimulated by the desire to find 
a new revenue generation source for the improvement of transport infrastructure to keep 
up with the growth of the traffic, and by the failure of alternative policies to curb the 
level of traffic congestion/demand (Small and Gomez-Ibanez, 1998). Four main 
practical objectives for the implementation of road pricing can be defined. It is 
noteworthy that most of the schemes consider these objectives simultaneously with 
some order of preference. 
(i) Reduce traffic congestion 
The concept of reducing congestion is probably the first practical objective attached to 
the implementation of a road pricing system. This is because congestion in the traffic 
system is the main cause of the inefficiency of the system. Thus, the idea of using road 
pricing as the travel demand restraint measure was proposed. The objective of the 
implementation of the first Singapore ALS was purely to restrain the travel demand into 
the central business district in order to reduce congestion (Holland and Watson, 1978). 
Similarly, the feasibility study of the Hong Kong congestion charging scheme dealt 
mainly with the objective of congestion reduction. This is also the case for the recent 
congestion charging scheme in London. 
However, it is noteworthy that the objective of reducing congestion may not perfectly 
coincide with the objective of economic efficiency. After the first implementation of the 
ALS in Singapore, the scheme has been regularly updated and revised to ensure the 
efficient usage of the road network (see the detail of the development of the Singapore 
road pricing scheme in Section 2.4.3). 
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(ii) Environmental improvement 
The other main problem in most cities is the growing concern over the environmental 
impact of traffic congestion. Increasing worldwide concerns over environmental issues 
in the past decade have stimulated the discussion of the impact of transport on the local 
and global environmental problem. Following the Kyoto agreement on the target 
reduction of greenhouse gas emission, the UK Department for Transport has set a target 
to reduce the carbon-dioxide emission level by 20% on 1990 levels by 2010 
(Department for Transport, 2000). The plan mainly aims to reduce road congestion in 
the inter-urban and major urban cities. Although the relationship between the level of 
congestion (or traffic) and the levels of different types of pollution is not clear, the 
interest in pricing traffic to reduce the environmental problem in the city has been 
spreading. For example, environmental protection was the principal focus of the scheme 
development in Holland and Stockholm. 
(iii) Revenue generation 
As mentioned earlier, the public sector has found it harder and harder to obtain 
sufficient funds for the improvement of transport infrastructure in order to keep up with 
the growth in demand. The main guaranteed benefit of road pricing is the revenue 
generated from the tolls. Thus, many cities and governments have been attempting to 
use road pricing as a financing tool for major transport investment. A good example of 
the application of road pricing to generate revenue is the toll ring schemes in Norway 
(see Section 2.4.2). The objective of revenue generation is often considered alongside 
the other objectives. The implementation of a road pricing system in practice imposes 
some implementation and operating costs on the operator. Thus, the road pricing system 
should be at least a self-financing scheme. Similarly, the analysis from various research 
suggested the importance of the revenue exploitation from the road pricing scheme to 
improve the transport system overall. This issue is discussed later in Section 2.5.1. 
(iv) Urban planning and city protection 
Although road pricing has been considered mainly as a transport policy, recently there 
has been a growing recognition of the benefit of road pricing as an urban management 
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tool. Road pricing can be used to increase the accessibility of the city hence increasing 
the attractiveness of the city for business (although there may also be some negative 
impacts from the tolls imposed on the economic development) and revitalising the area. 
From a different perspective, the introduction of road pricing can be aimed at protecting 
the existing historical part of a city (e. g. the discussion on using road pricing to protect 
the Old Town area of the city of Edinburgh). Recently, a single toll point scheme was 
implemented in Durham, UK, with the clear aim to protect the peninsular area which is 
the main historical part of the city including a World Heritage Cathedral and Castle. 
2.3.2 Possible methods for implementation 
Various approaches to implementing road pricing in the real world have been proposed 
and studied. Three main types of charging regimes have been discussed including (i) 
point-based charging, (ii) area-based charging, and (iii) continuous charging. 
In a point-based charging system, drivers are charged when crossing a specific point in 
the network. There are two types of point-based charging system, cordon-based and 
cellular systems (MVA, 1995). The cordon-based system involves one or more 
boundary lines around a specific area, and sometimes incorporates radial screen lines. 
Cordon based charging systems currently operate in three Norwegian cities. The scheme 
in Singapore has also been gradually modified to a cordon-based system. Similarly, the 
schemes proposed for Hong Kong and Edinburgh are also cordon-based schemes. A 
wide range of technologies have been adopted to implement the cordon-based system 
including free-flow charging system with smartcards or vehicle tags and manual 
tollbooths or enforcement points. Cellular systems include a system of hexagonal cells 
covering the charged area. The cordon based system is a very simple system but can 
also be modified to be a complex system by the introduction of screen lines (e. g. the 
proposed Hong Kong scheme). The key drawback of the point-based charging system is 
that it cannot impose charges on the trips inside the charged area or, more generally, 
between charging points. 
Area-based charging scheme imposes a charge on the presence of the trip inside the 
charged area. The area-based charging scheme can also be referred to as a 
supplementary licensing system. The original ALS scheme in Singapore and the current 
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London congestion charging scheme are both area-based charging systems. 
Enforcement for the area-based scheme was operated manually in the Singapore ALS. 
Recently, with the improvement of technology the London congestion charging scheme 
has implemented a camera based enforcement system with number plate recognition 
technology. 
The last category of charging regimes is the continuous charging system, which 
includes time based, distance based, and delay based charging regimes. As the names 
suggest, these charge the user according to the amount of time, distance, and delay on 
his/her journey inside the charging area. A time-based system, TIMEZONE, was 
proposed for Richmond, London. However, the time-based system may lead to 
dangerous driving behaviour in an attempt to reduce the travel time (Bonall and 
Palmer, 1997). The Congestion Metering system was proposed for the city of 
Cambridge in the UK (Oldridge, 1990). However, the traveller may not be able to 
estimate the charge level for her trip prior to the end of the journey. Recently, CfIT 
(2002) also proposed a nation-wide distance based charging scheme in the UK. 
2.4 EXPERIENCES AROUND THE WORLD' 
2.4.1 Developments in the U. K. 
The development of the idea of road pricing in the U. K started since the first major 
study in 1964, the Smeed Report (Ministry of Transport, 1964). The report set the tone 
of the discussion of the necessity of the road pricing policy for tackling the major traffic 
congestion problem in U. K. in that time. The detail of the design criteria from the 
Smeed Report will be discussed in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3. After the Smeed Report, a 
feasibility study of the relative benefits of road pricing and parking controls in London 
was commissioned, Better Use of Town Roads (Ministry of Transport, 1967). In 1974, 
the idea to implement road pricing in London was developed further with the proposal 
for Supplementary Licensing (Greater London City Council, 1974; May, 1975). The 
Supplementary Licensing scheme required every vehicle entering the Inner London area 
between 0700 and 1900 on weekdays to purchase a daily licence costing around £5 
(2003 prices), with a charge of three times that level for commercial vehicles and 
'Note that this section is based largely on May and Sumalee (2003) 
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exemptions for buses, taxis, disabled drivers and emergency vehicles. The scheme was 
expected to reduce the traffic entering the centre by 45% and to increase speeds by 
about 40% during the peak periods(May, 1975). Despite the clear benefit of the scheme 
predicted by the modelling study, the proposal was not pursued by the GLC mainly due 
to concerns over the impacts on equity and the economy. Similar proposals emerged at 
the same time for Bristol and York, but this was a high point in the development of road 
pricing, not to be regained for another twenty years. 
During the early 1990s, interest in road pricing re-emerged due to the lack of success of 
other transport policies in tackling congestion and the need to provide a more integrated 
transport strategy (May and Roberts, 1995). In 1992, the London Congestion Charging 
Research Programme was commissioned by the UK Department for Transport (MVA, 
1995). The study investigated different perspectives of the implementation of a road 
pricing scheme in London extensively covering the evaluation of alternative schemes, 
potential technologies, and administration and enforcement. The simplest scheme under 
study was a single cordon charge around Central London whereas the most complex 
scheme investigated involved three cordons and screen lines. Again, the study 
confirmed the benefit of introducing road pricing in London. It should also be noted that 
in that time there did not exist any legislation for the introduction of road pricing in the 
U. K. cities. During the same period, several cities in the U. K. including Edinburgh 
(May et al, 1992), Bristol, and Leicester also investigated the feasibility and benefit of 
the implementation of a road pricing scheme in their cities as part of an integrated 
strategy. 
In 1998, based upon the evidence of the studies in the 1990s the incoming Labour 
government decided to provide local authorities with the power to implement 
congestion charging schemes and workplace parking levies, and to retain and use the 
revenues collected from these schemes for other transport projects for the next ten years 
after the scheme implementation (DETR, 1998). In order to stimulate and support the 
development of congestion charging schemes, the government set up the Congestion 
Charging Development Partnership. Initially, almost 30 local authorities who were 
interested in implementing road pricing or workplace parking levies joined the 
partnership. 
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In London, the development of road pricing was stimulated by the change of the local 
political institution. Legislation in 1999 established the Greater London Authority. After 
the establishment of the GLA, the first Mayor was elected in 2000. Prior to the Mayoral 
election, a major research programme Road Charging Options for London, was 
conducted by an independent group of transport professionals (ROCOL working group) 
to inform the newly elected Mayor. The Mayor produced the Transport Strategy 
for 
London which included congestion charging as the main policy to tackle the transport 
problem in London based on the ROCOL study (GLA, 2001). 
In February 2003, the congestion charging scheme commenced in London. - The scheme 
is an area licensing scheme covering Central London. The £5 charge is applied to trips 
travelling inside the charging zone between lam to 6.30pm weekdays (taxis and 
motorcycles are exempted). Residents inside the charging zone receive a 90% discount. 
Transport for London (TfL) estimated, prior to the implementation of the scheme, a 
reduction in traffic entering the charging zone of around 17-28%. The recent impact 
monitoring report suggested a 18% reduction of the trips entering the zone (TfL, 2004). 
During the feasibility study of the scheme, the scheme was expected to generate net 
revenues of £120 million in 2003/04 and £130 million in subsequent years (the 
operating costs per year are about £97 million). However, the latest estimates are that 
the net revenue will be around £68 million in 2003/04 and £80 million to £100 million 
in subsequent years (TfL, 2003). The main reasons for the lower level of the net 
revenues generated are an over-estimate of the number of vehicles entering the charging 
zone from the modelling forecast, the number of exempt and discounted vehicles being 
higher than expected, fewer commercial vehicles than expected, and higher levels of 
evasion of the system. Currently, there has been a discussion on the extension of the 
scheme to the west part of Inner London. The main reason for this plan is the congestion 
problem remaining in that area. 
The other active developments of road pricing in the U. K. includes the recent 
implementation of the single toll point charging scheme in Durham, the discussion of 
the double-toll ring scheme in Edinburgh and the development of a single cordon 
proposal in Bristol. Despite the success of the London congestion charging scheme, the 
climate for development of the road pricing scheme in the U. K. has not been as active as 
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expected. This is because London is not typical of cities in the U. K. and hence the 
success of the scheme in London may not be transferable to other cities. The scheme in 
Edinburgh should have a major impact on the development of road pricing in the U. K. It 
covers a wider area of the city and the city itself is in a similar environment to other 
major cities in U. K compared to London. The current debate over the scheme in 
Edinburgh is the exemption of residents of the city of Edinburgh from the outer cordon 
charge. This is considered as a major equity problem by the residents outside the city. 
While most of the interest in the UK has inevitably focused on urban congestion 
charging, recent reports have advocated the use of distance-based charges nationally on 
congested roads, offset by the abolition of the annual vehicle tax and some reduction in 
fuel taxes (CfIT, 2002). A system of this kind is scheduled to come into operation for 
commercial vehicles in 2006, and a government field trial of the technology, based in 
Leeds, is expected to start shortly after some considerable delay. 
2.4.2 Developments in other countries in Europe 
Norway 
In Norway, road pricing has long been used as a supplementary fiscal instrument to 
raise finance for road projects. Currently, 25% of the total annual budget for road 
construction in Norway comes from the road pricing schemes around the country 
(Odeck and Brathen, 2002). Most of the road pricing schemes impose tolls on particular 
sections of trunk roads, tunnels, or bridges. Only five of them are urban charging cordon 
schemes (or toll rings): in Bergen, Oslo, Trondheim, Stavenger, and Kristiansand. 
However, recently discussions have taken place concerning the modification of the 
current toll financing schemes to congestion charging schemes in Bergen, Oslo, and 
Trondheim. 
The Bergen toll ring was introduced in 1986 aiming to directly raise finance for 
completing the planned road system. In 1990 the capital city of Norway, Oslo, also 
introduced an urban toll ring, to finance a new tunnel under the city centre. The 
implementation of the tolls in both cases was timed to coincide with the opening of the 
new tunnel and bypass projects financed by toll revenues. In 1992, a toll ring was 
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implemented in Trondheim, which has been gradually developed over the years since its 
introduction. An `amputated' toll ring with only two toll plazas was in operation from 
1992-1996 in Kristiansand. A new package and toll charge period were recently agreed 
to fund the construction of the new trunk road (E18) and two tunnels through 
Kristiansand. In 2001 Stavanger implemented a city toll "ring". The toll will be in 
operation for 10 years to finance the new road and other transport projects. Table 2-1 
summarises the characteristics of the schemes in these five cases. 
City Bergen Oslo Trondheim Kristiansand Stavanger 
population 213,000 456,000 138,000 70,000 103,000 
Starting Date Jan, 1986 Feb, 1990 Oct, 1991 April, 1992 April 2001 
Number of 7 19 22 5 21 
toll stations 
Charging Uniform Uniform Peak and Off peak Uniform Peak and Off 
regime charge charge charge charge peak charge2 
Entry charge 10 15 15 (for all period 10 10 for Peak 
for small for manual 5 for Off peak 
vehicle3 payment°) 
(NOK) 
Charging Weekday All days Weekday Weekday Weekday 6am- 
period 6am-10pm All hours 6am-6pm 6am-6pm 6pm 
Discount Discount Discount Discounts for users Discount for Several advance 
for for of electronic monthly payment 
monthly prepaid systems. subscriptions discounts with 
subscripti tickets AutoPass 
ons 
Annual gross 156 1,046 168 95 80 
revenues 
(NOK 
millions) 
Annual 30 103 17 20 21 
operating 
costs (NOK 
millions) 
Table 2-1 Key characteristics of the Norwegian toll rings (Source: May and Sumalee, 
2003) 
Given the original objective of raising revenues, the lower toll level in all schemes only 
reduced the traffic slightly (around 6-7% for Bergen, 3-4% in Oslo, and 10% in 
Trondheim during the charged periods). Originally, in Bergen the toll revenues 
collected were only used for road projects. A new agreement was reached in 2002 for 
2 Peak period: 7am-9am and 2pm-5pm; off peak period: other period between 6am-6pm. 3 Heavy vehicles are charged double price 
4 For prepayment of 6000 NOK, 9 NOK between 6am-1 Oam and 6 NOK between 10am-6pm; for 
prepayment of 3000 NOK, 10.5 NOK between 6am-loam and 7.5 NOK between 1 Oam-6pm; for 
prepayment of 1000 NOK, 12 NOK between 6am-10am and 9 NOK between loam-6pm. 
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maintaining the toll ring system until 2011 with the basic toll levels increased to 15 
NOK from 2004 onwards (which coincides with the implementation of electronic 
collection), only 45% of the revenues will be allocated to road investment, and the 
scheme will be refocused as a congestion charging system (Ramjerdi et al, 2004). In 
Oslo, Trondheim, Kristiansand, and Stavanger, the revenues will help finance road 
projects, public transport improvement, and other safety instruments. New toll ring 
schemes are also underway. In 2003, the Namdal project (in the city of Namso) started 
which is claimed to be the smallest toll ring in the world (only two toll points). 
Tonsberg will make a decision on the introduction of a toll ring by 2004. 
The toll ring system in Norway is currently at a crossroads. Most of the projects around 
the country were originally initiated to finance major local transport schemes (mostly 
road transport infrastructure). The agreements for many existing schemes are near to the 
end or already terminated (in the case of Bergen). A decision on the future of the toll 
rings has to be made. At the national level in Norway a new law on tolling and road 
pricing has just been sanctioned by the Parliament. Through this law road user charging 
is accepted as a means both for revenue raising and for demand management, but the 
two objectives can never be mixed. This means that today's tolling systems must be 
terminated before any urban pricing scheme can be considered. Public acceptance of 
these changes is also uncertain. While 54% opposed Bergen's toll ring before its 
implementation, that had fallen to 37% a year later (Odeck and Brathen, 2002). It is not 
clear whether toll rings designed for congestion charging will attract such majority 
support. 
Swede: 
Sweden has had an interest in restraining traffic, particularly in Stockholm and 
Gothenburg, since the 1980s. Its main focus has been protection of the environment, 
although relief of congestion has also been an issue. The most significant proposal for 
Stockholm emerged in 1991 as part of the Dennis agreement (Gomez-Ibanez and Small, 
1994). The Dennis package, involved relieving traffic problems in the inner city by 
improving public transport, building an inner ring road and a tolled western bypass, and 
introducing a toll ring, just outside the inner ring road. Tolls would have been around $2 
at current prices, with the possibility of variations by time of day and by standard of 
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emission controls. With the outer bypass tolls, they would have been designed to 
provide the main source of finance for the investments. While the proposals initially had 
the support of all the main political parties, it soon became clear that both the inner ring 
road and the toll ring were highly controversial, and the proposals were dropped in 
1997. However, other agencies, including the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation, 
the Swedish Institute for Transport and Communications Analysis and the Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency, have since submitted proposals for somewhat similar 
pricing schemes. Most recently, the Swedish National Road Administration has 
published a review of the options for road pricing in urban areas (Eliasson and 
Lundberg, 2003). While this does not make specific proposals, it is one of the most 
comprehensive summaries of successes and failures in road pricing currently available. 
The Netherlands 
During the late 1980s, the Dutch Government proposed the introduction of a large 
multiple cordon-based road pricing system called rekening rfjden ('road pricing') for 
the Randstad region (including Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht, plus 
part of the province of Noord-Brabant). The main objective of this proposed scheme 
was to manage travel demand, and hence to reduce congestion. Other objectives of the 
scheme were to decrease environmental pollution and generate funds to finance new 
infrastructure. Due to public opposition the proposal was not pursued. In 1991, a more 
conventional form of road toll using toll plazas (tollpleinen) was proposed. The 
objective of the scheme was redefined to solely raise money for road infrastructure. 
However, due to the potential disruption of the traffic caused by the stop-and-go 
operation of the toll plazas and the amount of land required for implementation, the 
proposal was rejected. 
In 1992, a reduced scope proposal involving a system of supplementary licensing for 
motorists using the main road network during peak periods (spitsvignet) was discussed. 
The rush hour motorists would have been charged a fixed amount toll to travel during 
peak hours regardless of the area. The charge would be about $2.85 per day (1992 
prices) applied during the morning rush hour 6am-loam. However, the proposal was not 
approved after a new government was elected in 1994. Boot et al (1999) suggested that 
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the most important reason for the failure of these earlier proposals was political 
acceptability. 
Subsequently, in October 1994 the Dutch parliament agreed in principle and strongly 
proposed the implementation of a revised form of rekening rüden (referred to as 
`congestion charging') which would be a system of electronic toll cordons around the 
four main cities in the Randstad area starting in year 2001 (Dutch Minister of Transport, 
1995; Transport, 1995). The charge would be in operation during the morning rush hour 
(7am-9am) on weekdays. The objectives of this proposal were to improve accessibility 
of the economic centres. 
In 2001, congestion charging became a major political debate in the Netherlands. The 
proposal of rekening rijden was opposed by several interest groups. The main objection 
was that the authorities failed to provide an alternative for those who were obliged to 
travel by car during the proposed charging period. The government is now considering 
an alternative proposal for a Mobimeter ('kilometre charging') system. The idea was 
supported by the successful development of the technology for the kilometre charging 
system. In addition, the policy could well fit in with the European Commission White 
Paper which proposed a kilometre charging system as a good instrument for transport 
pricing in Europe. The system is expected to be fully operational by 2006. The system 
will be a non-differentiating kilometre charge first but the possibilities of differentiating 
the charge in relation to congestion will be discussed further. 
The barriers to the success of the implementation of congestion charging in the 
Netherlands have been politics and technology. The success of the recent proposal for a 
kilometre charge will rely heavily on the reliability and capability of charging 
technology. However, the greatest barrier for further progress still seems to be a 
political one, and is closely linked to the issue of public acceptability. 
Germany 
The key development of road user charging in Germany is the implementation of 
interurban freight charging. Since April 2001 there has been a standard emission-related 
tariff for motorway tolls applicable to heavy goods vehicles, jointly implemented by 
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Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Sweden 
(Eurovignette). The current system of Eurovignette charges all heavy goods vehicles 
with a weight more than 12 tonnes (except buses, coaches, and specialist vehicles) 
for 
using the road network in any of these countries. The charges are varied according to 
the number of axles and engine emission standards. 
Germany is facing the problem of continuing freight traffic growth as the consequence 
of the Single European Market and the enlargement of the EU to the east and 
globalisation. Freight traffic is forecast to grow by 64% before 2015. The German 
government aims to tackle the problem by creating an efficient transport infrastructure 
to accommodate the growth in traffic demand, improve the rail freight network, and 
create fair competition between different modes. One key strategy is to rectify the price 
ratio between the rail and road sectors. Thus, after a long discussion the introduction of 
distance-related charges for the use of the motorway system by heavy goods vehicles 
(HGVs) was approved by the government in April 2002. The act allows the introduction 
of distance based charging on the motorway network and some parts of the federal 
highways (for safety reasons mainly) and the toll revenues can be used for infrastructure 
projects. 
The toll system will be changed probably in late 2004 from the old Eurovignette system 
to the kilometre charge system. The charge will still be differentiated according to 
engine emission standard and number of axles. It will replace the Eurovignette and 
some part of the fuel duty. The charge is expected to vary between 0.10 Euro/km and 
0.17 Euro/km, and is in line with the EU directive 1999/62/EC (Commission of 
European Community, 1999). Drivers will have two alternative charging options. The 
first option is the automatic charging option which is for vehicles equipped with an On- 
Board Unit (OBU). This automatic electronic system can be located exactly by satellite 
and continually transmits the position of the vehicle, the company and vehicle data, as 
well as the kilometres travelled on charged roads to a central computer. An automatic 
procedure then charges the toll in arrears to a pre-selected payment partner. The second 
option is the manual pre-booking system. The manual procedure requires that the driver 
or the vehicle's owner stipulates a route in advance and `buys' the route at one of the 
toll terminals or via the Internet before the journey. 
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2.4.3 Developments in Singapore 
Given the limited land space, the Singapore government has foreseen the possible 
severe impact of traffic congestion on the development of the country (Foo, 2000). The 
government has been trying to control the level of car traffic in the network through 
various generations and combinations of pricing measures over the last 30 years. Two 
means of controlling car travel demand have been adopted: the control of vehicle 
ownership and the restraint of vehicle usage. 
A tax on new vehicle registrations was introduced in 1972, and tax rates were 
subsequently increased as a means of controlling ownership. However, there was 
concern that the tax was inflexible, and that it was not imposing sufficient control. In 
1990, the government introduced a unique form of vehicle ownership control, the 
Vehicle Quota System (VQS), in which a quota for new vehicles in any month is 
determined to match an approved overall growth rate of 3% p. a. and the payment is 
determined by a bidding system. After the implementation of the VQS, the average 
annual motor growth rate was decreased to around 2.83 per cent from 4.4 per cent. The 
VQS also generated a substantial amount of revenue for the government (around $1.8 
billion in 1994 alone). 
Although additional taxes had been in place since 1972, the Singapore government was 
not satisfied with the effectiveness of this measure in curbing congestion. In 1975, 
Singapore introduced the world's first urban road pricing scheme, the Area Licensing 
Scheme (ALS), to increase the incentive for car users to switch to public transport. The 
original ALS was a single cordon covering the central business district (CBD) of 
Singapore, called the Restricted Zone (RZ). Under the ALS, a permit had to be 
purchased to travel into the RZ by car during peak traffic periods, with exemptions for 
those with four or more people (Holland and Watson, 1978). Enforcement was based on 
manual operation by police personnel located at each of the entry points. The morning 
peak car traffic volume entering the RZ in 1992 was approximately a half of the level 17 
years before the ALS was introduced. Speeds had increased by 20% and accidents had 
fallen by 25% (Menon, 2000). Public transport's share for working trips increased from 
33% in 1974 to 67% in 1992. 
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Initially, the charge structure was a flat rate charge of S$3 for travelling inside the RZ in 
the AM peak period (7: 30-9: 30 a. m. ) on Monday to Saturday. However, three weeks 
later the charging hours were extended until 10: 15am in response to the substantial 
increase in traffic volume entering the RZ just after 9: 30am (Chin, 2002). The charge 
was then increased to S$4 and S$5 in 1976 and 1980 respectively. Gradually, the 
structure of the charge and charging period was modified to increase the effectiveness 
of the scheme. In 1989, the charge period was extended into the PM peak (4: 30pm - 
7: 00pm) with a charge level of S$3. The charge period was extended again to the whole 
day from Monday to Friday in 1994 with the same charge level of S$3. The ALS was 
considered successful and it was also claimed that there was no significant impact on 
businesses inside the RZ (Seik, 1998). 
Nevertheless, the original ALS also had unintended adverse effects such as congestion 
on feeder roads and expressways leading to the CBD (Goh, 2002). The government 
decided to introduce the Road Pricing Scheme (RPS) to regulate traffic on the 
expressways and feeder roads in 1995. The RPS (manually enforced) was implemented 
on the three main expressways heading to the CBD with congestion tolls to pass defined 
points. About 16% of motorists stopped using the expressways during the RPS 
operation hours (between 7: 30am and 9: 30am). However, the ALS and RP schemes 
were claimed to cause under-utilisation of the roads within the CBD and not to be able 
to deter the congestion outside the RZ and RPS. In addition, the manual operation of 
both systems was too labour-intensive and not flexible enough to permit the future 
modification of the scheme. 
In 1998, the electronic road pricing system (ERP) was implemented. The ERP cordon 
covered a similar area to the original RZ of the ALS. However, the charging is imposed 
on a per crossing basis which is different from the original operation of ALS. An 
incomplete second cordon has since been implemented. The ERP charge rates are set 
based on the types of vehicle (including motorcycles). The charges are also 
differentiated according to location of crossing, day, and time of day. The road authority 
in Singapore reviews speeds on the expressways and roads, where the ERP system is in 
operation, quarterly. After the review, the ERP rates are then adjusted to maintain 
average traffic speed on expressways and roads inside RZ at 45-65 km/hr and 20-30 
km/hr respectively. 
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Immediately after the implementation of the ERP, the traffic volume on the heavily 
congested roads fell by 17% from the condition during the operation of ALS. Traffic 
volume into the CBD decreased by 10-15% compared to the condition during the ALS 
operation (Chin 2002). ERP has been effective in maintaining a speed range of 45 to 65 
km/hr for expressways and 20 to 30 km/hr for major roads as intended. The estimated 
monthly revenue from the system is S$3.4 million which is substantially lower than the 
revenue collected from the old ALS and RPS schemes, which was about S$5.8 
million/month (Goh, 2002). The change of the fundamental principle of charging from 
ALS which allowed multiple entries for the whole day to the ERP which charges per 
crossing is the reason for the significant drop in the demand despite the lower charge 
rates. 
The Singapore government has adopted a "stick and carrot" policy where a substantial 
amount of money has been invested in improving the public transport system. After 
gaining sufficient revenues from ALS, in 1988 the Singapore government decided to 
develop the heavy rail Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) and later on a light rail network 
(initiated in 1999). The development of public transport has enhanced the increase in 
modal split of public transport which increased from 46% in 1976 to 70% of in 1991 of 
all journey-to-work trips to the CBD. 
The Singapore LTA plans to modify the charging area and charge levels to achieve 
better utilisation of the road network whilst maintaining an acceptable level of service. 
Although there has been a wide range of well documented papers on the success and 
implementation path of road pricing in Singapore, there has been very little discussion 
on public responses. The stable political climate in Singapore has supported the 
government and LTA in adopting a very aggressive transport policy over the last three 
decades. Despite all the successes, questions have been asked on the extent of 
decentralisation of the city and economic impact of the cost of the journey to work 
(Phang, 1993; Willoughby, 2001). 
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2.4.4 Development of ERP in Hong Kong 
In 1982, the Hong Kong government decided to adopt fiscal controls to contain traffic. 
Particular measures introduced were trebling the annual fee for private cars and 
doubling the fuel tax and the registration fee for new cars. As a result of the vehicle 
ownership restraint, private vehicle ownership decreased from 211,000 
in 1981 to 
170,000 in 1984. However, the level of congestion was only reduced in the least 
congested (low income) areas and in the same time rose in the most congested areas 
(Dawson and Brown, 1985). Private car and taxi use still remained high, particularly 
during peak periods (Lewis, 1993). 
In response to this failure, in 1983 the Hong Kong government decided to commission a 
two-year investigation of the viability of introducing a road user charging scheme using 
an electronic road pricing system (ERP). Hong Kong chose not to adopt a low-tech 
option like the ALS in Singapore on the basis that it would be too liable to fraud and 
require a considerable amount of enforcement (Bonns, 1988). The principles of, the 
proposed ERP scheme were similar to that of the current ERP system in Singapore (with 
a charge per crossing). Three schemes were designed with different locations of 
charging cordons, screen lines and charge structures. The schemes were primarily 
designed to cover the most congested areas, Hong Kong Island and Kowloon. The 
charge structure was planned to vary by time period and area. The combinations of 
different charging cordons and screen lines with different charging structures were 
designed following the idea of a theoretical optimum (Dawson and Catling, 1986). _, 
The system proposed in the 1983 study was based on automatic vehicle identification,, 
(AVI) with a passive electronic number plate (ENO) mounted underneath the vehicle. 
At the charging points, inductive power and receiver loops installed underneath the road 
pavement surface would be used to detect and identify the vehicle crossing the point. 
The information on crossing vehicles and their crossing times would then be transmitted 
from the roadside computer to the main accounting and billing system. The motorists 
crossing the charging points would then receive a bill on a monthly basis. Enforcement 
would be conducted via closed-circuit television which would record the rear number 
plates of the vehicles. The technological tests with around 2,600 cars confirmed a very 
high reliability rate for the system. The proposed ERP system was expected to decrease 
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the traffic volume by at least 20% during the peak hours and the capital cost of the 
scheme was estimated to be around $30 million (in 1983) (Borins, 1988). 
Following the success of the technological trial and potential positive outcome of the 
ERP system the Hong Kong government decided to consult the district boards, which 
represented the public. The government faced two main arguments: the need for road 
pricing given the scale of the congestion problem and the potential for invasion of 
privacy. In early June 1985, the proposal of the ERP scheme was unanimously turned 
down by the district boards (Leung and Liu, 1985). 
In 1994, the Hong Kong government revived the idea of tackling traffic congestion by 
road pricing. The government commissioned a major feasibility study, which began in 
March 1997, with the objective of examining the practicality of implementing ERP in 
Hong Kong. Various technological alternatives were considered including the Dedicated 
Short Range Communication (DSRC) system as currently operated in Singapore and the 
Vehicle Positioning System (VPS) based on Global Positioning System (GPS). A 
cordon-based charging scheme was still the preferred alternative for the charging 
regime. 
Similarly to the scheme design in 1983, the charging zone would cover the most 
congested areas of Hong Kong and be operated on a directional and time period basis. 
The initial suggestion was that the peak period charge would be from 8: 00am to 9: 00am 
and from 5: 30pm and 7: 00pm. A slightly lower charge would be applied during the 
inter-peak hours. The charge rate would be set to maintain a target speed of 20km/hr. It 
was estimated that the implementation of this proposed ERP scheme would reduce car 
trips entering the charging zones by up to 50%, with 40% diverting to public transport 
and 10% changing travel time. In order to rectify the failure of the first proposal, there 
was a well-planned public consultation programme to allow public input into the 
development of the scheme. 
Technology trials were conducted in late 1998 with both DSRC and VPS technologies. 
The results showed that both DSRC and VPS could be adopted in Hong Kong and the 
privacy issue could be overcome. However, in 2001 the government concluded that 
based on the feasibility study report in 1999 there were no transport and environmental 
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grounds to justify electronic road pricing(Legislative Council, 2001). Therefore, - the 
government decided not to pursue} the implementation of the ERP scheme, despite the 
promising results of the technological trials. Although the technological barrier 
in 
relation to the privacy issue has been overcome, the question of the political and public 
acceptability of ERP still remains. 
2.4.5 Developments elsewhere in the world 
There are a few road pricing proposals elsewhere in the world, and most of these are 
using road pricing as an infrastructure financing tool rather than as a congestion 
charging measure. In Australia, several high-technology tolling systems are in place: 
a 
series of tolled motorways, bridges, and tunnels in Sydney, City Link in Melbourne, 
Gateway Bridge/motorway and Logan motorway in Brisbane. The interesting issue for 
Australia is the national policy to allow a customer of one toll road operator to be able 
to "seamlessly" use other toll road systems. In the recent AusLink Green Paper, ' the 
possibility of moving the existing toll financing scheme to a congestion charging 
scheme is mentioned (DOTARS, 2002). A road user charging system for heavy goods 
vehicles based on variable weight and distance (a mass-distance regime) was' also 
referred to as an alternative. 
In New Zealand, the paper based Road User Charges for heavy goods vehicles, 
introduced in 1977, is a weight-distance tax which relies on vehicle distance 
measurement devices. The purpose of this system is to recover road costs from heavy 
vehicles. In 2002, the government announced its intent to introduce an electronic road 
user charging system (eRUC) in order to increase fairness and efficiency of the charging 
system to vehicle operators. Migration from the paper based system to the new 
electronic system will be voluntary. Currently, a feasibility study is being carried out to 
investigate the business case and functionality design. 
There have also been various road pricing proposals in South America. There was an 
early feasibility study of implementing road pricing in Caracas, Venezuela. More 
recently, the city of Santiago in Chile has outlined a plan to implement an urban road 
pricing scheme. 
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In Asia, the rapid growth of economy in this region has catalysed the growth of traffic 
and vehicle ownership. In Seoul, after several decades of rapid growth in car usage, the 
Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) has taken several measures to reduce 
congestion in the inner city and increase the mode share of public transport. Since 1993, 
the government started investigating different traffic demand management techniques 
through various fiscal tools including congestion charging. 
In 1996, the SMG implemented congestion tolls (around $2.20 for both directions) on 
two main tunnels which link the downtown area to the Southern part of the city (Hwang 
et al, 1999). The objectives of this implementation are three fold: reducing low 
occupancy vehicles, raising revenues for transport related projects, and assessing the 
effectiveness of the pricing technique. Private vehicle cars with three or more 
passengers are exempted from the tolls. Traffic volume decreased by 20% in the first 
two years after the operation. Average traffic speed increased by 10 km/hr. A proposal 
for expanding the current congestion charging system in Seoul has been developed 
based on point charging. However, this expansion of congestion charging has not been 
implemented to date due to political concerns. 
Following the success of the ALS implementation in Singapore, in the 1970s the World 
Bank funded feasibility studies of implementing a similar scheme in Kuala Lumpur 
(Malaysia) and Bangkok (Thailand). Although the studies strongly supported the 
implementation of the schemes in both cities, initial set backs have delayed 
implementation. In Kuala Lumpur, gantries were already installed in various points 
around the charging zone boundary. However, the operation of the ALS was ultimately 
deferred by the government. 
The reasons given were that the city needed to improve public transport and complete 
the inner ring road as an alternative for through traffic first (Armstrong-Wright, 1986). 
In addition, it was claimed that the success of other road improvements in that time was 
able to sufficiently reduce the congestion problem in the central area. Interestingly, it 
was the same political decision makers who both approved the initial plan and deferred 
it later on. 
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In Bangkok, the proposal for the implementation of ALS was immediately rejected by, 
the government due to political concerns. There has been no implementation of any 
form of congestion charging systems in these cities to date. On the other hand, Thailand, 
Malaysia, and also other countries in this region (including Philippines, China,, and 
Taiwan) have been progressive in using road pricing as a means to finance road 
infrastructure project. There are various road toll projects both in urban and inter-urban 
contexts in these countries with the sole objective of financing the road construction. 
In Japan, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government (TMG) developed the Transport Demand 
Management (TDM) Tokyo Action Plan in 2000. The TDM Tokyo Action Plan 
envisages future implementation of road pricing in the centre of the city. The TMG set 
up a committee to look at the possible implementation of a road pricing scheme. In 
2001, the committee produced a report that proposes four different charging cordon 
designs. In early 2001, an electronic toll collection system was introduced in the Tokyo 
area; it was expanded to cover over 600 existing toll points and went nationwide in 
November 2001. The initial purpose of this electronic toll system was for financing, but 
the emerging policy in Japan is to differentially price the roads to reflect congestion and 
environmental impacts. Currently, experiments for congestion and environmental 
charging are being conducted in various locations. 
2.5 RESEARCH ISSUES5 
2.5.1 Public and political acceptability 
Road pricing aims to charge for the use of roads which the users could use for free at 
present. Thus, problems with public acceptability of the idea are inevitable. As a result, 
a major obstacle to the implementation of the road pricing scheme is the political 
acceptability induced by the fear of public opposition. 
Academics have recognised this problem and a number of surveys have been conducted 
to gauge the attitude of the public toward the implementation of road pricing. A total of 
29 surveys were conducted in the U. K. between 1989 and 2002, and the results from 
these surveys show a wide range of the level of acceptability of the public to the 
5 Note that this section is based largely on May and Sumalee (2003) 
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implementation of road pricing (ranging from 8% to 76%) (Jaensirisak et al, 2004). This 
implies that the way in which people decide to accept or oppose the idea of road pricing 
must be influenced by other additional factors. Based on the research, five factors have 
been identified as the main causes of the acceptability of an individual toward the idea 
of road pricing. 
The first factor is the perception of the seriousness of the transport problem in the city 
and the perceived effectiveness of the road pricing in tackling those problems (PATS 
Consortium, 2001). People with concern over the quality of the environment and 
negative effects of traffic are more likely to accept charging than others. Bartley (1995) 
reported the survey result as a part of the MIRO project on the relationship between the 
perception of the transport problem and the acceptability of congestion charging. The 
main finding is that the acceptability is loosely related to the perception of the problem. 
However, there exists some inconsistency amongst the empirical results on the inter- 
relationship between the acceptability and the perception of transport problems. While 
several studies found a strong relationship between the acceptability and perception of 
problem, other results suggest an important distinction between the effect of the 
perception of the environmental problem and the perception of the congestion problem 
on the acceptability of road pricing (Harsman et al, 2000). Harsman et al (2000), based 
on their survey, reported that people are more willing to accept road pricing as a means 
to tackle environmental problems. 
The second factor is the hypothecation of the revenue collected from road pricing. Jones 
(1998) concluded that, "Most professional and governmental bodies in the UK now 
accept that hypothecation of revenues will be part of the price that will have to be paid 
to gain sufficient public support for urban road pricing to ensure its introduction in this 
country ". There seems to be a consensus amongst academics, practitioners, and 
politicians that revenue hypothecation is the key ingredient to the success of road 
pricing. However, the detail on the ways in which the revenue should be spent is still 
inconsistent. The revenue can be used to improve the road network, improve other 
modes (rail or bus), or reduce general motoring taxation. Rietveld and Verhoef (1998), 
based on a questionnaire survey in the Netherlands, reported the popularity of road 
investment as a preferred option for revenue usage. 
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The third factor is the perception of the user on the issue of freedom and fairness (Jones, 
1998; PATS Consortium, 2001) and concerns over equity issues (Giuliano, 1992; 
Langmyhr, 1997). These issues are discussed more extensively in the next section. The 
fourth factor is related to the personal characteristics and constraints on the transport 
choices. These may include variation in gender, age, education, income level, access to 
car/public transport, household type, life style, number of children, and location of 
household. Nevertheless, Schade and Schlag (2000) reported the low influence of these 
characteristics over the acceptability of the road pricing scheme compared to other 
attitudinal factors. 
The last factor is the features of the charging system. Sheldon et al (1993) stated that a 
more complex cordon system would experience difficulties in implementation due to 
the opposition of the public. A simple system tends to be more acceptable. Politically, 
Rom (1994) also suggested that a congestion charging programme which did not rely on 
complex strategies of implementation would be more politically attractive. Similarly, 
Bonsall and Cho (1999), based on their survey, reported the preference of users for a 
simple charging system. However, Schlag and Schade (2000) found similarity of 
acceptance between distance based, congestion based and cordon based pricing 
schemes. In relation to the features of the charging scheme, the toll level obviously 
influences the level of public acceptability. Both charging structure and toll level define 
the level of impact on the population. Jaensirisak et al (2003), based on a questionnaire 
survey, established the relationship between scheme design, toll level and the 
acceptability of a road pricing scheme. 
Clearly, the issue of public acceptability will still be a major research topic for the 
development of a successful road pricing scheme. Many questions are still waiting for 
answers, e. g. the way the revenue should be spent to maximise the public acceptability, 
the detailed relationship between scheme design and acceptability, and the clear 
relationship between the perception of transport problem and acceptability. 
Nevertheless, significant progress has been made and has contributed to the successful 
implementation and policy development of many charging schemes around the world. 
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2.5.2 Equity impact and social exclusion 
Equity issues have been a focus of concern for some considerable time (Small, 1983; 
Else, 1986; Cohen, 1987). Various definitions and dimensions of equity as the result of 
road pricing have been suggested. Viegas (2001) and Jones (2002) pointed out that the 
definition of equity in transport is largely concerning fairness of the right of access to 
transport infrastructure for different groups of people. This raises the question of 
whether road pricing is a fair allocation mechanism amongst different groups of 
individuals. Giuliano (1994) suggested that the equity issue in road pricing must 
consider both the distribution of benefits associated with reduced congestion (including 
side-benefits such as pollution reduction and improved public transport service) and the 
distribution of costs needed to achieve the congestion benefits. Schade and Schlag 
(2003) suggested the psychological view on the issue with reference to the term of 
`justice' which may be different from the idea of a fair allocation mechanism. 
Regardless of the exact definition of equity, for analytical purposes it is necessary to 
define groups of potential winners and losers from road pricing (Langmyhr, 1997). 
Mainly, there are two dimensions of equity: vertical and horizontal. The vertical 
dimension of the equity issue concerns the unequal impact from the scheme across 
different groups of the population segregated by income and socio-economic 
characteristics. For instance, one may argue that the implementation of a road user 
charging systems will benefit the rich and exclude the poor (or lower income level 
group). The vertical equity analysis is mostly associated with the protection of those in 
worst conditions(PATS Consortium, 2001). Jones (2002) referred to the vertical equity 
as social equity. The horizontal dimension of the equity impact is referred to as the 
spatial equity impact or territorial equity. The horizontal equity impact can be described 
as the impact on the population living in different parts of a certain area. If the scheme 
benefits only a small group of people from some areas, but the rest of the population 
experience a decline in the social welfare, the scheme can be argued as inequitable. 
Early attempts at dealing with the equity issue mainly involved analysing the impact of 
road pricing on vertical equity (See Gomez-Ibanez, 1992; Giuliano, 1994; Anderson and 
Mohring, 1995; Langmyhr, 1997; Fridstrom et al, 2000). A general conclusion from 
various research studies was that low-income car users or less-flexible car users (e. g. 
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based on gender or flexibility of working schedule) are likely to be the worst-off groups 
as a result of road pricing. If revenues are not redistributed in any way, road pricing 
generally result in gains for higher-income groups and losses for lower-income 
groups(Else, 1986; Cohen, 1987). The way the revenues are distributed has a significant 
impact on the equity issue (Small, 1992; Giuliano, 1994; Fridstrom et al, 2000). 
Some research has looked at the horizontal dimension of equity. Fridstrom et al (2000) 
analysed the spatial impact of road pricing cordons using spatial accessibility for each 
zone segregated by modes as the indicator. They suggested that the main adverse impact 
of a charging cordon is its boundary effect which also depends on the actual design of 
the scheme. A small cordon would affect residents inside the cordon most whereas those 
outside the cordon are the main victims for a wider cordon scheme. In the study of the 
Singapore ALS, Holland and Watson (1978) indicated that the cordon gave more 
advantage to the commercial firms outside the cordon. Obviously, this problem may be 
eliminated by the introduction of a different charging regime such as time-based, 
distance-based, or delay-based regimes (Jones, 2002). Halden (2003) also used the 
accessibility ratio between car and non-car from different zones for different purposes. 
The results showed a great diversity of impacts on different areas in the city and classes 
of users. 
Recent research has been looking at the approach to including equity aspects in the 
design of road pricing systems. Mayeres and Proost (2001) proposed a weighted welfare 
indicator giving more weight to the benefit/cost imposed on less advantaged groups. 
The test results showed that road pricing is an important element of the tax reform even 
with a greater emphasis on equity. Meng and Yang (2002) developed a framework for 
calculating optimal road toll (to maximise social welfare) with constraints on the spatial 
equity impact. Jones (2002) proposed a simple approach to address equity concerns 
through scheme design, exemption, and discount. 
While there remain some uncertainties over equity impacts, they mainly relate to issues 
of scale, which will depend on detailed design, and of design approaches which can be 
adopted to mitigate these impacts. 
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2.5.3 Economic impact 
There is little evidence on the impact of road pricing on the economy of an area. One 
reason is due to the difficulty of measuring the impact of transport schemes on the 
relocation of the business and on change in the economy. There was an attempt to gauge 
the attitude of the business sector in Singapore after the implementation of the 
Singapore ALS. However, the result may rather represent the general public view at that 
time to support the government decision. Later on, there was also an attempt to assess 
the impact of the road pricing on the economy. Although the general result suggested 
that road pricing did not generate any adverse impact on economic activity in the city 
centre, the results are probably not transferable to other cases due to several factors (e. g. 
parking restriction was also in place, the implementation of the vehicle quota system, 
the geography of Singapore that limits the competition with other areas, and the rapid 
growth of the economy in general during that period). 
There was also an attempt to evaluate the economic impact of the London congestion 
charging scheme following claims of a 10% reduction in the retail trade as a result of 
the charging scheme. However, during the period of the implementation of the scheme 
there was a disruption of the central line (underground service) which is the major 
service to the central London, the emergence of SARS, and the start of the war in the 
Middle East. In addition, the recent report of TfL suggested that the 10% reduction in 
retail sales was mainly caused by economic depression and that the direct congestion 
charging effects on retail performance are small (TfL, 2004). 
Gerrard (2000) conducted surveys with business in three UK cities (Cambridge, 
Norwich, and York) on their attitude to the potential impact of the road pricing scheme 
on the businesses in their cities. The majority anticipated positive impacts due to 
improvements in the environment and reduced congestion (and the revitalisation of the 
area), but negative ones on the economy and tourism. More than half of the participants 
anticipated that the implementation of road pricing may influence their decision on the 
locations of their businesses. 
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Clearly, the issue over the impact of the road pricing on the business and economy of 
the area is still a very ambiguous topic. Further research and empirical evidence are 
needed to establish the relationship. 
2.5.4 Technological aspect of the implementation 
In the past, the operation of point-based road pricing schemes was mostly based on 
manual toll collection or automatic coin collection machines at toll booths. The 
operation required vehicles to slow down and stop at the toll booth. This system offers a 
very high level of reliability and enforcement. However, this system creates serious 
congestion around the toll collection area. Key challenges for technology include 
reliability, cost of implementation and privacy. In addition, well designed technology 
can provide greater flexibility in providing for a range of users and vehicle origins, in 
permitting more complex charging regimes of the kinds outlined below, and in 
overcoming equity concerns by permitting varying charges and exemptions for different 
types of user. 
In the last decade, there has been a rapid development in charging technology 
responding to these requirements mentioned above. There are two main streams for the 
current development of charging technology. The first involves the Dedicated Short 
Range Communications (DSRC) system. The system is comprised of two main 
equipments: roadside equipment (RSE) and in-vehicle units (IVU) that enable two-way 
communication using DSRC. The RSE is connected to a computer which carries out the 
necessary processing. The system tested in Hong Kong in the 1980s relied on a similar 
system (Dawson and Catling, 1986). However, the Hong Kong system was claimed to 
violate privacy, due to its IVU and back-office technology (Bonns, 1988). The IVU 
technology in the early study in Hong Kong was a read-only tag which can only signify, 
the identity of the vehicle to the RSE. The read-only tag cannot convey any information 
such as credits or charges incurred. 
The system in Singapore ERP overcomes this problem by introducing Smart Card 
technology for use with an IVU (Menon, 2000). Instead of having an account for each 
vehicle, a smart card contains available funds from which charges are deducted at the 
charging point. The same system is also being tested and implemented widely in Japan 
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as the basis for the future road user charging system (Kumagai, 2003). The DSRC 
system operates at free flow level at the charging points. Therefore, it requires a high- 
level enforcement technology for detecting non-complying vehicles (Blythe and 
Burden, 1996). The technology currently adopted is the Automatic Number Place 
Recognition (ANPR) and closed circuit television (CCTV). The ANPR has already been 
trialled and used effectively in many cases such as the Highway 407 system in Toronto, 
CityLink scheme in Melbourne, the ERP in Singapore, and recently the ALS in London 
(Turner, 2001). 
The DSRC can operate at different frequencies. This caused a problem in terms of 
interoperability of different systems developed by different providers (Clark, 2000). An 
example is the problem in Australia where the toll systems operated in Sydney and 
Melbourne are based on different standards and are not compatible (Charles, 2001). To 
overcome the interoperability problem, the Norwegian government set up a company, 
AutoPASS, to develop and operate the charging technology for tolling facilities in 
Norway. The new AutoPASS is consistent with both global ISO standards and 
European standards (CEN). The new specifications are used in the replacement of four 
systems in Oslo, Trondheim, Rennfast and Hvaler. In addition, currently AutoPASS 
users can use their cards on almost half of the road toll projects in Norway. 
As an alternative to the DSRC based system, the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite 
System) and GPRS (General Packet Radio System) can be adopted to operate point and 
distance charging systems (Catling, 2000). GNSS uses a satellite-based positioning and 
navigation system to compute the location of a vehicle in a road network. Currently, the 
USA and Russia provide the two navigation satellite systems (GPS and GLONASS 
respectively). The EU's Galileo alternative is due to be available in 2008. Since the 
satellite navigation systems provide only one way communication (from the satellites to 
the receivers), a cellular phone system is normally used for communication between the 
vehicle and the control system for the transaction process. 
For GPRS, the position can be determined by the data connection via a mobile phone 
network with an always-on connection. The resulting vehicle positioning system (VPS) 
allows a more complex charging regime to be implemented. The system also requires 
minimum infrastructure on the roads. A similar system was tested in Hong Kong and it 
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was proved to be reliable (Catling, 2000). The Swiss and German government also 
launched the first large scale GPS-based project, which will be soon operable and will 
charge heavy goods vehicles based on distance travelled (Guillermo Jordan et al, 
2001). 
The key barrier to large scale implementation, especially in an urban area, 
is the 
required level of accuracy of the positioning system. At the moment, the accuracy of 
GPS system is around 10-15 metres whereas Galileo promises to deliver positioning 
accuracy down to 4 metres. Despite the potential improved accuracy, there exist various 
black spots in the road network (e. g. tunnels) in which the GNSS may experience some 
problems. This problem can be overcome by integrating the GNSS with the short range 
communication system (e. g. communicate with beacons) or a dead-reckoning system 
(Ochieng, 2003). 
2.6 SUMMARY 
Road pricing was originally developed from the idea of marginal cost pricing. With a 
simple concept of imposing the toll equal to the external cost of the trip, the traffic 
system is believed to achieve its maximum efficiency creating the maximum social 
welfare for the society. The economic principle of road pricing has been extended to 
include the analysis with the network equilibrium, improved behavioural responses of 
users, and appropriate treatment of the supply cost function. One of the main theoretical 
research areas is related to the concept of `second-best' optimal tolls. The second-best 
toll scheme allows for the existence of an untolled alternative route in the network to 
reflect the imperfect pricing system in the real world. Various researchers have been 
working on the way to determine the optimal toll under this second-best setting. 
A consensus has been reached between academics and practitioners on the merits' of 
road pricing. With this belief of the potential benefit of road pricing, the theory of road 
pricing has been transformed into a real world policy. Although the original objective of 
road pricing was related to the enhancement of the economic efficiency of the transport 
system, various practical objectives have been attached to the implementation of road 
pricing in the real world including tackling congestion, environmental protection, 
revenue generation, and urban management. Various charging systems have also been 
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proposed for real world implementation including the point-based charging system, 
area-based charging system, and continuous charging systems (time, distance, and 
delay-based charge). 
The transition from theory to practice of road pricing can also be observed from the 
growing number of schemes and studies of the implementation of a road pricing scheme 
around the world. The key developments have been in the U. K., Singapore, and 
Norway. Also, there were various discussions and developments of the idea in Hong 
Kong, the Netherlands, Germany, and Sweden. In the U. K., the key development of 
road pricing was the implementation of the congestion charging scheme in early 2003 
after a long research programme dating back to the 1960s. The scheme in Singapore has 
been the main case study of the implementation of road pricing for a long time. In a 
slightly different way, various toll ring schemes are also under operation in Norway 
aiming mainly to finance the new transport infrastructures. 
During the transition phase from the theory to practice of road pricing, a number of 
questions and obstacles related to the implementation and impact of road pricing have 
been raised. The main research issues include the public and political acceptability of 
the scheme, equity impact of the scheme, economic impact of the scheme, and the 
technology for the scheme implementation. 
Overall, from the case studies and the research results progress has been made towards 
the successful implementation of a road pricing scheme in a wider perspective. 
Although there are various ways to implement the charge, the point-based charging 
scheme (particularly the cordon-based scheme) seems to be the favourite option due to 
its simplicity and readiness of the technology for its implementation. The development 
of road pricing schemes in practice does seem to concentrate on the acceptability and 
practicality of the scheme. This may deviate from the original objectives of road 
pricing. However, it is a real challenge to develop a scheme that is eventually 
implemented. Thus, achieving the optimal benefit may not be the most important 
objective of the scheme development. This represents an interesting gap between the 
theory and practice of the development of a road pricing scheme. In the next chapter, a 
focus will be made on the analysis of the practical design criteria for a charging cordon 
scheme. 
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CHAPTER 3 JUDGMENTAL APPROACH 
Out of clutter, find simplicity. From discord, find harmony. In the middle of 
difficulty, 
lies opportunity. Albert Einstein 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the gap between the theory of road pricing and 
its real 
world application is significant, due to the issues of public acceptance, technical 
feasibility, and the cost of implementation (Sharp, 1966; Verhoef et at, 1995; Stenman 
and Sterner, 1998). Different charging regimes have been developed and studied 
including time-based or delay-based charging, distance-based charging, cordon or 
boundary-based charging, and area based charging. May and Milne (2000) used 
modelling case studies to compare the performances of different road pricing regimes. 
They showed that the cordon based scheme is the least optimal of the charging regimes. 
However, the review in the previous chapter shows the popularity of cordon based road 
pricing. This is believed to be due to the practicality and ease of use of the charging 
cordons. 
This chapter aims to investigate the way in which transport planners (practitioners) 
design a road pricing scheme. In particular, the cordon charging system is the core of 
the study in this chapter. The term 'judgmental cordon design" is used to describe the 
process to identify the best locations to levy the charges and to specify the optimal 
charge levels based on professional judgment. 
Section 3.2 reviews the literature to identify design criteria; then surveys with six UK 
local authorities are discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the results of the 
surveys and finally Section 3.5 discusses the results, and draws conclusions. 
3.2 REVIEW OF THE PRACTICAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
The Smeed Report (Ministry of Transport, 1964) identified nine criteria for the design 
of congestion charging systems. These criteria can be used to help determine whether 
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the scheme design is likely to perform effectively and to be feasible. The criteria 
include: 
(1) charges should be closely related to the amount of use made of the road; 
(2) it should be possible to vary prices for different areas, time of day, week, or year 
and classes of vehicle; 
(3) prices should be stable and readily ascertainable by road users before they embark 
upon a journey; 
(4) payment in advance should be possible although credit facilities may also be 
permissible; 
(5) the incidence of the system upon individual road users should be accepted as fair; 
(6) the method should be simple for road users to understand; 
(7) any equipment should possess a high degree of reliability; 
(8) it should be reasonably free from the possibility of fraud and evasion, both 
deliberate and unintentional; 
(9) it should be capable of being applied, if necessary, to the whole country and to a 
vehicle population expected to rise to over 30 million. 
These criteria were set over 40 years ago, and they still remain valid over time. 
However, other criteria which have emerged since include: 
(10) the system should allow occasional users and visitors to be equipped rapidly and at 
low cost; 
(11) the charge recording system should be designed both to protect individual users' 
privacy and to enable them to check the balance in their account and the validity of 
the charges levied; 
(12) the system should facilitate integration with other technologies, and particularly 
those associated with driver information systems (May, 1992). 
Criteria 1 and 2 are concerned with the ability to levy an optimal charge; criteria 3,4,6 
and 7 concern the ability of drivers to respond in an optimal way to the charge levied; 
criteria 8 and 9 and to some extent 7 address the efficient operational of charging 
regime in terms of implementation costs (9), operation (7), and enforcement (8); criteria 
10,11 and 12 affect the efficiency and success of the operation. Some of these criteria 
are more related to technological issues which are out of the scope of this research, i. e. 
criteria 4,7,8,9,10,11, and 12. Most of these criteria (1- 9) aim to ensure that the 
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design meets the three important factors of the congestion charging scheme 
design 
including: 
(i) Effectiveness of the scheme 
(ii) Public acceptance of the system 
(iii) Practicality of the implementation. 
In the following sections, the design approach adopted to achieve these three main 
targets is discussed. 
3.2.1 Design options 
The focus of this chapter is the cordon based charging system. Thus, the design options 
can be narrowed down to the three main systems suggested by various literature 
(Neuenschwander, 2000; Shepherd et al, 2001). These are: 
Single Road or Motorway Charging: The idea for charging on the major road 
infrastructure was first suggested by the French engineer, Depuit (1844). The main 
advantage of charging on individual roads is to minimise the affected groups. There are 
several examples where urban road pricing is imposed on single roads including 
Marseille (tunnel) and San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge (Dittmar et al, 1994; 
Neuenschwander, 2000). Most of the tolls are on new major road facilities, i. e. bridges, 
tunnels, or motorways. The major barrier of this system is the lack of alternative routes, 
which can lead to public acceptance problems. 
Simple Cordon Charging: Only one charging cordon is used, normally where a 
`natural position' for the cordon already exists for example a ring road, river, canal, 
coast or rail track (Neuenschwander, 2000). The charge level is usually defined as a 
single charge for all crossing points to simplify the system. 
Complex Cordon Charging: The complex cordon system can be viewed as a 
development of the simple charging cordon, where additional cordons or screen lines 
are added to the charging cordon system. There are various reasons to move to a more 
complex system. Shepherd et al (2001) mentioned the possible objectives of using 
additional cordons as follows: 
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" tackling congestion outside the first cordon; 
" extending the area of influence of road pricing; 
" controlling traffic to the inner city area outside the main centre; 
" relating charges more directly to distance travelled; 
" reducing the charge at any one crossing point, and hence the boundary effects. 
Shepherd et al (2001) mentioned the reasons for adopting screen lines as follows: 
" to control orbital traffic generally; 
" to control access to particular high traffic generators; 
" to protect a specific bottleneck or other source of congestion. 
Dawson and Brown (1985) and May et al (1996) showed that a more complex cordon 
system could achieve higher benefits when compared to a simpler system as a result of 
these factors. 
3.2.2 Dealing with the objectives of the scheme 
May (1992) stated that the design of a congestion charging system depends heavily on 
the objectives of the scheme. This can be confirmed by the differences in the design of 
the Singapore Area Licensing Scheme (ALS) (Holland and Watson, 1978) and its 
modification later on as explained in Chapter 2; the Hong Kong Electronic Road Pricing 
(ERP) pilot scheme (Harrison et al, 1986); the London congestion charging scheme 
(May, 1975); and the Oslo toll ring (Larsen and Ramjerdi, 1991). As described in 
Chapter 2, the Oslo toll ring aimed primarily at raising revenue for financing new roads 
and it was designed to change the traffic pattern as little as possible. The area coverage 
of the Norwegian cordon is wider than other cases and located on the trunk road system 
rather than the urban road network. Norwegian toll rings apply a low charge level which 
will not reduce traffic demand whereas in the other cases the charge level is higher. 
The Hong Kong pilot system planned to use a more complicated cordon system where 
the main objective was to change travel behaviour to more efficient patterns by 
enhancing the use of public transport and time choice (Harrison, 1986). The structure of 
the cordon system proposed in the Hong Kong case involved using a number of cordons 
with a different charge level on each cordon, and the charge also varied by time of day. 
The cordons and screen lines are located in the most congested area. The Singapore 
ALS and the London congestion charging scheme adopted a simpler cordon, aimed at 
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reducing the congestion in the core area of the city by using a single cordon around 
the 
city centre and simple charge structure. The cordon was located 
inside the inner ring 
road of the city in order to provide the diversion route for through traffic. 
However, it is 
noteworthy that the current system in Singapore is being modified 
by providing an 
incomplete second cordon. This represents the evolution of the initial scheme to a more 
complex one. 
3.2.3 Dealing with public acceptability 
Equity, fairness, and simplicity 
As reviewed in Section 2.5.2, there are two main dimensions of equity: horizontal and 
vertical equity. The actual design of a charging cordon or road pricing scheme can 
influence the equity impact to some extent. For the vertical dimension, exemption or 
discount schemes (as adopted in the London congestion charging scheme) can be an 
approach to alleviate the equity impact. The location or structure of the charging system 
itself may have some small impact on vertical equity; for example, the planner may not 
want to locate the charging cordon if one area with low-income population will be the 
most affected group. 
For the horizontal dimension (spatial equity) there are various examples of the attempt 
to minimise the impact of the road pricing scheme on the public. Holland and Watson 
(1978) stated strongly that the cordon should not split the business area, since this will 
give advantages to some business places or shops just outside the cordon. 
From a slightly different angle, a fair road pricing system can be interpreted as being a 
system which charges people as closely as possible to their contribution to the 
congestion or environmental problem (Jones, 1998). Using additional cordons or screen 
lines can enhance the fairness of the cordon by imposing charges better related to length 
of a trip (Holland and Watson, 1978; May, 1992; Shepherd et al, 2001). 
However, Sheldon et al (1993) stated that a more complex cordon system would 
experience difficulties in implementation due to the opposition of the public. A simple 
system tends to be more acceptable. Politically, Rom (1994) also suggested that a 
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congestion charging programme which did not rely on complex strategies of 
implementation would be more politically attractive. Where it is too difficult to adopt a 
more complex cordon system, it is appropriate to concentrate the charge only on the 
central area of the city, considered as being the most congested part of the city. This 
design can be seen in the aforementioned cases, i. e. the Singapore ALS and ERP, and 
the London congestion charging scheme. 
Jaensirisak (2004), based on a stated preference survey, suggested that acceptable road 
user charging schemes can be designed by limiting the area of charge to within the city 
centre and having a fixed charge per day. Support would be increased significantly if 
the scheme was promised to bring substantial environmental improvement. 
Freedom of travel 
The implementation of a congestion charging scheme will cause infringements on 
freedom of travel. The key element to improve public acceptance is the provision of 
travel alternatives in terms of both alternative routes and modes. The combination of 
public transport improvement and congestion charging can be viewed as an element of 
an integrated transport strategy that can reduce congestion and also enhance public 
acceptance (Goodwin, 1989). 
The design of the Singapore ALS boundary provided the ring road as a diversion route 
for through traffic (Holland and Watson, 1978). In the Hong Kong case, the congested 
corridors with good public transport service were considered as good candidates to be 
tolled (Transpotech, 1985). When the objective is to raise revenues, the provision of 
diversion routes is not appropriate; instead a lower charge level is adopted to reduce the 
public opposition (Larsen and Ramjerdi, 1991; Lewis, 1993). 
Alternative travel periods or days should also be considered; for example in Bergen, the 
tolling system is not under operation on Saturday and Sunday which is aimed to provide 
the opportunity to people wishing to carry out activities in the central area with the free 
use of the road network. The Singapore ERP also allows free driving at weekends 
(Menon, 2000), and this has had a significant effect on the acceptance level of the 
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scheme (Lewis, 1993; Langmyhr, 1997). The congestion charging scheme 
in London is 
also operated between 07: 00 - 18: 30 during the week days. 
3.2.4 Dealing with adverse impacts 
Economic and land use impact 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the impact of road pricing on the economy and 
land use is a serious issue, and it is extremely difficult to isolate the effect of any one 
element of transport policy on land use (May, 1992). There are several suggestions on 
how to minimise the impacts of road pricing on the economic and land use changes: 
" Locating the charging boundary between land use types. In practice 
it may 
be appropriate to use existing geographical boundaries such as rivers, 
railways, canals, or mountains as the boundary of the charged area 
(Shepherd et al, 2001). However, in some cases where these physical 
barriers are not appropriate, boundaries of land uses or other boundary 
alternatives should be considered, such as ring roads; 
" Trying to minimise the interruption of trips serving basic needs and 
residential areas, e. g. trips to school, hospital, or public services. This 
implies that it is better to charge business trips rather than residential trips 
and other trips serving basic needs (e. g. charging inbound traffic to a CBD). 
By doing this, the land use change can be kept to a minimum and the 
economy of the area can be maintained (Holland and Watson, 1978). 
Dispersion of congestion and environmental impacts 
There is a danger that current traffic using the tolled roads could be diverted to other 
areas, causing congestion and pollution problems in those areas. Traffic could also be 
diverted to untolled periods. Evidence in the Singapore ALS showed dispersion of 
traffic to the period prior to the charging period and the period after the charging time. 
There are two facets of this problem: 
" the first is that we can view this as a good effect as the concentration of 
traffic is spread over different parts of the network or different time periods, 
reducing the congestion and the pollution problem in the peak period; 
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" the other is that the charge spreads the problem over a longer time period and 
a wider city area; the effect is not only an increasing pollution and 
congestion problem but also an increasing safety problem particularly when 
traffic diverts to residential areas or local streets which are not designed to 
cope with it. 
Dispersion over space 
In the case where the main objective is to reduce pollution over a wide area of the city 
(not only just the area inside the cordon), the main idea is to suppress trips rather than 
divert them to other areas. This could be achieved by designing the cordon to capture 
most of the traffic without providing diversionary routes. On the other hand, if the main 
objective is to increase efficiency and reduce congestion in a specified area, e. g. the city 
centre, the diversion of through traffic can be allowed (Holland and Watson, 1978). In 
this case, the cordon location is normally placed just inside the ring road (Shepherd et 
al, 2001). The capacity of the diversion route also has to be compared with the potential 
diverted traffic. Another design approach to tackle the dispersion problem is to use a 
more complex cordon. A number of screen lines and cordons are used with different 
charge levels on different cordons and screen lines. This finer charging system is 
expected to smooth traffic at the boundary of the cordon (Holland and Watson, 1978). 
Dispersion over time periods 
In the Singapore ALS, the initial restriction period was designed to operate from 7.30 
am to 9.30 am in order to reduce congestion in the morning peak. After implementation, 
congestion developed after 9.30 am and the problem was solved by extending the 
restriction period to 10.15 am (Holland and Watson, 1978). A different approach was 
proposed to prevent the same problem in the Hong Kong case where the charge 
structure was designed to vary by time period (Harrison, 1986). The case of the London 
congestion charging scheme showed another approach where the flat rate charge is 
designed to cover the a longer period (lam - 6.30pm). The scheme objective 
distinguishes the case of Norwegian toll rings from the other cases, since the problem of 
the dispersion of the traffic over the time period seems not to be a problem where a low 
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charge is applied over the whole day. More specifically, dispersion was to 
be avoided to 
maintain revenue. 
3.3 ISSUES ON DESIGN CRITERIA AND SURVEY DESIGN 
Table 3-1 below summarises the key design criteria of a charging cordon scheme 
from 
the review in the previous section. These criteria will be tested by a survey with 
practitioners. 
Design criteria to avoid the adverse impacts 
" The design should ensure the provision of sufficient alternative routes for drivers who want to 
bypass the charge area. 
" The design should avoid the dispersion of the environmental or congestion problem to other areas. 
  The cordon should cover only areas having good public transport service. 
  The design should leave the facilities for interchange outside the cordon (e. g. park and ride or car 
park). 
  The design should ensure that all entry points to the charge area are either charged or closed. 
  The design of the entry points should not be visually unattractive. 
" The design should place cordons at boundaries between land use types. 
Design criteria to gain public acceptance 
" The cordon structure should be simple and easy to understand. 
  The charge structure should also be simple and easy to understand. 
  The charge should be at a level which is acceptable to the public. 
" The charge should be perceived as fair by the public. 
  The design should avoid the problem of local inequities (e. g. people just outside the cordon 
needing to access places just inside) 
  The design should avoid the problem of commercial inequities (e. g. with the same type of 
business, one is Just inside the cordon and the other is just outside the cordon) 
" The design should aim at charging the traffic which contributes most to congestion and pollution. 
" The design should aim at charging the traffic which is of least benefit to the area. 
  The design should avoid charging the city's residents. 
  The design should avoid charging oeovle from low income area of the city. 
Design criteria to ensure practicality 
  The number of charging points should be minimised to reduce capital costs. 
" The system should be designed to limit the scheme's operating costs. 
  The design should avoid types of road that cannot be tolled e. g. motorways. 
" The design should avoid areas or locations that may cause technological or communication 
problems to the system. 
  The cordon should be located wholly inside the city authority area. 
Table 3-1 Possible design criteria for practical a road pricing scheme design based on 
literature review 
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The research questions to be investigated, by questionnaires and in-depth interviews, 
can be defined as follows: 
f. ) What are the objectives of the congestion charging scheme considered by the local 
authority and to what extent do these objectives influence the design of the charging 
cordon compared to other factors? 
ii. ) Is the simplicity aspect of the charging system a necessary design criterion for a 
practical cordon, and to what extent can the single charging cordon system be 
modified by introducing additional cordons or screen lines to give the possibility of 
higher benefit of the scheme? 
iii. ) Are the design criteria found from the literature consistent with the opinion of the 
respondents in the survey, and to what extent do these design criteria influence the 
design of practical cordons? 
iv. ) Are there any other necessary conditions that the cordon design must follow? 
A two stage survey was designed. In the first stage, questionnaires (see Appendix A) 
were sent to the respondents and the answers from the questionnaires were analysed. 
The second stage of the survey involved using an in-depth interview to probe the points 
raised from the answers from the questionnaires. 
Question one starts the questionnaire by asking the importance of each objective and 
then question two asks whether there are any differences in the design of the cordon to 
meet different objectives. The answers to question one and two can reveal the set of 
objectives considered by local authorities and the way local authorities try to design the 
scheme to meet these objectives. 
Question three asks about the general design of the charging cordon in each city in 
terms of the cordon and charge structure. Question four asks the respondents about the 
possibility of using additional cordons or screen lines. These two questions are used to 
investigate the general design of the cordon and the possible level of complexity of the 
design, i. e. cordon and charge structure. 
Question five asks the respondents to express their opinions on whether each design 
criterion found in the literature review should be considered in the design of the 
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charging cordon. The respondents are also asked to address any other criteria apart 
from 
those provided. 
Question six asks the respondents which conflicts arise between the charging cordon 
design to meet the objective and the constraints they may have experienced. 
The 
answers to this question can be' used to find whether each local authority gives more 
priority to public acceptance and adverse impact issues compared to the objectives of 
the scheme in the design of charging cordon. 
Question seven is designed to ask about the objective of raising revenue, which was',. 
strictly excluded from acceptable objectives of congestion charging in the U. 
K. 
legislation. The answer to this question can show whether raising revenue is one of the 
objectives of the scheme. 
The next stage of the survey was the in-depth interview. The structure of the interview 
was designed to be a semi-structured interview where there were three main discussion 
topics including the characteristics of the case, the objectives of the scheme, and the 
design process of the charging cordon. Interesting points from the questionnaires or 
from the discussion during the interview are probed into the detail. 
3.4 SURVEY RESULTS 
3.4.1 Responses to the questionnaires 
The summary of the responses to some of the questions is shown in Appendix C. In this 
section, we will analyse the answers in order to answer the research questions set 
earlier. 
Objective of the scheme and hierarchy of objectives 
Table 3-2 above shows the answers to this question from the survey. Despite the 
absence of the explicit option of an objective of revenue generation in the questionnaire, 
some local authorities raised this objective in their responses as well as the objective of 
economic regeneration. The answers show the wide range of objectives of using 
congestion charging, with most of the schemes being expected to serve more than one 
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objective. Nevertheless, the main objectives of most of the local authorities in this 
survey are to reduce congestion and increase efficiency. 
9 
te 1D 
L. 
... 
Objective 
e 
ac S 
ý 
o 
ö 
ýö ý Q 
W 
pe. 
Reducing congestion M M 
Environmental protection L M M M 
City centre management M ;' -' M W: 
Increase efficiency L M-",; xM' ,I 
Redressing inequity in transport system N/A L 
J 
N/A M ý4. M 
Raising revenue (LAs added this objective by N/A N/A L N/A 
themselves 
Economic regeneration N/A N/A N/A 
Table 3-2 Response to question regarding the objective of the scheme6 
Conflict between the different objectives 
The responses to this question tend not to show great concern that different designs are 
needed to meet different objectives. 
General design of charging cordon 
It is politically sensitive to give the detail of the design of each case here. Instead, the 
general response will be given and discussed. Four out of the five local authorities in the 
survey have some idea about the design of the actual cordon. From these four local 
authorities, the general responses to question three asking about the cordon location and 
charge structure are as follows: 
" the cordon will cover the core or city centre area of the city; 
9 the cordon will use a ring road as the reference boundary (normally the cordon 
will be situated inside the inner ring road); 
" the size of the scheme will be relatively small compared to the whole area of the 
city; 
9 three out of four cases only consider a single cordon application; the other case 
considers different options including a city centre cordon, double cordon (inner 
6H= high, M= medium, L= low, N= not an objective, R= raised but not specify level, N/A = no 
response 
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all I 
and outer ring road), and a wide area cordon (outer cordon with area licensing 
scheme instead); 
" the charge structure will be very simple, with a uniform charge for the whole 
day or two charge levels for peak and off-peak; 
" three out of four cases expressed that the charge would be operated only in the 
peak period and for inbound traffic only; 
0 the charge level would be a uniform rate for all toll points on the cordon; 
" three out of four cases are considering the application of an area licensing 
scheme or charge only once a day regardless of the number of crossings. 
Additional cordons and screen lines 
Question four particularly asked further about the extent to which the complexity of the 
cordon structure could be reconsidered. Only one out of four local authorities accepted 
the possibility of introducing additional cordons and screen lines in the future. It is fair 
to conclude that the simple cordon and charge structure is an important element of the 
design of a practical cordon. 
De igit criteria 
Table 3-3 - Table 3-5 show the responses to this question in the ýurv eý . 
It shows that 
most of the design issues, found during the literature review, are consistent with the 
views of the respondents in the survey. Eight design issues out of 22 receive a 
unanimous positive answer from all respondents. The design issues related to 
practicality receive the most negative responses. It is noteworthy that the understanding 
of the respondents to this issue is still at an early stage, since most of the schemes are 
still in the early design stage. Two issues in the group of public acceptance receive 
strong negative responses including: 
" the issue of whether the design should avoid low-income areas and 
0 whether the design should avoid a charge on residents (only Bristol agreed 
with this issue). 
Also two issues received a vary of responses which are: 
" whether the cordon should be placed between land-use types (Bristol and 
Leeds disagree, others agree); and 
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" whether the design should aim at charging the traffic which is of least benefit 
to the area (Edinburgh and Manchester agree, others disagree). 
The response from Edinburgh is significantly different from others especially when 
compared with the group of Bristol, Birmingham, and Leeds. The design issues of 
provision of a bypass route from the charging area and public transport quality in the 
charging area received a negative response from Edinburgh whereas other local 
authorities agreed with these issues. 
v eq ox 
Avoid the adverse impacts ` °_ 
" The design should ensure the provision of 
sufficient alternative routes for drivers who want to 
bypass the charge area. 
" The design should avoid the dispersion of 
environmental or congestion problem to other 
areas. 
I) A SA 
" The design should leave the facilities tier ' 
interchange outside the cordon (e. g. park and ride A A SA SA A 
or parking facility). 
_ _ _..... 
" The design should ensure that all entry points to SA SA SA 
ý 
SA A 
the charge area arc charged or closed. 
" The design of the entry points should not he A A SA A SA 
visually unattractive. 
" The design should place cordons at boundaries 1) SA iA N(' A 
between land use tvues. 
A SA 1) SA SA 
A SA SA AA 
" The cordon should cover only the area having good AA 
public transport service. 
Table 3-3 Responses to questionnaires regarding the design issue related to adverse 
impacts of the scheme' 
Conflict between objectives and design criteria 
Similarly to the response to question three, there are no very interesting answers to this 
question from the respondents. Most of the answers tend to say that there is no conflict 
between the design to meet the objectives and other constraints in their cases. This point 
is investigated further in the in-depth interviews. 
7 SA = Strongly agree, A= Agree, NC = Not consider, 1) : Disagree, and SI) = Strongly disagree (N/A 
no response to the question) 
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LLf 'n 
:L7 
Practicality to 
;Mi 
" The number of charging points should be ApAp 
minimised to reduce capital costs. 
" The system should be designed to limit the N, A A I) A A 
schemes operating costs. 
" The design should avoid the types of road that N/A NSA '. A NA 
cannot be tolled. 
" The design should avoid areas or locations that 
may cause technological or communication `I. - N(' N A 
NC 
problems the system. 
" The cordon should be located wholly inside the N/A N( SA SA SD 
city authority area. 
Table 3-4 Responses to questionnaires regarding the design i; >ue related to practicality 
of the scheme 
=L 
4L 
J' r 
Gain public acceptance 
Mi 
The cordon structure should be simple and easy to SA A SA SA SA 
understand. 
The charge structure should also be simple and AA SA SA SA 
easy to understand. 
" The charge should be at a level which is acceptable AAAA SA 
to the public. 
ý" The charge should be perceived as fair by the AAAA SA 
public. 
" The design should avoid the problem of local 
inequities (e. g. people just outside the cordon AA N( A SA 
needing to access places just inside) 
" The design should avoid the problem of 
commercial inequities (e. g. with the same type of AA N(' A SA business, one is just inside the cordon and the other 
is just outside the cordon) 
" The design should aim at charging the traf f i, 
which contributes most to congestion and SA A SA A A 
pollution. 
" The design should aim at charging the traffic l) SA M SA 
which is of least benefit to the area. 
" The design should avoid charging the city's A SD 1) '(. NC 
residents. 
" The design should avoid charging people from the M Nf. D low income area of the city. 
Table 3-5 Responses to questionnaires regarding the design issue related to public 
acceptability of the scheme 
: 
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Spending revenues 
The local authorities have a very clear idea about the way to spend the revenues from 
the scheme. Most of the generated revenues will be used to invest in improving the 
public transport service. 
3.4.2 In-depth interview analysis 
The detailed analysis of the interviews can be found in Sumalcc (2001). A brief 
summary of the finding in each case is presented in this section. The background fier 
each case can also be found in Appendix B. Note that the information provided in this 
section is based on the interviews conducted in 2001. 
Birmingham and West Midlands area 
The process of cordon design starts by looking at a possible single cordon around the 
centre of each city. Only the inner ring roads are considered as the potential boundaries 
of charging cordons. Birmingham, Walsall, and Solihull have Icasiblc cordon 
boundaries based on the characteristics of the inner ring roads of these cities whereas 
the other cities have problems with their ring roads. From the interviews, the reasons 
why the ring roads in other cities arc not feasible or satisfactory to be used as the cordon 
boundary are as follows: 
0 The ring road is too small in terms of the surrounded area, too small a cordon 
may not be able to reduce the congestion sufficiently and generated revenues 
from the scheme could be too low; 
" The ring road is not completed or in some cases there is not a clear ring road at 
all; 
" The ring road does not provide a clear boundary between the business area and 
residential area. 
It is also less politically feasible to implement the scheme in Solihull or Walsall, which 
have a feasible cordon boundary, when the more congested cities like Coventry or 
Wolverhampton will not implement a charging scheme due to the lack of a tcasiblc 
cordon. 
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Considering only Birmingham city, the potential cordon would be situated just inside 
the middle ring road. The walking distance from the boundary of the cordon to city 
centre is about ten to fifteen minutes. There is a plan to increase the yellow 
line parking 
control around the cordon in order to prevent the dispersion of parking demand at the 
fringe of the cordon. The design would also plan to allow free lanes on the main 
motorway passing through the city, since the ring road is predicted not to be able to 
cope with diverted traffic from this main through route. The charge level will be 
low in 
order to maintain support from the public and the charge will be a uniform rate all day. 
Bristol 
Bristol considers a small cordon covering the city centre, and the cordon would be 
located just inside the inner ring road covering most of the inner parking zones of the 
city. The underlying reason for the small scheme is political and public acceptability, 
since the group affected by the scheme can be kept to a minimum and this small scheme 
seems to be able to express the objective of the scheme clearly to public. The design of 
the cordon location would also try to minimise the number of crossing points or toll 
points by using the river on the south of the city to form the boundary. 
The recommended scheme has 14 entry points and includes the city's main Broadmead 
shopping area, the Centre, West End, and Harbourside but excludes the main inner city 
residential area. The bus station is also deliberately left just outside the cordon. There 
are a number of car parks outside the charging boundary. It was indicated that for 
Bristol there is a potential extension of the scheme toward a more complex system but 
this possibility really depends on the success of the forthcoming scheme whereas in this 
stage it is only possible to implement the single cordon with a simple charge structure. 
The charge will be in the morning peak and for inbound traffic only and the level of 
charge will be at a low level. It is accepted that this low charge level may not be able to 
reduce congestion significantly but can be more politically acceptable. 
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Durham 
The design of the charging system in Durham is different from other cases. Only one 
toll point has been located at the access point to the peninsula area from the market 
place. The geography of the peninsula area forms a natural closed cordon. The charge 
level is £2 and operates from Monday to Saturday from 10 am -4 pm. The design of the 
scheme tries to avoid the effect on necessary trips, such as school trips, by providing an 
exemption to the parents of the students under 6 years old studying at the schools in the 
peninsula area. The scheme should not affect the employees in the area since normally 
most of them do not use a car for business trips due to the lack of parking space. 
Edinburgh 
The inner ring road and outer ring road are considered the possible boundaries for 
charging cordons. The implementation of two cordons, i. e. inner and outer cordon, may 
cause problems in the doughnut area in between these two cordons in which there may 
be problems of increased traffic, and the public transport services in the orbital direction 
around the city centre are not at a good level. One of the points mentioned about the 
design of this outer cordon is that the cordon must be wholly inside the city bypass and 
it has to be purely inside the City of Edinburgh Council's area. The location of the inner 
cordon should cover the inner parking zone, but not as far as the boundary of the outer 
parking zone which in this design aims to reduce the parking dispersion problem around 
the cordon boundary. 
It was mentioned that it becomes inevitable to include one of the residential areas, 
which is just outside the boundary of the initial cordon, inside the cordon in order to 
avoid worsening the congestion problem in that already congested area. The inner 
cordon also uses some of the physical boundaries such as parks, railway line, and river 
to form the closed charging boundary to help minimise the number of toll points and 
make the cordon easily recognised. At each toll point, there will be an escape route for 
those who want to avoid the charge by diverting to other routes, but the diversion route 
from one side to the other side of the cordon will not be advised to drivers in order to 
discourage rat-running traffic. 
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In the case the twin cordon system is implemented, the charge will 
be higher on 
crossing the inner cordon and lower on crossing the outer cordon whereas the single 
uniform charge will be used if only the inner cordon is implemented. 
At the time of the 
interview, the level of charge had not definitely been decided but it would 
be at an 
acceptable level to the public and politicians. 
Leeds 
The system considered in Leeds is an area licensing scheme (ALS). Similarly to other 
cases, Leeds considers the inner ring road and outer ring as good candidates 
for the 
location of charging cordons. However, the outer ring road cordon is considered to 
cause a major political acceptance problem because many people living inside 'the 
cordon would be charged. Therefore, the inner ring is chosen as the reference boundary 
of the charging cordon subject to the completion of the inner ring road. 
The city council has conducted several modelling tests on whether the capacity of the 
inner ring road can cope with the diverted traffic, and it is concluded that the capacity of 
the inner ring road is sufficient. It is accepted that the inner cordon does cover the whole 
congested area in the city centre but it does not address the congestion problem of the 
whole city. The detailed design of the cordon is trying to minimise the number of toll 
points, trying to include the University area inside the cordon, and to leave the major 
hospital outside the cordon. 
Politically, the hospital inside the central area must be outside the cordon although it is 
located just inside the inner ring road. This political requirement causes a conflict with, 
the requirement to include the university area inside the cordon where this area is 
actually just outside the cordon. The charge level has been suggested based on the 
requirement that it should reduce the congestion in the city centre, generate a significant 
amount of revenue, and receive support from public and politicians. According to the 
concept of ALS, the charge structure will be a uniform charge throughout the day. 
Similarly to the Bristol case, there is a possibility to introduce additional cordons in the 
future in which the second and third cordon may be located just inside the outer ring 
road and the middle ring road respectively in which the charging system would change 
from ALS to a more complex cordon charging structure. 
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Manchester 
Manchester is still in a very early stage of the plan to implement a possible congestion- 
charging scheme. From the geography of Manchester city, it is too difficult to find an 
appropriate cordon that is wholly inside the Manchester City Council's area, and it may 
cause a problem to the economic development of Manchester if the charging scheme is 
introduced in Manchester alone. It is thus necessary that all of the local authorities in 
Greater Manchester come to an agreement in introducing a congestion charging scheme. 
It is affirmed that a simple charging system that is just good enough to make the scheme 
work would be preferable to a more complicated system that has to rely on the high 
technology. 
3.5 FINDING FROM THE SURVEY 
The questions about differences in design to meet different objectives and about the 
conflict of the design to meet objectives and constraints are not well answered, since 
most of the answers do not express concern over these issues. The discussion with local 
authorities in the in-depth interviews shows that the issues of public acceptance and 
adverse impact are more important to the design compared to the objectives of the 
scheme. 
During the discussion, the design of the cordon is regularly associated with public 
acceptance and adverse impact issues whereas the objective of the scheme is only 
mentioned when it is to be decided whether the scheme is worthwhile. It was regularly 
mentioned that the objectives of the scheme, particularly the objective to reduce 
congestion, cannot be met by only using congestion charging. In fact, it is expected that 
the charging cordon alone will not be able to reduce the congestion significantly but the 
revenues generated from the scheme are the key to success. The revenue generated from 
the scheme will be invested in improving the public transport service. 
The other point found in the responses to the question about the cordon design is that 
the design of cordon location and structure is a separate process from the decision on 
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the charge level. The charge level may be even defined in advance at an acceptable 
level 
before the location of the cordon is decided. 
It is found from the questionnaire and in-depth interview that the design criteria 
found 
in the literature review are not all necessary. Some of these criteria are "hard 
constraints" which the cordon design must follow, but some are not. We refer to the 
other type of constraints as "soft constraints". Some criteria are not even agreed by most 
of the respondents, such as the issue to avoid charging residents of poor income areas. 
It seems to be that the design tries to find the cordon that strictly meets the set of the 
hard constraints which could be considered as an "acceptable design" which can be 
acceptable and will not cause the new problems. The common features or hard 
constraints of the "good enough cordon" are as follows: 
" Use the ring road as the skeleton design of the cordon and as the diversion route; 
" The cordon and diversion route must be wholly inside the authorised area of 
local authority; 
" However, in the case that there is no obvious ring road, try to find a road 
network that can form the escape routes from the toll points instead; 
" The capacity of the diversion route should be able to cope with the diverted 
traffic; 
" Ensure that the problem of the dispersion of congestion to the surrounding area 
around the cordon is kept to a minimum; 
" Cordons should concentrate on the central area of the city, even if congestion 
also exists elsewhere in the city; 
" Include major trip attractions but exclude sensitive locations if possible, i. e. 
hospitals or bus or train stations; 
" Associate the cordon boundary with the controlled parking zone which can give 
a buffer area to protect the dispersion of parking demand around the fringe of 
cordon; 
" Minimise the crossing points by using a natural boundary, such as park, river, or 
railway line; 
" Keep the boundary as simple and clear as possible and try to use key landmarks 
or natural boundaries; 
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" Use a simple charge structure that is easy to understand and remember; 
" Charge level should be defined at an acceptable level to the public; 
" Finally, the scheme must be worthwhile to implement in terms of the benefit of 
the scheme given the possible cordon design and charge level. 
Several issues are discarded from this list, e. g. separation between land use types, 
fairness and equity issues, residential or poor income areas. These are the "soft 
constraints". 
A simple charging cordon is clearly preferable to a complex one. However, the 
interviews show that local authorities are also aware of the greater benefit that they 
could achieve by using a more complex charging system. Most of the comments on this 
issue are of the kind: "at this stage, we are trying to find the system that is just good 
enough to make this scheme work and start rather than trying to find the optimal design 
that may not be possible to implement, but of course there is a possibility to extend the 
system toward the more complex system subject to the success of this starting scheme ". 
From this statement, it is clear that the practical design of the cordon is trying to find a 
scheme that could be implemented now (an "acceptable scheme") and leave the space 
for further development or evolution of the scheme in the future towards a more 
effective and optimal system. 
3.6 SUMMARY 
Following the objectives of the research, an extensive review of the literature regarding 
the design of charging cordon systems has been carried out. The cordon design in 
different studies including Singapore, Hong Kong, London, and the Norwegian toll ring 
reveals the design process of charging cordons and issues that should be considered. 
The main conclusion from the review is the set of design issues found and three factors 
that the design tries to achieve including effectiveness, acceptability, and practicality of 
the scheme. The research investigated these issues further in the context of the UK, and 
six local authorities in the DfT Congestion Charging Development Partnership 
(Birmingham, Bristol, Durham, Edinburgh, Leeds, and Manchester) participated in the 
survey carried out in this research. They were asked to complete questionnaires and 
participate in the in-depth interview. 
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The results from the survey show that the design of practical cordons concentrates 
mainly on the issues of public acceptance and adverse impacts. The effectiveness of the 
scheme can be achieved by using the revenues generated from the scheme instead of 
using the charging cordon directly to tackle the problem. Some of the design issues 
found in the literature were found not to be necessary as criteria for cordon design., 
Local authorities in the survey consider a smaller set of design criteria that will ensure 
the scheme would be able to be implemented. These criteria are referred to as the "hard 
constraints" of the cordon design (see Section 3.5). Thus, most of the designs will start 
with a simple scheme (despite probably achieving less benefit), with the possibility of 
extension of the scheme subject to the success of the starting scheme. 
The design of practical cordons puts more emphasis on the issues of public acceptance 
and adverse impacts which are considered as sensitive issues to public and politicians. It 
is clear that this practical design is not an optimal design to meet the objective of the 
scheme. The purpose of this research is to combine these practical design constraints 
with a mathematical model that can produce an optimal design in which the scheme is 
still able to be implemented in the practice (this is dealt within Chapter 6 and Chapter 
7). 
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CHAPTER 4 FORMULATION OF OPTIMAL TOLL 
DESIGN PROBLEM 
Model should be used not believed. Henri Theil 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 2 the review of the development of road pricing reveals two parallel streams 
of the evolution of the research and practice for this transport instrument. The first 
stream, as discussed in Section 2.2 Chapter 2, involves the theoretical construction of 
the optimal road pricing policy from an economic perspective. On the other hand, the 
development presented in Section 2.4 2.3in Chapter 2 demonstrates a different 
perspective on how this policy is put into practice. In Chapter 3 the judgmental design 
approach for road pricing schemes is discussed. The judgmental approach is based 
mainly on the practical aspect of the scheme while little attention is allocated to the 
issue of optimality and/or performance of the scheme. The furthest development in 
terms of scheme design is to exploit transport modelling as an evaluation tool rather 
than as a designing tool. This chapter concentrates on using a transport model as a 
design tool rather than just as an evaluation tool. 
In this chapter, the problem of optimal road pricing design is formulated mathematically 
as an optimisation problem. The key and problematic aspect of the optimal road pricing 
design problem is the travellers' responses to the toll imposed. Naturally, if one tries to 
evaluate the real benefit of the road pricing scheme, one needs to allow the travellers to 
respond to the tolls imposed (by changing routes, modes, or deciding not to travel) 
before calculating the benefit of the scheme. Obviously, a modelling concept needs to 
be adopted to represent this behaviour. One of the most famous modelling philosophies 
for representing travellers' decisions in a transport network is the concept of Wardrop's 
user equilibrium (UE). The next section defines the concept of Wardrop's user 
equilibrium (Wardrop, 1952). There are various ways to mathematically form the UE 
condition including equivalent optimisation (Beckmann et al, 1956), variational 
inequality (Smith, 1979; Dafermos, 1980), nonlinear complementarity (Aashtiani and 
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Magnanti, 1981), and gap function (Hearn et al, 1984). The algorithms for solving the 
optimal road pricing design problem discussed in Chapter 5 are closely linked with the 
way the UE condition is formulated. These different UE formulations will be explained 
in the next section as the background for the review of different algorithms in Chapter 
5. 
By including the UE condition as one of the constraints of the optimal road pricing 
design, the problem becomes one of the most complex optimisation problems namely a 
Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC). The structure of MPEC 
can also be considered as a Stackelberg game where there are two types of players, the 
leader and followers. If the equilibrium model can be reformulated as an optimisation 
problem (UE in an equivalent optimisation form), the MPEC becomes a bilevel 
optimisation programming problem (BLPP). Both MPEC and BLPP have been 
attracting attention from various researchers in different disciplines due to their 
importance and relevance to the real world problems and the theoretical challenge in 
solving them. The next chapter will be devoted to reviewing the algorithm development 
for MPEC and BLPP (in particular for the optimal road pricing design problem). In this 
chapter, the main focus is to explain the formulation of the optimal road pricing design 
problem as an MPEC (also equivalently as Stackelberg game and BLPP) in Section 4.3. 
In addition, different instances of optimal road pricing design will also be discussed. 
In Section 4.3, the objective functions of the optimal road pricing design problem are 
not exactly defined. Section 4.4 discusses the mathematical formulations of the well- 
known social welfare function and a measure of the equity impact (using the concept of 
Gini coefficient). Finally Section 4.5 summarises the chapter. 
4.2 USER'S EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION 
4.2.1 Notations 
The traffic network is represented by a graph G (N, A) where N is a set of nodes and A 
is a set of arcs or links. A link aEA is defined by two nodes i, jEN where i *j ;i is. 
the starting node and j is the ending node of link a. A subset of nodes are origin and 
destination nodes r, s EN where an O-D pair is referred to as the pair of an origin node 
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and destination node, (r, s) . Each O-D pair 
is indexed by k r= K and the total number of 
O-D pairs is IK). In the fixed demand case, there is an amount of demand wishing to 
travel between each O-D pair denoted by dk. In the case of variable demand (elastic 
demand), the volume of travel demand between O-D pair k is defined as a function of 
the minimum O-D travel cost, pk , through the 
demand function dk = Dk (, uk ) 
The number of trips from O-D pair k using link a is defined as x; . Thus, the total 
volume of traffic on link a can be defined as vQ = Zxä . The cost of travelling on link a `dk 
is defined by a user cost function cQ (v) where the travel time on link a is tQ (v). 
Similarly, the link flows, va, can also be defined as an aggregation of the path flows. Let 
pEP be a path and FP the path flow. Define SP, as a dummy variable where SP, p =1 
if 
link a is used by path p and 0 otherwise. Thus, the aggregated link flow can be defined 
as vQ = Sp, Q " 
Fp . This flow aggregation can also 
be written in the vector form. Also, 
Vp 
under the assumption of additive path cost the path cost can also be defined as 
Cp=ý8pa"Ca(v). 
Va 
Note that the user cost may be a combination of travel time and other costs (e. g. tolls). 
The travel cost is defined as a generalised travel cost (in time units) and the conversion 
of other costs into the travel time unit is done through the concept of value of time. 
In the network, travel demand passing through the network must satisfy the flow 
conservation constraint. There are two different forms for defining the flow 
conservation based on either path flows or multicommodity link flows. For the path 
flow based formulation, let peP be a path and 0 p, k =1 
if path p connects the O-D pair 
k and 0 otherwise. The origin to destination demands can be satisfied with the constraint 
dk =ZAp, k " FP Vk for the fixed demand case and DD 
(, uk) _EAp, k - FP Vk for the 
Vp Vp 
elastic demand case. 
For the multicommodity link flow based formulation, let b; =0 if node i is neither the 
origin nor destination node, and equal to -dk and dk if node i is the origin and destination 
ýc 
node of O-D pair k respectively. Each node has 
IKI flow conservation constraints as 
follows: 
/ 
xü1) -Zx,, » = b, Vi E 
N; Vk e K. 
Vjj(J )eA Vf1(isJ)eA 
For the elastic demand case, b; =0 if node i is neither the origin nor destination node, 
and equal to -Dk (Ck) and Dk (Ck) if node i is the origin and 
destination node of O-D 
pair k respectively. The summary of the notation used is provided in Appendix C. 
Next, 
the definition and different form of users' equilibrium is presented. Throughout the next 
section, the path-based formulation will be employed. However, it should be noted that 
the same equilibrium condition can also be framed in the form of multicommodity link 
flows. 
4.2.2 Different formulations of UE condition 
Definition of Wardrop's user equilibrium condition 
Before presenting different formulations of the user's equilibrium condition, this section 
defines the standard mathematical form of the user's equilibrium condition. The 
travellers in the network are assumed to be rational in the sense that they wish to choose 
their routes so as to minimise their generalised travel costs. The decision taken for 
different travellers influences the outcome of other travellers' choices through the 
congestion effect in the network. Wardrop (1952) defines the principle of user's 
equilibrium condition (UE) characterising the possible outcome of the travellers' route 
choice decisions in the network. For each O-D pair, let Pk = min Co be the minimum 
travel cost from all paths connecting O-D pair k where Pk is the set of paths relevant to 
O-D pair k. The UE condition for the fixed demand case is such that: 
Fpep 2: 0 => Cp=pk Vp; Vk 
FPEP= O CP >_ pk Vp; Vk 
Equation 4-1 
dkFP Vk 
PEPP 
This condition states that path p connecting between an O-D pair k will be used by the 
travellers if and only if the cost of travelling on this path is the minimum travel cost 
between that O-D pair. This condition is consistent with the definition of the UE 
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condition in which if the path with non-minimum travel cost is used, the travellers on 
that path will still have an incentive to shift to other paths offering a lower travel cost. 
Similarly, the UE condition can also be defined for the elastic demand case with an 
additional condition on the equilibrium between demand and supply following the 
normal economic equilibrium: 
FpEP ZO=Cp=Ilk Vp; Vk 
F'pEPR =O Cp z , uk `dp; Vk 
dk zO => pk = Dk' (dk) Vp; Vk 
dk =O= pk >_ Dk' (dk) 
Equation 4-2 
Vp; `dk 
dk = Fp `dk 
PEPP 
In brief, the first and second conditions in Equation 4-2 represent the condition that the 
travellers will only choose the cheapest routes for their journey. The second and third 
conditions imply that the traveller will travel between an O-D pair k if and only if the 
benefit of the trip (represented by the value of the inverse demand function) is at least 
equal to the travel cost between that O-D pair. 
The concept of UE relies on the key assumption of the travellers have perfect 
knowledge in which all travellers are assumed to be perfectly aware of all possible 
routes and have accurate information about the travel costs under equilibrium. This 
assumption may sound too strong. Various alternatives to this UE concept have been 
proposed to weaken this assumption, e. g. the concept of Stochastic User Equilibrium 
(SUE). 
Despite its strong assumption, the UE condition has played a central role in transport 
modelling and planning. The concept has been used to develop many transport 
modelling software tools such as SATURN (Van Vliet, 1982) which has been widely 
used as a tool to aid transport planning in the real world. The basic definition of the UE 
above, both for the fixed and variable demand case, can be reformulated into different 
mathematical forms which will be discussed next. 
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Background on the formulation of an equilibrium condition 
Before defining specifically the forms of UE condition, various useful definitions; 
properties, and theorem for constructing the mathematical forms of the UE condition are 
reviewed. Firstly, the concept of a variational inequality which is central to the study of 
equilibrium modelling is reviewed. 
Definition 4-1 Let S2 be a nonempty and closed subset of 91" and let F be a continuous 
function from 0 to itself. The finite dimensional variational inequality problem, 
denoted by VI(Q , F), is to find a vector y' E S2 such that: 
F(y')T "(y-y*)'0 `dyEf2 
In most cases, f) is a closed convex set (or polyhedron). In geometric terms, the VI 
states that the vector y' will be the solution to the VI() F) if and only if F 
(y') is 
orthogonal to the feasible set SZ at the pointy . 
Definition 4-2 The function F from SZ to itself is said to be strictly monotone over Q if 
and only if. 
(F(x)-F(y))r. (x-y)>0 Vx, yeQ andx# y. 
Theorem 4-1 [Nagurney (1993)] Suppose that F(y) is strictly monotone on f2 . Then the 
solution to VI(Q F) is unique. 
The concept of a VI is closely linked to the concept of a complementarity problem and a 
nonlinear optimisation problem which is discussed in turn below. 
Definition 4-3 Let S2 be the nonnegative orthant in9rand let F be a continuous 
function from 31' to 91'. The complementarity problem (CP), denoted by CP(fl , F), is to 
find a vector y' E S2 such that: 
F(y')z0andF(y')T "y'=0. 
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Proposition 4-1 Let 92 be the nonnegative orthant in 91'. Then y* E) solves the 
problem VI(Q F) if and only if it also solves the problem CP(SZ, F). 
The proposition above shows the CP(Q F) is a special case of VI( ) , F), but note that 
the converse is not generally true. Notice that definition of ) for CP(S), F) which is 
basically the nonnegative orthant in W. This is too restricted assumption. However, the 
formulation and interrelationship between CP and VI can also be extended to some 
specific case. In particular, if the ) is a polyhedron which is defined by a set of linear 
equality and inequality constraints, then VI(Q F) can be converted into a mixed 
complementarity problem (MCP). 
Proposition 4-2 [Tobin (1986)] Let C2 be a polyhedron defined as 
n=lyc 91' : Ay = b, Cy >_ d) where A is a matrix with the dimension of 1xm and 
bE SR' ;C is a matrix of dimension nxm and de 91'. Then y` solves the VI(S2, F) if 
and only if for some x' E 9r, z' e 911, (y', x', z') solves the following MCP: 
free y F(y)-CTx-ATZ =0 
0Sx1 Cy-d 0 
free z Ay -b=0 
, where aIb means aT "b=0 or vector a 
is orthogonal to vector b. Obviously, with the 
assumption on strong monotonicity of F the MCP above have the unique solution 
following Proposition 4-1 and Theorem 4-1 described earlier. 
As shown, there is a strong connection between the VI( ) F) and MCP. The other key 
reformulation of the VI is its equivalent nonlinear optimisation problem under the 
assumption on the function F. 
Theorem 4-2 If F(y) is a continuously differentiable function on ) which is a closed 
and convex set and its Jacobian matrix 
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aF 
... 
aF 
ay1 aym 
, VF(y)= 
W. 
... 
aFm 
ay1 aym 
is symmetric and positive semidefinite, then y* is the solution to the VI(O F) if and 
only if it is the solution to the following nonlinear optimisation problem: 
min f (y) 
s. t. YE S2 
, where Vf(y)=F(y). 
Equivalent formulations of the UE condition 
With the definitions of VI, MCP, and its equivalent optimisation problem (EO) 
discussed earlier we are ready to state the UE condition (for elastic demand condition) 
as a MCP, VI, and EO as follows. 
The UE condition stated in Equation 4-2 implies that F. `dp EP satisfies Equation 4-2 
if it satisfies the following MCP condition: 
(VpePF; VkEK 
CP(F, ) -pký0, `dpEPk; VkeK 
(pk 
- Dk 
1 (dk)) . dk =0, Vp e Pk; vk EK 
JUk-Dk'(dk)ý09 VpEPk; VkeK 
1 Fp = dk, Vk EK 
pePt 
F_O, D 
_ O, dzO 
Equation 4-3 
Theorem 4-3 A pair of vectors (F d*) E Q, where n is the set of feasible path flows 
and O-D flows, satisfies the UE condition if and only if it satisfies the variational 
inequality problem 
C(F*)T"(F-F*)-D"'(d')T"(d-d*)z0 for`d(F, d)E(1 
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and similarly we can also write the variational inequality with the link flow vector 
instead of path flow vector under the assumption that the path cost is an additive cost 
function of link cost following the notations given earlier: 
c(v*)T"(v-v*)-D-'(d')r. (d-d')zO forV(v, d)eQ. 
Note that the cost function adopted in both the MCP and VI formulations above does not 
need to be separable, i. e. the travel cost on link a does not only depend on v0. 
Furthermore, the path-flow based VI does not need the path cost operator (Cp) to be 
additive. This may be useful for some analysis, e. g. nonlinear value of time problem. If 
the path cost is an additive function of link cost, then the VI formulation with link flow 
vector can be obtained. 
The VI formulation above can also be stated for the fixed demand case where the second 
term in the VI related to the demand function can be dropped. As explained briefly in 
the introduction, Smith (1979) was the first to state the UE condition in the VI form 
whose formulation was recognised later by Dafermos (1980) as the VI. Following 
Theorem 4-1, if the link cost function are strictly monotone under the link flow vector, 
then the VI for link flow has a unique UE solution (the feasible space for link flow are 
compact). 
Interestingly, in the literature of traffic equilibrium analysis the first (and probably the 
most widely used) mathematical form is in fact the equivalent optimisation (EO) form 
as suggested by Beckmann et al (1956). Following Theorem 4-2 above, the only 
condition we need to ensure equivalence between the UE condition and the EO problem 
is the symmetric and positive semidefinite condition of the link cost vector. One could 
try to prove this condition with the general link cost function, where the cost on link a is 
a function of link flow vector, but in general it is very difficult to get the symmetrical 
and positive semidefinite condition with this general link cost vector. A particular form 
of link cost function that makes these two conditions satisfied is the separable link cost 
function. A link cost function is called to be separable if the cost on link a is only a 
function of the flow on that link. 
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Theorem 4-4 A pair of vectors (v', d*) e ), where S2 is the set of feasible link flows 
and OD flows, satisfies UE condition if and only if it is the solution to the following 
nonlinear optimisation problem: 
mtlnErcc(x)dx-ZrD, ý'(y)dy 
s. t. (v, d)E0 
Notice that the Jacobian of the objective function of the EO formulation is equivalent to 
the F function of the VI formulation for UE stated in Theorem 4-3. It should be noted 
that the EO formulation of the UE is probably the form with the strongest assumption 
including the separable link cost function and additive path cost function. On the other 
hand, the EO formulation is the corner stone of the development of successful 
algorithms for solving the traffic equilibrium assignment with a large scale problem in 
the past three decades. 
An alternative formulation of the MCP for the UE condition using the multicommodity 
flow instead of path flow can also be formulated. Let E be the node link incidence 
matrix, with the dimension 91Y1 x 9114 and with entries e;,. = -1 if node i is the origin of 
link a, 1 if node i is the destination of link a, and 0 otherwise. Recall that xä is the link 
flow from OD pair k on link a. In this context, x; will be referred to as z where i and i 
are the start and end nodes of link a respectively. Let 2 be the `node price' associated 
with node i and OD pair k. Let Ak be the node-OD incidence vector, with the dimension 
of JIINI, which is zero in all positions but two where the element n=1 if node n is 
destination of OD pair k and -1 if node n is the origin node of OD pair k. The MCP 
formulation using the multicommodity link flows can be defined as follows: 
k x,, j' co(Va, Za)-(Aj -#, k)]=0 V(i, j)EA; VkcK 
E"vk =Ak "Dk(, uk ) Vk¬K 
T 
Pk = (Ak) ", Ik `dk EK Equation 4-4 
x, jýt 0 V(i, j)EA; VkEK 
Co (V4, zo -() 0 V(i, )EA; Vk eK ý 
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where Vk denotes the vector of multicommodity link flow for OD pair k and A 'is the 
vector of node prices for all node for OD pair k. The first condition is similar to the 
complementarity condition for the path-flow based formulation where a path will be 
used if and only if path cost is the minimum travel cost between that OD pair. In this 
case, link a will contain some flow from commodity k (OD pair k) if and only if the 
travel cost on this link is equal to the difference between the node prices at the origin 
and destination nodes of that link. The second condition is the flow conservation in 
node-link style. At all nodes the sum of flow entering that node from OD pair k must be 
the same as the exit flow for that OD pair except the origin and destination nodes where 
the exit and entry flow is equal to the flow determined by the corresponding demand 
function. The third condition determines the minimum travel cost for each OD pair as 
the difference between the node prices at the origin and destination nodes of that OD 
pair. 
The MCP formulation with multicommodity link flow offers some advantage over the 
path-flow based formulation. In using this MCP with the optimal toll design context, all 
the paths must be generated and included in the formulation of the MCP (with the path- 
flow based formulation). Generating all possible paths in a network may not be 
practical. A strategy to avoid this computational burden is to include the paths as 
necessary, but in the optimal toll design problem the active path set may change with 
the toll design. With the multicommodity flow formulation MCP, the number of 
constraint for MCP can be defined as priori since the number of nodes and links are 
fixed even when the road pricing scheme design changes. This advantage will be 
exploited later on in the next chapter in developing a method to solve the optimal toll 
design problem without using path flow information. However, it should be noted that 
the number of variables and constraints may increase rapidly with the multicommodity 
flow formulation (the number of variables = JAI - IKI + INI " IK) + Ir) ). 
Similarly, the EO formulation of UE can also be defined based on the multicommodity 
flows instead of path flows. The only change needed is to use the flow conservation 
constraint for the multicommodity flow instead of the path flow based formulation and 
define link flows as aggregation of multicommodity link flows. 
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r 
The formulation of UE in the forms of VI, MCP, and EO is probably the most widely 
used and most useful for our purpose of solving the optimal toll problem. However, 
there exist other possible formulations of UE, gap function and fixed point condition. 
As will be described in the next chapter, some of these formulations have also been 
explored as the possible tool for solving the MPEC and optimal toll design problem. , 
Definition 4-4 Let S be the set of solutions to VI. A function cb (x) from X to 91 is a 
gap function for VI if 
(i) 1(x) is restricted in sign on X, and 
(ii) b(x)=O x¬g 
The first condition means that if 1 (x) has the same sign (either negative or positive) for 
all xEX. Hearn et al (1984) defined UE in the form of gap function. The VI for UE 
condition can also be stated as: 
C (v )T " 
(v 
- v) - D-1 
(d')T " 
(d' 
- d): 5 0 ford (v, d) E S2 
, and the gap 
function for UE condition can be defined as: 
(v, d) = (m axe tc 
(v)T . (v - v) -D" (d)T " 
(d 
- d)} Equation 4-5 
, where Q is a set of feasible link and demand flows satisfying the flow conservation 
constraints. Thus, t (v, d) =0 if and only if (v, d) is the feasible UE solution and 
t (v, d)is always greater than or equal to zero (non-negative) for all (v, d) E Q. Indeed, 
the function c (v, d) is not differentiable everywhere. Hearn et al (1984) define the 
subdifferential of b (v, d) as: 
a4 (v, d) = convle(v)-D-' (d)+c'(v). (v-v)-D'-' (d). (d -d)l(v, 
d) E (v, d)}, 
Equation 4-6 
where c'(v) and D'-' (d) are the Jacobian of c(v) and D'' (d) at (v, d), and 
E (v, d) is the set of solutions to the problem: 
LF 
3ý` 
ý[_ 
P`. 
$. 
t: 
r 
r. 
r_ i 
ý> 
max 
{c(v)T 
"(v-v)-D'' (d)T "(d-d)}. 
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The proof of the above argument can be found in the seminal text of nonsmooth 
optimisation by Clarke (1983). Notice that the solution to the problem in Equation 4-5 
is simply a solution to a shortest path problem at a given flow vector (v, d) and under 
some condition on the link cost and path cost the solution to this problem is unique 
(strongly monotone link cost and additive path cost). D (v, d) can also be referred to as 
the Frank-Wolfe subproblem (linear programming problem) which is the element for 
finding the descent direction in the sense of simplical decomposition algorithm (see 
Lawphongpanich and Hearn(1984)). 
Patriksson (1994), page 79, also defines a gap function similar to the function proposed 
by Hearn et al (1984): 
cb(v, d)={c(v)'". v-D''(d)T"d}-(minl{c(v)T"v-D-'(d)T"d}. 
The interpretation of this gap function is the difference in the total travel cost between 
that of the flow vector (v, d) and that of the shortest paths given the costs at (v, d). A 
positive value of this gap function coincides with the situation where some travellers 
can still benefit in reducing his/her travel time from switching his/her paths to a shorter 
path. Thus, the function can be used to measure how far the current solution (v, d) is 
from the UE solution. Similar to the gap function proposed by Hearn et al (1984), the 
value of this gap function is always non-negative and bound below at zero value (at 
equilibrium solution). Again, we can also derive the Jacobian of this gap function using 
the subdifferential of a nonsmooth function. As will be shown later in the next chapter, 
gap function has recently gained attention from various researchers in developing a 
practical optimisation tool for solving the MPEC and optimal toll design problem. 
4.3 MPEC FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMAL TOLL PROBLEM 
4.3.1 MPEC and BLPP framework 
As mentioned in the introduction, if one wants to analyse the optimal design of a road 
pricing scheme, one must include the possible response of the travellers into the analysis 
in order to represent the real world situation. The framework of the interaction between 
the transport planner, who is in charge of road pricing scheme design, and the road users 
8 Note that if the solution to Equation 4-5 is singleton (i. e. unique), then Equation 4-6 is differentiable. 
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can be depicted as shown in Figure 4-1 below. 
The objective of the planner (in which he/she wishes to maximise/minimise) is a 
function of the responses from the road users. Of course, the planner could iteratively 
design and implement the road pricing scheme (based on the current travel pattern), 
observe the responses from road users to the tolls imposed (following the UE 
condition), evaluate the benefit of that particular design, and redesign the scheme to 
optimise his/her objective function with the updated travel pattern, and then go through 
the process until some form of convergence is satisfied. 
Transport planner 
Road pricing scheme II Drivers' responses 
Road users 
Figure 4-1 Users -Planner interaction 
On the other hand, the planner could take into account the potential responses of the 
road user to the tolls during the design process. In this setting, the planner is assumed to 
be able to anticipate the responses of drivers to the toll imposed (using the UE 
condition). With this formulation, the optimal design of a road pricing scheme is the one 
that is also optimal after allowing road users to respond to the scheme. Note that the 
first and second approaches mentioned may converge to different solutions. Fisk (1984) 
discussed the difference between these two interaction processes. The former interaction 
pattern will converge to a Nash equilibrium condition whereas the latter will converge 
to a Stackelberg game equilibrium condition. 
Mathematically, we can define the Stackelberg game as a Mathematical Program with 
Equilibrium Constraint (MPEC) (Harker and Pang, 1988; Luo et al, 1996). As the name 
suggests, MPEC is an optimisation problem in which one of the constraints of the 
problem is an equilibrium condition. Let xE 91' and yE 91' be two sets of variables in 
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MPEC, f is a function from ¶R to 91, and F is a mapping function from JZ"+" to 91'. 
The function f is the objective function of MPEC and F is the parameterised equilibrium 
function for the VI. Let X be the feasible region of x and CZ (x) be the feasible set of y 
given a vector x. The MPEC can be formulated as: 
minf(x, y) (x, Y) 
S. t. 
XEX 
yE S(X), 
Equation 4-7 
where S (x) = 
{y* 
ec (x)I F (x, y* )T " 
(y 
- y`) z 0, Vy e) (x)), which implies that for 
each vector of x S(x) is the set of the solutions to the VI(F, n (x) ). 
The VI representing an equilibrium condition is included as one of the constraints in this 
optimisation problem explaining the name of MPEC. The equilibrium constraint is 
usually referred to as the Nash game (Nash, 1951). In a Nash game, there are a number 
of players (say, M) each of whom can choose his or her strategy in order to maximise 
(or minimise) his or her economic objective. Each player observes the action of others 
and then chooses his or her strategy optimally. The equilibrium point is when there is 
no player who can improve his or her objective by changing the strategy. The VI and 
MCP are probably the most popular form of equilibrium condition adopted in MPEC. 
The origin of the MPEC is the Stackelberg game (Stackelberg, 1952). The Stackelberg 
game is different from the Nash game. In the Stackelberg game there is a 
distinguishable player who can anticipate the reaction of others (the leader) whereas all 
players in a Nash game are homogeneous. From the perspective of Stackelberg game, f 
is the payoff function of the leader in the game which is a function of his/her decision 
variable x and the responses from the followers y. The followers respond to the leader's 
action following the equilibrium condition cast in the form of VI, and as mentioned the 
leader in this game can anticipate the followers' reactions in which the existence of VI 
as the constraint into the leader's decision problem represents this ability of the leader. 
As suggested in Theorem 4-2, under some conditions on the link cost function and path 
cost function, the VI can be formulated as a nonlinear optimisation problem. If the 
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equilibrium condition is defined as an optimisation problem, the MPEC becomes a 
bilevel optimisation programming problem (BLPP). BLPP can be described as an 
optimisation program with a constraint region determined by a series of optimisation 
problems. The BLPP is a special class of multilevel programming which was first 
defined by Candler and Norton (1977). It is widely accepted that BLPP and MPEC is a 
NP-Hard9 problem. Until present there is no exact optimisation method that can 
guarantee the global optimal solution (Jeroslow, 1985; Ben-Ayed and Blair, 1990). The 
review of the algorithms for solving MPEC and BLPP will be given in the next chapter. 
The structure of MPEC provides a good platform for formulating the optimal road 
pricing design problem mathematically following the idea in Figure 4-1. Next the 
optimisation problem for the optimal road pricing design is formulated as an MPEC. 
4.3.2 Variations of optimal road pricing design problems 
There are various factors and elements concerning the design of a road pricing scheme 
following the review in Chapter 2 and the survey in Chapter 3. The problem discussed 
in this thesis is limited to the case of a single user class, single time period, and single 
mode. Thus, only some of the design elements and factors of a road pricing scheme are 
actually considered in the problem formulation including: 
- determination of the toll levels 
- determination of the toll point locations/number of toll points 
- constraints on the toll level/pattern (i. e. uniform or variable) 
- constraints on the toll location and pattern (i. e. cordon format) 
- constraints on the possible adverse impact and expected benefit (outcome 
constraint) 
In the optimal road pricing design problem, the road users are assumed to respond to the 
road pricing scheme following the UE condition explained earlier. The planner wishes 
to optimise some objective functions (e. g. social welfare, revenues, environmental 
improvement). 
9 The NP-Hard problem is a very complex decision problem in which it can be solved at least in a 
polynomial time on a non-deterministic Turing machine. 
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Let yr, (r, s, v, d) i =1,..., M be the objectives of the planner where z is the vector of 
tolls and s is the binary vector (1-0) representing the toll location in which C. =1 if link 
a is tolled and 0 otherwise. v and d are the vectors of link flows and demand flows. Let 
Obe the set of feasible vector of e. The generalised formulation of the optimal road 
pricing design problem can be stated as: 
max (ýV1,..., YýM 
s. t. 
0: 5 5za <_CQ"za for Va EA 
b: 5 H" r5b Equation 4-8 
g(v, d)50 
CE® 
(v, d) -4 sol 
(VI (F(v, d, r, c), S2(z, E))) 
where H is an 934 x 91A matrix and represent possible constraints on the toll level and 
pattern, g is a vector function from 4+K to 9'representing possible nonlinear and 
linear constraint related to adverse impact and/or expected benefit. For brevity, g will be 
referred to as the functions for the outcome constraints of the design. An example for 
the application of H is, say: 
zt 
0 
-1 0z 0S10 implying thatzl = zZ = z3 20 
[0] I], 
1 -1 Lr3] 
The first constraint implies that link a will be tolled if and only if sa =1 where F. is the 
upper bound of the toll level on link a. The constraint eeO implies that the vector of 
tolled links must be a member of a feasible set which is loosely defined at this stage 
(e. g. in Chapter 60 is defined more precisely as the set of tolled links forming a 
charging cordon, or alternatively it can represent the set of possible tolled links and 
prohibited links for tolling, or the possible number of tolled links). Finally, the last 
constraint represents the condition that the pair of vector (v, d) must be the solution of 
the VI(F(v, d, z, e), S2(z, E)) given the road pricing design vector (z, E) representing 
the UE condition. 
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Some specific forms of the optimal road pricing design problem can also be stated 
based 
on this generalised problem formulation including the continuous optimal toll 
design 
problem (given the toll location) and the mixed-integer optimal toll problem (decide on 
toll location, number of toll points, and toll level). In fact, it is straightforward to 
define 
different optimal road pricing design problems, but to ensure the clarity of the 
discussion in the following chapters the problems are stated clearly in this section. 
Continuous optimal toll problem (COTP) 
The continuous optimal toll design problem (COTP) is probably the simplest problem 
from the family of optimal road pricing design problems defined in Equation 4-8. 
Nevertheless, it is still a very complex optimisation problem given the nature of the 
MPEC formulation. The problem involves selecting an optimal toll level for each pre- 
defined tolled link in the network. The problem can be stated as: 
max v, (r, v, d) (f, v, a) 
s. t. 
0<_ zQ <_ sa " is for given E and Va EA 
Equation 4-9 
(v, d) -> sol 
(VI (F (v, d, r), c (r))) 
The problem stated above can also be associated with multiobjective and additional 
constraints on the toll levels and outcome constraints. In addition, any form of UE 
discussed earlier in 4.2 can be used as the constraint of the optimal toll design problem 
(to replace VI). Different forms of UE may lead to different solution algorithms which 
will be discussed fully in the next chapter. 
Mixed 1-0 optimal toll problem (MOTP) 
The other variation of the optimal road pricing design problem is the mixed 1-0 optimal 
toll design problem (MOTP). The design variables in the MOTP include the locations of 
the toll points, the number of toll points, and the toll level for chosen tolled links. The 
inclusion of the 1-0 variable (c) representing the state if link a is tolled or not makes 
the problem become a mixed 1-0 optimisation problem. The problem can be stated as 
follows: 
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max yrI (r, E, v, d (*, s, v, d) 
s. t. 
0: 5 Ta < EQ "F for Va EA 
Equation 4-10 
(v, d) -> sol(VI 
(F(v, d, r, c), SZ(z, e)) 
Indeed, the problem is very complex given the MPEC and the combinatorial nature of 
the problem. The location problem of the optimal road pricing design is a rarely 
investigated research topic. Despite the importance and relevance of the topic to 
practice, surprisingly only few researchers have tried to develop an algorithm to tackle 
the problem (see Verhoef, 2002; Shepherd and Sumalee, 2004). The objective functions 
and the outcome constraints of the optimal road pricing design are only stated in 
arbitrary form in Equation 4-8. The next section identifies and formulates some possible 
indicators that could be adopted as the objectives or outcome constraints. 
4.4 POSSIBLE OUTCOME INDICATORS 
The original concept of road pricing was to enhance the economic efficiency of the 
transport system. In other words, road pricing was proposed as a fiscal tool for market 
intervention so that the social welfare was maximised. However, as reviewed in Chapter 
2 and from the survey results in Chapter 3, road pricing was found to serve a wider 
range of objectives. The main criterion for the development of the algorithm for 
designing a practical/optimal road pricing scheme is to accommodate a wide range of 
objectives individually or simultaneously (these issues are addressed later in Chapter 7 
and Chapter 8 where the cordon designs are associated with constraints and multiple 
objectives respectively). 
As will be shown later on, the optimisation algorithm developed could accommodate 
arbitrary forms of objective functions and constraints. The aim is simply to state clearly 
in this section the objective functions/constraints and their mathematical forms that will 
be used later on in the thesis for the numerical tests. The objectives/constraints selected 
are the most widely used indicators in designing or evaluating a road pricing scheme 
based on the survey results in Chapter 3. 
It should be clarified that objectives can be treated as constraints and vice versa. From 
Equation 4-8, we can notice that there exist a number of objectives and outcome 
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constraints. For instance, the design outcome of the net revenue generated can either be 
considered as an objective function or as an outcome constraint during the design 
process. Thus, in this section we refer to both objectives and constraints as indicators. 
Five main indicators are adopted throughout the thesis including: 
" Net economic benefit 
" Spatial equity 
" Net revenue 
" Total travel time 
" Total travel distance 
The mathematical formulations for the last three indicators are relatively simple and will 
not be discussed here. Instead, we concentrate on the formulation of the first two 
indicators. 
Social welfare improvement 
For each OD pair, the response of demand to the travel cost (including the toll) is 
captured in the form of the demand function, Dk. The demand function represents the 
aggregated willingness to pay of the road users for accessing the destinations (i. e. this 
implies the benefit of the users for reaching those destinations). In general, the lower the 
cost the higher the travel demand (trips). From the demand function and a given number 
of trips made, User Benefit (UB) can be defined as the area under the inverse demand 
curve (which is a function of the number of trips made): 
UB=1: `D; 1(x)dx 
dk 
As explained in Section 4.2.1, we assume that the congestion in the network happens 
solely on the links and is a function of the traffic volume on the link. Given a volume of 
travel demand, the total Social Cost (SC) incurred from the trips is: 
SC=Eva"ta(Va) 
Va 
It should be stressed that the cost involved in the expression of SC excludes the cost 
from the toll imposed. The social welfare function or economic benefit (EB) is then 
defined as the net difference between the UB and SC: 
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EB= UB-SC =ZP Dk' (x)1x-1: va - t. (va). 
Vk Va 
This can be illustrated as shown in Figure 4-2. In Figure 4-2, the equilibrium point 
between the demand and supply curves is at C trips and E costs. 
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Figure 4-2 Graphical illustration of the definition of economic benefit 
The EB is, as explained, the area under the demand curve from zero trip to the trip at the 
equilibrium point (area A-B-C-D-A). The cost incurred from the trips (SC) is 
represented by the area E-B-C-D-E. The economic benefit is therefore the area A-B-E- 
A. 
The other cost associated with the road pricing scheme is the operator costs, OC (the 
costs imposed on the toll operator, e. g. local authority). Let aQ be the costs for 
implementing and operating a toll point on link a (per the same unit of time as defined 
for UB and SC). The net economic benefit (net EB) can then be defined as: 
net EBD; Equation 4-11 `k Va va 
Note that in most cases, the value of ao is the same for all links in the network. The 
other way to evaluate the net EB is to concentrate on the improvement of the net EB 
compared to the no-toll scenario. Let do and vA be the demand flow between OD pair k k 
and link flow on link a in the no-toll scenario. The EB improvement can be defined as: 
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k 
"b 
Dk' (X )dx_ I: V0 'to 
(va) 
- 
Ec0 
. as 
b'k `da Va 
Equation 4-12 
_ (x)dx _Eva'ta(Va) 
Vk Va 
Figure 4-3 below exemplifies the meaning of the formulation of the net EB 
improvement. In this figure, there are two supply curves (one with toll and one with no 
toll). The number of trips at the equilibrium points for the no toll and toll cases are C 
and G respectively (associated with travel cost of E and H excluding the toll). 
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Figure 4-3 Graphical illustration of the definition of economic benefit improvement 
The area F-B-C-G-F (shaded area) is the difference between the UB of the no toll and 
toll cases (negative value). The change in SC is the area E-B-C-G-I-H-E (dotted area) 
which is positive value. Thus, the EB improvement is the difference of the area E-J-I-H- 
E (positive value) and the triangle F-B-J-F (negative value). Of course, the net EB 
improvement is the EB improvement minus the cost of the road pricing scheme. 
The other form of the EB improvement is based on the rule of half for calculating the 
change in consumer surplus (ACS): 
net EB=OCS+revenue -OC=ACS+EzQ"ca"va-I: a0 Ca 
Qq 
Equation 4-13 
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where ECS =2" 
{[(dk0 
+ dk) " 
(pi 
- fuk 
)] 
, dk and dk are the OD demand in the no 
toll and toll cases respectively, and jk and /2k are the OD travel cost (including tolls) in 
the no toll and toll cases in that order. Figure 4-4 illustrates the interpretation of this 
formula and proves the equivalence between the two different forms of net EB 
improvement. 
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Figure 4-4 Graphical illustration of the definition of economic benefit improvement 
based on rule of half 
From Figure 4-4, the toll level implemented is B-G, LCS is the area of the trapezium B- 
E-F-A-B (based on rule of half and is a negative value), and the revenue generated is the 
square B-E-H-G-B. Thus, the EB improvement is the difference between these two 
shapes that are the area A-I-H-G-A (positive value) and the triangle E-F-I-E (negative 
value). This is exactly the same of the result in Figure 4-3. Again, the net EB 
improvement is the EB improvement minus the OC. In the case with a very nonlinear 
shape of the demand function and/or a significant level of the tolls, the net EB 
improvement as calculated by the rule of half may underestimate the net EB 
improvement (mainly due to of the area E-F-I-E not being triangular). 
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One possible drawback of using the absolute net EB is the restriction of the demand 
function. An example of the demand function that may cause a problem in calculating 
the UB is: 
do 
(Pk 
k =d k"0 Pk 
where ß is the own elasticity (which should be negative) and its inverse demand 
function is: 
d 
Pk-Pk" d 
k 
With this inverse demand function if one tries to integrate from zero trip to trip dk, one 
would get an improper integral. However, if the integral is from non zero trip to dk, the 
above demand function is applicable to the economic evaluation (the case of net EB 
improvement). 
There is a long established consensus on the form of the social welfare improvement or 
the net economic benefit improvement as shown in this section. Several studies on the 
design of optimal road pricing have adopted the objective function in Equation 4-11 
(Yang and Huang, 1998; Verhoef, 2002) and will be used in this thesis. 
Spatial equity 
The most criticised drawback of road pricing is its potential equity impact. There are 
two main dimensions of the equity impact: vertical and horizontal equity impact. This is 
also supported by the evidence in Chapter 3 where a number of local authorities express 
their concern over the equity impact of the road pricing scheme. The vertical equity 
impact is concerned with the unequal impact of road pricing on different groups of the 
population (e. g. classified by income level, gender, access to car, etc. ). The horizontal 
equity impact is also referred to as the `spatial equity impact'. The spatial equity impact 
can be described as the distribution of the benefits and costs of the scheme across the 
population from different areas in the network. If the scheme benefits only a small 
group of people from a few areas, but the rest of the population experience a decline in 
the social welfare, the scheme can be argued as an inequitable policy. 
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In this thesis, we only consider `the horizontal dimension' of the equity impact, given 
the modelling assumption made earlier (single user class). Some researchers have 
attempted to incorporate the equity consideration (spatial equity) into the area of 
network optimisation (where optimal toll is a special case of this problem). Meng and 
Yang (2002) recently proposed a framework to considering the spatial distribution 
impact of a change in the traffic network structure (i. e. network design problem). They 
proposed a measure which is the ratio of the origin-destination (O-D) travel cost in the 
"before" and "after" scenarios. Also, Yang and Zhang (2002) use a similar indicator to 
study the toll design problem with multiple user classes. Unfortunately, these measures 
cannot capture the loss in consumer surplus from the depressed demand and the unequal 
distribution of the cost/benefit of the scheme. 
There exists an economic framework that can be utilised in analysing the spatial equity 
effect which is an indicator for income inequality. The Gini coefficient is the most 
commonly used income inequality measure. In fact, Fridström et al (2000) used the 
same measure to analyse the distribution effect of various transport policies. It can be 
explained with reference to Figure 4-5 below. 
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Figure 4-5 Lorentz curve explaining the distributional impact 
On the horizontal axis, a population is ordered by income from the lowest to the highest. 
On the vertical axis is the cumulative share of total income. The ideal situation or the 
most equitable case is that everybody has the same income and this will produce the 
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straight line. In reality, the cumulative income distribution will not form a straight line. 
This is shown by the `Empirical distribution' curve or so called `Lorentz curve'. The 
area between the two curves represents the skewness of the actual income distribution 
from the ideal equitable distribution. Thus, this area can be used as an indicator of 
income inequality, ranging from 0 for perfectly equal income distributions to 0.5 for 
distributions where one person earns all income (which is the area of the triangle under 
the equitable income distribution line). The Gini coefficient is twice this area to get a 
measure of inequality between 0 and 1. 
In our case, the main component of our interest is the spatial distribution of costs and 
benefits of the road pricing scheme. Although there are different ways to measure the 
distribution of the impact (e. g. absolute change or relative change), the absolute change 
in social welfare for each O-D pair k is used as the measure for the distribution impact. 
The main drawback of the relative change is that it will increase the inequality of the 
benefit distribution in the absolute term, i. e. the group with already high benefit requires 
a higher level of benefit to achieve the same level of relative improvement compared to 
the group with low benefit in the do-nothing situation. The disaggregated social welfare 
improvement (without operator cost) for each OD pair will be used as the measure of 
the distribution of benefits and impacts for the traveller group from that O-D pair k: 
Ok (F, d+T) = vk (F+d+z)-VVk (FO, d°) = 
(V Dk(x*-pk'dk)- 
oo 
Equation 4-14 
, 
ýDkýxý-fýk'dkJ 
where F is a vector of path flows with the entries Fp, and d is a vector of OD demand 
with the entries dk (the superscript 0 denote the no-toll scenario). Note that the main 
difference between this formulation and the formulation presented earlier is that this 
formulation uses the OD flows as variables. The reason for doing this is to enable the 
calculation of the disaggregated social welfare improvement for each OD pair. 
The other key assumption is the revenue recycling. As discussed, in the formulation of 
the net EB improvement the social cost does not include the user cost incurred by the 
tolls (i. e. only the travel time is used to calculate the user costs). This implies that the 
revenue is recycled fully back to the users which can be interpreted as shown in 
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Equation 4-13 that when the tolls are included as the user cost in ACS, the revenue is 
already added back to the calculation. 
For the analysis of the distributional impact of the road pricing scheme, it is considered 
to be difficult to make any assumption on revenue recycling. One could assume that the 
users from each OD pair receive the revenue recycled back according to what they pay. 
This is probably a very difficult assumption to justify. The other alternative is to 
actually decide on the approach to distribute the revenues to the users (e. g. construction 
of the new mass transit line), but this involves another model and simulation to analyse 
the proportion of benefit the users from different OD pairs actually receive. This 
discussion over an appropriate assumption on this is definitely important but beyond the 
scope of this thesis. In this thesis, a rather simple assumption is adopted where the 
revenues are not recycled back to the users at all. Thus, the only benefit and cost 
incurred to the users from each OD pairs is the loss in user benefit and the travel time 
saving. With this definition, the actual analysis of the distribution impact turns out to 
concentrate on the value of ACS. Thus, yrk (F, d, r)in Equation 4-14 becomes the ACS 
for OD k. 
For our purposes, probably the most useful formulation of the Gini coefficient is: 
, /, 
1 
Y'equiy =^ (d0)2 i'dk 
ýyr; 
ýýure i% (ure Equation 4-15 Ll 'ýVfae 
where yrwe fare denotes the average of ACS from all OD pairs. There are totally K O-D 
pairs with LCS lpwe fare = 
Welfare' 
"""9 Kelfare) "d° is the total number of travel demand 
(i. e. number of trips) of group k in the un-tolled case, k=1, ..., K and 
Ed° =d° is the 
Vk 
total travel demand in the whole network. 
However, the ACS can be both negative and positive. This contrasts to the sign of the 
income (used in the calculation of the original Gini coefficient) which can only be a 
positive value. Thus, the raw value of the ACS for each O-D pair will need to be re- 
scaled before calculating the Gini coefficient. Let yr fa, ý 
be the lowest value of the ACS 
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(from O-D pair, ") from all values (which may be negative). Then, the zCS for the other 
O-D pairs can be re-scaled as follows: 
Vweljare =Wwe(jare +I wwjarel +K 
Vk 
where K is a given positive constant. Also, the average ACS will be replaced by the 
. It is easy to verify that 
this re-scaling will not average of the re-scaled ACS, y/' fare 
change the scale of the Gini coefficient since the main purpose is to measure the area 
under the equitable curve. As mentioned, the value of the Gini coefficient is between 0- 
1. The lower the Gini coefficient, the more equitable the road pricing scheme. 
Of course, other interpretations and formulations of the spatial distribution impact of the 
road pricing scheme also exist and could be more appropriate than the one adopted here. 
The main focus of the thesis is rather to demonstrate the ability of the optimisation 
algorithm developed later on in Chapter 6 to Chapter 8 to deal with a less conventional 
form of outcome indicator. Obviously, the Gini coefficient in Equation 4-15 already 
poses several mathematical problems, e. g. it is a non-smooth function and may not be 
differentiable at some point. Thus, the optimisation algorithm developed must be able to 
deal with this kind of mathematical formulation. 
4.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter provides necessary background information on the optimal road pricing 
design problem discussed later on in the thesis. The framework of the optimal road 
pricing design problem is formulated as a Mathematical Program with Equilibrium 
Constraints (MPEC) which can also be considered as a bilevel optimisation 
programming problem (BLPP) or Stackelberg game. The lower level or equilibrium 
constraint is the Wardrop's user equilibrium (UE) condition representing the responses 
of travellers to the road pricing scheme. The model adopted in this thesis is limited to 
the case of a single user class, single mode, and single time period. Different 
formulations of UE are discussed and presented in the chapter including the variational 
inequality (VI), mixed complementarity problem (MCP), equivalent optimisation (EO), 
and gap function. 
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From the review and survey results presented earlier in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, several 
key components that are necessary to be included in the optimal road pricing design 
were identified (including the toll location, toll level, toll pattern, form of toll location, 
outcome constraint, and multiple objectives). A generalised optimisation problem for 
the optimal road pricing design taking into account these features is presented. In 
particular, two specific problems of the road pricing scheme design are discussed, the 
continuous optimal toll problem, and the mixed 1-0 optimal toll problem. The first 
problem involves the decision on the optimal toll level given a set of tolled links. The 
second problem includes the toll location and number of toll points as the decision 
variables as well as the optimal toll level. These two problems will be the main objects 
for the discussion in the next chapter. The treatment of other elements in the optimal 
road pricing design (e. g. format of toll point, multiple objectives, and outcome 
constraint) will be discussed later on in Chapter 6 to Chapter 8. 
Two main outcome indicators, social welfare and equity, which can be used either as an 
objective function or as a constraint are discussed and formulated mathematically. The 
social welfare is defined as the net economic benefit improvement over the no-toll case. 
For equity, the modelling approach adopted in this thesis only allows the consideration 
of the spatial distribution impact (over different areas of the network). The index of Gini 
coefficient commonly employed for studying income distribution is modified to 
represent the distribution of impact of the cost/benefit of road pricing scheme on the 
users from different OD movements. 
The following four chapters will tackle these aspects of optimal road pricing scheme 
design. The next chapter will concentrate on solving a more theoretical setting problem 
(optimal toll level or second best toll problem). Then, Chapter 6 integrates the constraint 
on the topology of a road pricing scheme into the design process. Chapters 7 and 8 then 
consider the outcome constraint and multiobjective problems respectively. 
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CHAPTER 5 OPTIMISATION ALGORITHM FOR -, 
OPTIMAL TOLL PROBLEM 
Nothing at all takes place in the universe in which some rule of maximum or minimum 
does not appear. Leonhard Euler 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 4 the continuous optimal toll design problem (COTP) was formulated as a 
Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraints (MPEC): 
min V/, (r, v, d) (*, v, a) 
S. l. 
OSraSsQ"i, for given sand Va EA 
(v, d) -> sol 
(VI (F(v, d, r), Q(r))) 
where the equilibrium condition in the problem is the Wardrop's user equilibrium 
condition. 
In this chapter, an extensive review of the algorithms for tackling the COTP is 
presented. Firstly, the development of algorithms from the transport research area is 
discussed. The algorithm for solving COTP is closely linked with the algorithm for the 
so called network design problem (NDP). In the NDP, the design variables are link 
capacity, new links, toll level, and toll point. Thus, COTP can be seen as an instance of 
the NDP. 
Apart from the review of developments in the transport area, this chapter will also 
present a taxonomyt0 of the possible solution algorithms for the MPEC from the 
optimisation research area which is applicable to the COTP. 
After the review, three possible optimisation methods for solving the COTP are - 11 
presented and tested with different networks. The first method is based on the idea of a 
10 Note that the reader who is more interested in the algorithms proposed in this chapter can skip the 
reviews in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. 
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merit function which is used to smooth the complementarity condition of the UE, 
referred to as the smoothing algorithm. The complementarity condition representing the 
UE, as discussed in Chapter 4, poses two problems with the nonlinear optimisation 
problem. The first is its non-differentiability and the second is the linear-dependent 
condition at all feasible points. These two problems are the main obstacles to the 
development of the efficient optimisation algorithm for MPEC. The complementarity 
condition of the UE is smoothed by a particular form of the merit function, the 
perturbed Fischer-Burmeister function. This smoothed version of the complementarity 
constraint eliminates these two problems mentioned earlier and allows the application of 
any off-shelf nonlinear optimisation algorithm to solve the problem. The smoothing 
algorithm is implemented with a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm 
and tested with a five-link network. 
The second method is the improved version of the cutting plane algorithm (CPA) 
originally proposed by Lawphongpanich and Hearn (2004). CPA treats the UE as a 
variational inequality (VI) and exploits the polyhedral structure of the feasible flows so 
that the feasible region can be presented by only a set of extreme points of the 
polyhedron. In the original CPA, the polyhedron structure is only exploited in the lower 
level formulation (UE condition). In the improved CPA presented in this chapter, the 
polyhedron structure of the feasible region of link/demand flows is exploited further in 
the upper level. The advantage of this implementation is a great reduction in the number 
of constraints and variables involved in the COTP. The improved CPA is implemented 
and tested with a small network. 
The last method is the Genetic Algorithms (GA) based method. GA is a meta-heuristic 
optimisation algorithm which does not rely on the mathematical properties of the 
functions involved in the optimisation problem. GA-CHARGE is developed to tackle 
the COTP. 
The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 reviews the development of 
solution algorithm to the MPEC problem in the transport area. Section 5.3, then, 
provides a wider perspective of which solution algorithms for MPEC have been 
developed in the optimisation area. Obviously there is some overlap between these two 
sections. Section 5.4 presents a smoothing algorithm for solving the COTP and the test 
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results with a small network (five link network). Section 5.5 presents the improved CPA 
algorithm and test results from a small network (Pacman network). Section 5.6 proposes 
GA based algorithms for solving COTP (GA-CHARGE) and test results from the 
Edinburgh network. Finally, Section 5.7 concludes the chapter. 
5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF ALGORITHMS IN THE TRANSPORT 
AREA 
The optimal toll design problem is an instance of the network design problem (NDP). 
Thus, the reference to COTP and NDP are exchangeable in this review. The problem of 
NDP was first proposed by Steenbrink (1974). Since then, there have been many key 
developments in this area, see Figure 5-1. Note that the summary in Figure 5-1 is by no 
means a comprehensive list of the research in the NDP area. The figure instead aims to 
summarise the key developments during the past three decades. 
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As shown in Figure 5-1, the area of NDP and MPEC problems in transport has received 
consistent attention from the transport research community since the 1970's. 
Throughout the timeline, various approaches from different traits of mathematical and 
operations research have been proposed and applied to the NDP. Good evidence of the 
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complexity of this problem is probably the number of imperfect algorithms proposed 
over the years that have generated counter-examples later on. 
The different algorithms proposed for solving the transport NDP can be categorised into 
eight main groups according to their strategies for dealing with the UE constraint (see 
Chapter 4 for a discussion of the different formulations of UE): 
(i) Iterative optimisation approach (Steenbrink, 1974; Abdulaal and LeBlanc, 
1979; Suwansirikul et al, 1987) 
(ii) Linearization approach (LeBlanc and Boyce, 1986; Ben-Ayed et al, 1988; 
LeBlanc and Boyce, 1988) 
(iii) Sensitivity analysis (Tobin, 1986; Yang, 1997; Patriksson and Rockafellar, 
2002) 
(iv) Inverse optimisation (Hearn and Ramana, 1998) 
(v) Minmax/maxmin based optimisation (Fisk, 1984; Meng et al, 2001) 
(vi) Smoothing approach and reduced UE condition (Chen et al, 1999; Clegg et 
al, 2001; Verhoef, 2002) 
(vii) Cutting plane algorithm (Lawphongpanich and Hearn, 2004) 
(viii) Meta-heuristic optimisation approach (Friesz et al, 1992; Cree et al, 1998) 
The categories suggested above represent the current state-of-the-art of optimisation 
algorithms for solving the transport NDP. Next, each category of the approaches for 
solving the transport NDP is discussed. 
5.2.1 Iterative optimisation approach 
The first approach proposed for solving the NDP is the iterative optimisation method 
where the method alternates between solving the NDP without UE condition (referred to 
as the upper level) and the UE problems (referred to as the lower level). In other words, 
the method first solves the upper level with fixed solution of the lower level and then 
subsequently solves the lower level with fixed solution of upper level. The process will 
repeat until it reaches convergence (e. g. the change of the link flows between the two 
iterations is lower than the tolerance value). 
Steenbrink (1974) proposed the Iterative Optimisation Assignment (IOA) that involves 
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the process between solving the upper problem with fixed travel response and solving 
the lower level with fixed design alteration. However, Marcotte and Marquis (1992) 
analysed the convergence of the IOA method and illustrated that the convergence of this 
method is not necessarily to a local optimum. In addition, Fisk (1984) and Friesz and 
Harker (1985) suggested that IOA, if it converges, leads to the Nash's equilibrium point 
between the leader and followers rather than the Stackelberg equilibrium. 
Suwansirikul et al (1987) applied an equilibrium decomposition optimisation (EDO) 
heuristic with the NDP. This method is operated similarly to the IOA but with the 
inclusion of the Stackelberg leader-follower structure. For the EDO, the NDP is 
decomposed into interacting subproblems. Each subproblem is the travel cost on a link 
where the problems interact since the flows on each link depends on the vector of link 
improvements of all links. The main drawback is that the methods cannot guarantee the 
convergence to the global or even local optimum. In a rather different manner, Abdulaal 
and LeBlanc (1979) applied two heuristic derivative free optimisation methods, Powell 
and Hook&Jeeves methods, to the NDP and also discrete NDP. Again, the convergence 
of these algorithms to a local optimum is not guaranteed. 
5.2.2 Linearisation approach 
The second strategy proposed for solving the NDP is to linearise the NDP problem 
resulting in a linear bilevel optimisation programming problem (LBLPP) and then solve 
it by using a global algorithm for solving the LBLPP. LeBlanc and Boyce (1986) 
developed the BLPP for the network design problem in the fixed demand case with 
user-optimum driver behaviour. They applied a piecewise linear approximation to the 
total travel cost function on each link. Thus, the optimisation program for user 
equilibrium becomes a LBLPP and they employed a simplex-based algorithm for the 
LBLPP as proposed by Bard (1983). However, their formulation does not allow the 
inclusion of a concave form of the investment function. This assumption is unrealistic in 
representing economies of scale in link improvements. 
Ben-Ayed et al (1988) later formulated the LBLPP for the network design problem 
under fixed demand based on the linearization of both the objective function in the 
upper level and of the user equilibrium program (lower level). Their paper improved the 
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formulation proposed by LeBlanc and Boyce (1986) further by allowing both concave 
and convex link improvement functions and also allowed a greater generality in 
representing the travel cost functions. An interesting comment in their paper is that the 
method used to solve LBLPP based on Bard (1983) is not always able to solve the 
optimisation problem. Marcotte (1988) later confirmed the inability of this method to 
solve LBLPP. He used a simple two-link counterexample to show that the solution 
from this method is not the solution for LBLPP. 
The drawback of the method is the accuracy of the approximation of the total cost on 
each link. The method relies heavily on the piecewise linear approximation which 
requires the appropriate number of segmentation of the total travel cost function. This 
is not a trivial task and can lead to inaccurate results. Furthermore, the accuracy of the 
method to solve LBLPP is uncertain. Nevertheless, there have been a number of newly 
proposed global methods for solving the LBLPP efficiently (see Section 5.3.1). Thus, 
there exist some possibilities for reviving the linearisation approach as a possible way 
for tackling the NDP. 
5.2.3 Sensitivity analysis 
The third strategy for tackling the NDP is to derive the sensitivity expression of the user 
equilibrium condition to the change of the upper level decision variables. Then, this 
sensitivity expression (a linear function) can be used to represent the users' responses to 
the network design variable instead of the UE condition; hence reducing the problem to 
a normal optimisation problem. This method was proposed by Tobin and Friesz (1988) 
following the seminal work of Fiacco (1976). Friesz et al (1990) applied sensitivity 
analysis to the development of heuristic solution methods for the network design 
problem. Yang (1997) derived the sensitivity expression for the user equilibrium 
condition under elastic demand. He also applied the method to the problem of network 
design and optimal toll problem. Yang and Bell (1997) looked into the problem 
proposed by Ferrari (1995): to seek a link toll pattern on a road network so as to hold 
traffic demand within a given level such as a network environmental, or physical, 
capacity. They also employed the sensitivity expression to change the NDP to a single 
level optimisation program. 
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The weakness of this method is that the range of the design variables has to be limited 
in order to ensure the accuracy of the approximation of the response surface. The 
sensitivity expression also depends on the differentiability of the equilibrium condition. 
This condition is very much subject to the assumption of the strict complementarity 
constraint of the KKT condition of the UE (which may not be true). Tobin and Friesz 
(1988) proposed a method to avoid the problem of the non-unique path flows by using 
the extreme point of the set of feasible path flows. However, recently Patriksson and 
Rockafellar (2002) suggested that the differentiability of the equilibrium condition is 
not guaranteed. They also proposed a different method for deriving sensitivity of UE 
flows with respect to the design variable based on the generalised derivative of the UE 
flows respect to the design variable (directional derivative). The method was applied to 
a number of NDP with small networks. 
5.2.4 Inverse optimisation 
Bergendorff et al (1997) and Hearn and Ramana (1998) showed that given a vector of 
system optimal (SO) link flows, the toll vectors that can make the system optimal link 
flows to be UE flows can be defined as a polyhedron implying that system optimal link 
tolls are not unique. Given the set of feasible link tolls, an optimisation program can be 
formed to select the best link tolls to produce SO link flows, e. g. minimise the revenue 
(minimum revenue problem) or minimise the number of toll points. This kind of 
approach fits in with the concept of inverse optimisation. From the original idea of the 
inverse optimisation, a solution to an optimisation problem is defined (x), then an 
inverse optimisation problem can be formed to find the solution to this inverse problem 
such that the x is still the optimal solution to the original problem. 
Hearn and Yildirim (2002) later extended the approach of Hearn and Ramana (1998) to 
the optimal toll problem with elastic demand. The method associated with existing 
standard optimisation software is proved to solve the problem of a modest sized urban 
network successfully, but the implementation with a larger network still needs more 
development. Hearn et al (2001) exploited the theorem produced in Hearn and Yildirim 
(2002) to develop a cutting plane algorithm for solving a large scale problem of the 
minimum revenue pricing framework. 
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The drawback of the approach used by Bergendorff et al (1997); Hearn and Ramana 
(1998); and Hearn and Yildirim (2002) is the dependency on the user optimal now 
interpreted as the objective to maximise social welfare (for the elastic demand case) or 
to minimise the total travel cost (for the fixed demand case). This mean the design must 
always consider the objective of social welfare or total travel cost as the main objective 
and the others as the secondary objectives. This restriction reduces the flexibility of 
changing the objective functions for road pricing schemes. In addition, the method is 
not suitable for the problem with pre-defined tolled links (and low number of tolled 
points), since the solution to the inverse optimisation problem may not exist. 
5.2.5 Minmax/maxmin based optimisation 
As explained in the previous chapter, the UE condition can be included into the NDP as 
VI, MCP, EO, or gap function. The methods in this category employed different forms 
of gap functions to represent the UE condition in the NDP. The gap function is a 
function representing the distance of the present solution from the equilibrium solution. 
The gap function will only equal to zero at an equilibrium solution. 
Fisk (1984) proposed a penalty based method with the gap function as shown in 
Equation 4-5 in the last chapter. The difficulty in using the gap function is its form as a 
maximisation or minimisation problem. The concept of subdifferential can be used to 
define the derivative of the min or max function following Dem'yanov (1990) and, as 
explained in the previous chapter, if the solution to the maximisation or minimisation 
problem of the gap function is unique then the gap function is differentiable. For the 
problem in Equation 4-5, if the strong monotone condition on the link cost function and 
demand function is assumed, then following Theorem 4-1 the problem in Equation 4-5 
has a unique solution. Thus, the penalty based function proposed in Fisk (1984) under 
the strong monotone condition of link cost and demand function became a differentiable 
optimisation problem despite a non-standard form of constraint. 
Surprisingly, despite a nice property of the gap function based approach there has not 
been any other development of the optimisation algorithm for the NDP for a practical 
sized network. Until recently Meng et al (2001) proposed a continuously differentiable 
problem with a new form of gap function. In their paper, they refer to the reformulated 
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gap function as the "marginal function". The marginal function adopted is based on the' 
EO, see Theorem 4-4 in the previous chapter, of the UE condition. Let cp 
(Q, v, d) be the 
objective function of the EO of UE, the marginal function can be defined as: 
«(ß, v, d)=(p(ß, v, d)- min (p(ß, v , d*). (Y gin 
Thus, this marginal function has all the properties of a gap function. Meng et al (2001) 
showed the Jacobian of the marginal function above which is similar to the Jacobian of 
the gap function in Equation 4-6 and implemented it with an augmented Lagrangian 
algorithm. The algorithm was tested and compared with other optimisation approaches 
(including EDO, Simulated Annealing, and Hook&Jeeves algorithm). Similar to the gap 
function, the marginal function is differentiable with the strongly monotone link cost 
and demand function. In addition, the condition of separable link cost function is also 
needed for the EO. An important advantage of the marginal function based approach 
which is worth mentioning is that it operates on the link flow level. This helps reduce 
the number of variables in the problem significantly and provides a good potential for a 
large scale problem. 
5.2.6 Smoothing approach and reduced UE condition 
The UE condition can also be expressed as MCP (see Section 4.2.2). However, the 
complementarity condition of the UE is not differentiable everywhere and poses an 
unwanted condition for the optimisation problem (linear dependence of the active 
constraints). The methods in this category attempt to use MCP as the UE condition in 
the NDP but with different treatments on the MCP to avoid the non-differentiability and 
linear-dependent problem. 
Verhoef (2002) analysed the property of the second-best toll pricing problem. He 
defines the UE condition as MCP with path flows, see Equation 4-3. The key 
assumption was imposed that only the used paths are included in the optimisation 
problem. Thus, the MCP was reduced to a normal nonlinear equality constraint: 
(cP(FP)-pk)=o, 
FP>0 
`dp E Pk; Vk eK 
`dpEPk; `dkEK 
Similarly, Chen et al (1999) used a similar strategy to reduce the UE condition to a 
number of equality constraints. They assumed, again, that only used paths are included 
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in the problem and the set of used paths will not change. Then, the UE condition can be 
defined such that all paths between the same O-D pair must have the same cost (implies 
the restricted UE condition). 
Both methods imposed a strong assumption on the restricted path set to reduce the MCP 
to a normal equality constraint. Although both methods were tested successfully with a 
medium scale network, the converged solution may not be the true optimum and the 
extension to the full UE condition may not be possible. 
An alternative method to rectify the condition of the MCP is to smooth out the 
complementarity condition. Clegg et al (2001) defined a smooth function of the UE 
complementarity function as the square of the complementarity condition with path 
flows. With this formulation, all used and unused paths could be included into the 
optimisation problem. This eliminated the drawback of the two methods discussed 
earlier. They also proposed a descent search direction method where the search 
direction is a combined vector of the Jacobian of the upper level objective function and 
the smoothed complementarity condition with some specified weighting scheme. The 
combination of both Jacobians in the descent search direction is similar to most of the 
penalty based approach for solving the nonlinear optimisation problem. However, it is 
well known that the path flow solution to UE may not be unique and this causes some 
problem with the descent search direction. The regularised function which is the 
squared Euclidean distance between two path flow vectors was adopted in the method to 
avoid this problem. 
The methods in this category do not rely on the assumption of the strongly monotone 
function of the link cost and demand function and the link cost can be non-separable. In 
fact, the method proposed by Clegg et al (2001) was tested with the signal optimisation 
problem which involved non-separable link cost function. Nevertheless, the methods 
need a pre-defined set of paths and this may be impractical for a large scale problem. 
As mentioned, there exist other possible forms of the smoothed complementarity 
function. In Section 5.4, an algorithm based on a type of smooth function of the 
complementarity condition is presented and tested with a small network. 
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5.2.7 Cutting plane algorithm 
The other form of the UE is VI, see Theorem 4-3 in the previous chapter. The drawback 
of the VI formulation is that the solution to the VI must be compared against all possible 
flows in the feasible region (S2). As explained previously, Hearn et al (2001) proposed 
a cutting plane algorithm for solving the minimum revenue toll pricing problem. The 
cutting plane is adopted to iteratively generate the extreme point of S2 as needed. The 
sub-problem, for generating an extreme point of S2 with given link costs, is a linear 
program or more specifically a shortest path problem. S2 is a polyhedron (due to the 
linearly constraint set) and hence all feasible flows in this polyhedron can be 
represented as a convex combination of the set of extreme points of the polyhedron. ,;; -ý 
Lawphongpanich and Hearn (2004) recently proposed a cutting plane algorithm for 
solving the second-best toll problem. The method is based on a similar idea to Hearn et 
al (2001) where a number of extreme points of the S2 will be generated iteratively. The 
method was tested with a number of large scale problems and showed some 
encouraging results. 
I 
Given the encouraging results of the algorithm, in Section 5.5, the cutting plane 
algorithm will be implemented and tested with a small network for experimental 
purpose. The detail of this algorithm will be discussed in Section 5.5 as well. 
5.2.8 Meta-heuristic optimisation approach 
The last category of the methods proposed for solving the transport NDP is the so-called 
meta-heuristic optimisation approach. The meta-heuristic optimisation approach does 
not rely on any mathematical structure of the function involved in the NDP. The main 
mechanism driving the optimisation process is a simple search operator inspired by 
different natural based phenomena. For instance, the approach of Simulated Annealing 
was developed based on the idea of the metallic annealing process (Kirkpatrick et al, 
1983) and the Genetics Algorithm (GA) was inspired by the evolution process in nature 
(De Jong, 1975). Indeed, the flexible structure of the meta-heuristic methods allows a 
direct application to the MPEC and transport NDP. Friesz et al (1992) applied a 
simulated annealing approach to solve the network design problem with the user 
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equilibrium constraint. Xiong and Schneider (1992) applied a cumulative genetic 
algorithm and a neural network to a transportation network design problem. Cree et al 
(1998) similarly applied a genetic algorithm to the continuous network design problem. 
Yin (2000) developed the genetic algorithms based approach to solve various transport 
NDPs and compared its performance with the sensitivity analysis based approach. 
However, the approach was only tested with a very small network. 
The main advantage of this class of method is that it does not require the derivative or 
restrict the functional form of the objective functions. Both methods are motivated by 
the natural optimisation process which involves the evolution and the stochastic step 
during searching. Therefore, the method can avoid converging to the local optimum and 
seeking the global optimum. However, the cost of these two methods is the time and 
computer resources required. Further more, the methods in this class cannot guarantee 
the optimal solution. There exist other meta-heuristic optimisation approaches which 
can be applied to the NDP including Tabu-search (Glover, 1989), Local-search, Ant- 
colony, Neural-network, Differential evolution, etc. The flexibility and global search 
behaviour of the meta-heuristic optimisation approach becomes attractive for the mixed 
1-0 optimisation problem. GA is used later on in Section 5.6 in this chapter to solve the 
COTP. 
5.3 A TAXONOMY OF MPEC ALGORITHMS: OPTIMISATION 
PERSPECTIVE 
The MPEC has gained interest not only from the transport area but also from other 
disciplines. The review in the previous section showed a strong connection between the 
development of solution algorithms from the optimisation research community and the 
progress of solution algorithms for the NLP in a transport context. For example, the idea 
of the linearisation approach for solving the NDP was based on the algorithm for 
finding the global optimal solution of the LBLPP proposed by Bard (1983). Similarly, 
the algorithm proposed in Meng et al (2001) was influenced by the work of Shimizu et 
al (1997) which was also proposed by Marcotte and Zhu (1997). 
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Thus, it is worthwhile to summarise the key developments and current trends of the 
solution algorithm for the MPEC from the optimisation perspective. For similar reviews 
on the same subject, see Vicente and Calamai (1994) and Dempe (2003). In addition, a 
number of books on this subject are available including Luo et al (1996), Shimizu et al 
(1997), Bard (1998), Outrata et al (1998), and Dempe (2002). Interestingly, these 
textbooks approach the MPEC or BLPP problem from different angles. For instance, 
Luo et al (1996) mainly concentrates on the application of penalty based approaches to 
MPEC with the KKT condition representing the equilibrium condition. Shimizu et al 
(1997), Outrata et al (1998), and Dempe (2002) adopt methods based on the nonsmooth 
optimisation approach. This shows a great diversity of ideas and developments of the 
solution algorithms to MPEC and proves that solving MPEC is still a very challenging 
and active research topic. 
5.3.1 Algorithms for the linear and quadratic BLPP 
Two important classes of the BLPP are the linear bilevel optimisation programming 
problem (LBLPP) and quadratic bilevel optimisation programming problem (QBLPP). 
With the specific structure of the LBLPP, it is proved that the global optimal solution to 
the LBLPP will definitely be at one of the extreme points of the inducible region (IR)" 
of the LBLPP (see Theorem 5.2.2 page 200 Bard, 1998). Bialas and Karwan (1982) 
based on this theorem developed the "Kth-best" algorithm for solving the LBLPP. The 
algorithm is based on the extreme point ranking procedure. Alternatively, the LBLPP 
can be converted to a single level mixed-linear optimisation problem via the KKT 
condition of the lower level problem or the equilibrium condition (the combinatorial 
part occurs at the complementarity condition of the KKT condition). Then, a global 
optimisation method for solving the mixed-linear optimisation problem can be applied 
to the LBLPP. Also recently, there are various global optimisation algorithms proposed 
for the LBLPP such as Branch&Bound, cutting plane and outer approximation (see for 
example Hansen et al, 1992; Tuy et al, 1993; White and Anandalingam, 1993). 
For the QBLPP, the problem is actually equivalent to a Mathematical Program with 
Linear Complementarity Constraints (MPLCC). With the interrelationship between the 
Inducible region (IR) is the intersection of the feasible set of the upper level and the set of reactions from the lower level problem. 
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VI, MCP, and the EO explained earlier in the previous chapter, it is easy to see that the 
QLPP is the MPEC with VI having the linear cost mapping (F), see Definition 4-1. A 
special characteristic of the QBLPP is that the IR of the problem is a union set of some 
faces of the polyhedron (piecewise linear set) which is defined by the upper level 
constraint without considering complementarity constraint. In addition, the local 
optimal solution of QBLPP must be at one of the extreme points of the piecewise linear 
IR, if and only if the objective function is concave (convex) for the minimisation 
(maximisation) problem. 
In this case, any method in a similar fashion to the simplex algorithm for linear 
programming can be adopted to solve QBLPP, e. g. the "Kth-best" algorithm method 
proposed by Bialas and Karwan (1982) (moving along the descent extreme direction of 
the IR). The key optimality condition for the simplex-like algorithm is that at an 
extreme point of the IR if there is no descent extreme ray (direction), then that extreme 
point is at least a local optimum, which is the same condition for the simplex algorithm. 
Unfortunately, if the main objective function is not concave (convex) for minimisation 
(maximisation) problem, then some of the local optima may not be at an extreme point 
of the IR. In addition, the local optimal condition based on the non-existence of the 
extreme ray at the extreme point is no longer a valid condition. Some of the extreme 
points may satisfy the optimality condition based on the subsistence of the extreme ray 
but is not a local optimum for the problem (i. e. there exists some descent direction from 
that point 12). This point is referred to as a "Local Star Inducible Region" (LSIR) point 
(Bard, 1998). This is the key problem for developing an efficient algorithm which 
exploits the structure of the QBLPP. 
Bard (1983) proposed the Branch&Bound approach for solving QBLPP that operates 
mainly on the complementarity constraint (this method can also be applied to a general 
BLPP/MPEC). Vicente et al (1994) proposed the steepest descent based algorithm for 
solving QBLPP. Zhang and Liu (2001) proposed. the extreme point algorithm to solve 
QBLPP and MPLCC based on the special characteristic of the QBLPP and the descent 
12 Descent `extreme' direction is the descent direction from one extreme point to another adjacent extreme 
point where as descent direction can be a descent direction from one solution to any other direction in the 
neighbourhood of that solution which does not need to be an extreme point. 
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direction strategy. The algorithm allows the iterative point not to be an extreme point 
(this is to reflect the aforementioned argument that the local optimum may not be an 
extreme point). 
f 
'. s 
Instead of using a normal descent search algorithm like Vicente et al (1994), the 
algorithm conducts the search based on the adjacent extreme points and extreme 
direction of the smallest face of the piecewise linear IR containing that iterative point. 
The search can move from one iteration to another either through the descent extreme 
point, descent extreme ray, or descent direction (which is derived efficiently from all of 
the extreme points of the smallest face of the IR containing the iterative solution). 
Again, the key feature of this method is the efficient way to exploit the linear piecewise 
structure of the IR and the allowance of a move to a non-extreme point to allow for a 
non-extreme point optimal solution. Recenty, Muu and Quy (2003) also proposed a 
global optimisation algorithm using Branch&Bound and a smoothing approach (see 
Section 5.4 later on for more discussion on the smoothing approach) for solving the 
QLPP. 
The LBLPP and QBLPP/MPLCC are well structured in some way and as discussed 
significant progress toward an efficient global optimisation algorithm has been made. 
For a general case of the nonlinear MPEC/BLPP, the problem becomes more complex 
due to the unstructured inducible region and ill-condition posed on the problem by the 
equilibrium constraint (e. g. violation of some constraint qualification and non- 
differentiability, see Section 5.4.1 for further detail on these issues). 
5.3.2 Algorithms for the general BLPP/MPEC 
There are mainly four groups of methods proposed for solving the general MPEC 
including (i) disjunctive nonlinear programming based algorithm, (ii) penalty and 
interior point based algorithm, (iii) implicit programming based algorithm, and (iv) 
nonlinear optimisation based algorithm. Each of these groups is discussed in turn as 
follows. 
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Disjunctive nonlinear programming based algorithm 
One of the most popular ways to reformulate the MPEC as a single level optimisation 
problem is to replace the VI constraint by its Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. 
Naturally, the slackness condition in KKT induces the complementarity constraint (CP) 
for the single level optimisation problem. This complementarity condition, as mentioned 
several times, imposes a number of unpleasant features to the single level optimisation 
problem. Let us define the set of the complementarity constraints as: 
05g, (x, y)±h, (x, y)zO Vi. 
Then, the complementarity constraints can be classified into one of these sets: 
a{ilg, (x, y)=0Shi (x, y)} 
1=(ilgr(x, y)z0=hi (x, y)} 
The first set is those pairs of the CP with the value of g, (x, y) at a given (x, y) is equal to 
zero while h1 (x, y) is greater than or equal to zero; the second set is opposite to the first 
set where the value of g, (x, y) is greater than or equal to zero while 11, (x, y) is equal to 
zero. These two sets represent different ways the CP can be satisfied. Each pair of 
(a, rl) represents a branch of the feasible set of the MPEC. Obviously, at a feasible 
point (x, y) the union set of all branches of the feasible set is a neighbourhood of (x, y) in 
the original MPEC. The MPEC with a predefined pair of (a, rl) is a decomposed 
MPEC. Hence, by allowing different combinations of (a, rl) that will yield different set 
of the, feasible set of the decomposed MPEC, the MPEC becomes a disjunctive 
programming problem. 
The decomposed MPEC is a well-defined problem (since the CP is removed) which can 
be solved by an appropriate optimisation algorithm. A well-known approach for solving 
a disjunctive programming problem like Branch&Bound can be adopted to solve this 
form of MPEC. Based on this idea Edmunds and Bard (1991) proposed a 
Branch&Bound algorithm for solving the MPEC. Luo et al (1996) proposed a Piecewise 
Sequential Quadratic Programming (PSQP) method for solving the MPEC in the form 
of disjunctive programming. Let A(x, y) denote the family of index set pairs (a, 17) that 
satisfy the complementarity condition at' a given point (x, y). At each iteration of the 
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PSQP, for a given initial solution (x, y) a pair of (a, q) is selected from a A(x, y) and 
a 
quadratic approximation of the decomposed MPEC is solved to determine the next step 
of the search. Then, the set of the A at the new (x, y) is generated and the process iterates 
until no further improving direction can be found from the quadratic approximation 
problem or the stopping condition is satisfied. This descent search direction of the 
PSQP is one step of the full SQP method (solving the quadratic approximation 
problem). The advantage of this method over the Branch&Bound algorithm is that only 
one step of the full SQP is solved for each branch of the feasible set selected whereas in 
the Branch&Bound algorithm a full SQP must be used to solve the decomposed MPEC 
to obtain the bound. 
Penalty and interior point based algorithm 
A classical way to deal with a constrained nonlinear optimisation is to create an 
auxiliary function that is a combination of the objective function and the penalised 
constraint: 
B= f (x)+p'(g(x))2 
,. 
where f(x) is the original objective function of the minimisation problem, g(x) is the 
equality constraint, and p is the penalty parameter. Certain methods in the class of 
penalty based approach from the nonlinear optimisation include quadratic penalty 
method, log-barrier method, and augmented lagrangian method (Nocedal and Wright, 
1999). The main operation for this kind of method is to define a sequence of the penalty 
parameters. By making this coefficient larger and larger, the violation of the constraint, 
is penalised more and more severely, hence forcing the minimiser of the penalty 
function closer and closer to the feasible region of the constrained problem. 
Alternatively, the log-barrier function modifies the objective function surface such that 
the level of the auxiliary function becomes very high (due to the value of the natural 
logarithm near zero) near the boundary of the constraints. Hence, the search direction 
will be always kept inside the feasible region. With this behaviour, the log-barrier 
method is sometimes referred to as the interior point algorithm. 
The other possible method is the exact penalty function in which with a certain choice 
of p only one unconstrained optimisation with the auxiliary function can be used to find 
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the optimal solution of the original constrained problem. On the other hand, the inexact 
penalty methods like quadratic penalty, log-barrier, or augmented lagrangian may need 
to solve a series of unconstrained problems to achieve the optimal solution. 
The application of this type of optimisation method to the MPEC has been a long 
development. The penalty interior-point algorithm (PIPA) developed by Luo et al 
(1996) is the first penalty based method for MPEC. The complementarity condition of 
the MPEC (with the transformation of VI to its KKT condition) is replaced by the 
penalised function as explained earlier. A quadratic approximation problem is formed 
and solved in which the solution of this sub-problem determines the descent direction of 
the problem. The step-length is then defined by the Armijo inexact line search. 
However, Leyffer (2002) demonstrated the case where the iteration of PIPA may 
collapse and the algorithm may not converge to a local optimum of the MPEC. 
Benson et al (2004) analysed the problems with an interior-point algorithm when 
applied to MPEC and proposed some heuristic implementation to avoid the difficulty 
with the MPEC. Similarly, Liu and Sun (2004) proposed the log-barrier penalty based 
method to solve the MPEC. They also incorporated some treatment with the 
complementarity condition by relaxing the equality constraint. 
Marcotte and Zhu (1997) proposed the exact penalty approach for the MPEC. The 
equilibrium condition is replaced by the gap function in which the solution algorithm 
needs to employ the subgradient information due to the non-differentiability of the gap 
function. As noted, with the proposed method only one unconstrained optimisation 
could be solved with the exact penalty which is a contrast to other methods proposed. 
Similarly, Shimizu et al (1997) proposed to replace the lower level problem by its 
optimal value of the lower level. Then, a penalty based method can be used to solve the 
problem with the information on the directional derivative of the value function (note 
that in the case of single unique solution of the lower level the value function is 
differentiable). As discussed earlier, this method has been recently applied to the 
transport NDP by Meng et al (2001). 
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Implicit programming based algorithm 
1 
The MPEC can also be reduced to a single level optimisation problem as follows: ' -. 
min f (x, y (x» 
s. t. Equation 5-1 
xEX 
where y (x) is a solution of the parametric VI given x. This problem becomes a single 
level optimisation problem parameterized only by x. 
This formulation is regularly referred to as the implicit program. One of the key 
assumptions for the applicability of the implicit program is the uniquely determined 
solution of the parametric VI given x from the upper level. This can be satisfied with the 
strongly monotone condition of the mapping function of the VI (see Theorem 4-1 in the 
previous chapter). 
The root of this idea comes from the seminal work by Fiacco and McCormick (1968) 
who analysed the KKT condition of a parametric nonlinear program. They utilised the 
implicit function theorem (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) to define the existence of a 
locally unique parametric function of the solution to the parametric nonlinear problem 
(as a function of the parametric term, e. g. y(x)). This result opened up the research in the 
area of sensitivity and stability analysis of a nonlinear program. 
Indeed, in solving the problem stated in Equation 5-1 one needs to understand the 
sensitivity and stability of the parametric VI in order to appropriately define the function 
y(x) and its derivative or strictly speaking its directional derivative. The implicit 
function y(x), which is the solution of the parametric VI, is not differentiable (Luo et al, 
1996). The key result obtained so far is that the implicit function, y(x), is a local 
Lipschitz continuous function when VI gives a unique solution given x. Thus, the 
directional derivative (or subgradient) of y(x) can be defined. In addition, if f(x) is a 
continuously differentiable function, then f(x, y(x)) is also a locall Lipschitz and 
directionally differentiable function. With this possibility and the guaranteed Lipschitz 
condition, the theory of nonsmooth optimisation (see Clarke, 1983) has been adopted as 
the main tool for developing optimisation algorithms for solving the problem in 
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Equation 5-1. Pang et al (1991) proposed a descent direction search method for solving 
the non-differentiable implicit program. Also the Implicit Programming Algorithm was 
proposed in Luo et al (1996) and tested extensively in Lim (2002). Similarly, Outrata 
and Zowe (1995) implemented the descent search algorithm using the directional 
derivative of the objective function of the implicit program. Some researchers have 
already attempted to apply this class of technique to the problem in a transport context. 
Patriksson and Rockafella (2002) applied the Minty parameterisation to find the 
sensitivity information of the parametric equilibrium condition defined in a Normal 
cone form (this also relies heavily on the nonsmooth optimisation theory). 
The other class of methods widely developed for solving the MPEC problem with the 
utilisation of the sensitivity information (or directional derivation) of the parametric VI 
is the so called `bundle method'. During the iteration process the bundle method 
constructs and updates the piecewise affine local approximated models of the objective 
function. These approximated local models are based on the objective values and 
subgradient at the single iteration points. All bundle methods have two distinct features: 
- the subgradient information collected from previous iterations is used to define a 
better approximation of the model in order to computer a better solution for the 
current iteration 
- if the current approximated model is not good enough, more subgradient 
information is collected to produce a better approximated problem 
Several methods based on the idea of the bundle method have been proposed (see for 
example Kolstad and Lasdon, 1990; Falk and Liu, 1992; Dempe, 2002). 
Nonlinear optimisation based algorithm 
The setup of the MPEC does naturally discourage the applications of some existing 
nonlinear optimisation algorithms due to the failure of MPEC to satisfy the constraint 
qualification required for those algorithms. Thus, algorithms based on the linearisation 
of the feasible set may fail because feasibility of the linearisation set may not be 
guaranteed near the solution (Luo et al, 1996). This is indeed the inherit property of the 
equilibrium constraint and will be discussed in detail in the next section. However, 
some researchers have attempted to apply existing nonlinear optimisation algorithm to 
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the MPEC. Bard (1988) experimented with application of the gradient projection 
method to some BLPPs and reported failure on 50-70% of the tests. Conn et al (1996) 
and Ferris and Pang (1997) independently tested the well-known nonlinear optimisation 
solver, lancelot, and also reported the same failure of the algorithm in solving the 
MPEC. 
These failures from various tests undoubtedly forced the research community to develop 
a number of specialised methods for solving the MPEC as discussed previously in this 
section. Nevertheless, there have been some encouraging results from the application of 
a particular type of nonlinear optimisation algorithm to the MPEC. Fletcher and Leyffer 
(2002) reported very remarkable results on a large collection of MPEC test problems 
when applying the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) to the problems. They 
solved over 100 MPECs and only two cases failed. This encouraging result stimulated a 
more formal analysis of the specific property of the SQP algorithm that enables it to 
handle the MPEC and its underlying ill-posed structure. 
Following this result Fletcher et al (2002) analysed the convergence of the SQP method 
for MPEC from the theoretical point of view. The key conclusion is a number of 
conditions of MPEC in which the SQP will be able to solve MPEC successfully 
including the assumption that all quadratic programming approximations remain 
consistent during the optimisation process. In addition, they developed a restoration 
phase (in the filter-SQP solver) that relaxes the complementarity condition when it 
becomes inconsistent to ensure the convergence of the algorithm near an optimal 
solution. 
Similarly, Anitescu (2000) analysed the convergence of the SQP algorithm for MPEC. 
In particular, he proposed the elastic mode, relaxing constraint linearisation if they are 
inconsistent, of the SQP and stressed the difference between his approach and other 
smoothing approaches which will be discussed next. An alternative approach to MPEC 
via a nonlinear optimisation algorithm is considered by Andreani and Martinez (2001). 
Their theoretical construction of the convergence analysis is largely based on an 
assumption that the MPEC satisfies strict complementarity and a certain optimality 
condition of the MPEC, the AGP (Approximated Gradient Projection) optimality 
condition. 
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The other direction of the attempt to apply a nonlinear optimisation algorithm to the 
MPEC is to relax or smooth the complementarity constraint (also referred to as the 
perturbed equilibrium condition) prior to the optimisation process. The 
relaxed/smoothed MPEC is denoted MPEC(p) where p is the smoothing parameter. This 
process is similar to the restoration phase or elastic mode inside the SQP algorithm 
mentioned earlier. The key difference is that with the relaxed or smoothed MPEC a 
number of MPEC(p) is solved while p approach zero. On the other hand, the restoration 
and elastic mode are only active at some iteration of the optimisation algorithms hence 
the lower number of optimisation iterations. 
Facchinei et al (1999) pioneered the smoothing approach to MPEC in which the 
complementarity constraint is replaced by an equivalent smoothed merit function which 
is differentiable everywhere. The smoothing parameter represents the level of relaxation 
of the complementarity constraint (equilibrium condition). When the smoothed 
parameter for the merit function vanishes the merit function is equivalent to the 
complementarity constraint. Fukushima et al (1998) specialised the smoothing approach 
for the MPEC with linear complementarity constraint (MPLCC) using the perturbed 
Fischer-Burmeister function (Fischer, 1995), see detail in the next section. Both 
methods apply the SQP as the main nonlinear optimisation algorithm for the smoothed 
problem. The smoothing algorithm is a relatively new idea even in the context of 
MPEC. The next section is devoted to experiment with the application of the smoothing 
algorithm to the COTP. 
The other form of relaxation was recently proposed by Lin and Fukushima (2003). 
Instead of relaxing the complementarity condition resulting from the KKT condition of 
the VI, they implemented the relaxation scheme on the variational inequality constraint. 
Similar to the cutting plane algorithm proposed by Lawphongpanich and Hearn (2004), 
the variational inequality is formed based on the extreme points of the feasible region. 
However, the key difference between this method and the cutting plane method is that 
the feasible region of this method is defined as a positive cone. The feasible region of 
the actual variable is defined separately as a system of equations. With the feasible 
region of the VI being the positive cone, the extreme points can be defined easily (a 
vector with the same length as the variable vector but with only one non-zero element). 
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Not all extreme points are introduced into the VI condition at the same stage. Instead a 
similar scheme as the cutting plane algorithm is adopted where an additional extreme',, ' 
point is inserted into the VI condition as necessary in each iteration. Again, the relaxed 
problem in each iteration is solved by the SQP algorithm. y 
5.4 SMOOTHING ALGORITHM: MERIT FUNCTION APPROACH 
The review of the optimisation algorithms for MPEC in the previous section opens a 
new possibility of tackling the NDP and COTP. The purpose of this section is to 
illustrate the applicability of one of the possible methods which has not been applied to 
the COTP in the transport context, the smoothing method for MPEC as suggested by 
Fukushima et al (1998) and Facchinei et al (1999). The purpose of the smoothing 
method is to replace the complementarity condition by a well-behaved function (merit 
function) and then apply some off-shelf optimisation algorithm to the problem. The next 
section will explain the possible problem with the complementarity constraint. Then, 
Section 5.4.2 proposes an approach to smooth the complementarity condition tos a 
continuously differentiable function. Section 5.4 shows a way to utilise the smoothing 
approach for solving the COTP (or the NDP) with multicommodity flow formulation .,. 
and path-based formulation. Then, the method is tested with a small network. 
5.4.1 Problem with the complementarity constraint 
Recall the COTP problem as shown in Equation 4-9 in the previous chapter: 
min yr, (r, v, d) (r, v, d) 
s. t. 
0: 5 rQ <_ EQ " T. for given e and Va EA 
(v, d) -> sol 
(VI (F(v, d, r), C1(r))) 
The VI for the UE condition at the lower level can then be reformulated as the MCP as 
shown in Equation 4-3 (page 76) and we obtain: 
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min yr, (z, v, d) (r, v, d) 
s. t. 
0: 9 zQ 5 sQ " zQ for given c and Va EA 
Va = Bp. aFp 
VaEA 
Vk vpePk 
(CC(F, z)-pk) "Fp=O, VpePk; VkEK 
Cp(F, r)-pk z0, `dpEPk; VkEK 
(pk-Dk'(dk))"dk=0, VpEPk; `dkEK 
pk-Dk'(dk)z09 VpEPk; VkEK 
ýFp=dk) `dkEK 
peek 
Fz0, DZ0, dz0 
Equation 5-2 
This formulation does look like a normal non-linear optimisation, but with a closer 
observation the problem with the complementarity condition can be revealed. Two 
problems are associated with the complementarity condition, (i) the function is not 
differentiable everywhere, and (ii) the constraint induced by the MCP does not satisfy 
the constraint qualification required for most of the nonlinear optimisation algorithms. 
This will be discussed in turn. 
Non-differentiability of the complementarity condition 
Let us concentrate on the complementarity path of the constraints in Equation 5-2: 
(C, (F, r) -pk). F, =0. 
Let a= Cp (F, r) - Pk and b=F., then the complementarity condition (CP) above can 
be simplified as: a"b=0, az0, bz0. The graphical illustration of this condition is: 
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a 
b 
Figure 5-2 Feasible region generated by the complementarity condition 
It turns out that at the point of a=b=0 (origin point of Figure 5-2), the CP is non- 
differentiable. The other way to illustrate this is to replace the CP by the min function: 
05a±b _ 
0=min(a, b)=0; a, bz0, 
then replace the min function by the Fischer-Burmeister function, F-B function, 
(Fischer, 1995) where: 
min (a, b) (a, b) = (a + b) - a2 + b2 . 
The Jacobian of the F-B function can be written as: 
ab(a, b) a 
2i 
0O (a, b) = 
as 
=a+b Equation 5-3 a«a, b) 1_b 
ab 4a2 + b2 
As mentioned, from the Jacobian expression above the F-B function is not differentiable 
at a=b=0 since the denominators of the second terms in the right hand side of 
Equation 5-3 will become zero. If one implements directly the nonlinear optimisation 
algorithm to Equation 5-2, the optimisation algorithm may encounter the problem with 
the non-differentiability of the CP. 
Violation of the constraint qualification of the complementarity condition 
The second problematic feature of the MCP is the violation of the constraint 
qualification. Recall the simplified complementarity condition: 
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a"b=0, az0, bz0. 
If a=0, the gradient that corresponds to this active constraint and the gradient of the 
complementarity constraint a-b=0 are linearly dependent. On the other hand, if b=0, 
the gradient associated to the complementarity constraint a"b=0 is dependent of the 
gradient associated to b=0. Since, at any feasible point of the Equation 5-2, either a=0 
or b=0, it turns out that the set of gradients of active constraints are linearly dependent 
for all the feasible points of MPEC. Example 5-1 illustrates the linear dependent 
problem with MPEC. 
Example 5-1 Linear dependent problem with CP in MPEC 
Consider a small example due to Jiang and Ralph (1997): 
min (z, - 1)Z + z2 (zI, z2 ) 
s. t. 
z2 z0 
(z2-z1)z0 
z2. (z2-z1)=0 
Figure 5-3 shows the contour of the objective function (broken line) and the feasible 
region of the problem (bold line). From the graphical illustration of this problem, the 
optimal solution to this problem is z, = z2 =2, Now consider the first-order condition 
of the La ran ian of the problem at the optimal solution zz1 gSCi=- 2=2): 
11 Yý 1/2 
where % and y are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints (z2 - z, ) z0 
and z2 . (z2- z, ) =0 respectively (thus % is restricted to non-negative value and y is free 
in sign). At the optimal solution z2 =2z0. Thus, the constraint z2 z0 is not binding 
and does not need to be included into the first-order optimality condition above. 
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Obviously, from the optimality condition shown the gradient of the active constraint are 
linearly dependent. The effect of this situation is that the Lagrange multipliers for the 
active constraints become unbounded which can be defined by: 
tu = 
t(A'r)JA 
ý: O'A -I-r=IP 
which can be depicted as shown in Figure 5-4. 
m 
'---- // 
Figure 5-3 Illustrative example of the linear dependent problem with MPEC 
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Figure 5-4 Multiplier sets of the illustrative example 
This unbounded set of multipliers imposes a problem with applying most of the existing 
nonlinear optimisation algorithms. 
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Example 5-1 clearly shows the possible problem with the CP. Indeed, the fact that all 
feasible point of the MPEC violate the linear independent constraint qualification 
implied that it also violated the Magasarian Fromovitz Constraint Qualification 
(MFCQ) at every feasible point, see Chen and Florian (1995) and Scheel and Scholtes 
(2000). Since MFCQ is a sufficient condition for stability of a nonlinear program, the 
lack of MFCQ has been advocated as a theoretical argument against the use of standard 
nonlinear optimisation algorithm. A number of numerical tests of applying standard 
nonlinear optimisation algorithms have reported their failures(see Bard, 1988; Conn et 
al, 1996; Ferris and Pang, 1997). 
5.4.2 Smoothing the complementarity constraint 
With the two stringent problematic features of the MPEC discussed in the previous 
section, this section proposes a smoothing method that aims to enable the application of 
a standard nonlinear optimisation algorithm with the MPEC. 
Recall the reformulated CP as the F-B function: 
min(a, b)=- (a, b)=(a+b)- a2+b2. 
As shown in the previous section, the F-B function and its corresponding CP condition 
is not differentiable everywhere. The strategy to avoid the non-differentiable condition 
is to introduce the perturbed F-B function: 
op(a, b)=(a+b)- a2+b2+p . 
The key property of this perturbed or smoothed F-B function is that: 
1imp-. o Op 
(a, b) = min(a, b), 
and Op is continuously differentiable everywhere when p#0. The function Op (a, b) is 
therefore a smooth perturbation of the complementarity condition. Figure 5-5 and 
Figure 5-6 compare the contour of the smoothed F-B and the min functions (observe the 
non-smoothness of the min function and the smoothing effect of the perturbed F-B 
function). 
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Figure 5-5 Contours of the smoothed F-B Figure 5-6 Contours of the min function 
function (with p =10 ) 
There exist other possible forms of the smoothing function for the min function. For 
instance, Scholtes and Stöhr (1999) proposed a piecewise smooth function for the 
complementarity condition and applied it with the exact penalty based approach. 
Kanzow (1996) proposed a different form of the smoothing function. 
In parallel, the introduction of the smoothed F-B function also eliminates the linear 
dependence problem discussed in the previous section. This can be illustrated, again, in 
Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6. For the min function, the linearly dependence condition is 
illustrated clearly. On the other hand, the illustration in Figure 5-5 illustrates the effect 
of the perturbed parameter that also eliminate the linear dependence problem of the 
active constraints. From the Jacobian of the original F-B function in Equation 5-3, the 
Jacobian of the smoothed F-B function can be redefined as: 
01 äb(a, b) 1_ a 
0O(a, b) _ 
ea 
_ 
a2 +b2 +p 
aq (a, b) b Equation 5-4 1- 
öb Ja2+b2+p 
Notice that with the original F-B function, the problem of the linear dependency of the 
active constraints is still valid. However, with the perturbed F-B function when 
p#0 the Jacobian of the perturbed F-B function shown above does not suffer from the 
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linear dependence problem with its associated active constraint (in this case either with 
az0 or bz0). 
With an available well-behaved function representing the complementarity function, we 
are ready to state the smoothing algorithm for solving the MPEC. Let Pk = Dk' (dk ), we 
can then define the smoothed MPEC problem by replacing the complementarity 
condition with the perturbed F-B function: 
min yrl (r, F, d) (r, F, d) 
S. t. 
oSDaSEa - Za 
q((ce (F, r)-D; 1 (dk)), FP) = 0, 
Cp(F, t)-D; I (dk)Z0, 
Z Fp = dk, 
pEI 
Fz0, DZ0, dz0 
for given c and Va EA 
`dpEPk; `dkGK 
Vp E PP; Vk EK 
VkeK 
Equation 5-5 
The problem stated in Equation 5-5 is named COTPO. The outline of the algorithm for 
solving the COTP is as follows: 
Algorithm 5-1: 
Step 1: Set p' to be a constant value that is greater than zero and set 1=1. Set 
(z°, F°, do) to be any feasible vectors; pre-specify 0<a<1 and maximum number 
of iterations. 
Step 2: Solve COTP , by a non-linear optimisation algorithm with the starting point 
and obtain (r', F', d') as the solutions of COTP , 
Step 3: Set 1=1+1 and update p'+' =a . p'; where 0< a< 1 is a pre-specified constant. 
Then, go to Step 2 until reaching the maximum iteration numbers. 
The nonlinear optimisation algorithm adopted in this chapter is the Sequential Quadratic 
Programming (SQP) algorithm (Gill et al, 1997). 
The problem formulation above is based on the path-flow formulation. An alternative to 
this formulation is to use the multicommodity link flow based formulation in which the 
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flow conservation constraints are based on the node-link incidence matrix. This 
formulation is referred to as the node-link formulation. Recall the MCP formulation of 
the UE condition using the multicommodity link flow defined in Equation 4-4 (page 
76). The only modification made is to replace the path-flow complementarity condition 
in Equation 5-2 with the multicommodity link flow complementarity condition from 
Equation 4-4. Then, the smoothing F-B function can be applied to the complementarity 
part of the MCP: 
x; ý'ýýaývaýza)-(ý, 
ý _A 
)ý=0 `d(i, j)EA; VkEK. 
As mentioned, an advantage of the multicommodity link flow based formulation is that 
it is a complete formulation based on the existing structure of the network. This can be 
formed very easily with the node-link incidence matrix. On the other hand, the path- 
based formulation does not allow a direct set-up since identifying all paths in the 
network can be a difficult task (or some kind of iterative process has to be employed 
which reduces the completeness of the initial formulation). However, as discussed in the 
last chapter, the number of variables in the path-based formulation can be substantially 
smaller than that from the multicommodity link flow based formulation. Next the 
smoothing algorithm is tested with a small network. 
5.4.3 Tests of the merit-function approach with small network 
This section presents some numerical experiments with a five link network under fixed 
demand condition with two O-D pairs between nodes 1-4 and 3-4 (see Figure 5-7). The 
objective function considered here is to maximise the revenue. 
tl =15+(v1ý 
ink 3 
t3 =5+2.5(vla 3l 
! )Isý 
t4 = 6+1.5(V4 )2 
c° 
J3 ink 4 
ý Link 2 tz =10+1.2(V2 
3 
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Figure 5-7 Five-link network used for testing the smoothing algorithm for solving 
COTP 
Before discussing the result, let define the paths on the five-link network: 
- path 1: link 1-> link4 
- path 2: link 3 -ý link 2 
- path 3: link3 -ý link5 -> link4 
- path 4: link2 
- path 5: links -> link4 
Obviously, paths 1,2, and 3 connect between the first OD pair (node 1 to node 4) and 
paths 4 and 5 connect between the second OD pair (node 3 to node 4). 
The complementarity condition for the equilibrium equilibrium condition using path 
flows can be formulated as follows: 
(C, (F, r)-p1). F, =0 
(C2(F, r) -, al) - F2 =0 
(C3(F, r) -pl) -F, =0 
(C4(F, r) -p2). F4=0 
(C5(F, z) -p2). 1 =0 
These complementarity conditions are then replaced by the smoothing function where 
a= (Cp (F, r) -, uk) and b= FP. Thus, the the equilibrium conditions for the optimal 
toll problem in the form of smoothing function are: 
(C1(F, +F, - 
(Ci(F, r)_pj)2+(F)2+p =0 
(CZ(F, z) -fc, ) +F2- 
(CZ(F, z) -ft, 
)2+(FZ)2+p =0 
(C3(F, z) -pi) +F3- 
(C3(F, z)-pt)2+(F'3)2+p =0 
(C4 (F, z)_p2) +Fa-Ca(F, zý-p2ý2+(Fa)2+p =0 
(Cs(F, z) -, us) +Fs- 
ý(Cs(F, 
zý-p2)2+(Fs)2+p =0 
These conditions are used in the bilevel optimal toll problem with other necessary 
constraints. 
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The toll on each link is then optimised in turn. The results are shown in Table 5-1. The 
aggregated merit function is the sum of all the smoothed F-B functions which represents 
the relative gap between the real equilibrium solution and the current solution. 
link optimal toll revenue aggregated merit function 
1 115.69 319.06 -0.010110 
2 166.05 643.16 -0.010220 
3 110.41 198.91 -0.000005 
4 252.16 803.53 -0.000730 
5 13.32 7.15 -0.000200 
Table 5-1 Test results with single tolled link with the five-link network (smoothing 
approach) "' 
Figure 5-8 below depicts the revenue curve as a function of the toll on link 1. The figure 
certifies the optimality of the toll level found by the smoothing algorithm (around 115). " 
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Figure 5-8 Revenue curve as the function of the toll on link 1 (five-link network) 
To illustrate the effect of the perturbation parameter (p) on the equilibrium condition of 
the UE, the result with the toll on link 5 is discussed more fully. The sequence of p is 
set to {l, 0.1,0.01,0.001,0.0001} . Note that the column `Agg. merit' is the aggregated 
perturbed F-B function and the column `min. OD cost' is the minimum OD travel cost 
between the first and second OD pairs. As expected, the aggregated merit function 
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Toll on link 1 
decreased as the value of p decreased. Similarly, the deviation of the path costs and their 
relevant minimum OD travel cost also decreased. In the first iteration (iter. ), path 3 had 
a slightly higher cost than the minimum OD cost of ODI and similarly path 5 also had a 
slightly higher cost than the minimum OD cost of OD2. Eventually, all paths for each 
OD pair have very close path costs in the last iteration. 
iter. p toll 
Agg. path cost min. OD cost 
merit pathl path2 path3 path4 paths ODI OD2 
1 1 13.019 -0.296 130.25 130.28 131.82 89.51 91.04 130.25 89.51 
2 0.1 13.016 -0.025 130.11 130.11 130.28 90.16 90.34 130.11 90.16 
3 0.01 13.015 -0.003 130.09 130.09 130.11 90.24 90.26 130.09 90.24 
4 0.001 12.783 -0.001 130.12 130.12 130.12 90.13 90.13 130.12 90.13 
Table 5-2 Iteration results for tolling on link 5 of the five-link network (smoothing 
approach) 
Table 5-3 shows the results of the optimisation result with two tolled links for the five- 
link network. 
link optimal toll revenue aggregated merit function 
1,2 53.32,88.28 736.54 -0.001722 
2,3 165.60,54.00 766.11 -0.000400 
1,4 113.81,138.84 817.64 -0.000007 
Table 5-3 Test results with dual tolled links with the five-link network (smoothing 
approach) 
From the numerical experiment, it is found that the smoothing approach has a potential 
for being applied to a more general problem. However, several drawbacks of this 
approach were discovered during the tests including: 
9 the algorithm seems to be very sensitive to the starting point; the algorithm 
could converge to different solutions with different starting points; 
9 the initial value and the rate of decrease of the perturbation parameter (p); 
during the tests, it was found that some adjustment is needed to ensure the 
appropriate value of p and its reduction rate; if p decreases too rapidly, the 
problem may become infeasible; 
" with the multicommodity link flow formulation the number of variables can 
be too large especially when we consider a large scale network; on the other 
hand if the path flow based formulation is used, some form of path 
generation approach is needed. 
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A similar approach to this smoothing algorithm was proposed in Clegg et al (2001) 
although they did not present their algorithm as a smoothing approach. The UE 
condition adopted in their algorithm is represented by the square of the complementarity 
condition. Furthermore, some form of relaxation is employed where the concept of (- 
equilibrium is introduced. E-equilibrium can be seen as a form of perturbed equilibrium 
where a certain amount of tolerance of the complementarity condition is allowed. 
5.5 IMPROVED CUTTING PLANE ALGORITHM APPROACH 
5.5.1 Cutting plane algorithm for the second-best toll problem 
As discussed earlier in Section 5.2, the most recent proposed algorithm for tackling a 
practical optimal toll problem is the cutting plane algorithm (CPA) (Lawphongpanich 
and Hearn, 2004). This section explains more detail of the algorithm and tests it with a 
network. 
The CPA defines the UE condition as a variational inequality as discussed in Theorem 
4-3 in the previous chapter: 
c(v*)T "(v-v) -D_1(d')r. 
(d-ds)zo forV(v, d)r=n. 
The feasible region of the flow vectors, Q, is defined by a linear equation system of 
flow conservation. Thus, ) is a bounded polyhedral set. From the convex set theory, - 
S2 can be defined by the set of its extreme points (due to the convexity of the feasible 
region). 
Let H be the matrix whose columns are the extreme points of Q, defined by a pair of 
vector (u, q)T, Then, for any (v, d) E 0, (v, d)T =H"0, for some 0? 0, where O is a 
column vector and 0, = 1. Basically, this condition implies that (v, d) E S2 can be 
defined as a convex combination of a set of extreme point (see Theorem 2.1.6 in 
Bazaraa et al, 1993). Thus, the VI for the UE condition can be redefined as the function 
of the extreme points of SZ : 
c(v, z)T"(u`-v)-D-'(d)T"(q`-d)>0 forVeEE 
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where (u°, q°) is the vector of extreme link flow and demand flow indexed by the 
superscript e, and E is the set of all extreme points of fl. Thus, the COTP can be 
redefined as: 
min v1(z, v, d) (t. v. d) 
s. t. 
05 za S EQ - T. for given c and Va EA Equation 5-6 
(v, d) E S2 
c(v, z)r"(u°-v)-D-'(d)r"(q°-d)z0 for`deEE 
Indeed, this is the formulation proposed by Lawphongpanich and Hearn (2004). The 
practical solution algorithm for solving the problem in Equation 5-6 is to sequentially 
generate and include the necessary extreme points into the set E. The problem stated in 
Equation 5-6 is referred to as the 'Master Problem'. The key to the algorithm is the sub- 
problem used to generate the necessary extreme points from given (v, d, r) from the 
Master Problem. The strategy adopted is to include the most rapid descent direction (to 
achieve the UE condition) for given (v, d, r) into the set E. That is to solve the problem: 
min c(v, r) "u -(D-l (d))T "q 
s. t. 
S2 (u, t) 6 
Equation 5-7 
This problem is referred to as the `Sub Problem'. One may notice the similarity between 
the problem in Equation 5-7 and the sub-problem in the Simplical Decomposition 
Algorithm (or in the Frank-Wolfe algorithm) for solving the normal traffic assignment 
problem. 
Indeed, the problem in Equation 5-7 can be treated in the same manner as the sub- 
problem in the Simplical Decomposition Algorithm in which the problem can be 
decomposed into a number of separated problems for different O-D movements and 
each problem is simply the shortest path problem. Alternatively, the Sub Problem above 
can be solved as a normal linear optimisation problem with the flow conservation 
constraint. The CPA can then be summarised as follows: 
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Algorithm 5-2 
Step 0: Initialise the problem by finding the shortest paths for each O-D pair; set 1= 0; 
define the aggregated link flow and demand flow (u', d'); and include (ul, d) into 
E. 
Step 1: 1=1 +1; Solve the Master Problem with all extreme points in E and get the 
solution vector (v, d, r); then set (v', d', r') . 
Step 2: Solve the Sub Problem with (v', d', z') and obtain the new extreme point (u', d'); - 
Step 3: Termination check; if c (v', z')T " u' - 
(D-' (d' ))T 
" q' >- 0, terminate and 
(v', d', r') is the solution to the COTP, otherwise include (ul, d) into E and 
return to Step 1. 
One of the possible problems with the formulation in Equation 5-6 is that the VI 
constraints may violate the MFCQ (Magasarian Fromovitz Constraint Qualification) as 
discussed previously in Section 5.4.1. Recall the definition of the MFCQ: 
Definition 5-1 (Nocedal and Wright, 1999 page 353) Given an optimisation problem: 
min f (x) 
x 
s. t. 
CI(x)=0 WEE 
C, (x)ý: O ViEI 
and given the point x* and the active set A (z) are those inequality constraints that are 
binding, we say that the Magararian Fromovitz Constraint Qualification (MFCQ) holds 
if there exists a vector w such that: 
Vc, (x*)T "w>O for VieA(x'), 
Vcj(x*)T "w=0 for Vi EE, 
and the set of equality constraint gradient 
{Vc1 (x )T for Vi E El is linearly independent. 
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Example 5-2 below following Lawphongpanich and Hearn (2004) illustrates an example 
of the violation of the MFCQ at every feasible point of Equation 5-6. 
Example 5-2 Illustration of the violation of the MFCQ of the COTP with VI 
Let us consider again the problem stated in Equation 5-6 with only a two-link network 
below. 
tl =15+(v1) 
For simplicity, let us assume the fixed demand of 20 units from 1 to 2. The two extreme 
points for this network are (20,0)T and (0,20)T" A toll level of 0: 5 r2: 5 25 is imposed on 
link 2 aiming to minimise the total travel time in the network (system optimum). The 
UE flows on link 1- and link 2 can be defined as: 
(VI (zz vz (T2 
15 
2 
rz 25 
2 
-z2 ýýýý - 
The COTP for this example following Equation 5-6 is: 
mini v, "(15+v, )+v2 "(10+v2) 
s. t. 
v, +v2 =20 Equation 5-8 (15+v1). (20-v, )+(10+v2 +r2). (0-v2) z0 
(15+v1)"(0-v, )+(10+v2 +r2). (20-v2) z0 
0522 :5 25 
vl, v2 z0 
The system optimum solution for this problem is (11.25,8.75) with the objective 
function value of 446.875. In addition, the solution to the problem in Equation 5-8 is 
also (11.25,8.75,2.5) with the same objective function as the system optimum, which is 
not surprising. Let us return to the MFCQ of the problem in Equation 5-8. It is easy to 
show that the first three constraints are always binding. Based on the gradient of these 
three binding constraints, the MFCQ requires that there exists awe 91' (each w 
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t2 =10+(v2) 
associated with a binding constraint) satisfying the following condition (from Definition 
5-1): 
w, +w2=0 
-(r2+10)-w1-35"w2- 
25 -sZ "w3>0 2 
-r2"wI-15"w2+ 
152+z2 
"w3>0 
Substitute w2 = -w, in the two inequalities, the second and third conditions 
imply that 
w, > 0.5w3 and w, < 0.5w3respectively. Obviously, these two contradictory conditions 
suggest that MFCQ is not satisfied at any feasible point where 0: -5 r2 <_ 25. 
The approach to remedy this problem is similar to the method suggested earlier in the 
smoothing algorithm in which the variational inequality constraint will be relaxed: 
c (v, r)T " 
(u` 
- v) - D-1(d)T " 
(t` 
- d)>_ -p for Ve EE. 
Alternatively, in the practical operation of the nonlinear optimisation algorithm, one 
could set a higher tolerance of the constraint satisfaction to represent the relaxation. 
As mentioned, the method of CPA explained above only exploit the polyhedron 
structure of Q. The flow conservation constraint as discussed in Section 4.2.1 is still 
needed in the Master Problem in the multicommodity flow based formulation. This , 
induces a high number of linear constraints and number of variables which is equal to 
(no. of links x no. of origins) + no. of OD pairs + no. of tolled links. Obviously, in 
solving a large problem the number of variables and linear constraints can become a 
problem. 
Fortunately, the convex combination of feasible link/demand flows based on a set of 
extreme points of S2 can also be placed at the upper level: 
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min yrl (r, v, d) (*. v. a) 
s. t. 
0S zQ S sQ - zp for given c and Va EA 
(v, d)T _Z (ue, te)"0 Equation 5-9 
VeeE 
fie, =i 
c(v, z)T"(u°-v)-D''(d)T"(te-d)z0 forVeGE 
Notice the replacement of the flow feasibility condition with the convex combination of 
the extreme points in the second and third constraints. The cutting plane (extreme point 
of the feasible flow space) generated by the Sub Problem will be inserted into both the 
VI condition and flow conservation condition. The other process of the algorithm can be 
proceeded as explained in Algorithm 5-2. 
With this improved formulation of the CPA, the number of variables and linear 
constraints is reduced significantly (the number of variables is now equal to no. of links 
+ no. of OD pairs + no. of tolled links + no. of extreme points). The improved CPA 
proposed above can also be categorised in the class of `column generation method' (see 
Leventhal et al, 1973), in which a solution of an approximation of the original problem 
(in our case SZ) is constructed by replacing the original feasible set with a subset 
spanned by a finite number of feasible solutions (E). The approximation is gradually 
improved by enlarging the spanning set (E) with the generation of a new feasible 
solution not included in the spanning set previously (generating a shortest path or 
extreme point of Q). Similarly, the proposed method can also be categorised as a 
Simplical Decomposition Algorithm (see Lawphongpanich and Hearn, 1984). 
However, it should be noted that this improved cutting plane method is only a 
`heuristic' method in which the convergence to a local optimum of the MPEC problem 
cannot be guaranteed. On the other hand, the original version of the cutting plane 
algorithm (Lawphongpanich and Hearn, 2004) is guaranteed to converge to a local 
optimum. The reason for the loss of the local optimum convergence property is the 
relaxation of the feasible flow in the upper level. The necessary sets of the extreme 
points for ensuring the optimality conditions of the Master Problem and Sub Problem 
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may not be the same; hence there is no guarantee of the optimality condition of the 
Master Problem, even if the necessary extreme points for the optimality condition of the 
Sub Problem are already included. Nevertheless, the experimental results of this method 
with the Pacman network presented in the next section are very encouraging. 
5.5.2 Tests of the improved cutting plane algorithm with Pacman network 
In this section, the improved CPA developed in the previous section for solving the 
COTP is tested with the Pacman network (see Figure 5-9). The same network was also 
adopted in Shepherd and Sumalee (2004) to illustrate the drawback of the algorithm 
proposed by Verhoef (2002). The network has 18 links and six OD pairs (from 1 to 5,5 
to 1,1 to 7,7 to 1,5 to 7 and 7 to 5). The network was designed to represent an urban 
traffic network in which node 1 and node 7 represents the outer zones of the city and 
node 5 represents the city centre attraction area. The link cost function is defined in the 
following form: 
Ri 
tj =a, +b, - 
vj 
ci 
where the link travel time parameters for the Pacman network are shown in Table 5-4. 
The elastic demand condition is assumed for this network in which the demand function 
follows the power law from: 
d _do 
kk 
k-kp 
where do k is the demand for OD pair k in the base year, jk is the minimum travel cost 
between OD pair k in the base year, and Pis the elasticity value where in this case 
Q<0. In a general case, ß could adopt different values for different OD pairs. In this 
test, ß is set to be -0.57 for all OD pairs. Table 5-5 shows the values of do k and p for 
each OD pair. 
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Link Number Starting node Ending node a b c n 
1 1 2 45.0 9.55 1800 4.5 
2 2 1 45.0 9.55 1800 4.5 
3 2 3 108.0 108.00 1100 3.0 
4 2 4 120.0 120.00 1100 3.1 
5 3 6 270.0 57.27 1100 3.5 
6 3 2 108.0 108.00 1100 3.0 
7 3 5 90.0 90.00 1100 3.2 
8 4 6 274.5 58.23 1100 3.0 
9 4 2 120.0 120.00 1100 3.1 
10 4 5 96.0 96.00 1100 3,1 
11 5 3 90.0 90.00 1100 3.2 
12 5 4 96.0 96.00 1100 3.1 
13 5 6 72.0 72.00 1100 3.1 
14 6 3 270.0 57.27 1100 3.5 
15 6, 4 274.5 58.23 1100 3.0 
16 6 7 45.0 9.55 1800 4.5 
17 6 5 72.0 72.00 1100 3.1 
18 7 6 45.0 9.55 1800 4.5 
Table 5-4 Link travel time function parameters for Pacman network 
Origin Destination do 
k Pi 
1 5 637 1125 
1 7 1027 1050 
5 1 522 675 
5 7 391 600 
7 1 964 1050 
7 5 442 850 
Table 5-5 Parameters of the demand functions for Pacman network 
Test with single toll link 
The first set of tests is to optimise the toll level for each link in the network in turn with 
the objective of maximising the social welfare function (see Section 4.4). From the total 
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Figure 5-9 Structure of Pacman network for the tests with the improved CPA 
number of 18 links, five of them yield no benefit (with the restriction of positive toll) 
which are link 5,8,9,14 and 15. The improved CPA is applied to optimise the tolls for 
the remaining 13 links. Table 5-6 below contains the results for the optimal single toll 
problems. 
Link no. 
Optimal toll 
(second) 
Social welfare improvement 
(seconds) rank 
1 495.06 86,280 4 
2 164.67 18,215 11 
3 141.61 19,443 10 
4 106.11 17,011 12 
5 - no benefit 14 
6 31.75 5,180 13 
7 143.86 95,767 3 
8 - no benefit 14 
9 - no benefit 14 
10 131.4 63,762 7 
11 107.11 66,556 6 
12 93.17 32,108 9 
13 179.93 168,463 2 
14 - no benefit 14 
15 - no benefit 14 
16 556.00 72,631 5 
17 189.27 179,486 1 
18 562.75 33,087 8 
Table 5-6 Optimal single toll results with the Pacman network 
From the table, the improved CPA successfully found the optimal toll level (local 
optimal at least) for all 13 links. The ranking of the level of the benefit generated by 
each link is also provided in the table. 
Based on Shepherd and Sumalee (2004), the Lagrangian based method (Verhoef, 2002) 
which relies on the convergence of the UE condition failed to solve the optimal toll 
problem for link 4 (2-4) due to the convergence error of the equilibrium condition. The 
improved CPA does not rely on the convergence of the UE condition to determine the 
improving direction of the toll; hence it is expected that this problem should be resolved 
with the CPA. Figure 5-10 shows the iterations of the improved CPA and the curve of 
the objective function as the function of the toll on link 4 (link 2-4). 
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Figure 5-10 Iteration of the improved CPA method optimising the toll on link 2-4 
(Pacman) 
As reported in Shepherd and Sumalee (2004), the Lagrangian based algorithm 
converged to the optimal toll of around 27 seconds which is neither a local optimum nor 
stationary point. On the contrary, the improved CPA managed to find the optimal toll 
level of around 106 seconds which can be certified by Figure 5-10. Figure 5-11 shows 
the iterations of the CPA optimising the toll on link 18 (link 7-6), which produced the 
highest net social welfare improvement, and the curve of the objective function. 
From Figure 5-11, there exist several local optima. The improved CPA incidentally 
found the global optimal toll level of around 560 seconds. From the numerical 
experience, the starting point of the algorithm may help the improved CPA to find the 
global optimum rather than becoming stuck at a local optimum. A strategy adopted in 
the tests is to introduce the initial point as the system optimum solution which can be 
solved easily. 
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Figure 5-11Iteration of the improved CPA method optimising the toll on link 7-6 
Figure 5-12 below shows the results from the tests with other tolled links: link 1, link 3, 
link 4, and link 13. The figure shows that in all tests the improved CPA converged to 
the true optimal solutions of those problems. 
Interestingly, from the numerical experiences when the improved CPA is applied to the 
relaxed optimal toll problem (with a low number of extreme points) the solution in 
terms of link flow, demand flow, and tolls converged to the system optimum initially 
before finally reaching the real optimal toll (which is often the global optimum as well). ' 
By relaxation we mean not all the extreme points are included in the VI constraint, and 
hence there is less restriction on the UE condition. One conjecture could be made that 
with the relaxed optimal toll problem as defined in Equation 5-9, in the early iteration 
the problem in Equation 5-9 becomes the system optimal problem which provides the 
upper bound of the original COTP problem. Hence, with this possibility the initial 
solution of Equation 5-9 often becomes the system optimal flow and gradually the 
additional constraints on the VI force the algorithm to converge to the true optimal 
solution of the COTP within the vicinity of the system optimal solution. However, it 
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should be stressed that there is no concrete proof for this conjecture at this stage and this 
strategy should be treated purely as a heuristic approach. 
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Figure 5-12 Examples of the iterations of the improved CPA (link 1,3,4, and 13) 
Test with two and three tolled links 
Now, the improved CPA is tested with a problem with two tolled links. Table 5-7 below 
shows the optimisation result with the two and three tolled links. The first three pairs are 
chosen from their ranking of their individual tolled link and the three tolled links in the 
last test forming a charging cordon around the city centre (node 5). 
Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 show examples of the objective function contour and 
surface and the optimisation iterations for test number 1 and 3). As illustrated in the 
figures, in both cases there exist 
.a 
number of local optima. The plots of the improved 
CPA iterations show the convergence of the algorithm to the actual optimal solution. 
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' 
Optimal tolls Social welfare improvement 
Foiled links Test no. (seconds 
_ 
(seconds) 
_ 
1 17,13 184.21,178.31 348,218 
2 17,7 184.35,141.96 275,535 
3 17,1 184.28,466.45 265,988 
4 7,10,17 173.35,170.98,184.37 381,325 
Table 5-7 Test results with two and three tolled links (Pacman network) 
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F' igure 5-13 Contour plot of the objective function and iterations of the improved CPA 
(link 17 and link 13) 
To illustrate the concept of the relaxed equilibrium condition, Figure 5-15 shows the 
convergence of the objective function from the Master Problem (with relaxed 
equilibrium) and the objective function recalculated at the true UE condition; and Table 
5-8 contains the value of the gap function from each iteration. 
As expected, the Master Problem objective function gradually converged to the true 
objective function as the number of extreme points added into the VI increases. The 
objective function from the Master Problem can be lower than the true objective 
function value in the early iterations of the improved CPA. Given the relaxed UE 
condition, the solution from the Master Problem should be the upper bound of the 
optimal toll problem. In the extreme case with no VI constraint added in the Master 
Problem the solution should be the system optimal flows hence giving the upper bound 
of the optimal toll problem. I lowever, this may not be the case for the improved CPA 
14 
since the relaxed feasible region is also introduced in the feasible flow space. In this 
case, the possible set of flows may be too limited to yield the system optimal flow. On 
the other hand, the original CPA will give the upper hound fier the optimal toll problem 
since the feasible flow space is represented fully. 
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Figure 5-14 Objective function sur(äce and iterations of the improved ('PA (link 17 and 
link 1) 
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her. 
Gap function 
(10') 
Master 
objective(10°) 
UE 
objective(10') 
col 4- col 3 
1 -10020000.00 104830 124930 -201000000.00 
2 -407.75 124720 124910 -1900000.00 
3 -182.00 124910 124910 
0.00 
4 -82.778 124930 124900 300000.00 
5 -37.83 124920 124910 100000.00 
6 -835.13 124580 124910 -3300000.00 
7 -611.78 124850 124890 -400000.00 
8 -78.27 124920 124920 0.00 
9 -80.038 124910 124900 100000.00 
10 -70.77 124920 124900 200000.00 
11 -24.15 124920 124920 0.00 
12 -10.62 124930 124930 0.00 
13 -13.66 124930 124920 100000.00 
14 -0.99 124930 124930 0.00 
15 -0.13 124930 124930 0.00 
16 -0.20 124930 124930 0.00 
17 -0.097 124930 124930 0.00 
18 -98.01 124920 124910 100000.00 
19 0.00 124930 124930 0.00 
20 0.00 124930 124930 0.00 
Table 5-8 Iterates from the improved CPA with test 4 
From Table 5-8, as explained earlier the gap function was very large in early iterations 
since only Few extreme points were added to the Master Problem hence the UE 
condition is highly relaxed. Then, the gap function eventually vanished in which the 
new shortest path or extreme flow was not the descent direction for the UE problem (the 
objective of the Sub Problem is greater than or equal to zero). Hence, the solution to the 
Master Problem also satisfied the UE condition, and hence the algorithm terminated. 
This is also shown by the difference between the objective function values from the 
Master Problem and with the UE flow (given the tolls) in which in the last iteration two 
values are equal. 
5.6 GI, NE'FIC ALGORITHM APPROACH 
5.6.1 Genetic algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are one of the artificial intelligence exhaustive searching 
techniques; they are stochastic algorithms whose search methods model some natural 
phenomena: genetic inheritance and Darwinian strife for survival. Davis and Steenstrup 
(1987) stated that: 
sqý 
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"The metaphor underlying genetic algorithms is that of natural evolution. In evolution, 
the problem each species faces is one of searching fiºr benc'lic'ial adaptations to a 
complicated and changing environment The 'knowlecliýe ' that each . sprcics 
has gained 
is embodied in the makeup of the chromosome o/'its membcers. " 
The basic idea of the GA approach is to code the decision variables of the problem as a 
finite string (called `chromosome') and calculate the fitness (objective function) of'each 
string. Chromosomes with a high fitness level have a higher probability of' survival. 
The surviving chromosomes then reproduce and türm the chromosomes fier the next 
generation through the `crossover' and `mutation' process. The method of GA is widely 
applied in many disciplines, but most applications have to modify the GA to the 
problem or change the problem to be compatible with (n. The main parts in the 
modification process are the design of' chromosome encoding and of tlhe genetic 
operators (crossover and mutation processes) in order to maintain the search within the 
feasible space. 
lt is amazing that with these simple operations and searching strategy (iA can produce a 
very good result for many hard optimisation problems. Many successful applications OI 
GA in different disciplines have been reported. This is the key stimulus fier the 
development of the GA based (GAB) optimisation algorithms fi)r the C'(YI'P (also in the 
next chapter GA is used to develop an algorithm für the MOTP with topology 
constraint). As discussed earlier in Section 5.2, this is not the first attempt to implement 
the GA13 optimisation to the COTP. I lowever, the key development made here is indeed 
the test of the algorithm with a large scale problem. The next section introduces the 
detail of the GA-CHARGE algorithm for solving COTP. 
5.6.2 GA-CHARGE: the method for optimising the toll level 
The GA-CHARGE approach is developed to solve the C'OTl. GA-('lIAR(i1 randomly 
generates an initial set of chromosomes representing possihlc combinations, of' Charge 
levels on a predefined set of tolled links. The benefits in terms 01' social Wehlaie 
improvement are evaluated for each charge level by solving the till assignment prohle"ni 
given the tolls and calculating the associated benefits. GA-CIIAR(iF then selects the 
parent chromosomes for the next generation based on the perlürnialice of each 
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chromosome. Since the fitness value in GA-CHARGE can be negative, the selection is 
based on the linear ranking roulette wheel selection process (Michalewicz, 1992). The 
detail of this selection process is provided in Section 6.4.4 (page 185) in Chapter 6. 
In addition, the elitism preservation strategy is also used in which the chromosomes in 
the current generation are ranked according to their fitness, and then the best n 
chromosomes are automatically passed on to the next generation without any distortion 
from the crossover and mutation operators (the user needs to specify how many, 
chromosomes he/she want to preserve). Nevertheless, the elitism chromosomes are still 
maintained in the set of chromosomes for the normal operations of selection, crossover, 
and mutation process to allow them to exchange their good genes to other 
chromosomes. The genetic operators, crossover and mutation, are then randomly 
applied to the parents to produce the offspring for the next generation. Figure 5-16 
shows the overall framework of GA-CHARGE. Since the locations of tolled links are 
predefined in advance, the objective function does not need to include the operator's 
cost of the charging scheme. Next the overall optimisation process of GA-CHARGE, 
chromosome encoding, and genetic operators (crossover and mutation) are explained. 
Initialize the set of chromosomes 
(represent different toll levels) 
Solve UE traffic assignment problem for 
each toll set in each chromosome 
I Calculate the fitness for each chromosome I 
from the UE flows 
z 
Selection process 7 
ö' 
Crossover and mutation process 
New set of chromosomes for the next I 
generation 
Figure 5-16 Overall framework of GA-CHARGE 
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Chromosome encoding 
Let t be the number of predefined tolled links and let r be the predefined maximum toll 
level. Each chromosome represents a set of toll levels for the t tolled links in binary 
format. The structure of the chromosome is therefore a matrix A with t columns and k 
rows where k is determined by the number of digits required to represent the maximum 
toll in binary format. Figure 5-17 shows an example chromosome (A matrix) for ten 
tolled links. The toll on each link is defined by the binary number in each column which 
is shown in the bottom row. 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
A= 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
31 21 3 16 11 20 15 10 19 22 
Figure 5-17 Chromosome structure for GA-CHARGE 
The equivalent number of the binary number in each column of A represents the level of 
the toll on the corresponding tolled link of that column. In order to reduce the 
complexity of the problem, the possible toll levels are pre-specified in advance. For 
instance, the maximum of 31 possible discrete toll levels can be specified for the matrix 
A in Figure 5-17 (e. g. the toll level from 0-3100 pence with 100 pence interval between 
each toll level). With the example in Figure 5-17, the tolls from this matrix are 3100, 
2100,300,1600,1100,2000,1500,1900, and 2200 in that order. 
Crossover and mutation process 
At the beginning of the crossover process, the chromosomes in the current generation 
are randomly mated before the crossover process is carried out. Figure 5-18 shows the 
crossover process in GA-CHARGE. The crossover process is to select at random a 
partition from the chromosome matrix (highlighted area) which is then switched 
between two "mated" chromosomes. 
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Figure 5-18 Crossover process in GA-CHARGE 
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After the crossover process, the mutation process is applied to the offspring. The 
mutation process randomly chooses cells to be "mutated". If selected, the value in that 
cell is changed from 0 to 1 or vice-versa. 
There are two main parameters the user needs to define namely the Probability of 
crossover (Pc) and Probability of mutation (Pm). For the crossover, for each mated 
chromosome a random number is generated and if the random number is less than the 
given Pc, then the crossover process is carried out. Similarly, for each element of the 
chromosome (A) a random number is generated and if the random number is less than 
the given Pm, the value in that element is changed to 1 if the current value is 0 and vice 
versa. 
5.6.3 Experiments with GA-CHARGE 
Firstly, GA-CHARGE is tested with the Pacman network (see Figure 5-9). The tests 
with two and three tolled links with the Pacman network with the CPA are reproduced 
here but with GA-CHARGE. The parameters for GA-CHARGE are set as follows: 
Case population size generation number Pc Pm 
2 links 20 5 0.60 0.05 
3 links 50 50 0.60 0.05 
Table 5-9 Parameters used for GA-CHARGE with Pacman test 
Note that the toll interval of 10 seconds is adopted with 63 possible steps (hence the - 
possible toll levels range from 0- 630 seconds). Six binary elements representing the 
toll level were allowed for each tolled link. Thus, the total number of possible 
combinations of the toll levels for the two and three link cases is 3,969 and 250,047 
respectively. Therefore, the number of chromosomes tested in the two and three link 
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cases as shown in Table 5-9 is approximately 2.5% and 1% of the total number of 
possible combinations in that order. 
Table 5-10 presents the test results with the Pacman network using GA-CHARGE. The 
results show that GA-CHARGE is capable of solving the COTP. In all tests, GA- 
CHARGE could identify the solution near to the solutions found by the CPA with some 
discrepancy that may be due to the discretised toll levels. The CPU times spent by GA- 
CHARGE in each of these four tests are slightly longer than those tests with CPA as 
expected. 
Test Tolled Optimal tolls Objective function 
no. links 
(seconds) (seconds) 
CPA GA-CHARGE CPA GA-CIIARGE 
1 17,13 184.21,178.31 170.00,170.00 348,218 345,239 
2 17,7 184.35,141.96 190.00,140.00 275,535 275,243 
3 17,1 184.28,466.45 190.00,440.00 265,988 256,711 
4 7,10,17 173.35,170.98,184.37 170.00,160.00,180.00 381,325 379,520 
Table 5-10 GA-CHARGE results with Pacman network 
Figure 5-19 plots the chromosomes from the first test labelled by the generation 
number. This, figure demonstrates the evolution process in GA-CHARGE. In early 
generations, the chromosomes were spread over a wide space of the objective function 
surface. Then, with the genetic operators and natural selection process GA-CHARGE 
gradually produced chromosomes with fitter and fitter objective function. Eventually (in 
this case in the fifth generation), GA-CHARGE found the optimal solution of the 
problem. 
Figure 5-20 below shows a different perspective of the process of GA-CHARGE using 
the result from test no. 4. The figure shows the plots of the best solution found so far 
and the average fitness (objective function) in each generation. 
Next, GA-CHARGE is tested with the Edinburgh network. Figure 5-21 shows the 
network of the Edinburgh city in U. K. The network has totally 344 links and 525 OD 
pairs. 
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Figure 5-19 Chromosomes generated by GA-CHARGE for test no. I with Pacman 
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Figure 5-21 Edinburgh network with three judgmental cordons 
the link travel cost is the same function adopted in the Pacman network: 
11 
Ii =a +b 
Similarly, the OD demand function is: 
ýt 
d4 = d" 'A 
The parameters for both link cost and 0! ) demand function for the FIdinburgh network 
are shown in Appendix C. The value of time and vehicle running cost rate are 7.63 
Pe11CC per 1111111.1te and 5.27 pence per kilometre. These paranlcters are recoil n ende(l in 
Department of Transport( I989). For comparison with the improvement of the variable 
toll scheme, a uniform toll liar each cordon is optimised as well as a variable toll around 
the cordon (using GA-Cl IARGF). The optimal unili)rnn tolls for the inner 1, inner2, and 
outer cordons are £0.50 (393 seconds), f. 0.75 (589 seconds), and W. 75 (589 seconds) 
respectively. The capital and operating costs her toll point were estimated to he 
£1x3,400 per charge point and £85,300 per charge point her annum respectively at 2000 
prices (Oscar Faber, 2001). This is equivalent to k l00 her toll point per peak-hour if 
charges are assumed to apply over 1000 peak hours per year, the schemes are assumed 
to have a life of 30 years, and a discount rate of' 6 per rent is used. (iA-('1IAR(iF, is 
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used to optimise the tolls around these three judgmental cordons. The parameters 
adopted for GA-CHARGE for the tests with the Edinburgh network is shown in Table 
5-11. 
Case population size generation number Pc Pm 
inner cordon 1 50 100 0.60 0.05 
inner cordon 2 50 100 0.60 0.05 
outer cordon 50 200 0.60 0.05 
Table 5-11 GA-CHARGE parameters for the tests with the Edinburgh network 
GA-CHARGE successfully found a better set of tolls for the innerl and outer cordons. 
However, no further improvement over the optimal uniform toll for the inner2 cordon 
can be found. Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 show the GA-CHARGE process whilst 
optimising the tolls for the innerl and outer cordon. Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 show 
the optimal tolls (in seconds) found by GA-CHARGE for the innerl and outer cordon 
respectively. 
Table 5-12 contains the results for the tests of GA-CHARGE with the Edinburgh 
network. As mentioned, the optimal uniform tolls for the innerl and outer cordons are 
393 and 589 seconds in that order. The solutions shown in Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25 
and the comparison of the benefit in Table 5-12 demonstrate the benefit of the variation 
of the toll levels around the charging cordon. The net benefits for the innerl and outer 
cordon with the variable tolls increase by 50% and 74% compared to the uniform toll 
schemes respectively. However, the variable toll may not outperform the uniform toll in 
some case, e. g. the case of the inner2 cordon for the Edinburgh network where no 
additional benefit is found from introducing the variable tolls. This situation is varied 
and controlled by the condition of the network and the location of the cordon. 
Charging 
cordon 
Toll regime 
No. of toll 
points 
Cost 
(£k/hour) 
Total benefit 
(£k/hour) 
Net benefit 
(£k/hour) 
Inner cordon 1 uniform 
9 0.90 3.00 2.10 
varied 9 0.90 4.07 3.17 
Inner cordon 2 uniform 
7 0.70 4.69 3.99 
varied 7 0.70 - - 
Outer cordon uniform 
20 2.00 3.96 1.96 
varied 20 2.00 5.41 3.41 
Table 5-12 Results from the tests of GA-CHARGE with the Edinburgh network 
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Figure 5-24 Optimal tolls for the innerl cordon found by GA-CHARGE (highlighted 
links are tolled links) 
Figure 5-25 Optimal tolls for the outer cordon found by GA-CHARGE (highlighted 
links are tolled links) 
Overall, GA-CHARGE is found to be a very effective algorithm for solving the COTP 
both with small and large networks. The only concern found during the experiment is 
the amount of time required by the GA process. For the tests of the Edinburgh network, 
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each run of the equilibrium assignment and the calculation of the fitness of the 
chromosome requires approximately 3 CPU-seconds. Thus, GA-CHARGE requires at 
least 8 CPU-hr to achieve the solution presented earlier for the outer cordon problem of 
the Edinburgh network. These tests were conducted on the personal computer with the 
CPU of 1.9 GHz and 256 MB of RAM. 
Obviously, some of the solutions tested during the GA process are repeated. The 
inclusion of the procedure to detect the duplicated tests can possibly decrease the run- 
time of the algorithm significantly. In addition, the rapid development of the 
performance of the computer can also make the application of GAB algorithm to a 
larger network less time-consuming in the near future. 
5.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter reviewed the optimisation algorithms for solving the optimal road pricing 
design problem. Two parallel reviews were presented from the transport and 
optimisation perspectives. From the transport perspective, eight different categories of 
methods were discussed including (i) iterative optimisation approach, (ii) linearization 
approach, (iii) sensitivity analysis, (iv) inverse optimisation, (v) minmax/maxmin based 
optimisation, (vi) smoothing approach and reduced UE condition, (vii) cutting plane 
algorithm, and (viii) meta-heuristic optimisation approach. Similarly, four different 
groups of the optimisation strategies for MPEC were presented including (i) disjunctive 
nonlinear programming based algorithm, (ii) penalty and interior point based method, 
(iii) implicit programming based method, and (iv) nonlinear optimisation based method. 
All of these methods exploit different characteristics of the MPEC and transform MPEC 
to an equivalent single level optimisation problem in different manners. 
After an extensive review, three possible methods were proposed for solving COTP. 
The first method is the smoothing algorithm approach. The inherit complementarity 
condition of the MPEC problem induces a number of problems with the conventional 
nonlinear optimisation method including the non-differentiability of the CP condition 
and the violation of the constraint qualification. The strategy adopted in the smoothing 
algorithm is to replace the complementarity condition by its equivalent perturbed merit 
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function. In particular, the perturbed Fischer-Burmeister (F-B) function is adopted. The 
special property of the perturbed merit function or in particular the perturbed F-B 
function is that (i) it is continuously differentiable everywhere when the perturbation 
parameter is greater than zero and (ii) it is equivalent to the CP condition when the 
perturbation parameter is reduced to zero. Thus, by replacing the CP condition with the 
perturbed F-B function, a sequential optimisation algorithm can be developed to tackle 
the MPEC as a conventional nonlinear optimisation problem. The smoothing algorithm 
can be applied to both the UE condition in path-based or multicommodity link flow 
forms. The smoothing algorithm was tested with a five-link network with two O-I) 
pairs. The algorithm successfully solved the problems tested (five single tolled link and 
three two tolled link cases). 
An alternative method based on the cutting plane algorithm was also proposed in the 
chapter. The improved cutting plane algorithm exploits the structure of the feasible 
region of the link flows (which is a polyhedron). A number of extreme points will be 
created iteratively during the optimisation process and added to the equilibrium 
constraint that is expressed in a VI form. The Master Problem is thus a relaxed MPEC 
problem with the VI condition restrained by a number of extreme points generated so 
far. The optimal solution from the Master Problem is then used to find the relevant cut 
(shortest path) by solving the Sub Problem. The optimisation iterates between these two 
problems until convergence. The additional improvement made in the algorithm 
proposed in this chapter is the representation of the feasible flow region in the Master 
Problem as a convex combination of a set of extreme flows in the same manner with the 
representation of the feasible flow for VI. The cut generated in the Sub Problem is also 
inserted into the convex combination of the feasible flow. With this reformulation, the 
number of variables can be decreased significantly. The algorithm was tested with the 
Pacman network and found to be very efficient. 
The last algorithm proposed for solving the COTP is the Genetics Algorithm based 
method, GA-CHARGE. GA does not relies on derivative information of the 
optimisation problem, and hence can be applied to MPEC problem directly. GA- 
CHARGE was tested with the Pacman and Edinburgh networks. GA-CHARGE was 
proved to be effective in solving the optimal toll problem from the results with the 
Edinburgh network. However, the main problem with these methods is the 
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computational time. This issue can be resolved with the introduction of `memory' into 
the GA process, in which the duplicated solution will not require its fitness to be 
evaluated, hence reducing the number of UE assignments required. 
Overall, the improved cutting plane algorithm was found to be the most efficient 
algorithm for solving the continuous optimal toll problem. However, the method has not 
been tested with a large scale problem (e. g. Edinburgh network) and this should be 
considered as an important future research task. The GA based method was found to be 
a very simple and effective algorithm for solving the optimal toll problem. Although, 
the GA based method required a substantial higher amount of time to solve the same 
problem compared to the improved CPA, additional improvement of the algorithm is 
envisaged to help reduce the time required. The merit function based algorithm was 
found to have a problem with the number of variables involved in the optimisation 
problem. This creates a problem when the algorithm is applied to a large scale problem. 
With the simplicity and flexibility of GA to handle different forms of problem (e. g. 
involving a more complex constraint or combinatorial problem), GA was considered as 
the most appropriate algorithm for the development of techniques for designing the 
practical road pricing scheme in the following chapters. 
The methods reviewed and proposed in this chapter aim mainly to tackle the theoretical 
design of a road pricing scheme. None of the practical design criteria found earlier in 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 were included in the optimisation. In fact, the more theoretical 
algorithms like the smoothing based method or the improved cutting plane algorithm 
may not be able to handle some of the practical constraints. Thus, in the next chapters 
GA is chosen as the main optimisation mechanism. The next chapter deals with the 
inclusion of the topological constraint of the road pricing scheme design. 
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CHAPTER 6 OPTIMAL CHARGING CORDON 
DESIGN 
What has now been proved was once an imagination. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 3, several practical design criteria of a road pricing scheme were identified. 
Some key characteristics of a practical road pricing scheme found are related to the 
topology of charging points. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, it is widely believed 
that a charging cordon is the most user-friendly charging system due to its simplicity 
and clarity to the road users. This is considered to be a key ingredient for promoting 
public acceptability of the charging scheme. A charging cordon is a set of tolled links 
surrounding a designated area so that all trips entering or passing through that area are 
tolled. Various current real world implementations of the scheme including the ERP 
scheme in Singapore, and Norwegian toll rings (in Oslo, Trondheim, and Bergen), and 
the congestion charging scheme in London. 
The common practice in designing a charging cordon scheme documented in various 
real-world cases and desk studies (May, 1975; Holland and Watson, 1978; Transpotech, 
1985) is to apply a judgmental approach or a `trial and error process' to seek 
appropriate toll locations and toll levels. The trial and error process normally starts by 
defining a set of possible charging cordons and their associated common toll levels. 
Then, each option is tested with some traffic modelling software. The benefit and cost 
of each scheme is then calculated from the modelling output and the best scheme from 
those considered is chosen. 
The sub-optimality of this judgmental design approach is well addressed in May et al 
(2002) in which the benefits of cordons based on the judgmental and optimal designs 
are compared. They also suggested that the application of a theoretical approach could 
improve the benefit of the judgmental design significantly. One possibility is to directly 
optimise the location of charging cordons using optimisation theory. The motivation of 
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this chapter is to develop an optimisation method to find optimal locations specifically 
for charging cordons. 
Recently, there have been an increasing number of attempts to develop analytical 
approaches to tackling the optimal toll level and location problems(Mun et al, 2001; 
Hearn and Yildirim, 2002; Hyman and Mayhew, 2002; May et al, 2002; Verhoef, 2002; 
Ho et al, 2004; Lawphongpanich and Hearn, 2004; Shepherd and Sumalee, 2004; Zhang 
and Yang, 2004). A more extensive review on this topic was presented earlier in 
Chapter 4 and will not be reiterated here. Briefly, most of the literature concentrates on 
deriving the solution of the problem formulated in equation 4.1 in Chapter 4 which is of 
theoretical interest. Only some of the research considered the requirement for a charging 
cordon. Mun et al (2001), Hyman and Meyhew (2002), and recently Ho et al (2004) 
developed approaches to define the optimal location of a charging cordon with a non- 
network based modelling framework (using either a continuum traffic model or strategic 
model). 
However, the omission of network representation in the model may cause a sub-optimal 
design of the cordon location. There are two particular reasons; firstly congestion is a 
local issue which happens mostly on links rather than in wide areas; secondly the 
analysis of charging scheme without a network representation may underestimate the 
impact of re-routing (Milne, 1997). Thus, it is considered more appropriate to tackle the 
cordon design problem under the framework of network modelling. 
Zhang and Yang (2004) developed an approach based on `genetic algorithms' (GA) to 
find an optimal closed charging cordon with an optimal uniform toll under a detailed 
network representation. The method proposed later on in this chapter was independently 
developed based on a similar principle, with GA being utilised as the main optimisation 
mechanism. 
The difference between the method in this chapter and the one in Zhang and Yang 
(2004) is largely in the chromosome design (which is the proxy for a charging cordon in 
GA). Their chromosome represents the status of nodes, identifying whether they are 
tolled or un-tolled. From a set of tolled and un-tolled nodes, the links starting from one 
of the un-tolled nodes and ending at one of the tolled nodes are defined as tolled links. 
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They also proposed a method to verify whether a set of tolled links forms a charging 
cordon. However, this chromosome design does not ensure that after the crossover or 
mutation operators are applied the new chromosome will represent a charging cordon. 
On the other hand, the method in this paper ensures that the new chromosomes conserve 
the closed charging cordon formation after the GA operators are applied. 
The GA based method proposed in this chapter is termed GA-AS. The chapter, is 
structured into five further sections. The next section presents an innovative approach to' 
defining a set of charging cordons. The third section introduces the concept of GA and 
explains the method developed, named GA-AS. Section four then presents an extension 
of the method to the design of a multiple charging cordons scheme. Section five 
investigates the influence of different GA parameters by testing GA-AS with the 
Edinburgh network. The last section summarises the chapter. 
6.2 OPTIMAL CHARGING CORDON DESIGN PROBLEM 
The problem discussed in this chapter is to find the optimal location of tolled links 
forming a charging cordon or multiple charging cordons, with their optimal toll levels, 
designed to maximise or minimise a selected objective function (e. g. social welfare 
improvement, total travel time, accessibility, or local environmental improvement). The 
formulations of these objectives were discussed earlier in Chapter 4. 
In order to predict the responses of travellers to the toll imposed, an assumption is made 
on how travellers in the traffic network behave. The well-known 'Wardrop's user 
equilibrium condition' (Wardrop, 1952) as explained earlier in Chapter 4 is used to 
represent travellers' behaviour. The next section mathematically formulates the 
problem. The problem formulation turns out to be a special case of the mixed 1-0 
optimal road pricing design problem described in Chapter 4. 
6.2.1 Formulating the road pricing design problem 
Recall the formulation of the mixed 1-0 road pricing design problem13: 
13 See notation in Chapter 4. 
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max v1(r, c, v, d) (r, e, v, d) 
s. t. 
0: 5 rQ < C. . ZQ for Va EA 
Equation 6-1 
(v, d) -> sol 
(VI (F(v, d, r, e), n(z, c))) 
The objective of optimal road pricing design adopted in this chapter is to maximise the 
`net total benefit' which is the social welfare benefits minus the costs of the road pricing 
system (see Section 4.4 for the mathematical formulation). Note that the choice of the 
objective function used does not affect the ability of the method proposed in this chapter 
to solve the problem. This is because GA does not require any information about the 
gradient of the objective function used. Thus, GA can be applied to any problem as long 
as the objective function adopted can be evaluated. 
An additional constraint added in this Chapter is that the set of tolled links selected must 
form a charging cordon (the exact definitions of a charging cordon and multiple 
charging cordon scheme are given later on). Let Obe the set of all possible closed 
charging cordons. A feasible combination of tolled links for the optimisation problem 
must be one of the members of this set, ceO: 
max yr, (r, c, v, d) (r. c, v, d) 
s. t. 
0: 5 za 5 Ca " ip for Va EA Equation 6-2 
EEO 
(v, d) -* sol 
(VI (F(v, d, r, s), Q(z, e))) 
This problem can be categorised as a Mathematical Program with Equilibrium 
Constraints (MPEC) (Luo et al, 1996) as described in Chapter 4. There are various 
problematic characteristics of MPEC, e. g. non-convex feasible regions, non-convex 
objective functions, and non-smooth objective functions. Solving the MPEC problem is 
a very complicated task let alone the combinatorial nature of the problem stated in 
Equation 6-2. In addition, it is infeasible to handle the constraint on the topology of 
tolled links (due to its complexity) with the traditional optimisation algorithms. 
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There does not exist any derivative-based optimisation algorithm that is capable of 
solving the problem stated in Equation 6-2. In this chapter, the idea to tackle this 
problem is to utilise the flexibility of GA in dealing with the constraint of a closed 
cordon and complementarity constraint representing the UE condition (see Section 
4.2.2). GA is first used to produce a set of charging cordons. The users' responses, 
following users' equilibrium, to the cordon toll are then evaluated by running, an 
appropriate traffic assignment model. The fitness of each closed cordon will , 
be 
evaluated from the users' responses. GA will then iteratively evolve the set of charging 
cordon solutions until reaching the predefined stopping criteria (e. g. maximum number 
of generations within GA). 
In this chapter, a discrete uniform toll is assumed to be a design specification. In finding 
an optimal uniform toll for each cordon, each charging cordon will be evaluated in 
terms of its net total benefit with the different predefined toll levels. The toll level 
producing the highest net total benefit will be accepted as the optimal uniform toll for 
that cordon. In the next section, the concept of the branch-tree framework developed to 
represent a charging cordon is described; this is the core of this method. 
6.3 BRANCH-TREE FRAMEWORK 
6.3.1 Definition of a charging cordon 
Definition 6-1: Charging cordon. A charging cordon is a set of tolled links surrounding 
a designated area so that all private car users travelling to the destination inside the area 
or through the area will be charged. A definition of a closed cordon in the context of 
graph theory is that all paths from all zones outside the cordon passing through the 
nodes inside the cordon must be tolled at least once on a link related to those paths. 
Zhang and Yang (2004) defines a charging cordon based on the concept of a cutset in 
graph theory. It is worthwhile to reiterate the concept proposed in their paper in order to 
distinguish the differences between the methods developed in this chapter and their 
method. 
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Definition 6-2: Cutset. For a directed graph G= (N, A), a cutset of G is a subgraph 
consisting of a minimal collection of links whose removal reduces the rank of G by one. 
Definition 6-3: Component. A component of a graph is a connected subgraph 
containing the maximal number of edges. If a graph is not strongly connected, it must 
contain a number of components. Otherwise, a graph has only a single component. 
Assumption 6-1: In this chapter, only a complete directed graph is considered which 
means there is only one component of the network. In other words, there is at least a 
path connecting each pair of nodes in the network. 
Definition 6-4: Incident matrix. An incident matrix (B) with the dimension of NxA is 
a representation of a graph (G) where the elements of the matrix (b, Q) are defined as 
follows: 
1 if node n is the origin node of link j 
bn. 
a = -1 
if node n is the destination node of link j 
0 otherwise 
Lemma 6-1 [Theorem 2.1: Chen, 1997]: For a graph with N nodes and 8 components, 
the rank of the graph (y) is defined as the number y=N-ß= the number of 
linearly independent rows or columns of the incident matrix (B) of G. 
Theorem 6-1 [Zhang and Yang, 2004]: Given a graph representing a road network and 
a cutset, tolled links forming a charging cordon are those whose original node is in the 
component outside the cutset and destination node is in the component inside the cutset. 
Proof. From Assumption 6-1, the graph considered is complete, so it only has one 
component. A set of links forming a cutset reduces the rank of the matrix by one and 
only one (due to Definition 6-2) which means it will increase the number of components 
of the graph by one and only one. This is true because the number of nodes in the graph 
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before and after applying the cutset is constant and from Lemma 6-1 y=N-ß. 
Thus, 
the links forming a cutset will split the network (graph) into two components. 
By 
putting the tolls on all links heading toward the component inside the cutset all 
paths 
entering this area are charged which satisfies the definition of a closed charging cordon 
in Definition 6-1.13 
Remarks: A cutset may not form a desired (practical) charging cordon, i. e. a cutlet may 
not separate the desired charging area from the rest of the network (see the requirement 
in Definition 6-1). An additional condition must be made regarding the set of nodes that 
must be inside one of the components defined by a cutset (indicating a desired charging 
area), referred to as charged nodes. From Figure 6-1, suppose that the desired charging 
area is the black node in the centre of the figure and there is no constraint on the set of 
charged nodes. From this condition, cutset 1 satisfies the standard condition for a cutset 
but it does not form a desired charging cordon surrounding the desired charging area. 
utset 3 
cutset 2 
cutset, 
Figure 6-1 Example of drawback of cutset definition 
However, although the condition on the charged nodes is imposed (i. e. the central node 
is defined as the charged node), cutset 1 and cutlet 2 shown in Figure 6-1 still satisfy the 
condition for a cutset and charged node. The remedy for this problem is to include an 
additional constraint on the other set of nodes (referred to as boundary nodes). 
Boundary nodes and charged nodes must be in different components of the graph. From 
Figure 6-1, if an additional constraint on boundary nodes is imposed, neither cutset 1 
nor cutset 2 satisfies this condition since some of the boundary nodes and charged nodes 
are in the same components of the graph. Cutset 3, on the contrary, satisfies this 
condition and this cutset forms a charging cordon according to Definition 6-1. 
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The method proposed in Zhang and Yang (2004), thus, could experience this drawback. 
In addition, the GA chromosome design in their method may not form a new charging 
cordon after the GA operators are applied to the chromosomes. The branch-tree 
approach proposed next overcomes these two drawbacks. The branch-tree concept does 
naturally conform to the requirement in Definition 6-1. In the next section, the concept 
of a branch-tree approach for defining a charging cordon is explained. 
6.3.2 Nomenclature of the branch-tree concept 
Let G= (1V, A) be a directed graph representing an urban traffic network where N and A 
are a set of nodes and links respectively in the graph. A link is defined by two nodes, i 
and j where i# j; i, jEN. 
Definition 6-5: Set of all preceding nodes. If the direction of a link is from i to j, i is 
termed `the preceding node' of j. The number of preceding nodes for each node j can be 
more than one. The set fill is the preceding node of j} is defined to be the set of 
'all preceding nodes' of node j where 
IEýI is the size of the set (the total number of 
preceding nodes of node j). 
Definition 6-6: Node degree. The degree of a node is the number of children or 
preceding nodes of that node in the branch-tree. 
Definition 6-7: Leaf node. A node with degree of zero is called a `leaf node'. 
Definition 6-8: Branch-tree and Branching process. 83, = {(n, d )} is a branch-tree, 
which is defined as a set of the pairs of n, neN and d (degree of node n). r is the root 
node of this branch-tree (r e N). 63, = {(n, d )} has to be created from the original graph 
G. Given G, a root node (r) is defined and then only the preceding nodes of r can be 
included into the branch-tree, i. e. n can be included into the branch-tree if and only 
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ifn e Z, (See Definition 6-5). When node n is added into the branch-tree, the degree of 
node n is initially set as zero (since node n has no children nodes in the branch-tree at 
this stage). Node n can then be expanded by including its preceding nodes into the 
branch-tree. The set of preceding nodes of node n added into the branch-tree are 
referred as children nodes of node n. After adding the preceding nodes of node n into 
the branch-tree, the degree of node n will be changed from zero to the number of 
children nodes of node n. This is the process to expand the 'depth' of the branch-tree 
which is referred to as the `branching process'. The branching process can be applied 
iteratively to other leaf nodes added into the branch-tree. Once the process terminates, 
{(n, d)}is produced. Example 6-1 below illustrate the branch-tree structure and 
branching process. 
Example 6-1 Illustration of the branching process 
Figure 6-2a shows an example of a full traffic network (G). Assume that node A is 
defined as root node , ßA = 
{(A, 0)} . According to Definition 6-5 given earlier, nodes B 
and C are the preceding nodes of node A and they can be added into the branch-tree /3A '. 
Figure 6-2b shows the branch-tree after applying the branching-process to node A 
(adding nodes B and C into the original branch-tree shown in Figure 6-2b). At this 
stageßA = {(A, 2), (B, 0), (C, 0)}. Notice that the degree of node A is changed from zero 
to two (see Definition 6-8 above). Nodes B and C are now the leaf nodes of the branch- 
tree /IA . 
Assume that only node B will be expanded. Nodes D and E which are the children 
nodes of node B are added into the branch-tree during the branching process creating 
the new branch-tree as shown in Figure 6-2c. At this 
stage, ßA = {(A, 2), (B, 2), (C, 0), (D, 0), (E, 0)}. Again, notice the change of the degree 
of node B from zero to two. If the branching process is terminated at this stage, the final 
branch-tree ßA is the one shown in Figure 6-2c. Applying the branching process to 
expand the depth of the branch-tree with different set of leaf nodes can create different 
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branch-trees from the same graph (see Figure 6-2d for different branch-tree from the 
graph in Figure 6-2a where the branch-tree is also expanded at node C). 
AA 
BcBc 
DEFDE 
aH 
(6-2a) (6-2c) 
AA 
BcBc 
DEF 
(6-2b) (6-2d) 
Figure 6-2 Example of branch-tree and branching process 
Definition 6-9: Sub-branch. Recall that ß, = {(n, d )} is a branch-tree. Given n which is 
one of the nodes inß, = {(n, d)}, A c, 6, is a sub-branch ofß,. Inside a branch-tree, a 
number of sub-branches can be defined. Assume that node n from a full branch-tree is 
selected, the sub-branch created from this node is the whole part of the branch-tree 
rooted from node n. Figure 6-3 shows an example of a sub-branch rooted from node II 
of the full branch-tree shown in Figure 6-2c. In this example node B from the branch- 
tree (ßA) shown in Figure 6-2c is selected as the root node of the sub-branch. JOB 
which is a sub-branch of the branch-tree, is thus the whole part of the branch-tree rooted 
from node B which are node D and E. Therefore, ßß = ((B, 2), (1), 0), (E, 0)) and 
thus ßBcßA. 
B 
DE 
Figure 6-3 Example of sub-branch 
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Definition 6-10: Branch. Given a branch-tree ß, = 
{(n, d)} and its associated original 
graph G, a branch is defined as a link aeA defined by a leaf node of 
t(n, _d)j as its' 
origin node and a proceeding node of that branch node in ß, = 
{(n, d )} as its destination 
node. For example, from the branch-tree shown in Figure 6-2d, the 
branches of this 
branch-tree are links D-B, E-B, and F-C. 
6.3.3 Relationship between branch-tree and closed charging cordon 
After introducing the necessary notation for the branch-tree concept, this section 
explains the relationship between the branch-tree concept and the closed cordon 
formulation. 
Proposition 6-1: For a given branch-tree (ß, = {(n, d)}), the tolled links are defined by 
a set of branches in the branch-tree. These tolled links will form a closed charging 
cordon around the root note r if and only if all nodes in /3r = {(n, d)}have either d=0 or 
d This implies that in expanding a leaf node (using the branching process) all 
preceding nodes of that leaf node must be included into the branch-tree. This is exactly 
the process adopted in the example in Figure 6-2. 
Proof. This proposition can be easily verified by considering the definition of a closed 
charging cordon mentioned earlier. By including all preceding nodes of a leaf node into 
the branch-tree, all links entering that leaf node will be defined as tolled links and hence 
all paths entering that (previously) leaf node are tolled. From a root node (r), by 
including all preceding nodes of the root node into the branch-tree all paths entering that 
root node are tolled. In expanding the leaf node j (which are all preceding nodes of node 
r), from the proposition all preceding nodes of node j (Vnl n E'----j) must be included into' 
the branch-tree. Note that now all paths entering node j must pass through one of the 
preceding nodes of node j. By tolling the links defined by node j and its preceding nodes 
all paths entering node j are tolled. Previously, all paths entering node r via node j are 
tolled by the tolled link (r, j). After expanding node j, the new set of tolled links 
ensuring that all paths entering node j are tolled and hence all paths entering node r via 
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node j are still tolled. This proof can be expanded to the general case between node j 
and j+1 where node j+1 is one of the children nodes of node j, hence it proves that the 
condition of a branch-tree proposed is sufficient for defining a charging cordon 
according to Definition 6-1. Q 
Before generating different charging cordons, a set of predefined links forming an initial 
charging cordon in the network must be defined. The starting node of each link will 
become a root node for the branch-tree. For instance, assuming that in a network the 
predefined cordon comprises five links, five branch-trees will be generated to define the 
set of charging cordons. These five branch-trees generated from the predefined cordon 
can be combined into a single global branch-tree with a given virtual root node reducing 
five branch-trees to a single branch-tree which represents a charging cordon. 
Example 6-2 Relationship between branch-trees and charging cordons 
Figure 6-4a shows the hypothetical network used for exemplification. The grey node is 
assumed to be the city centre which is the preferred tolled area. In a network, as 
mentioned earlier a set of links forming an initial closed cordon around the tolled area 
must be predefined. Assume that Cordon 1 in Figure 6-4a is defined to be the initial 
cordon. From this initial cordon, a virtual root node (name "Cl") is defined for the 
branch-tree, and the first level nodes in the branch-tree are the preceding nodes of the 
links forming the initial cordon (Cordon 1). Figure 6-4b shows the branch-tree Cl 
representing the initial cordon. 
Assume that node E is to be expanded to create a new cordon. The original branch-tree 
in Figure 6-4b is then expanded at node E, creating the new branch-tree as shown in 
Figure 6-4c. This new branch-tree forms Cordon 2 shown in Figure 6-4a. In Figure 
6-4d, the original branch-tree is instead expanded at node G to produce Cordon 3. All 
three cordons in Figure 6-4a are closed cordons. The tolled links in each cordon are 
defined by the branches in the branch-trees. Note that nodes E-L, which are predefined 
by the user, are referred to as `target nodes' because they are the set of nodes where all 
paths passing through these nodes must be tolled. The branching process will be applied 
to each target node in turn to define the shape of the cordon, as illustrated in Figure 6-4. 
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This notation will be used in the algorithm for generating a closed charging cordon 
in 
the next section. 
"ýý Cordon 1 
"- Cordon 2 
-"-"- Cordon 3 
(4a) 
CI 
EFGHIIKL 
(4b) 
(4d) 
Figure 6-4 Relationship between branch-trees and charging cordons 
Next, several issues related to the structure of a branch-tree and conventional rules for 
branching process will be discussed. 
6.3.4 Dummy nodes in a branch-tree 
For a tree, as defined in graph theory, there must be a `unique path' between the root 
node and each node in the tree (see Chen, 1997 for more detail). This original concept 
of a tree is not valid for a branch-tree built from a traffic network. 
Definition 6-11: Dummy node. For a given branch-tree, a node with more than one i 
acceding nodes in the branch-tree is referred to as a dummy node. 
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Example 6-3 Dummy nodes example 
Figure 6-5 illustrates this problem where node H has two acceding nodes, i. e. nodes E 
and F, and hence there are two possible paths to traverse between nodes A and H in the 
branch-tree. Let A. and Ac be two sub-branches of branch ßA in Figure 6-5. 
If, 8B n, ßc # 0, then ße and ßc are referred to as non-separable sub-branches. This 
means sub-branches ßB and ßc must have some overlapping parts (nodes) (see Figure 
6-5). There must be at least one common node (0) appearing in both sub- 
branches, (0, d) e ßB n P. These nodes are named `dummy nodes' such as node H in 
Figure 6-5. 
Figure 6-5 Dummy node in branch-tree 
Dummy nodes will be expanded in only one sub-branch in order to avoid the 
inconsistency in the structure of the cordon. In order to do this, we establish rules for 
expanding the branch as follows: 
Algorithm 6-1: 
Step 1: Check if there is 0 (dummy node) in the branch-tree, if true go to step (2), 
otherwise continue branching process as described in section 6.3.2. 
Step 2: For each O, check if 0 in all sub-branches are leaf nodes; if so go to step (3). 
Otherwise go to step (4) 
Step 3: Label 0 as "DO " and put 0 on the branch with zero degree as normal. The 
reason for re-labelling dummy nodes is to hint to the crossover and mutation 
process in GA that changing this node involves other dummy nodes in the branch. 
Finish the process. 
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Step 4: Label node 0 as "D 6 ". Then put "D" as the node degree for the node in the 
sub-branch that will not be expanded. For the node in the sub-branch that will be 
expanded, operate the branching process as explained in Section 6.3.2. 
6.3.5 Two-way link issue 
Links and nodes in a graph, G= (N, A), represent roads and junctions in a road network. 
For a two-way link defined by node i and j, node i is a preceding node of node j and 
vice versa. As mentioned, in the branching process a leaf node, n, can be expanded by 
including all nodes in 5n into the branch-tree resulting in the change of the node degree 
from zero to Assume that a leaf node n is expanded from node j. In fact, node j is 
one of the preceding nodes of node n due to its two-way link property. If node n is to be 
expanded, node j should not be included into the branch-tree again. If node j is included 
into the branch-tree, the toll will be imposed on the traffic coming from inside the 
cordon. 
Example 6-4 Two-way links in general traffic network 
Figure 6-6 is used to illustrate the issue of two-way links. Figure 6-6a is the road ; 
network used in this example. Note that the link between nodes A and B is a two-way 
link. The original branch-tree is shown in Figure 6-6b where the tolled links are links 
(B, A) and (D, A). Node A is used to represent the area inside the charging cordon 
defined by the branch-tree. Assume that the branch-tree is to be expanded at node B that 
has both nodes A and C as its preceding nodes. In this case, only node C will be added 
into the branch-tree, which represents link (C, B) (see Figure 6-6c). Node A will not be 
added into the branch-tree again. If node A were added into the branch-tree, link (A, B) 
would be defined as a tolled link. The toll on link (A, B) would then be imposed on the 
traffic coming from node A which is the traffic from inside the cordon. In the general 
process of building a branch-tree or in the branching process, there is a process to detect 
this two-way link issue to avoid tolling traffic coming out from inside the charging 
cordon. 
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Figure 6-6 Two-way link issue for branch-tree formulation 
6.4 APPLYING GA TO SOLVE THE OPTIMAL CLOSED CORDON 
The optimisation algorithm developed for tackling the optimal cordon design problem is 
based on the idea of GA. The algorithm developed is termed GA-AS. Figure 6-7 depicts 
the overall process of GA-AS. 
To solve the optimal closed cordon problem as stated in Equation 6-2, in the 
`Initialisation' stage GA-AS produces an initial population (the size of the population is 
defined by population numbers) representing a set of charging cordons encapsulated 
in the form of chromosomes (using the branch-tree formulation). Then, in the 
`Evaluation' process for each cordon an optimal cordon toll is found by testing it with 
different pre-specified tolls. Each toll level is implemented in the network, and then a 
traffic modelling software package (in this case, SATURN) is used to predict the 
responses of road users to the toll. The net total benefit from each toll level is calculated 
from the modelling outputs. The toll level producing the highest net total benefit is then 
selected as the optimal uniform toll for that cordon. 
SATURN is a steady-state equilibrium assignment model that predicts route choice and 
traffic flows on a road network, based on the generalised costs of travel and takes 
account of delays due to capacity constraints (Van Vliet, 1982). It includes an 
assignment sub-model, which estimates driver route choices using Wardrop user 
equilibrium assumptions (Wardrop, 1952). In its conventional form, the model assumes 
fixed road travel demand. However, the capability exists to introduce variable demand 
through the SATEASY elastic assignment algorithm. This allows the representation of 
changes in demand that occur as a direct result of changes in the costs experienced on 
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the road network (e. g. toll). It should be noted that any other traffic modelling software 
or even different equilibrium paradigms (e. g. stochastic equilibrium) could be used with 
' 
the method described in this paper so long as it is able to produce the outputs required 
for the calculation of the net total benefit. 
INITIALISATION 
Generate a set of closed cordons (chromosomes) 
EVALUATION 
Test each cordon with predefined tolls and identify an optimal uniform top 
and related benefits (fitness) for that cordon 
SELECTION 
Select survival chromosomes based on their fitness 
4, 
GA OPERATORS 
Apply crossover and mutation process to survival 
chromosomes 
A set of chromosomes 
for the next generation 
Figure 6-7 Overall process of GA-AS 
After the optimal uniform toll for each cordon is found, the net total benefit (see the 
objective function in formula Equation 4-13 in Chapter 4) associated with the optimal 
toll is assigned as the fitness of that charging cordon (chromosome). Then, GA-AS, in 
the `Selection' process, selects the survival cordons (chromosomes) based on their 
fitness. The selected set of survival chromosomes are then crossed over and mutated 
sequentially ('GA operators) to produce the set of chromosomes for the next 
generation. The process is terminated by the predefined number of generations (user 
input). 
The chromosome design in GA-AS for closed cordons associated with the branch-tree 
concept is discussed next. The algorithm (based on recursive programming) to generate 
the initial set of charging cordons is then described. Next, the selection process, which 
is based on the method of roulette wheel linked with the linear ranking method proposed 
by Whitley(1989), is explained. Then, the two important genetic operators used in this 
method, i. e. crossover and mutation, are discussed. 
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6.4.1 Chromosome design 
It is crucial to design a chromosome structure that is compatible with the structure of the 
branch-tree explained in the previous section. More importantly, the chromosome 
structure should be able to maintain the feasibility of the solution (in this case, the 
closed cordon format) even after applying the crossover and mutation process. As 
mentioned in the previous section, the members of a branch-tree have two key 
characteristics, i. e. their node numbers and degrees. Therefore, two strings, each a series 
of numbers or alphabets, will be used to represent a chromosome. The first string, called 
the node string, contains the node numbers of the branch-tree. The second string, called 
the degree string, contains the degree of each node in the corresponding column in the 
node string. Figure 6-8 shows an example of a chromosome. 
Node string ABDEC 
Degree string 2000 
Figure 6-8 Chromosome structure for GA-AS 
The node string tells us that this branch-tree comprises nodes A, B, D, E, and C. The 
degree string tells us that nodes A, B, D, E, and C have the degrees of 2,2,0,0, and 0 in 
that order. This chromosome represents the branch-tree shown in Figure 6-2c. However, 
from the node and degree strings, the only information provided is which nodes are in 
this branch-tree and the degrees of each node. They do not provide any information 
about the connection of the nodes in the branch-tree. For example, how may one know 
that node B is the preceding node of node A without looking at Figure 6-2c? The answer 
is in the order of the nodes in the node string. The algorithm for encoding a 
chromosome from a branch-tree explains the meaning of the node sequence in the node 
string. The algorithm used to encode the branch-tree to node and degree strings is as 
follows: 
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Algorithm 6-214: 
Step 1: Set k to be the first column in node and degree string. Set j equals to 1. Put the 
root node and its degree into column k. 
Step 2: Set Pj =a set of all preceding nodes of the node in k. Set Pf = 0.2 
Step 3: Check if P, = Pj. If so, set j =j -1 and then go to step 7. Otherwise go to Step 4. 
1 11". 
Step 4: Setk=k+1. 
Step 5: Set njto be a node in Pjbut not in Pj. Put njinto the k column of node string 
Step 6: Put the degree of nn into the k column of degree string. Add nj to Pj. If degree of 
nj is equal to zero, go to Step 3. Otherwise set j= j+l and go to Step 2. 
Step 7: Check if j=0. If so, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
Example 6-5 Demonstration of encoding a branch-tree into a chromosome format for 
GA-AS 
From Figure 6-8, first node A is put into the first column of the node string and its 
degree (2) is put into the first column of the degree string. Then set P, = {B, C} which is 
the set of all preceding nodes of node A. In Step 5, node B is picked and placed in the 
second column of the node string. In Step 6, the degree of node B, which is two, is 
placed into the second column of the degree string and node B is added into P. Since 
the degree of node B is not equal to zero, j is set equal to 2 and we then go to Step 2. In 
Step 2, we set P. = {D, E} and in Step 3 node D is picked and put into the third column 
of the node string. Also, the degree of node D, which is 0, is put into the third column of 
the degree column. Node D is also added into the set P2. Since the degree of node D is 
zero, the process moves straight to Step 3. 
In step 3, since {D, E} # {D}, node E is picked and the same process is repeated as node 
D (the degree of node E is also null). The process returns to Step 3 again, and this 
time P2 = PZ = {D, E} . Thus, j is set to 1, and the process moves to step 7 and then step 3 
sequentially (since j#0). Since {B, C} # {B}, node C is picked and put in the fifth 
14 The programming approach adopted to code this algorithm is the "recursive" program. 
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column. Again, its degree, which is zero, is put in the fifth column of the degree string. 
Now, P= {B, C} =P. Therefore, in Step 3, j is set to zero and the process is terminated. 
6.4.2 Initialisation 
In this stage, a number of charging cordons are randomly generated. The number of 
cordons generated in the first generation of the GA is controlled by the pre-defined 
population numbers. The generation of a closed cordon is designed as a random process. 
The variable `Prop' is defined as the probability of a node to be expanded (recall the 
definition of branching process explained earlier). The user must also define the initial 
closed cordon by defining a set of tolled links. The preceding nodes of these links will 
become a set of target nodes (see Figure 6-4). The initialisation process is as follows: 
Algorithm 6-3: 
For each target node defined by the user 
Step 1: Set k to be the first digit in the node and degree string. Set j equal to 1. Put 
the root node and its degree into column k. 
Step 2: Set P, _ E4 (a set of all preceding nodes of the node in k). Set Pj = 0. 
Step 3: Check ifPj = Pj. If so, set j =j -1 and then go to step 9. Otherwise go to Step 
4. 
Step 4: Set k= kß-1. 
Step 5: Set nj to be a node in Pj but not in Pj. Put nj into the k column of the node 
string 
Step 6: Use algorithm 6-1 to check dummy nodes and check the issue of two-way 
links 
Step 7: Add nj to Pj. If nj is a dummy node or representing the link in the opposite 
direction (two-way link issue), then go to Step 3. Note that if nj is ignored due 
to the two-way link issue, remove that node fromlPjl . Otherwise, go to step 8. 
Step 8: Generate a random number (rand). If rand > Prop, then put (PSI as the 
degree of nj into the k column of the degree string; and then set j =j+1 and go 
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to Step 2. Otherwise, the degree of nj is equal to zero (put "0" into the k 
column of the degree string); go to Step 3. 
Step 9: Check if j=0. If so, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 
As mentioned, in the previous section, there may be some issues over the dummy nodes 
and two-way links. These issues are considered in Step 6. 
6.4.3 Evaluation process 
Once the chromosome is generated, the next task is to evaluate its fitness. The fitness is 
measured according to the objective function of Equation 4-13 which is the net total 
benefit. There are two possible strategies, grid-search for optimal toll and binary toll 
vector. 
Grid-search strategy 
In order to evaluate the objective function, the optimal toll level for each cordon 
(chromosome) must be defined. Since finding the optimal toll level involves solving the 
optimisation problem in Equation 4-9, the process of evaluating the exact benefit of 
each chromosome can be very time consuming. Instead, in this method the simple 
uniform toll regime is assumed in order to ease the evaluation process. This assumption 
is also consistent with the judgmental design criteria mentioned earlier. Initially, a set of 
predefined toll levels is defined e. g. 100,200, and 300 pence. In the experiment in this 
chapter, eight toll levels are defined which are £0.50, £0.75, £1.00, £1.25, £1.50, £2, £3 
and £4. Each chromosome (representing a charging cordon) will be evaluated with each 
toll level. The toll level producing the highest objective function (net total benefit) will 
be chosen as the optimal uniform toll for that chromosome which gives the fitness 
(objective function) of that chromosome. 
Toll-vector strategy 
An alternative approach is to let GA-AS optimise the uniform toll level simultaneously 
with the cordon location. With this approach, a binary string representing different toll 
level is implemented. An initial set of possible toll level should be defined as mentioned 
earlier, e. g. eight possible toll levels of £0.50, £0.75, £1.00, £1.25, £1.50, £2, £3 and £4. 
Each cordon will have its own toll string (binary number) and the associated decimal 
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number of the toll string identifies the toll level from the set of possible tolls defined a 
priori. Figure 6-9 shows an example of a toll string (binary number). From this toll 
string, its associated decimal number is five and hence its toll level is £1.50, which is 
the fifth toll level from the set defined earlier. 
I Column 1 
1x22+0x2'+1x2°=5 
WN\ 
Column 2 
Column 0 
Figure 6-9 Chromosome structure for toll vector 
6.4.4 Selection process 
The selection process used in GA-AS is based on 'stochastic universal sampling' which 
uses a single wheel spin (Michalewicz, 1992). The so called 'roulette wheel' is 
constructed where each slot represents a chromosome. In the original form of the 
roulette wheel, the slots are sized according to the fitness of each chromosome, which 
represents the probability of a chromosome being selected. However, since the fitness 
value (total benefits minus scheme costs) in the optimal cordon problem can be negative 
(which causes a problem for allocating the space for each chromosome on the wheel) 
the linear ranking approach proposed by Whitley (1989) is adopted. The slots in the 
roulette wheel are sized according to the chromosome at rank i, where the first is the 
best chromosome, by the following equation: 
p, =1" 
[2c+(2c2). [JJ P -i 
IPI IPI -1 
where IPI is the size of the population (set P), and 1: 5 c: 5 2 is the 'selection bias': higher 
values of c cause the system to focus more on selecting only the better chromosomes. 
The strongest chromosome in the population can thus be selected with the probability 
of p; the weakest chromosome can be selected with the probability of I2P lc . After each II 
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chromosome is assigned its probability to be selected, the next step is to calculate a 
cumulative probability (qr) for each chromosome: 
Each time, a chromosome is selected for a new population by generating a random 
number r from the range [0.. 1]. If r< qi the first chromosome is selected; otherwise 
select the i-th chromosome such that q, _, <r<q, . 
Indeed, some chromosomes would be 
selected more than once according to the selection probability of each chromosome. As 
part of the selection process, the idea of `elitism' is also adopted to ensure that the best 
chromosome in the current generation will be included in the population of the next 
generation. 
6.4.5 Crossover process 
The chromosome structure in GA-AS is in fact very similar to the chromosome used in 
Genetic Programming (GP), which is also a branch-tree. Thus, it is sensible to adopt the 
crossover process normally adopted in GP. The crossover process in GP is to cross sub- 
branches below the chosen nodes in two mated chromosomes. Those who are interested 
in more details of GP should consult Michalewicz (1992). 
The complication involved in crossing the chromosomes in GA-AS is the strict structure 
of the branch-tree. The process has to start by identifying identical nodes in two mated 
branch-trees. Then, the crossing node is randomly chosen from the set of identical 
nodes. The parts of node and degree strings representing the sub-branches in two mated 
branches rooted from the chosen node are identified. Then, the two sub-branches are 
crossed over to produce two new chromosomes. Example 6-6 and Figure 6-10 illustrate 
this process. 
Example 6-6 Illustration of crossover process for the branch-trees 
From Figure 6-10, there are two original mated branch-trees (in Figure 6-10a and Figure 
6-10b). The set of common nodes in these two mated chromosomes (except root node) 
are nodes B, C, D, E, F, and G. Assume that node C is randomly selected by the 
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crossover process. The sub-branches rooted from node C in two branch-trees are 
identified which are the parts inside the dash-line boxes in Figure 6-10a and Figure 
6-10b. These two sub-branches in the two mated chromosomes are then switched. In 
other words, the sub-branch in the dash-line box in Figure 6-1 Oa is moved to replace the 
sub-branch in the dash-line box in the other branch-tree in Figure 6-10b, and vice versa. 
Figure 6-10c and Figure 6-10d show the two new branch-trees after crossover. 
--- -------1 
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Figure 6-10 Crossover process for branch-tree 
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The existence of a dummy node requires the algorithm to check the new chromosome 
after the crossover operation. After applying GA operators, an algorithm for detecting 
the new dummy nodes as the result of the crossover operation must be applied to the 
new chromosomes. 
If the toll-vector strategy is adopted to optimise the uniform toll level as well, then the 
normal crossover process, as discussed in section 5.6.1 in Chapter 5, can be applied to 
the toll string of two mated chromosomes. 
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6.4.6 Mutation process 
The second GA operator is the mutation process which aims to preserve the diversity 
amongst the population and to represent the stochastic evolution process in nature. In a 
typical mutation process, the value of the bit to be mutated in the string will be changed 
to the opposite value, i. e. if the current value is "1" then it will be changed to "0" and 
vice versa. However, the chromosome structure in GA-AS is not consistent with the 
traditional binary string chromosome. Thus, a new approach to mutate the chromosome 
is developed. The mutation process in GA-AS involves the branching process at a node 
(including both branching in and out). For a leaf node, if the node is to be mutated, the 
node will he expanded following the branching process explained earlier (this is the 
branching out process). Alternatively, if the node to be mutated is not a leaf node, the 
branch-tree will be branched in at that node, i. e. converting that node to a leaf node and 
removing all nodes below the mutated node from in a sub-branch. Example 6-7 and 
Figure 6-11 illustrates how the mutation works. 
Example 6-7 Illustration of the mutation process for branch-tree 
The branch-tree in Figure 6-11 c is used as the original branch-tree in this example. The 
two branch-trees in Figure 6-11 a and Figure 6-11 b exhibit the mutation as branching in 
where node F is contracted. In this example, nodes J and K are removed from the 
branch-tree as the result of the mutation at node F; the degree of node F is also set to 
zero. The two branch-trees in the lower part demonstrate the branching out as the 
mutation process where node I is expanded. Nodes M, N, and 0 which are the preceding 
nodes of node I in the full network are added to the branch-tree; the degree of node I is 
also changed to three. 
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Figure 6-11 Mutation process Iör branch-tree 
(h-Ilh) 
(0-I Itt) 
After the mutation process is applied to it chromosome the chromosome must he 
checked for any new dummy node. Note that in the branching out process, hel is 
adding preceding nodes the two-way link issue must he checked. Similarly to the 
crossover process, the normal GA mutation method can he applied directly to the toll 
string iiGA-AS is asked to optimise the uniform toll level as well. 
6.5 GA-AS FOR MUI, '1'll'1,1ý: ('IIAlt(: ING ('ORI)ON I)I,: til(. N 
In some cases, a charging cordon scheme may comprise a set of charging cordon" ; is 
discussed in Chapter 3. By introducing additional cordons, the tells imposed on cacti 
trip can be better adjusted according to its length, contribution to congestion, 
externalities generated, etc. The GA-AS method proposed in the previous section and 
the concept of branch-tree framework proposed in Section 6.3 can he exten(le(I to (1c, 11 
with the multiple cordon design problem (called MC'I) problem). This section explains 
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the approach to extend GA-AS to the MCD problem. The extended method is named 
GA-ASII. 
6.5.1 Required condition for multi-layer charging cordons 
Definition 6-12: Multi-layer cordons. There is a restriction on the design of the multiple 
charging cordon schemes. Let C; denotes charging cordon i wherei E 
{1,..., n} . 
C, is 
defined as the narrowest cordon and C, as the widest cordon. Let L; be the set of links 
covered inside the cordon C; . 
The restriction of the shape of the multiple cordon scheme 
adopted in this chapter is that L; c L; +, . 
This condition ensures that the narrower cordon 
i is completely located inside the next wider cordon (cordon i+1). 
Example 6-8 Multi-layer cordons 
Figure 6-12 illustrates the meaning of this condition. From Figure 6-12, cordon 1, which 
is the narrowest cordon (or the most inside cordon), is completely inside cordon 2. 
Similarly, cordon 2 is completely inside cordon 3, which is the widest cordon. This 
shape of multi-layer cordon scheme facilitates the extension of the branch-tree 
framework to this problem and it is also consistent with the idea of simple scheme 
design which enhances the practicality of the scheme. 
Cordon 3 
ho 
rn 
Cordon I 
11 I`p 
r. A. <I 
n 
K 
Cordon 2 
Figure 6-12 Definition of multiple charging cordons scheme 
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6.5.2 Hyper-graph approach to define multiple charging cordons 
As mentioned, the desired topology of' multiple charging cordon design explained in the 
previous section allows a straightforward extension of the branch-tree framework to 
representation of multiple charging cordons. The strategy is to divide the original 
network, G, into a number of sub-networks (denoted as ('Ä ) as shown in Figure 6-13. 
The network will he divided by a series of cuts, denoted as ii . The area 
between two 
cuts (q and q,, ) represents a desired area Ar putting a charging cordon ('A . 
Recall IIºat 
an initial cordon must he given to define a set or charging cordons (see Section (. 3.3). 
For area U, , the ring q will 
be used as the initial cordon Or cordon ('A 
For each G, a branch-tree concept explained earlicr can he used directly to d cline a 
charging cordon in that area. In addition, this partition approach ensures that the 
multiple-charging-cordon scheme satisfies the rcquireinenl declared in Ihr previous 
section. Figure 6-13 illustrates the partition approach. 
rul .; 
rut 
Figure 6-13 Defining multiple charging cordons with cuts 
The set of cuts adopted to partition the network are cuts I, 2, and 1 as shown in tlhe 
figure. Cuts I and 2 define G; which is the area tier the first cordon, (', (the narrowest 
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cordon). In addition, cut 1 is the initial cordon for the generation of a charging cordon 
in 
G. 
6.5.3 GA implementation 
As mentioned, the requirements of multi-layer cordon and structure of the 
hyper-graph 
approach enable a direct implementation of GA-AS and branch-tree approach to the 
problem. For each Gk 'defined, a branch-tree as defined in section 6.3.2 is used to 
represent a charging cordon Ck . This section explains some necessary modifications 
of 
GA-AS to the MCD problem. The key changes required are the chromosome structure 
and evaluation process. 
Chromosome structure 
The chromosome structure for a single cordon design is comprised of two strings: node 
string and degree string (as explained in section 6.4.1). In the MCD problem, two 
strings are needed for representing each cordon. Therefore, in finding K optimal cordons 
(Ck fork= I ... K) a number of strings needed 
for one chromosome is 2-K. The 
chromosome of a multi-layer cordon scheme in the MCD problem is thus a collection of 
K chromosomes of single cordons. Figure 6-14 shows an example of a chromosome for 
the MCD problem (with 3 layers of charging cordons). 
IA BEDGKRSLPUTNM 
220002200022000 
Cordon I Cordon 2 Cordon 3 
One chromosome 
Figure 6-14 Chromosome structure for multiple charging cordons 
With the new chromosome structure, the initialisation, crossover, and mutation process 
explained earlier can be applied to each pair of node and degree strings. 
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Evaluation 
Different toll levels may be allowed for different cordons. One strategy to find an 
optimal combination of toll levels is to test a multiple cordon scheme with all possible 
combinations of tolls. This strategy is suitable for the problem with a low number of 
charging cordons and possible toll levels (e. g. for two cordons with three possible toll 
levels, the number of possible toll combinations is only nine). However, the number of 
possible toll combinations can be increased dramatically with the number of cordons 
and possible toll levels on each cordon. For example, with two cordons and six possible 
toll levels on each cordon the number of possible toll combinations is 36. 
An alternative approach, toll-vector strategy, discussed earlier, which optimises both 
toll level and cordon location simultaneously, offers a more convenient implementation 
of GA-AS with the MCD problem. For each solution, a toll string (binary number 
string) representing the toll level of a cordon is associated with each cordon in that 
solution. In the case where all cordons will have the same toll level, only one toll string 
is required. The crossover and mutation process can be applied to these toll strings 
directly. Given the natural extension of the toll string approach to the MCD problem, 
GA-ASII will adopt the toll-vector strategy. 
6.6 TESTS WITH THE EDINBURGH NETWORK 
6.6.1 Description of the tests 
This section presents some initial test results of the algorithms developed, GA-AS and 
GA-ASII, with the network of Edinburgh. The description of the network is already 
given earlier in Chapter 5. The aim of the tests in this chapter is to demonstrate the 
application of the algorithms to a real traffic network. The tests conducted in this 
chapter are as follows: 
(i) Use GA-AS with grid-search to find optimal cordon and uniform toll 
(ii) Use GA-AS with toll vector to find optimal cordon and uniform toll 
(iii) Use GA-AS to find optimal cordon for a given toll level 
(iv) Use GA-ASII with and without toll vector to find double cordons with two 
toll levels. 
(v) Test GA-AS with toll vector with different GA parameters, i. e. Pm and Pc 
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The first, second and third tests aim to demonstrate the methods and show the impact of 
the constraint on toll level on the benefit of the cordon scheme. The performances of 
GA-AS with grid-search for toll and toll vector will be compared as well. The fourth 
test demonstrates the application of GA-ASII in finding the optimal double cordon 
scheme. The last test is designed to experiment with the effect of the setting of GA 
parameters. Note that in most cases the objective function being optimised is the net 
total benefit as explained in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, in order to demonstrate the 
flexibility of GA-AS in dealing with different objective functions, in the first test GA- 
AS is also used to define a charging cordon (and toll level) maximising the net revenues 
(revenues minus costs). 
The main intention of the tests in this chapter is to demonstrate the ability of the method 
developed. Of course, there are many spin-off results which could be discussed from the 
transport policy perspective. These issues will be discussed extensively later on in 
Chapter 9. 
6.6.2 Comparison between GA-AS with grid-search and toll-vector 
Figure 6-15 shows the Edinburgh network with three judgmental cordons. The three 
judgmental cordons were designed following the judgmental criteria discussed in 
Chapter 3. The inner cordon 2 is used as the initial cordon for GA-AS and the ring road 
is used to define the boundary of the charging cordon. The optimal uniform toll level 
and its associated social welfare benefit were found for each judgmental cordon (see 
Table 6-2). 
GA-AS with grid-search and with toll-vector are then applied to find an optimal cordon 
and its associated optimal uniform toll. Table 6-1 shows the parameters used for both 
algorithms (the number of modelling runs are limited to be the same for both methods). 
Note that for each chromosome GA-AS with grid-search needs eight SATURN runs to 
find its associated benefit. Figure 6-16 shows the comparison of the plot of the best 
objective function found so far against the number of modelling runs for GA-AS with 
the grid-search and toll-vector. 
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Population 
number 
Generation 
number 
Probability of 
crossover 
Probability of 
mutation 
Number of elitism 
chromosomes 
50 200 0.75 0.15 5 
Table 6-1 Parameters used for GA-AS 
ý___ 
Inner cordon 2 
f r- 
1 
.ý 
ý. r Outer cordon 
ti 
Inner cordon 
Figure 6-15 Edinburgh network and three judgmental charging cordons 
From the results, GA-AS with toll-vector strategy outperformed GA-AS with grid- 
search strategy. GA-AS with toll-vector found an optimal solution after 4,400 runs 
whereas GA-AS with grid-search found the same solution after 6,720 runs. With the 
grid-search strategy, a chromosome with a lower objective function (associated with its 
optimal toll) is less likely to survive compared to the case with the toll-vector strategy. 
For example, with the grid-search a chromosome i is pooled with n other chromosomes. 
Assume that other chromosomes (representing different cordons) have substantially 
higher objective functions with their associated optimal tolls (found from grid-search) 
compared to the objective function of chromosome i. In this case, the probability of 
chromosome i to be selected would be very low. On the other hand, with the toll-vector 
approach, although chromosome i is pooled with the same n chromosomes, it may have 
a higher probability to survive if the toll vectors of n other chromosomes produce lower 
objective functions compared to the toll vector of chromosome i. 
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IF igure 6-16 Performance comparison between GA-AS with grid-search and toll-vector 
strategies 
The relationship of this phenomenon with the searching mechanism of GA is that GA- 
AS with the grid-search will have a more limited searching space compared to the 
searching space of GA-AS with toll-vector. It is well known in theory of GA that some 
weaker chromosomes may lead the searching algorithm to a better chromosome. 
Therefore, by associating the fitness of each cordon to its optimal toll the algorithm may 
lose some weaker cordons whose topology may lead the algorithm to the optimal or 
better solution. In addition, GA-AS with grid-search may waste too much computational 
time in applying the grid search without associating the solutions with the crossover and 
mutation processes which are the search operators for GA. 
Figure 6-I7 and Figure 6-18 shows the actual distribution of the fitness of the 
chromosomes from GA-AS with toll-vector and grid-search respectively. The 
comparison of these two figures demonstrates the advantage of using GA-AS with the 
toll-vector strategy in terms of the diversity of the solution and searching space. Note 
that despite a smaller number of plots of the population on Figure 6-18 for GA-AS with 
the grid-search strategy, the number of simulation runs in both cases is equal. 
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Number of rum 
In fact, this result may not be limited only to the grid-search algorithm. A method liar 
solving a mixed combinatorial optimisation (like optimal toll location and toll level) 
may perform better if GA is used to simultaneously optimise hotly variables. For the 
optimal cordon design problem, it seems to be a better strategy to use (iA to 
simultaneously optimise both cordon location and toll level. However, it should he 
noted that this analysis is only limited to one case and the results may he vary Ironm Case 
to case. 
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Figure 6-17 Fitness distribution of GA-AS with toll-vector 
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Figure 6-18 Fitness distribution of GA-AS with grid-scaºrclh 
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6.6.3 Optimal cordon without a constraint on toll level 
Maximise Social Welfare Improvement 
Figure 6-19 shows the optimal cordon solution found with the toll level of £1.50. The 
cordon solution found has 13 tolled links (highlighted links). 
I 
Figure 6-19 Optimal cordon solution found by GA-AS 
The optimal cordon found by GA-AS with the toll vector search is named OPC1. The 
optimal uniform toll found is £1.50. The cordon produces a net benefit around 
£7.31k/peak hour. As mentioned earlier, three judgmental cordons are also included in 
the tests for the comparison of their performances. The optimal uniform tolls for inner 
cordon 1, inner cordon 2, and outer cordon were found to be £0.50, £0.75, and £0.75 
with the associated net total benefit per peak hour of £2.10k, £3.99k, and £1.96k 
respectively. The net benefit generated from OPC1 is about 83% higher than the net 
benefit of the inner cordon 2 which is the best judgmental cordon (based on the net 
benefit). 
The optimal toll found for OPC1 is £1.50 which is considered a reasonable level of toll. 
In fact, the current plan of the congestion charging in Edinburgh considers the 
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implementation of £2 double toll rings. It is interesting to see the sensitivity of the net 
benefit of the scheme when the toll is varied. Figure 6-20 shows the net benefit and 
revenue curves of the OPC 1 with eight different toll levels adopted during the 
optimisation process. 
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Figure 6-20 Variation of total benefits and revenues for OPCI cordon with different toll 
levels 
Figure 6-20 confirms the optimal toll level found by GA-AS with toll vector 
(approximately £1.50) and shows that the benefit of the cordon varies significantly with 
the toll level. Unsurprisingly, if the objective function is to maximise the revenues, the 
optimal toll level for OPC 1 could be well beyond £4 observing from the revenue curve 
in Figure 6-20. 
In-this Chapter, the algorithm is developed purely to optimise a single objective function 
without any constraints or additional objectives. However, the framework set earlier in 
Chapter 6 emphasises the need to take account of design constraints and multiple 
criteria. For instance, from Figure 6-20 if the constraint on the minimum level of 
revenues is imposed (say to be at least £70,000 per peak hour), then the optimal toll 
level of '£1.50 as found by GA-AS is no longer a feasible solution (the revenue 
generated from £1.50 toll is only £45,100). Instead, the toll level of 0 would be chosen 
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as the best toll level satisfying the constraint on the guaranteed level of revenues. 
Similarly, the constraint over issues like equity, congestion relief, or increase in travel 
distance could also be incorporated into the charging cordon design. These issues will 
be addressed separately in Chapter 7. 
Apart from the best cordon found so far (OPCI), during the GA-AS optimisation 
process we also can identify the cordons producing the second and third highest net total 
benefit (named OPC2 and OPC3 respectively). Figure 6-21 shows the location of OPC2 
and OPTC and Table 6-2 shows the net total benefit and optimal toll level of these two 
cordons. 
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Figure 6-21 Cordons with 2 °d and 3`d highest net total benefits 
OPC2 and OPC3 have one more toll point compared to those of OPC1. There are two 
different locations of tolled links from those of both OPC2 and OPC3 compared to the 
tolled links of OPC1. These links for OPC2 and OPC3 are pointed out in Figure 6-21. 
Interestingly, despite two different locations of toll points, the total benefits of OPC1, 
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OPC2, and OPC3 are almost identical (around £8.51k/peak hour). Thus, the higher net 
benefit of OPC1 is mainly due to a smaller number of toll points. It is interesting that a 
charging cordon with a smaller number of toll points (like OPC1) is capable of 
generating the same or even higher benefit compared to OPC2 and OPC3. This re- 
confirms the importance of careful selection of the location of charging cordons and toll 
points. 
Maximise Net Revenues 
The objective being optimised in the previous subsection is the net total benefit. In this 
section, GA-AS is used to optimise the net revenues instead (using the same GA 
parameters as shown in Table 6-1). Figure 6-22 shows the best cordon and uniform toll 
level found for maximising the revenues. The optimal toll level for this charging cordon 
is £4, as expected. This charging cordon is named OPC-REV. OPC-REV consists of 32 
toll points which is substantially higher than the number of toll points of OPC1. Table 
6-2 shows the main result of the test with OPC-REV. From the result, OPC-REV 
generates approximately £111.1k /peak hour. On the other hand, it also causes 
substantial negative impact in terms of the social welfare (with £-41.19k / peak hour of 
social welfare disbenefit). A combination of the high number of charging point, high 
toll level, and a wide range of the coverage of the routes in the network enables OPC- 
REV to generate such a high revenues. 
.ý 
A 
A 
Figure 6-22 Location of OPC-REV (maximise net revenues) 
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6.6.4 Optimal cordon for each toll level 
f., _ 
1 ýý; 
From the survey results presented earlier in Chapter 3, in some cases the local 
authorities already have their preferred/feasible toll levels in mind and they only need to 
find out the best location for the charging cordon. In this circumstance, GA-AS can be 
used to optimise the location of charging cordon given a fixed toll level. This section 
presents the results from optimising the locations of charging cordons for different eight 
toll levels of £0.50, £0.75, £1.00, £1.25, £1.50, £2.00, £3.00, and £4.00. 
Figure 6-23 shows the benefits from eight cordons. Figure 6-24 shows the optimal 
cordon found for the toll levels of £0.50, £0.75, £1.00, £1.25, £2.00, and £3.00. For the 
toll level of £4.00, the best cordon found cannot generate any benefit. This implies that 
the toll level aiming to maximise social welfare for this network should not exceed £4. 
GA-AS also found the same optimal charging cordon for the toll level of £1.50 as tested 
in section 6.6.3 (see Figure 6-19). The number of tolled points for the cordons in 8-24 
(a)-(f) is 12,10,10,13,11, and 11 respectively. The performances of these cordons 
(referred to as OPC-r where r is the toll level) are presented in Table 6-2. 
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Figure 6-23 Variation of the benefit from optimal charging cordon for different fixed 
toll levels 
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a 
(a) optimal cordon for toll level of £0.50 
A 
A 
I 
(c) optimal cordon for toll level of £1.00 (d) optimal cordon for toll level of £1.25 
14 
a 
a 
(b) optimal cordon for toll level of £0.75 
A 
(e) optimal cordon for toll level of £2.00 (f) optimal cordon for toll level of £3.00 
Figure 6-24 Locations of optimal cordons for toll levels of £0.50, £0.75, £1.25, £2.00, 
£3.00 
6.6.5 Multiple cordons design 
In Section 6.5, GA-AS and the branch-tree framework was extended to deal with the 
design of optimal multiple charging cordons (referred as the MCD problem). The new 
algorithm is named GA-ASII. In this section, GA-ASII was adopted to find optimal 
double cordons with two toll levels (one on each cordon). GA-ASII is applied with the 
toll-vector strategy for optimising double toll levels. The parameters adopted for GA- 
ASII in the test are the same as presented earlier in Table 6-1. 
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Figure 6-25 shows the locations of optimal double charging cordons found by GA-ASII. 
Although the toll levels were allowed to vary between the two cordons, the optimal 
uniform tolls found for the inner and outer cordons are both £1.25. The net benefit from 
this double cordon (D-OPC) is around £15.3k per peak hour which is more than double 
the net benefit of OPC 1. The inner and outer cordons are comprised of nine and 29 toll 
points respectively giving the total number of toll points of 38. The revenue generated 
from D-OPC is about 5% lower than the revenue of OPC-REV. Figure 6-26 shows the 
sUnrtäce of the net total benefit of D-OPC when the toll levels on the inner cordon and 
outer cordon are varied. The optimal tolls for inner and outer cordons from the surface 
are both U. 25. Differentiating the tolls on two cordons did not bring in additional 
benefit. Note that this result is only specific to this network and may not be true in other 
cases. 
r 
Figure 6-25 Optimal double charging cordons for the Edinburgh network 
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6.6.6 Overall comparison 
This section summarises the results from . ºII the tests explained earlier. 'f'ahle 6-1 
presents the key performance indicators fier all the tests conducted. As explained, (here 
are five different sets of' results. The first group is the test with the judgmental desi11, n 
(inner cordon I, inner cordon 2, and outer cOrdun). The second test is the optimal single 
cordon design maximising the objective function of net total henct it (()I'(' 1, N)I'('2, and 
OPC3). The third is the optimal single cordon design but Willº the objective of 
maximising the net revenue (OPC-RIN). The löurth set of' tests i, finding '111 optimal 
cordon for each given uniform toll level (OPC-D). 50,0l'('40.75, ( )I'('-'U 1 . 00, O1'('- 
E1.25, OPC-£2.00, OPC-£3.00, and OPC-£4.00). The final test is to lind the ooptiiual 
double charging cordon maximising the net total benefit (I)-011C). 
As explained earlier in 6.6.3, the cordons designed by applying GA-AS ouiperlornl the 
judgmental design. The improvement of* the benefit frone the carcf'ul desiwn is 
approximately 80% better than the performance of' the best judgmental design. The 
optimal toll level for the optimised design is around 0.50 whereas the optimal tie Ih)rnl 
toll Im- the judgmental cordons is around £0.50 - x0.75. In terms of the net revenues, as 
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expected, OPC-REV generates the highest net revenues even when compared to the 
D- 
OPC. However, this comes with a substantial trade-off with the net total benefit of the 
scheme. 
Charging 
system 
Optimal 
toll 
No. of 
toll 
points 
Cost 
(£k/hour) 
Revenue 
(£k/hour) 
Total 
benefit 
(£k/hour) 
Net Total 
benefit 
(£k/hour) 
Net 
Revenues 
(£k/hour) 
Inner cordon 1 £0.50 9 0.90 12.60 3.00 2.10 
11.70 
Inner cordon 2 £0.75 7 0.70 18.40 4.69 3.99 
3.99 
Outer cordon £0.75 20 2.00 22.20 3.96 1.96 
1.96 
OPCI £1.50 13 1.30 45.10 8.51 7.21 43.70 
OPC2 £1.50 14 1.40 45.00 8.51 7.11 43.60 
OPC3 £1.50 14 1.40 45.10 8.50 7.10 43.70 
OPC-REV £4.00 32 3.20 111.10 -45.99 -49.19 
107.90 
OPC40.50 £0.50 12 1.20 19.47 6.10 4.90 18.27 
OPC40.75 £0.75 10 1.00 24.79 6.56 5.56 23.79 
OPC-£1.00 £1.00 10 1.00 25.15 7.35 6.35 24.15 
OPC-£1.25 £1.25 13 1.30 38.59 7.43 6.13 37.29 
OPC-£2.00 £2.00 11 1.10 48.77 6.35 5.25 47.67 
OPC-£3.00 £3.00 11 1.10 77.04 3.98 2.88 75.94 
OPC-£4.00 £4.00 12 1.20 81.24 -0.20 -1.40 80.04 
D-OPC £1.25, 38 3.80 105.30 19.08 15.28 101.50 
£1.25 
Table 6-2 Summary of the results of designing a single optimal charging cordon for 
Edinburgh network 
The performance of the cordon design also varies significantly by the toll level. With 
the toll level of £1.50, the charging cordon produces the highest net total benefit 
(OPC1). On the other hand, when the toll level is only limited to £1.00, the optimised 
cordon can generate a benefit of around 88% of the benefit generated by OPC1. The 
optimised design with the toll level of £3 can only generate a benefit of around 40% of 
the highest benefit achieved. If the toll level is increased to £4, the optimised design 
cannot generate any benefit. On the other hand, the designs with a high toll level (£3 
and £4) generate substantial revenues compared to the designs with lower tolls. This is 
consistent with the design of OPC-REV where the toll level of £4 is found to be the 
optimal toll for maximising the net revenue. Introducing the second cordon, D-OPC, 
obviously increases the performance of the charging cordon scheme. The benefit 
generated by D-OPC is around 110% higher than the benefit from OPC1. 
6.6.7 Analysing the effect of GA parameters 
For a meta-heuristic search algorithm like GA, there are various parameters the user 
needs to predefine (for GA these include generation number, population number, 
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probability of crossover, or probability of mutation). The performance of GA search 
may depend largely on the setting of the parameters involved. Several researchers in the 
field of evolutionary optimisation have been trying to investigate the effect of each 
parameter and find a way to define these parameters optimally (see for example 
Goldberg, 2002). Unfortunately, the most advance result on optimal adjustment of GA 
parameters is still limited to a very simple problem. 
For the problem presented in this chapter, the tailor-made chromosome structure 
obscures analytical analysis of the effect of different GA parameters. Nevertheless, this 
issue is still a very important one for ensuring the stability and robustness of the method 
developed. In this section, several tests of GA-AS with the toll vector strategy were 
conducted with two parameters including probability of crossover (Pc) and probability 
of mutation (Pm). These two parameters are probably the most influential in the success 
of the GA application since they are the main parameters governing the searching 
mechanism of GA. The base setting of other parameters including population number 
and generation number is set following the values shown in Table 6-1. 
Five different values of the Pc and four different values of Pm are tested. For Pc these 
were 0.15,0.35,0.55,0.75, and 0.95 and for Pm these were 0.05,0.15,0.25, and 0.35. 
Figure 6-27 and Figure 6-28 show the comparison of the performance of the GA-AS 
(with toll vector strategy) with different values of Pc and Pm respectively. The indicator 
of the performance adopted is the highest net total benefit achieved in each test (with 
fixed populations and generation numbers). The tests with the Pc of 0.15,0.35, and 0.75 
produce the highest objective function. On the other hand, when the Pc values of 0.55 
and 0.95 are used, the algorithm cannot achieve the highest value of the objective 
function with the given computation period. 
Similarly to the tests with Pc, different Pm values cause different levels of performance 
of GA-AS. With the Pm of 0.05 and 0.15, the algorithm successfully found the solution 
with the highest net total benefit. The algorithm, on the other hand, cannot find the 
optimal solution within the computational period given when the Pm of 0.25 and 0.35 
are adopted. The results show that the performance of the GA-AS algorithm 
significantly relies on the values of both Pc and Pm. 
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Figure 6-27 Comparison of the performance of GA-AS with different values of 
probability of crossover (Pc) 
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Figure 6-28 Comparison of the performance of GA-AS with different values of 
probability of mutation (Pm) 
The other indicator which should be looked at when considering the performance of the 
GA algorithm is the speed of the convergence of the algorithm. Figure 6-29 and Figure 
6-30 show the profile of the development of the best fitness values found in each 
generation of the algorithm for the different values of Pc and Pm respectively. These 
hroI les provide additional information on how quickly the algorithm converges to the 
final solution. From Figure 6-29, the test with Pc = 0.75 converges to the final solution 
fastest (just after about 90 generations). The test with Pc = 0.15 comes second in which 
the algorithm converges to the final solution after about 120 generations. The test with 
Pc =- 0.35 converges to the final solution after about 180 generations. As explained 
earlier, the tests with Pc = 0.55 and 0.95 do not converge to the best solution found by 
the other three tests. 
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In a similar way, the results in Figure 6-30 show the effect of the I'm on the speed of' the 
convergence of the GA-AS. Based on the figure, the test with I'm 0.05 converge to the 
solution fastest (after about 50 generations). The test with I'm 0.15 (which is the base 
setting) cones second and the other two tests (with I'ni 0.25 and 0.35) do not 
converge to the final solution. 
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Despite the quick convergence of the test with Pm = 0.05, a lack of variation of the 
population could be detected. From the profile of the fitness improvement of the test 
with Pm = 0.05, the best value of the net total benefit increases rapidly from the fitness 
just under £6k to the final solution (fitness value of around £7k) with only two 
improvement steps (the first improvement is at about generation 25 and the second is at 
about generation 45). A good parameter set up for GA should converge to a good 
solution and maintain the variation of the population (search space). Figure 6-31 
compares the moving average trends (per 25 generations) of the variance of the fitness 
values (calculated within each generation) of the tests with different values of the Pm. 
Interestingly, the moving average values of the variance of the test with Pm = 0.05 are 
consistently lower than the trends of the other three tests. Graphically, it seems that the 
test with Pm = 0.15 can maintain a close level of variation in the population compared 
to the tests with higher Pm (0.25 and 0.25). 
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It is a sign of the lack of the robustness of the test with Pm - 0.05 when a significant 
improvement of the fitness happens rapidly without gradual improvement. This 
phenomenon coincides with the low level of the variation of the population (compared 
to the other three tests). The gradual improvement (which is the trend of the test with 
Pm = 0.15) can happen when the key improvement of the chromosome comes from the 
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crossover operator of GA. This will happen when a variety of population is available 
within each generation. On the other hand, if there is a little variety of population, the 
ability of the crossover to devise an improved solution decreases. In this case, the main 
mechanism to find a better solution is left to the mutation process. This is rather a `hit or 
miss' searching process which could not guarantee the robustness of the algorithm. 
6.7 SUMMARY 
Based on the review in Chapter 2 and the findings presented in Chapter 3, one of the 
most practical designs of a road pricing scheme is a charging cordon. This presents a 
challenge in devising a sounding method for aiding the practitioner in locating the best 
location of a cordon charging scheme. This chapter presents a method based on Genetic 
Algorithm for solving the optimal charging cordon design problem. A special 
framework, referred to as the branch-tree framework, is developed to define a cordon 
from the structure of the network. There are three main benefits of this framework. The 
first is its ability to encapsulate the charging cordon structure into string which is a 
typical representation for a chromosome in GA. The second benefit is that by 
representing a cordon as a branch-tree, the crossover process can be applied to the 
chromosome directly and the resulting chromosome is ensured to be a closed charging 
cordon. The last benefit is that it allows the mutation process to be applied so that a 
mutated chromosome is a new cordon. The framework is also extended to the case for a 
multi-layer charging cordon scheme. The properties related to the crossover and 
mutation operators of GA are still valid for the case with a multiple cordon. 
The methods, referred to as GA-AS for the single cordon design and GA-ASII for the 
multiple cordon design, are tested with the network of Edinburgh city of UK. Three 
judgmental cordons are also defined and tested to compare their performances with the 
optimised designs. The first test was applying GA-AS to find an optimal charging 
cordon to maximising the net total benefit. The resulting design outperformed the best 
judgmental cordon producing around 80% higher benefit. GA-AS was also adopted to 
optimise the design with the new objective to maximise the net revenue. This is mainly 
to demonstrate the flexibility of the algorithm for dealing with different objective 
functions. 
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According to the survey results in Chapter 3, the toll level of the charging cordon 
scheme may be defined in advance for some political reasons. Thus, some tests were 
conducted by applying GA-AS to find an optimal cordon location for a given uniform 
toll level. Six different toll levels were tested (£050, £0.75, £1.00, £. 125, £2.00, £3.00, 
and £4.00). The results show that with the toll level higher than £3, the optimised design 
cannot generate any positive benefit. By restricting the toll level which is not the 
optimal one (the optimal toll for OPCI is found to be £1.50), the benefit of the 
optimised design decreases. This represents an interesting possible trade-off between 
the practicality of the toll level and the benefit of the scheme. GA-ASII was used to find 
an optimal location for double charging cordons. By allowing a higher number of 
charging cordons, the optimised double cordon scheme generate a substantial higher 
benefit compared to the benefit from OPC1. 
Apart from the illustration of the performance of the methods, a test was conducted to 
compare different searching strategies within the GA-AS algorithm. The comparison 
was to evaluate the best approach to optimise the toll level and toll location 
simultaneously. The first strategy tested is the grid-search strategy where each cordon is 
tested with a different predefined uniform toll. The toll level producing the highest 
benefit is assigned as the optimal toll level for that cordon and the associated benefit is 
assigned as the fitness of the chromosome. In this approach, for a chromosome a 
number of objective function evaluations (equal to the number of predefined toll levels) 
must be conducted to determine the fitness of that chromosome. 
The alternative strategy tested is the toll vector strategy where for each cordon 
(chromosome) a toll level is attached to the design in the form of binary string. Both the 
cordon location and toll level are evolved simultaneously. From the result, it is found 
that the toll vector strategy outperformed the grid-search strategy. The main reason is 
thought to be a wider searching space for the toll vector approach where all 
chromosomes with different toll levels are pooled for the crossover operation. With this 
approach, despite the same number of modelling runs, the crossover operator is applied 
to a higher number of chromosomes compared to the mechanism of the gird-search 
strategy. 
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The other performance test is related to the robustness of the algorithm based on 
different parameter settings of GA. Two GA parameters were tests including the 
probability of crossover (Pc) and the probability of mutation (Pm). Two indicators of 
the optimisation process were observed, the level of optimality of the solution and the 
speed of the convergence of the optimisation process. The results show that the 
performance of the GA-AS can be very sensitive to the different values of Pc and Pm. 
For the tests with Pc, three out of five tests (five values of Pc) achieved the highest 
objective function found so far. However, the speed of the convergence of each test 
varied. The Pc value of 0.75 came out best for both performance indicators. 
For the tests with Pm, two out of four tests found the solution with the highest objective 
function (Pm = 0.05 and 0.15). The speed of the convergence of the test with Pm = 0.05 
is slightly faster than the test with Pm = 0.15. One observation on the rapid 
improvement of the objective function of the test with Pm = 0.05 was made. This is one 
of unwanted characteristics for a robust GA. A closer investigation was made on the 
variation of the population. The result shows a low level of variation of the population 
for the test with Pm = 0.05. The rapid improvement of the objective function is thought 
to come mainly from the mutation operator ('hit or miss') whereas a good GA set up 
should rely more on the crossover operator. The crossover operator can work best with 
the certain level of the diversity of the population. 
The results from various tests with GA-AS and GA-ASII aim mainly to demonstrate the 
performance and applicability of the method with a real network. The main 
specification for the problem in this chapter is to optimise a single objective with 
different conditions (e. g. predefined toll level or double cordon case). The test with the 
predefined uniform toll level shows an interesting trade-off between the constraint on 
the design and its main objective. Similarly, the tests with the different objective 
functions (i. e. with the objective functions of net total benefit and net revenues) reveal 
some possible conflict between different objectives of the scheme design. 
As explained in Chapter 3, there are various design constraint/criteria on the actual 
scheme design (e. g. the acceptable level of possible equity impact, the required lowest 
level of revenue generated, or the maximum adverse impact of the scheme). Similarly, it 
is also found that a road pricing scheme is regularly aimed to serve several objectives. 
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In the first case, we need to extend the methods developed in this chapter (GA-AS and 
GA-ASII) to deal with a number of practical constraints. Similarly, to serve the second 
requirement the algorithm must be able to solve the design problem with multiple 
objective functions. Fortunately, the framework of the evolutionary optimisation 
algorithm of GA-AS allows the additional requirements to be integrated to the methods 
developed in this chapter. Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 explain the extension of the GA-AS 
method to deal with the constrained design and multi-objective design problems of a 
charging cordon scheme respectively. 
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CHAPTER 7 OPTIMAL CHARGING CORDON 
DESIGN WITH CONSTRAINTS 
I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him free. Michaelangelo 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The survey with the local authorities reported in Chapter 3 identified several important 
requirements for a road pricing scheme design. It was found that the design of a 
charging cordon is regularly associated with a number of outcome constraints (e. g. 
minimum level of revenue generated, acceptable level of equity impact, reduction in 
congestion, etc. ). 
This chapter aims to extend the GA-AS method developed in the previous chapter to be 
able to deal with outcome constraints of the scheme. In particular, we consider four 
different outcome constraints in this Chapter: revenue, equity impact (as measured by 
the Gini coefficient), total travel time, and total travel distance. The constrained 
charging cordon design problem is referred to as CON-OPC (Constrained Optimisation 
Problem for charging Cordon design) and in this chapter a self-adaptive penalty-based 
algorithm is applied to the GA-AS to solve the CON-OPC problem. The rest of the 
chapter is structured as follows: 
" Section 7.2 reviews the approach for dealing with the constrains in GA. The 
methods are categorised into three main categories based upon their strategies 
including the constraint relaxation method, interior search method, and hybrid 
method. 
" Section 7.3 then explains the self-adaptive penalty based algorithm that will be 
implemented with the GA-AS for solving CON-OPC. The integrated method is 
named CON-GAAS. 
" The CON-GAAS is then tested in Section 7.4 with the network of Edinburgh. 
The other two possible penalty based approaches (as reviewed in Section 7.2) 
including the static and dynamic penalty based approaches are also tested to 
compare the behaviour of the penalty function and GA process with the self- 
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adaptive method. Four constraints are considered: the minimum level of 
revenues, maximum level of equity impact measured by the Gini coefficient (see 
4.4), total travel distance, and total travel time. Note that similar to the previous 
chapter the discussion of the results in this section is mainly to demonstrate the 
approach. The policy implications of the results and analysis of the impact will 
be discussed more fully in Chapter 9. 
" Finally, Section 7.5 summarises the chapter. 
7.2 GA APPROACHES FOR CONSTRAINED OPTIMISATION 
PROBLEMS 
This section reviews possible methods to deal with constraints in GA. Of course, there 
are many ways to categorise all possible strategies for handling the constraints in GA 
(See Coello, 2002, for a very comprehensive review on the same topic). The methods 
are categorised into three groups: constraint relaxation method, restricting search inside 
the feasible region, and hybrid method. The category presented in this section is only 
one of many possible ways. The category of the approach is constructed by referring 
back to the approach for dealing with the constraints in the conventional optimisation 
theory. 
In conventional optimisation theory, there are two main ways for dealing with the 
constraints in the optimisation problem. The first is to relax the constraint allowing the 
initial solution to be outside the feasible region and then gradually force the solution to 
the optimal and feasible region (this is referred to as the exterior penalty function 
method). The second strategy is to start off the search inside the feasible region and 
ensure that the search solutions are kept inside the feasible region (e. g. barrier function 
method, simplex, or projection method). Despite their differences, both approaches rely 
on the same concept that is to transform the constrained optimisation problem to an 
unconstrained one. 
The main two strategies for handling the constraints adopted in GA or, in a more 
general context, Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are similar to those adopted in the 
conventional optimisation methods. The first strategy, referred to as a constraint 
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relaxation method, is to separate the task of optimising the main objective function from 
the task of ensuring the feasibility of the solution. Different methods in this category 
adopt different degrees of separation. The second strategy is to keep the solutions 
feasible during the search. Apart from these two strategies, which are mapped very well 
with the conventional optimisation methods, the fast development of GA and EA also 
creates various new ways for handling the constraints. These methods are referred to as 
the `hybrid method'. The next three sub-sections will go through each of these three 
constraint handling strategies in GA. 
7.2.1 Constraint relaxation method 
Different constraint relaxation approaches with GA have been proposed for tackling the 
constrained optimisation problem including exterior penalty based method (Homaifar et 
al, 1994; Joines and Houck, 1994; Hadji-Alouane and Bean, 1997), co-evolution 
(Paredis, 1994), behavioural memory (Schoenauer and Xanthakis, 1993), and 
multiobjective optimisation (Surry and Radcliffe, 1997). The first strategy proposed to 
handle constraint in GA is the penalty based method. This method allows the infeasible 
chromosomes to be included in the population and survive to the next generation. The 
method then gradually forces the searching mechanism to eliminate infeasible 
chromosomes and to converge to a set of feasible solutions. This type of strategy is 
similar to the exterior penalty based method in the conventional optimisation algorithm 
(Bazaraa et al, 1993). 
The constrained optimisation problem is transformed to an unconstrained one by 
creating an auxiliary function. Let u(x)be the objective function of the optimisation 
problem (say a maximisation problem) and let g; (x) >0 for i=1... m be the constraints 
of the problem. The auxiliary function representing the fitness of the chromosome can 
be constructed as follows: 
yr(x)=yr(x)- 
l1: 
(penalty 1 O]I) Equation 7-1 
where yr (x) is the auxiliary fitness function for the chromosome and penalty is the 
penalty applied to fitness of the chromosome if the constraints are violated. 
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The penalty function plays a crucial role in reconciling the attempt to maximise the 
original objective function and the effort in finding feasible solutions. The adjustment of 
the penalty level is crucial to the success of the algorithm (Davis, 1987; Richardson et 
al, 1989). Assigning too high a penalty causes the search to lose useful information 
from the infeasible chromosomes whereas using too low a penalty makes the search 
waste too much time in infeasible regions (Crossley and Williams, 1997; Coello, 2000c; 
Deb, 2000). 
Various schemes for defining the penalty term have been proposed. 
" Static penalty: Homaifar et al (1994) proposed the static penalty function that 
does not change with the generation number. The penalty can be defined so that 
a higher penalty is applied to the chromosome with a higher level of constraint 
violation. In most cases, the user defines the penalty term in Equation 7-1 as a 
set of constants (Kr,, ) for each constraint i and each level of violation r (also 
defined by the user). Other possible forms for the static penalty function are also 
proposed (see Hoffineister and Sprave, 1996; Kuri Morales and Quezada, 1998). 
" Dynamic penalty: The dynamic penalty function is one of the alternatives to the 
static version. In contrast to the static penalty function, the dynamic penalty 
function is varied from generation to generation, i. e. the generation number is 
one of the arguments in the penalty function. Joines and Houck (1994) proposed 
a simple approach to defining the dynamic penalty function in which the penalty 
term increases with the generation of GA. A more sophisticated form of the 
dynamic penalty function was also proposed by Michalewicz and Attia (1994) 
based on the idea of simulated annealing. 
" Self-adaptive penalty: The other class of dynamic penalty function is the self- 
adaptive penalty function (Richardson et al, 1989; Hadji-Alouane and Bean, 
1997). This type of penalty function incorporates the feedback from the search 
process into the determination of the appropriate penalty value. Examples of the 
types of feedback adopted in the dynamic penalty function include the feasibility 
of the best individual in the previous generations or in the last generation (Hadji- 
Alouane and Bean, 1997; Rasheed, 1998), average fitness of the population in 
the previous generation (Richardson et al, 1989), and the best-known fitness 
overall before being penalised (Smith and Tate, 1993; Coit et al, 1996). 
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The self adaptive dynamic penalty function is reported as a superior approach for 
constrained optimisation problem out of these three methods (Crossley and Williams, 
1997). However, most of the tests conducted are inconclusive and the performance of 
the self dynamic penalty function also depends significantly on problem specific 
characteristic. 
The penalty based methods (static, dynamic, and self-adaptive) have been influenced 
largely by the framework of the conventional optimisation theory. GA or EA in fact 
operate on a more flexible optimisation paradigm and are both population-based search 
algorithms. These entities allow various innovative constraint relaxation approaches to 
be implemented with GA and EA. The strategy adopted in the penalty based method 
includes all constraints into the evaluation process simultaneously. All constraints are 
evaluated and influence the searching mechanism in the same time. The other possible 
strategy proposed is to deal with each constraint sequentially or separately. Two 
possible methods steming from this idea are behavioural memory (Schoenauer and 
Xanthakis, 1993) and co-evolution (Paredis, 1994). 
The behavioural memory method splits the task of optimising the main objective 
function from the task of finding feasible solutions. This method is similar to the 
approach called lexicographic ordering commonly used in multiobjective optimisation 
(Coello, 1999b). During the evolution in iteration t with constraint t, a chromosome 
which does not satisfy the active constraint in the iteration (t-1, t-2, ..., 1) will be 
eliminated from the population. 
Paredis (1994) proposed a technique based on a co-evolutionary model inspired by the 
predator-prey model. The constraints are treated as another group of the population. The 
chromosomes representing a solution and a constraint are randomly drawn from two 
population groups (in tournament selection fashion). If the chromosome violates the 
encountered constraint, that chromosome receives a penalty. Otherwise, the 
chromosome receives a reward. The encountered constraint gets a penalty when the 
chromosome satisfies that constraint and gets a reward otherwise. The chromosome and 
constraint with a higher fitness has a higher probability to be selected for an encounter. 
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The strategies described above mainly, treat the constraint as the conventional 
optimisation theory does. Recently, some research in the area of EA and GA. 
has 
proposed a new way of treating the constraint as one of the objective functions 
(Camponogara and Talukdar, 1997; Surry and Radcliffe, 1997; Coello, 2000a; Coelloo, 
2000b; Ray, 2002). The main idea is to redefine the constrained single objective 
optimisation problem as a multiobjective optimisation problem consisting of m+1, 
objectives (where m is the number of constraints). Then a number of possible EA and 
GA methods for dealing with the multiobjective optimisation problem can be adopted 
(See Deb, 2001). 
7.2.2 Restricting search inside the feasible region 
Most of the methods for dealing with the constraints described in the previous section 
allocate sufficient level of computation, effort and memory searching through the 
infeasible region with the hope that the information from the infeasible chromosomes 
will lead the search to the optimal feasible chromosome. The methods from the 
constraint relaxation family may lose this efficiency if the problem is highly constrained 
and the task of finding a feasible solution is as important as finding the optimal solution. 
In particular, the problem with constraints on the actual structure of the solution (e. g. 
constraint on the feasible combination of variables) poses a serious challenge to the 
application of GA and EA to the constrained optimisation problem 
An alternative approach to the constraint relaxation method is to restrict the search 
within the feasible region. This approach remedies the drawback of the constraint 
relaxation method when dealing with a highly constrained problem. Various approaches 
have been proposed for carrying out the operation, including using a special 
representation and/or tailor-made genetic operators -crossover and mutation- (Davis, 
1991), mapping between the encoded chromosomes and feasible search space (Bean, 
1994), approximating the boundary of the feasible region (Schoenauer and 
Michalewicz, 1997), and repair algorithm (Liepins and Vose, 1990). 
The most natural way to restrict the search within the feasible region is to design a 
special representation of the chromosome and/or the genetic operators (crossover and 
mutation) to ensure the feasibility of all chromosomes (Davis, 1991). Gen and Cheng 
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(2000) described this approach as the development of the adapted GA to suit a more 
complex real world problem. Some examples of the application of the representation 
approach includes the design of optimal charging cordons described in the previous 
chapter and as proposed in Yang et al, (2002), factory layout problem (Suresh et al, 
1995; Gomez et al, 2003), supply chain network design (Jang et al, 2002; Zhou et al, 
2002), multistage process planning problems (Gen et al, 2001), air traffic control 
planning (Hansen, 2004), and transport network topology design problems (Drezner and 
Wesolowsky, 2003). In many cases, the genetic operators (crossover and mutation) must 
also be redefined to suit the adapted chromosome structure and to sustain the feasibility 
of off-spring after applying the genetic operators to, the parent chromosomes. 
Interestingly, most of the problems adopting the special representation approach as the 
strategy are network related problems. This is intuitive because the topology 
requirement (from the structure of the network) of the solution inherited in the 
constraint may be too difficult for the constraint relaxation method to handle. With the 
special representation and genetic operators, all chromosomes are ensured to be feasible 
whereas the algorithm with the constraint relaxation method may spend most of its 
computational time to just find a feasible solution. 
The other approach to restrict the search inside the feasible region is to define a 
mapping between the normal chromosome representation and the feasible solution 
space. This can be done through a special decoder (Koziel and Michalewicz, 1998). A 
somewhat different paradigm for keeping the search inside the feasible region is to 
repair the infeasible chromosome to be a feasible one, referred to as the repair algorithm 
(Liepins and Vose, 1990). This technique is adopted widely in the area of combinatorial 
optimisation where it is relatively easy to repair the infeasible solution. 
7.2.3 Hybrid methods 
The last category of constraint handling methods is the hybrid method. The methods in 
this category are mainly coupled with other optimisation techniques including 
conventional and meta-heuristic methods. These include the lagrangian penalty based 
method, random evolution, fuzzy logic with EA, the immune system based method, and 
cultural algorithm. The detail of these algorithms will not be discussed here. However, it 
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should be noted that most of these methods can also be put into one of the constraint 
handling categories explained earlier. For example, Coello (1999a) Suggested that the 
random evolution method can also be considered as one kind of the repair algorithm. 
Similarly, the lagrangian penalty and fuzzy logic based method can also be put into the 
category of penalty based methods. 
f 
7.3 CONSTRAINED CHARGING CORDON DESIGN: SELF- 
ADAPTIVE PENALTY METHOD 
An advantage of GA in dealing with an arbitrary formulation has already been exploited 
in Chapter 6 in dealing with the topological constraint for the set of tolled points. The 
branch-tree approach proposed in Chapter 6 provided a way to deal with the constraint 
using a special representation of the chromosome. In this chapter, additional constraints 
on the cordon design will be included into the optimisation process. The constraints 
mainly involve different performance indicators of the scheme design (net revenue, 
equity impact, total travel time, or total travel distance). 
These constraints are considered as 'hard constraints' where the final solution must 
agree with the set constraint values. In this case, the approach based on multiobjective 
optimisation may not be appropriate since it cannot guarantee the feasibility of the 
solution at the end of the process. Most of the performance indicators involved in the 
constraints have to be calculated from the modelling output of the design test. As 
explained in Chapter 4, the structure of MPEC complicates the relationship between 
these output indicators and the design variables (i. e. cordon location and toll level). 
With this complex relationship, it is difficult or almost infeasible to develop a method to 
govern the search to be inside the feasible space either by special representation or using 
the repairing algorithm. 
With this limitation, the mechanism adopted in this chapter to handle the constraints is 
the penalty based approach. This is a method in the class of constraint relaxation 
strategy as mentioned in Section 7.2. The method is able to handle the constraint related 
to the outcomes of the cordon design; it is also simple and can be easily integrated with 
the GA-AS method described in Chapter 6. 
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In this chapter, the method of "dynamic self adaptive penalty" proposed by Richardson, 
et al (1989) is adopted. The modified objective function taking account of the 
constraints g, z0 is as follows: 
(x)=v(x) fl. 
( gen ) 
Gen 
Imin (gr, O)I Equation 7-2 
where yr (x) is the original objective function, Gen is the total number of generations 
tested, gen is the current generation number, yr$en_, is the average fitness (without 
penalised) in the previous generation (gen -1), p and p are parameters, and 
min (g,, 0) returns "the degree of constraint violation" for constraint k (the formulation 
is for the constraint in the form of g, z 0, but it can be easily changed to deal with 
g, S0 without lost of generality). 
With this modified objective function, GA-AS can then deal with the design of the 
optimal charging cordon with its outcome constraints. Note that it is also relatively 
straightforward to implement other kinds of penalty function method as explained in 
Section 7.2 (i. e. static and dynamic penalty function). In Section 7.4, the behaviour of 
different penalty methods will also be compared using the Edinburgh network. 
7.4 TESTS WITH THE EDINBURGH NETWORK 
This section presents some tests with the GA based method for solving constrained 
charging cordon design. Two sets of tests are presented below. The first test, Section 
7.4.1, is the comparison of the behaviour of different penalty based methods (i. e. static, 
dynamic, and self-adaptive). Although the main method adopted in this chapter is the 
self-adaptive penalty method, as explained in Section 7.3, it is of methodological 
interest to investigate the extent to which the formulation of the penalty function 
influences the GA searching process. The second test, Section 7.4.2, concentrates more 
on the application of the method to the cordon design problem. The tests are conducted 
with the network of Edinburgh as used in Chapter 6. Several constrained designs are 
solved with either one or two constraints. Note that although the tests in Section 7.4.2 
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only involve five different constraints (i. e. net revenue, equity, total travel time, and 
total travel distance), ý other constraints can also be implemented with the method 
proposed in this chapter since the GA based approach allows a very flexible functional 
form of the constraint. 
7.4.1 Comparison between static, dynamic, and self-adaptive penalty methods 
Implementing the tests 
The test problem in this section is to find the location of a single charging cordon with 
optimal uniform toll for the Edinburgh network (See Figure 6-15 in Chapter 6). An 
additional constraint on the minimum level of net revenue generated is introduced. The 
net revenue must be greater than or equal to £50 k, i. e. net revenue >_ £50k . Next the 
actual implementation of the static penalty and dynamic penalty are described. I 
The static penalty method as suggested in Michalewicz (1992) is adopted in this test. 
The formulation of the penalty function is as follows: 
Vý (x) = y/ (x) -t 
(RkJ 
.I min[S, (x), 0]1) Equation 7-3 
where Rk, j are the penalty coefficients used, k where l is the number of levels of 
violation defined by the user. In this test, three levels of violation are defined and the 
penalty coefficients associated with different violation levels are given in Table 7-1: 
Level of violation Penalty coefficient (Rk, j) 
net revenue < £19,000 0.8 
£ 19,000 Snet revenue < £38,000 0.1 
£38,000 t--net revenue < £50,000 0.05 
Table 7-1 Levels of violations and penalty coefficients for static penalty function 
The dynamic penalty tested follows the formula suggested by Joines and Houck(1994): 
yr (x) = VI (x) - (C x gen)" 
t(min [gr (x), 0`ß I Equation 7-4 
where C, a, and ß are constant parameters set by the user (in this test C=0.005, a=1, 
and ß= 1), and gen is the generation number. With the set parameters, the implemented 
dynamic penalty coefficient is a linear function with the generation number. 
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The self-adaptive penalty function is implemented as explained in Section 7.3: 
gen 
V/ (x) _-w (x) - 'ýý Gen 
"7 gen_i " 
Imin(i0)! J 
r 
where p and p are set to be 0.95 and 0.0000005 respectively. 
Test results 
Figure 7-1 to Figure 7-3 show the average net benefits and average net revenues with in 
each generation for the runs with static, dynamic, and self adaptive penalties 
respectively. All three methods converge to the same solution with the net benefit of 
around £7k per peak hour and net revenues of around £57k per peak hour (satisfying the 
constraint). The focus of the tests is to observe the behaviour of different penalty 
methods. 
The trends of the average net benefits and net revenues in Figure 7-1 for the static 
penalty are relatively flat compared to the trends in Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3 (for the 
dynamic and self-adaptive cases). The reason is that a constant static penalty is applied 
consistently throughout the evolution process for the first case. Therefore, the 
chromosomes violating the revenue constraint have low probabilities to survive from 
the early generations. On the other hand, the self-adaptive and dynamic penalty applied 
a gradually increased penalty to the evolution process. Hence, in early generations, the 
chromosomes with some constraint violation still have a good chance to survive (this 
explains the lower level of the average revenue in early generations in the cases of self- 
adaptive and dynamic penalty compared to static penalty). Then, as the evolution 
process proceeds, a higher level of penalty is gradually applied resulting in the form of 
increasing trend of the average net revenue as shown in Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3. 
The trends of the average net benefit and net revenue for the cases of dynamic and self 
adaptive penalty are very similar, i. e. the average net revenue gradually increases and 
the average net benefit gradually deceases. This is, as explained earlier, the intention of 
both dynamic and self adaptive penalty methods. However, from the actual formulation 
there should be a slight difference between these two methods. The trends of the 
average net revenue in Figure 7-2 seems to increases linearly with the generation 
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number until around 50 generations (to about £45k). On the other hand, the trend of the 
average net revenue for the self-adaptive penalty increased to the level around £45k 
well before the 50`h generation then settled down. These behaviours are consistent with 
the formulation of the penalty functions. 
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Figure 7-1 Average net benefits and net revenues within each generation (static penalty 
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Figure 7-2 Average net benefits and net revenues within each generation (dynamic 
penalty method) 
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Figure 7-3 Average net benefits and net revenues (self-adaptive penalty) 
For the dynamic penalty case, the penalty increases linearly with the generation number 
(regardless of the change in the average net benefit) pushing the average net revenue to 
around the level of the constraint set. On the contrary, the self-adaptive penalty also 
changes following the change in the average net benefit. In early generations, the low 
net average net benefit signals to the GA through the self-adaptive penalty to spend 
more effort on optimising the main objective function. This is reflected in the sharp 
increase in the average net benefit in Figure 7-3. The high level of the average net 
benefit then feeds back to the self-adaptive penalty in which the algorithm starts to 
highly penalise the infeasible solutions resulting in an increase in the average net 
revenues. This result, thus, explains the main difference between the dynamic and self- 
adaptive penalty methods. 
7.4.2 Constrained charging cordon design 
This section presents the results of the optimal cordon design with different constraints. 
Four different outcome constraints are included in the tests, including net revenue, the 
equity (distributional impact, see Section 4.4), total travel time, and total travel distance. 
Table 7-2 contains the performance indicators for the do-nothing scenarios and the tests 
with judgmental cordons which are used for setting up the tests. Five different tests are 
set up to illustrate the application of CON-GAAS: 
(i) Maximise net benefit with revenue constraint (Net revenue ? 50k) 
(ii) Maximise net benefit with equity constraint (Gini <_0.30) 
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(iii) Maximise net benefit with total travel time constraint (TTtime <49500 PCU- 
hr/hr) 
(iv) Maximise net benefit with total travel distance constraint (TTdis <_1690000 
PCU-Km/hr) 
(v) Maximise net benefit with equity and revenue constraints (Gini <_0.30; 
Net 
revenue Z! -. £45k) 
TT travel TT travel Demand 
Cordon Optimal 
t ll £ 
Net 
benefit 
Revenues 
(£our) 
Gini time (PCU- 
distance 
(PCU- 
level 
(thousand ( o ) (£k/hour) Hrlhr) Km/hr) PCU/hour) 
Do-nothing - - - 0.12 58148 
1780053 109.7 
Inner 1 £0.50 2.10 11.71 0.26 56426 1767499 107.8 
Inner 2 £0.75 3.99 17.70 0.31 55523 1767524 107.2 
Outer £0.75 1.96 20.20 0.20 55505 1734647 106.4 
Table 7-2 Performance indicators for the do-nothing scenario and the tests with 
judgmental cordons 
For the first test, the net revenue generated for the solution must be greater than or 
equal 
to £50k per peak hour (net revenue ? £50k). This represents the fact that a road pricing 
scheme, to some extent, is used as the funding mechanism for improving other transport 
elements. The net revenue is that remaining after the scheme has financed its own 
operating and sunk costs. 
As explained in Chapter 3, one of the most serious concerns with the charging cordon 
design is the distributional impact of the scheme. The second test is set up to represent 
this design scenario. Measuring the equity impact is a very complex task. In this test, the 
Gini coefficient explained in Section 4.4 is adopted as the possible measure of the 
equity impact. The constraint on the maximum acceptable level of equity impact (level 
of Gini coefficient) is introduced, Gini <_0.30. 
Similarly, another possible requirement imposed on the design of a charging cordon 
scheme discussed in Chapter 3 are reduction in congestion. Different measurements 
(indicators) for a reduction in congestion can be adopted with CON-GAAS, e. g. change 
in speed, or change in link delay. Also, the measurement of the reduction in congestion 
can also be focused on a particular part of the network, e. g. the central area. In this 
section, the measure of total travel time for the whole network is used as the proxy of 
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the improvement of network condition in terms of the congestion reduction. The third 
test is set up to replicate this scenario where the required minimum level of travel time 
reduction is imposed onto the cordon design (TTtime 549500 PCU-hr/hr which is about 
15% decrease in total travel time compared to the do-nothing case). 
The last measure adopted for testing the CON-GAAS is the constraint on the total travel 
distance for the whole network. This measure can be used to as a proxy for different 
indicators that are directly related to the travel distance, e. g. some emission or accident 
costs. The fourth test is set up to illustrate the possibility of introducing the total travel 
distance as the constraint (TTdis 51690000 PCU-Km/hr). Finally, the fifth test is set up 
to show that the CON-GAAS can deal with a number of constraints simultaneously by 
including the constraints on both minimum level of net revenue and maximum level of 
equity impact. 
The CON-GA is applied to all tests and Table 7-3 below shows the results for all the 
tests with the constrained designs. The final solutions found for the first and second 
problems are shown in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 (named CON-REV and CON-GINI 
respectively). The summary of the key performance of the CON-REV and CON-GINI 
cordons is presented in Table 7-3. The optimal uniform tolls are £2 and £0.75 for CON- 
REV and CON-GINI. The net benefit from CON-REV is higher than that from CON- 
GINI; note that the net benefits from both designs are less than the net benefit generated 
by OPCI found in Chapter 6. As expected, the revenue generated from CON-REV is 
around £57k per peak hour which satisfies the constraint set earlier. Similarly, the Gini 
coefficient of CON-GINI is 0.28 which is just below the acceptable criteria of 0.3. 
Cordon Optimal 
toll (£) 
No of 
toll 
points 
Net 
benefit 
(£k/hour) 
Net 
revenues 
(£k/hour) 
Cinl 
TTtime 
(PCU- 
Ilr/hr) 
TTdis 
(PCU- 
Km/hr) 
Demand 
(PCU/hour) 
'000 
OPC1 £1.50 13 7.21 43.70 0.41 52325 1720864 103.6 
CON-REV £2.00 13 6.99 56.44 0.40 51018 1703384 102.2 
CON-GINI £0.75 14 5.79 27.16 0.28 54328 1740770 105.4 
CON- 
TITIME £3.00 13 3.75 75,74 0.39 48910 1673434 99.99 
CON- 
TTDIS £2.00 17 4.50 56.21 0.40 51229 1687498 101.64 
CON-REV- 
GINI £1.50 17 4.38 48.55 0.29 52139 1717133 102.5 
Table 7-3 Overall results for constrained cordon designs 
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Figure 7-6 shows the Lorentz's curves (see Section 4.4, page 91 for the definition of this 
curve) for the benefit distributions of different charging cordons including OPC1, CON- 
REV, and CON-GINI. Note that the Gini coefficient is twice the area between the 
Lorentz's curve and the equality curve. Figure 7-7, Figure 7-8, and Figure 7-9 show the 
scatter plots of the user benefits for all O-D pairs for the OPC1, CON-REV, and CON- 
GINI cordons respectively. Interestingly, the effect of the equity constraint introduced 
in CON-GINI was the reduction of the user benefits for those O-D pairs enjoying a high 
level of benefit before in the OPCI case. Simultaneously, the CON-GINI cordon also 
decreased the impact on those O-D pairs with negative user benefits. 
The results imply that in order to include the design criteria on revenue and equity 
impact, the cordon design may need to trade-off some of the net benefit. From this 
particular set of tests, the constraint on revenue does not seem to significantly reduce 
the benefit of the scheme whereas the constraint of distributional impact (equity impact) 
does reduce the level of the net benefit substantially. 
f 
ý^ý 
Figure 7-4 Optimal cordon location with constraint on net revenues (CON-REV) with 
toll level of £2.00 
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Figure 7-5 Optimal cordon location with constraint on equity impact (CON-GINI) with 
toll level of £0.75 
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Figure 7-6 Users' benefits distribution for different charging cordons 
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Figure 7-9 User benefits by O-D pairs for CON-GINI 
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Interestingly, the solution found for the third problem (constraint on total travel time) is 
the same cordon as the CON-REV but with a toll level of £3.00. The solution for the 
third problem is referred to'as CON-TTTIME. The net benefit for this cordon is around 
£3.75k per hour which is 40% lower than the net benefit from the CON-REV. The total 
travel time for the CON-TTIME is around 48910 PCU-Hr/hr which is, as expected, 
lower than the constraint set of 49500 PCU-Hr/hr. 
Figure 7-10 shows the solution for the fourth test (with constraint on the total travel 
distance). This cordon is referred to as CON-TTDIS. The optimal toll level found for 
this solution is £2. The total travel distance from this solution is 1687498 PCU-Km/hr, 
which satisfies the constraint set (TTdis 51690000 PCU-Km/hr). The number of tolled 
point for this cordon is 17 and as shown in the figure the cordon covers a wider area of 
the network compared to the other cordons discussed earlier. The net benefit of CON- 
TTDIS is around £4.5k per hour which is lower than the net benefit from the OPC 1 by 
around 38%. Of course, this is traded off with the lower level of total travel distance 
(the total travel distance for the OPC 1 is 1720864 PCU-Km/hr). 
-r 
Figure 7-10 Optimal cordon location with constraint on total travel distance (CON- 
TTDIS) with toll level of £2.00 
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The last test in this section is to include both constraints on the revenue and equity 
impact into the cordon design. sThe first attempt was conducted by including the same 
constraints as used in the last two tests (net revenue z £50k and Gini coefficient .< 
0.30). Interestingly, the outcome design with these constraints yields a negative'net 
benefit. This implied that the constraints imposed are too restricted for defining a 
scheme with positive net benefit. As a result, the revenue constraints were ! slightly 
relaxed by decreasing the minimum level of net revenues required from £50k to £45k. 
The constraint on Gin! coefficient was unchanged. With these modified design 
constraints, CON-GAAS can find a solution with a positive net benefit. Figure 7-11 
shows the location of the solution cordon, named CON-REV-GINI. 
, 8, " , 1,, 
The key performance of CON-REV-GIN is presented is Table 7-3 above. As expected, 
the revenue generated (£48k) and Gini coefficient (0.29) both satisfy the constraint 
levels set. The net benefit of the scheme, however, is significantly worse than those of 
CON-REV and CON-GINI. Comparing with the benchmark of OPC1 in Table 7-3, the 
net benefit of CON-REV-GINI is about 40% lower. There is a clear trade-off between 
including both constraints into the design and the level of net benefit of the scheme. 
1. 
Figure 7-11 Optimal cordon location with constraints on equity impact and net revenues 
(CON-GINI-REV) 
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7.5 SUMMARY 
The GA-AS algorithm developed in the previous chapter for designing a charging 
cordon was extended in this chapter to include several constraints into the design. This 
development followed the discovery in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that the practitioner 
commonly considers different kind of constraints in deciding upon the structure and 
location of the road pricing scheme. 
The chapter reviewed the development of the approach for allowing the GA to deal with 
constraints. Three categories of methods were discussed including the constraint 
relaxation approach, the interior feasible space search, and the hybrid method. 
Different methods are appropriate for different kind of problem. For instance, the 
special chromosome encoding/decoding based on the branch-tree strategy discussed in 
the previous chapter falls into the category of interior feasible space search (dealing 
with the constraint on the topology of toll points) that is suitable for constraints related 
to the structure of the solution. However, this approach may not be appropriate for the 
constraints related to the outcome of the solution since it is difficult to construct a 
searching mechanism that can ensure the feasibility of the solutions. Thus, in this 
chapter the approach based on the constraint relaxation method is adopted. In particular 
the self-adaptive penalty based algorithm is implemented with GA-AS for dealing with 
the constraints on the cordon design; the method is named CON-GAAS. 
There are also other possible penalty based approaches including the static and dynamic 
penalty methods. These three different penalty based methods were tested with the 
network of Edinburgh city to maximise the net benefit subject to the minimum level of 
net revenue generated. The results show the insightful information about the operation 
of different penalty methods. Using the static penalty based method resulted in very flat 
trends of the average net benefit and net revenue. This is reasonable given the 
underlying constant function of the static penalty. Intuitively, the behaviour of the 
dynamic and self-adaptive penalty methods was different from the static one. The 
intention of these methods is to allocate more effort to optimising the main objective 
function in early generations (using a low penalty term), and then gradually increases 
the penalty as the number of generation increases. As a result, the average net revenues 
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in both the dynamic and self-adaptive penalty methods increased with the number of 
generations. 
A small difference between the dynamic and self-adaptive penalty approach was also 
found from the results. The self-adaptive penalty actually uses the feedback 
from the 
search algorithm (the average net benefit in the previous generation) to adjust the 
penalty level. Hence, the increasing trend of the net revenue from the self-adaptive 
penalty method was found to be more rapid than the trend from the dynamic penalty 
method. In summary, different penalty based methods behave differently due to their 
underlying formulation. All three methods tested in this chapter successfully found the 
same final solution. It is generally difficult to compare the performance of different 
methods. In this chapter, the main method adopted is the self-adaptive penalty method. 
CON-GAAS was also tested with different problems again with the network- of 
Edinburgh. The main objective function in all tests was to maximise the net benefit. 
Five different tests were conducted. The first test was associated with the constraint on 
the minimum level of net revenue required. The second test included the constraint on 
the equity impact (using the Gini coefficient). The third and fourth tests introduced 
constraints on the maximum level of total travel time and total travel distance 
respectively. The last test demonstrated the ability of the CON-GAAS to deal with 
mul\tiple constraints (two constraints on net revenue and equity were imposed). CON- 
GAAS successfully found solutions for all problems satisfying the constraints set. 
In all tests, there were different levels of reduction in the net benefit compared to the net 
benefit from the optimal cordon without any constraint (OPCI). The constraint affecting 
net benefit most was the constraint on total travel time (the third test) in which the net 
benefit was reduced by 48%. The level of trade off will depend on both the level of 
constraint set and the type of the constraint. Nevertheless, there were clear trade-offs 
between adding additional constraints to the design and the level of net benefit achieved 
for all cases tested. This result demonstrates the inevitable trade-off between the 
practical aspect of the cordon design and its optimality. However, the detailed 
discussion of the results was not given in this chapter and this will be treated in Chapter 
9 which will concentrate on the policy implications of the results. 
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CHAPTER 8 CHARGING CORDON DESIGN WITH 
MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES 
Some problems are so complex that you have to be highly intelligent and well informed 
just to be undecided about them. Laurence J. Peter 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Many real world optimisation problems involve multiple objectives. For instance, if one 
is making a decision on house location, a number of desired criteria can be included in 
the decision process, e. g. house price, location, or land space.. The assumption of a 
single objective function made in most of the optimisation problems is thus too subtle. 
The review in Chapter 2 revealed an interesting development of road pricing as an urban 
management tool from its origins in economic theory. As an urban management tool, 
road pricing needs to serve several objectives for maintaining the quality of life and the 
economic viability of the city. The survey results with several local authorities in 
Chapter 3 confirm this point; several objectives including reducing congestion, 
managing city centre, protecting environment, increasing efficiency, and generating 
revenue were identified as the purposes for adopting road pricing in different cities. 
Despite this fact, surprisingly the development of the optimal design of the road pricing 
scheme reviewed in Chapter 5 mainly concentrates on the case of optimising the single 
objective of economic efficiency. This chapter aims to develop a method to deal with 
the multiobjective optimisation problem (MOOP) for a charging cordon design. The 
problem associated with the charging cordon design with multiple objectives is referred 
to as MOOP-CD (Multi-Objective Optimisation Problem for Cordon Design). 
There are several ways to deal with this problem as discussed later in Section 8.2. The 
approach based on the generation of 'Pareto solutions' is adopted as the main approach 
in this chapter. The method based on the concept of Non-dominated Sorting Genetic 
Algorithms II (NSGA-II) is integrated with the branch-tree framework for solving the 
MOOP-CD problem. In solving the MOOP, there are three possible decision paradigms 
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including (i) Priori preference articulation, (ii) Posterior preference articulation, and (iii) 
Progressive preference articulation. The first approach is probably the most common 
framework adopted in the transport area, e. g. the utility function based approach and 
COBA (Bristow and Nellthorp, 2000; Morisugi, 2000; Emberger et al, 2003). However, 
it is sometimes difficult to decide upon the weight or utility without knowing the actual 
trade-off between the levels of achievenment of different objectives. NSGA-II is 
adopted to generate a set of non-dominated solutions where the planner can choose the 
best compromise cordon design from this set of solutions (Posterior preference 
articulation). In this chapter, a more advanced method that introduces the interaction 
between the planner and the optimisation routine is also developed: Progressive 
preference articulation. 
There are six further sections. Section 8.2 describes two key elements in making the 
decision on the multiobjective problem: the preference format, and preference 
articulation approach. Section 8.3 reviews different existing optimisation algorithms 
using both classical and evolutionary based methods for the MOOP. Then, Section 8.4 
explains the NSGA-II method for solving the MOOP-CD. The method presented in 
Section 8.4 is based on the concept of posterior preference articulation approach as 
discussed in Section 8.2. The other alternative and more innovative approach is, the 
progressive preference articulation approach. Section 8.5 explains the approach to 
modify the NSGA-II to be applicable to the progressive preference articulation decision 
paradigm. The methods developed are then tested with the network of Edinburgh in 
Section 8.6. The tests involve the priori, posterior, and progressive preference 
articulation based approaches. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 8.7. 
8.2 DECISION APPROACH TO MULTIOBJECTIVE PROBLEM 
The formulation of the multiobjective optimisation problem was presented earlier in 
Section 4.3.2 in Chapter 4. The difficulty in solving this problem is clearly due to the 
existence of multiple objectives. This section discusses two important components' of 
the decision process for the multiobjective optimisation problem: preference articulation 
and decision paradigms for the multiobjective problem. Most of the approaches for the 
multiobjective optimisation problem are based on the fundamental concept of the `non- 
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dominated solution' or the `Pareto solution'. The definition of the 'non-dominated 
solution' is given below. 
Definition 8-1: Non-dominated solution or Pareto solution. Given a set of objective 
functions considered, yr,,..., yrq, (assuming maximising all objectives without loss of 
generality), a solution x(') is said to dominate the other solution X(2), if both of the 
conditions below are satisfied: 
(i) The solution x() is no worse than P) in all objectives, or (x()) ZV, (x(2) for 
all q, and the solution x(') is strictly better than xM in at least one objective, 
orv, (xo) > wo (x(2)) for at least one q. 
(ii) If any of these two conditions is violated, the solution x() does not dominate 
the solution X(2). If x() dominates x(2) , we can write x(') >- x(2). 
Definition 8-2: Pareto front. Pareto front is a set of non-dominated solutions. 
8.2.1 Preference articulation 
The most important process in multiobjective optimisation regardless of the actual 
optimisation method adopted is to define some form of preference amongst the different 
objectives involved in the decision. The decision maker, i. e. transport planner or 
politician, will be presented with the list of possible solutions, e. g. charging cordons, 
which are equally good in the sense of Pareto optimum (see Definition 8-1 above). The 
notation of Pareto-optimality is only a first step toward solving a multiobjective 
problem. In order to select suitable compromise solution from all non-dominated 
solutions, the decision maker needs to apply his or her preference either explicitly or 
implicitly to the selection process. Various forms of preference can be defined 
including: 
(i) Weighting coefficient and utility based approach: This is probably the main 
approaches practically adopted in the project evaluation in transport area format 
(Lee Jr., 2000; Morisugi, 2000) using the cost benefit analysis as the monetary 
evaluation method for assessing the net benefits of projects (Layard, 1997). For 
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example, in the U. K. under the system of cost benefit analysis, 85% of . the 
appraisal weighting was given to projected time savings for drivers with the 
remaining 15% of benefits being accounted for by reduced vehicle operating 
costs and improved safety (House of Commons, 1990). However, the weakness 
of this paradigm is the potential difficulty for the decision maker to express his 
or her preference between the objectives without being presented with the actual 
possible non-dominated solutions (the process with priori articulation ''f 
preference). This problem is also well addressed in the context of transport 
project appraisal (Sayers et al, 2003). A wide range of the experimental 
economic methods (e. g.. stated preference method) is available as the tool to 
overcome the preference assignment problem. If the decision maker is presented 
with the real set of non-dominated solutions, then he or she does not need to 
express the weight coefficient or utility for each objective explicitly. 
(ii) Priorities exposition: Rather than specifying a clear trade-off between the values 
for different objective functions, the decision maker can express his/her 
preference by determining in which order objectives are to be optimised, 
according to their importance. 
(iii) Expressing goals and targets: The decision maker can express his/her 
aspirations for different objectives. Goals or targets are considered easier to set 
than weights and priorities. In transport, there has been a trend toward using the , 
goal and target based approach. With its close mapping with the real 
performance of the design, it is recommended in the U. K. that the local 
authorities should set up their transport plans with a clear set of targets(DETR, 
2000). Emberger et al (2003) recently proposed a method to optimise city 
strategic transport policy with a target-based approach as contrast to the 
conventional cost-benefit analysis approach. 
(iv) Linguistic ranking: This is probably the most recent approach. The 
psychological aspect causes some difficulty for human (as the decision maker) 
to precisely express his/her preference. The linguistic ranking method is 
developed to allow the decision maker to express his/her preferences in a more 
fuzzy form (Chen et al, 1992). For instance, the preference for different 
objectives can be expressed verbally, e. g. more important, less important, 
equally important, no preference. This approach has been recently attracting 
some attention from the research community. For example, Cvetkovic and 
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Parmee (2002) introduced the concept of fuzzy preference with linguistic 
ranking with GA for the multiobjective optimisation problem. 
8.2.2 Decision paradigms for the multi-objective problem 
The process of identifying the preference (or preference articulation) can be conducted 
in several ways. The stage of the preference articulation naturally depends on how the 
optimisation method is applied to solve the problem. Three possible major classes of the 
multiobjective decision paradigms can be defined (Hwang and Masud, 1979): 
(i) Priori articulation of preferences: In this paradigm, the decision maker 
expresses preferences toward different objectives prior to the optimisation 
process. Then, this set of preferences is used to combine all objectives into a 
single utility term reducing the problem to a single objective optimisation 
problem. From the computational point of view, it is easier to reduce the 
multiobjective problem to a single objective problem and then solve it. With the 
predefined weights for each objective function, the weight-summed objective 
function can be created. Then, any kind of optimisation methods for a single 
objective optimisation problem can be applied to the problem. However, if the 
preference is expressed in the form of priority, solving the optimisation problem 
is still a difficult process; and as discussed earlier it is often difficult to 
determine the weight without seeing the possible solutions. 
(ii) Posterior articulation of preferences: In this paradigm, the optimisation method 
is applied to the problem to define the set of non-dominated solutions. Once the 
decision maker is presented with this set of non-dominated solutions, she then 
expresses her preferences on the choices, resulting in the most preferred 
compromised solution. 
(iii) Progressive articulation of preferences: This approach is referred to as the 
learning approach by Vreeker et al (2002); it is based on a sequential (interactive 
or cyclical) articulation of the decision maker's views on the best compromise 
solution. From the operational context, the decision making and optimisation 
process occur in interleaved steps. At each step, the decision maker supplies 
partial preference information based on the current non-dominated solutions to 
the optimisation algorithm. Then, the optimisation process, in turn, generates a 
new set of non-dominated solutions situated nearer to the actual region of 
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interest of. the decision maker (in terms of the compromise between different 
objectives). 
The first type of preference articulation process is arguably the most popular method 
adopted for planning and evaluation purposes. This is due to its simplicity and 
robustness. However, setting the preferences (e. g. weight, priority, or goal) is often 
difficult if the decision maker does not have any information about the true trade-off 
between different objectives, e. g. the transport planner does not know exactly the list of 
possible trade-offs between the congestion reduction and revenues generated from the 
road pricing scheme. 
On the other hand, the posterior preference articulation approach presents the decision ; 
maker with the set of Pareto solutions so that she can make decisions on her preferences 
with information on the real trade-offs. This approach has not been widely adopted. 
This may be due to the slow development of a good optimisation method for defining 
high quality non-dominated solutions. The development of evolution optimisation 
algorithm in the last decade does increase the possibility of using this approach for the 
decision making process (this approach is adopted in this chapter and presented later in 
Section 8.4). 
However, despite the fast development of the evolutionary optimisation, it is still 
extremely expensive to construct the full description of the trade-off surface. The 
approach of progressive preference articulation has the potential advantage of reducing 
computational effort required by concentrating the computational effort on the region of 
interest from the decision maker's point of view (which is received interactively). On 
the other hand, implementing the progressive preference articulation method is much 
more complicated compared to the first two approaches mentioned earlier. The main 
difficulty is the interface between the decision maker and the optimiser. In this chapter, 
the progressive preference articulation method is also tested as explained later in 
Section 8.5. 
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8.3 REVIEW OF GA APPROACHES FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE 
OPTIMISATION PROBLEM 
This section reviews classical and evolutionary optimisation methods for tackling the 
MOOP. 
8.3.1 Classical methods 
There are two main classes of classic optimisation method for solving the MOOD; the 
utility aggregation approach and the goal or target based approach. 
Utility aggregation approach 
The first strategy aims to reduce the multiobjective functions to a single objective 
function through some kind of utility aggregation method. The weighted sum method is 
probably the simplest and most favourite method adopted in this category. As the name 
suggests, the method aggregates set of objectives into a single objective by multiplying 
each objective with a user pre-defined weight. 
The main theorem adopted in this approach is that given a set of weights, the solution to 
the weighted sum problem will definitely be one of the non-dominated solutions on the 
Pareto front with a convex feasible space and objective function (Chankong and 
Haimes, 1983). Friesz and Harker (1983) adopted the weighted sum approach for 
solving the muticriteria network design problem using the Hooke and Jeeves method for 
the transformed single level non-linear optimisation problem. Friesz et al (1993a) 
similarly adopted the weighted sum approach but with the simulated annealing method 
to solve the multiobjective network design problem. However, the weighted sum 
approach faces several drawbacks. Firstly, the method cannot deal with the non-convex 
problem, i. e. the algorithm is not guaranteed to find a true Pareto front. Secondly, a 
uniformly distributed set of weight vectors need not find a uniform distributed set of 
Pareto solutions and different weight vectors need not necessarily lead to different 
Pareto solutions. 
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To deal with the weighting problem, a number of devised weighting schemes have been 
proposed. These include various types of weighted metric methods, e. g. weighted 
Tchebycheff, Benson's method , or the rotated weighted metric method 
(See Miettinen, 
1999 for more details of these methods). Regardless of the weight form, the common 
philosophy of weighted metric method, ' in contrast to the normal weighted sum 
approach, is the provision of a reference point (representing the ideal solution) in which 
each objective will be measured by the relative metric distance to this ideal point. Then, 
a weighted sum of the metric distances of all objectives can be calculated. With a good 
location of the ideal solution, the weighted metric approach guarantees finding each and 
every Pareto solution (Miettinen, 1999). 
An alternative approach that allows a more general form of aggregated objective is the 
value function method (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). With this approach, any form of 
utility function relating all objectives can be adopted to define the aggregated objective 
function provided that the utility function satisfies the strongly decreasing condition 
(Rosenthal, 1985). Both weighted sum and weighted metric approach can be considered 
as a special case of the value function method. 
Goal or target based approach 
A rather different strategy to the utility aggregation approach is the target or goal based 
approach. The main mechanism of this approach is the conversion of the objectives to a 
set of constraints through the set of goals or targets. The decision maker in this problem 
will have to specify a target or goal (aspiration level) for each objective. Then, two 
approaches for converting the objective to a constraint can be adopted including the E- 
constraint method (Haimes et al, 1971) and the goal programming method (Ignizio, 
1976). With the E-constraint method, only one objective will be left as the main 
objective function and the other objectives will be converted to a set of hard constraints 
(i. e. yr! (x) S b, where V/, is the objective function i and b; is the goal/target of this - 
objective function). The hard constraint implies that in the final solution the constraint 
must be definitely satisfied. 
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On the other hand, if the goal programming approach is adopted, all objective functions 
are converted to soft constraints (i. e. yr, (x) + w, "ZSb, where w is the normalised 
weight factor for objective i that the designer must define beforehand, and)., is the 
dummy variable used to formulate the main objective function). The main objective 
function of the goal programming problem is to minimise the un-achievement level: 
min4, 
x, x 
s. t. 
yr, (x)+w, ASbi `di 
Therefore, the constraint can be seen as the soft constraint that may not be necessarily 
satisfied by the final solution. 
These two different classical optimisation approaches to the MOOP are associated with 
different types of preference expressions as explained in 8.2.1. The aggregated utility 
function approach can be seen as the optimisation mechanism for the utility based 
preference whereas the goal/target approach is suitable for the other two preference 
formats (i. e. goal and priority). 
Despite the possible application of the classical optimisation method to the MOOP, 
there still exist significant differences in the nature of solving MOOP and a normal 
single objective optimisation problem. For instance, the aim of a single objective 
optimisation is to find a single solution whereas solving the MOOP naturally involves 
generating a number of final solutions (e. g. Pareto solutions). The restriction of the 
classical optimisation methods does not allow a natural treatment with the MOOP. 
Recently, the evolutionary optimisation algorithm (EA) has been the major interest for 
the researchers working in the area of MOOP. EA mainly operates on the population 
basis. This characteristic fits in naturally with the task of finding a set of solutions 
rather than a single solution for the MOOP. In addition, the flexibility of the EA allows 
a more arbitrary form of the preference as well as of the objective functions and 
constraints. The next section reviews the development and current state of the art of the 
evolutionary based algorithm for the MOOP. 
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8.3.2 Evolutionary based methods 
As mentioned, the population based search nature of GA makes the approach very 
suitable for solving the MOOP. Since the realisation of its potential, many researches 
have been investigating and developing efficient GA based methods for the MOOP. 
Many utility aggregation approaches explained in Section 8.2.1 can also be used with 
the GA in which the multiobjective problem can be reduced to a single objective 
problem and any GA methods can be applied to the problem directly. However, this 
way of using GA does not exploit the whole possible potential of GA as the searching 
mechanism for the MOOP. Three main research questions challenging the GA research 
community includes (i) the optimality of the Pareto solutions, (ii) the efficiency of the 
search algorithm, and (iii) requirement of a uniform spread solutions(Zitzler and Thiele, 
1999; Deb, 2001). In brief, the ideal GAt based method for the MOOP must be able to 
identify the true Pareto front with well spread Pareto solutions in the most efficient 
process. Two main categories of the 'methods are discussed: non-Pareto and Pareto 
based methods. The non-Pareto based approach does not use the comparison of the 
domination of the chromosomes to determine their survival; but the Pareto-based 
method does. 
Non-Pareto based methods 
Early development has concentrated on devising some kind of framework to maintain 
the original framework of GA. This group of approaches is referred to as the non-Pareto 
approach. One common approach adopted in this category is to partition the evolution 
process for each objective; hence the normal GA selection can be used for each sub- 
population and then introduce some possible interaction can then be introduced between 
different sub-population groups. The approaches in this group rely on the belief that a 
combination of two chromosomes that are fit for each objective will lead to a 
chromosome that is fit for both objectives. 
The first implementation of this kind of approach is by Schaffer (1985). Schaffer 
implemented the vector evaluated genetic algorithm (VEGA) for the MOOP. The 
modification of this approach and the normal GA lies in the selection process. A 
number of sub-populations will be generated by the selection process in which each 
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sub-population is associated with the selection process for each objective. Then, the 
chromosomes from the whole sub-population will be shuffled and the normal GA 
process will proceed. 
The approach represents an early attempt in tackling the MOOD with GA with a simple 
modification to the original GA. However, the main weakness discovered later on is that 
the algorithm may generate a number of super-fit chromosomes for each objective. The 
chromosome with some balance compromise between different objectives may not be 
survived during the selection process. 
Other approaches proposed that fit in with this category include the lexicographic 
ordering approach (Fourman, 1985), game theory approach (Jacques et al, 1997), and 
gender labelling approach (Allenson, 1992). Briefly, the lexicographic method requires 
the user to specify the order of importance of the objectives. Then, GA is used to find 
the optimal solution for the first objective producing the highest achievable level of the 
first objective. Then, a second problem is constructed considering the second objective 
as the main objective with the constraint that the first objective must be maintained at 
the level achieved in the previous optimisation. The second problem is then solved by 
applying GA. The process carries on until the last objective is considered. This method 
is relatively simple compared to the utility aggregation approach and VEGA. However, 
the method can be classed as the utility aggregation approach. This is because the 
decision maker is asked to express the preference explicitly prior to the optimisation 
process (in the form of lexicographic ordering). Hence the algorithm is unable to 
generate the whole range of non-dominated solutions. 
For the game theory based approach, the concept of Nash's equilibrium is adopted 
where a number of sub-populations are created who represent the players wishing to 
maximise different objectives. Each sub-population is evolved separately including the 
selection process (unlike VEGA approach). Then, the interaction between different 
groups occurs through the migration process where the best chromosome in each sub- 
population will be transferred to other sub-populations. The process is repeated for as 
many generations as needed, until the Nash equilibrium is reached. This method is 
claimed to be very efficient in finding a non-dominated solution. However, the 
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drawback is that'the method may only be able to identify only one non-dominated 
solution, rather than the whole range of solutions on the Pareto front. 
The gender labelling approach is similar to VEGA where a number of sub-populations 
associated with different objectives are created. Before shuffling the whole sub- 
populations together, each chromosome is randomly assigned its gender (male or 
female) and the approach ensures' the equal assignment between male. and female 
populations. '-Then, ` the selection process carries on as VEGA. In the mating process, 
only the chromosomes from different genders can be mated for the crossover process. 
Lis and Eiben (1996) propose the idea of multi-parent crossover (referred to as 
panmictic reproduction) for the case with more than two objectives (in which case there 
are more than two genders). The mating restriction in this approach may introduce some 
computational burden when the number of objectives increases (impling more genders), 
since the algorithm needs to exhaustively find the right match between different genders 
and the size of the population must be relatively large to produce diverse children for 
the next generation. 
Pareto based methods 
As noted, the development of the algorithm in the group of non-Pareto based aims to 
reduce the problem to design an approach to apply the normal GA operation to the 
MOOP. The main drawbacks of these approaches are the possible lack of diversity of 
the non-dominated solutions generated and the efficiency of the method. The second 
wave of the search for a good GA approach for the MOOP has moved the centre of 
interest into introducing the concept of non-dominated solutions inside the GA directly. 
This class of methods is referred to as the Pareto-based method. 
In fact, Goldberg (1989) proposed in his book using Pareto definition to represent the 
single metric fitness for the chromosome to give a higher chance of survival for a non- 
dominated chromosome. Nevertheless, there was no significant work or development 
after the suggestion (Deb, 2001). Goldberg's suggestion also includes a niching strategy 
amongst non-dominated solutions to ensure a good spread of the solutions on the Pareto 
front. This idea aimed mainly to resolve the problem experienced in VEGA. 
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Realising the possible advantage of using Pareto based fitness assignment, at least three 
independent methods have been proposed including Multiple Objective GAs -MOGAs- 
(Fonseca and Fleming, 1993), niche Pareto GAs -NPGAs-(Horn and Nafpliotis, 1993), 
and non-dominated sorting GAs -NSGAs-(Srinivas and Deb, 1994). These three 
methods used Goldberg's suggestion (i) the fitness of a solution was assigned using the 
extent of its domination in the population, (ii) the diversity among solutions was 
preserved using the niching strategy. 
The slight difference between these three methods is the fitness assignment. For 
MOGAs, the fitness for each chromosome is set to equal to the number of chromosomes 
dominating that solution (lower fitness is better in this case). For NPGAs, the 
tournament selection is adopted where a sub-population is randomly picked from the 
whole population. The fitness of a chromosome is assigned according to the number of 
chromosomes in the sub-population that dominates this chromosome. For NSGAs, the 
chromosomes are initially classified into a number of non-dominated fronts. Then, each 
chromosome on front j is assigned with the fitness of j (the lower the better). 
These algorithms represent early attempts at introducing directly the idea of non- 
dominated solutions inside the GA process. However, various numerical experiments 
showed the lack of convergence of these algorithms to the true Pareto front since an 
operator for preserving elitism chromosomes was missing (Laumanns et al, 2002). 
Various methods exploiting the elitism strategy have thus been proposed including 
Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm -SPEA-(Zitzler and Thiele, 1999), Pareto 
Archived Evolutionary Strategy -PAES-(Knowles and Come, 2000), and Non- 
dominated Sorting GAs II -NSGA-II-(Deb et al, 2000). 
The key development in this family of algorithms is the introduction of the concept of 
an archive. The archive is used to contain the list of the non-dominated solutions found 
during the process. The off-springs from the evolution process in each generation are 
always compared with the archived solutions. If the off-spring is not dominated by any 
of the archived solutions, it will be preserved and allowed to pass on its genes to the 
next generation. This concept is adopted in all elitism based algorithms mentioned 
above with some slight differences in the actual archive updating process. 
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Some new approaches to increase the diversity of the solutions on the Pareto front were 
also proposed. Zitzler and Thiele (1999) proposed a clustering algorithm. In SPEA, the 
combined non-dominated solutions from parent and off-spring are created and the size 
of this combined population may exceed the size of the population for the next 
generation. Each chromosome is sequentially assigned to one of the clusters by. its 
distance to the nearest chromosomes (the number of clusters is equal to the number of 
populations required for the next generation). Then, the chromosome with the minimum 
average distance from other solutions in each cluster is retained and all other solutions 
are deleted. The other proposed diversity preservation strategy is the crowding distance 
method adopted in NSGA"II (Deb et al, 2000). The method estimates the density of 
solutions surrounding a particular chromosome i by taking the average distance of two 
chromosomes on either side of the chromosome i along each objective. 
Clearly, there are many possible ways to apply GA or EA to the MOOP. Different 
methods operate in different ways and may perform differently from one problem to 
another. Some comparisons on the performances of different methods either 
qualitatively or quantitatively have been conducted but the common consensus on 
which method is superior to the others has not been reached so far. In this thesis, the 
method of NSGA-II is chosen as the optimisation algorithm for the MOOP-CD. The 
next section introduces the detail of the NSGA-II for posterior preference approach. The 
method is then extended in Section 8.5 to deal with the progressive preference 
articulation problem. 
8.4 NSGA-II FOR OPTIMAL CORDON DESIGN: POSTERIOR 
PREFERENCE ARTICULATION APPROACH 
8.4.1 Overview of the method 
As mentioned in the introduction, the approach to the MOOP in this paper is to seek a 
set non-dominated solution (or `Pareto solution'). The method proposed in this section 
is the Posterior preference articulation based method. The main task of the optimiser is 
to generate the set of non-dominated solutions (a set of different charging cordon 
designs). With the set of solutions on the Pareto front, the planner can then choose the 
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best compromise cordon design. The important issue from the optimisation point of 
view is that the algorithm must be able to (i) find or closely approximate the true Pareto 
front and (ii) find a well-spread set of non-dominated solutions. These two requirements 
have been the major challenge for the development of the evolutionary based 
optimisation for the MOOP as discussed earlier in Section 8.3. 
The elitist Non-dominated Sorting GA (named as NSGA-II) method proposed by Deb et 
al (2000) is adopted to solve the MOOP in this section. An outline of the algorithm 
step-by-step is as follows. Initially, a random population (Po) of toll rings (with toll 
level) is created. The population is sorted into different non domination levels. This 
process is to identify different non-dominated fronts from the population. Figure 8-1 
shows an example of this process. Chromosomes A, B, and C in Figure 8-1 are at the 
highest level of non domination. The Pareto front containing these three chromosomes 
is referred as Front 1. Chromosomes D, E, and F in Figure 8-1 are at the second level of 
non domination, since the front containing these chromosomes (called Front 2) will 
become a Pareto front if we remove the front 1 (consisting of A, B, and Q. Similarly, 
Chromosome G, H, and I are at the third level of non domination, since front 1 and front 
2 have to be removed so that this front will become a Pareto front. 
A 
E 
C 
Front I 
F 
Front 2 
Front 3 
Max fl 
Figure 8-1 Non-dominating level 
Each solution is then assigned a fitness equal to its non-domination level (1 is the best 
level). Thus, in the selection process the lower the fitness value the better the 
chromosome. Binary tournament selection (with a crowded tournament operator 
described later), crossover, and mutation operators are used to create offspring 
population (Qo) of size N. After this initialisation, the NSGA-II procedure is carried on 
as follows: 
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Algorithm NSGA-II 
Stepp I. Combine parent and offspring populations and create R, = P, U Q, Q. 
Step 2: Perform a non-dominated sorting to R, and identify fronts: F,., i =1,2,..., etc. 
Step 3: Set new population P, +, =0. 
Set a counter = 1. Until IP, t, 
I+ IF,. I < N, perform 
F,. and i=i+1, where N is the population number. 
S1ep 4: Perform the Crowding-sort procedure (described in Section8.4.28.4.2) 
and include the most widely spread (N -IP,,, 
1) solutions by using the crowding 
distance value in the sorted F, to P, +, . 
Step 5: Create offspring population Q, +, 
from P,,, by using the crowded tournament 
selection (described in Section 8.4.3 ), crossover, and mutation operators. 
Figure 8-3 shows the schematic diagram of the process of NSGA-II. On the left hand- 
side block, two populations, the parent (P, ) and the offspring (Q, ) populations, are 
combined to produce the pooled population for the selection process (R, ). All 
chromosotiles are then sorted according to their non-dominated level (described in 
Section8.4.2). In the middle block, the chromosomes in Front 1 (F') and Front 2 (F2) are 
totally moved across to the new population set in the right hand-side block. However, as 
the figure show, the number of the chromosomes in Front 3 (F3) exceeds the space left 
liar the new population set. Thus, the chromosomes in F3 are sorted by their crowding 
distances. Then, a subset of solutions with better crowding distances is included into the 
new population set. With the new population set (Pt+, ), the crowded tournament 
operator (described in Section 8.4.3), crossover and mutation operators (described 
earlier in 6.4) are applied to P,,, resulting in a new set of offspring for the generation 
tf-I (Q,,, ) and the process iterates as described above until it reaches the maximum 
number of generation set. 
Next, the detail of the key operators for the NSGA-II process is explained including the 
crowding distance, crowding sort operators, and crowded tournament selection. Note 
that the chromosome structure, crossover and mutation operators applied in NSGA-II 
are exactly the same as those explained in Chapter 6 for GA-AS. 
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I, igure 8-2 Schematic of the NSGA-I I algorithm 
8.4.2 Crowding distance assignment: Crowding-sort (t',, <,. ) 
Ii 
One of the good characteristics of the NSGA-I I, as a searching procedure 1'01- M( )()I), is 
its ability to define well-spread solutions along the true Pareto front presenting a wide 
range of options to the decision maker. In NSGA-I I, the density of the population in the 
solution space is adopted as the main indicator fier maintaining the shrcading of the 
solutions. 
To get an estimate of the density of solutions surrounding a particular solution i in 
population, we take the average distance of two solutions on either side of' solution i 
along each axis of the objectives. This measure ((!, ) represents all estinmºte of' the 
perimeter of the cuboid formed by using the nearest neighbours as the vertices (called 
'crowding distance'). In Figure 8-3, the crowding distance of' the Oh solution in its 
front (marked with a solid circle) is the average side-length ofthe cuhoid (shown by a 
dashed box). The following algorithm is used to calculate the crowding distance ofeach 
point in the set F. 
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Algorithm: Crowding sort 
Step 1: Call the number of solutions in F as 1= IFI . For each 
I in the set, first 
assign d, =0. 
Step 2:. For each objective function m =1,2,..., M sort the set in descending order 
off.. 
Step 3: Form =1,2,...; M , assign a large distance to the boundary solutions, 
' or 
d 
j, =dj, = oo and 
for all other solutions j=2 to (1-1), assign 
fUý, J_ fUýJ 
dM=dM+ mm fmmax min ým 
The index Ij denotes the solution index of the j-th member in the sorted list. Thus, for 
any objective I, and II denote the lowest and highest objective function values, 
respectively. 
q ., 
D ........... 
B 
11 
""...... ""'" Front 1 
GF 
Front 2 
Front 3 
Muff 
Figure 8-3 Illustration of the crowding distance 
8.4.3 Crowding tournament selection operator 
The crowded comparison operator (<, )compares two solutions and returns the winner 
of the tournament. It assumes that every solution i has two attributes: 
(i) a non-domination rank (r; ) in the population; 
(ii) a local crowding distance (d, ) which is explained above in the 
population. 
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In crowded tournament selection, a solution i wins a tournament with another solution j 
if and only if either of the following conditions is true: 
(i) if solution i has a better rank, that is, r< rj; 
(ii) if they have the same rank but solution i has a better crowding distance than 
solution j, that is, r, = r, and d, > d! . 
The first condition ensures that the selected solution lies on a better non-dominated 
front. The second condition is activated in the case both solutions are on the same front; 
in the case the solution with lower crowding distance (residing on less crowded area) is 
of preferred. 
8.4.4 Clustering method for representing the Pareto solutions 
The NSGA-II method generates a number of non-dominated solutions that will be 
presented to the DM. The DM then needs to make a posterior preference based decision 
in order to identify the most suitable/compromise solution from this Pareto set. For the 
optimal cordon design problem, the planner may face a very high number of possible 
solutions characterised by different levels of different objectives. The DM may be 
overloaded with the information and incapable of making a good judgment. In order to 
simplify the Posterior preference articulation process, the set of non-dominated 
solutions output from the NSGA-II can be clustered into different groups either based 
on the levels of objective functions or on the characteristics of the cordon shape. 
8.5 NSGA-II WITH PROGRESSIVE PREFERENCE 
ARTICULATION 
8.5.1 Revisit the definition of non-dominated solution 
The definition of the non-dominated solution or Pareto solution given earlier (see 
Definition 8-1) is not the most general definition for the non-dominated solution in the 
sense that it does not allow different types of preference (e. g. priority or goal). The 
strategy for progressively articulating the preference from the decision maker explained 
later in the subsequent section involves using goals and priorities to determine the set of 
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non-dominated solutions. This section extends the definition of the Pareto solution to a 
more general term in which different kind of preference operators will be allowed.:.: 
Let yr, (x) i =1,..., m be the in objectives of the maximisation problem (the definition 
can be easily converted to the minimisation problem) and v is the m-dimensional vector 
function of some decision variable x: In the general definition of the non-dominated 
solution, an m dimensional preference vector must be specified. The preference vector 
contains the information about the. goal and priority for each objective. The, goal 
considered in this case is in the form of V, z s1 where s; is the goal of the objective i. 
The definition of the Preference vector is given as follows: 
Definition 8-3: Preference vector. Preference vector is an m dimensional vector defined 
as 
s= Is,, """, sP _ 
ýýs, 
"ý 
SIM, (SP'l s p', o 
)' where p is a positive integer 
mj E {0, """, m}=M for i =1, """, p, and m; =m. The subvectors s, of the preference 
r=t 
vector s, where i =1, """, p associate priorities i and goals s1"ß, , where j, =1, """, mt , to the 
corresponding objective functions order j, specified in the priority i. Note that the higher 
p indicates the higher priority. Example 8-1 below exemplifies the definition of the 
preference vector. 
Example 8-1: Interpretation of preference vector 
Consider the problem with three objectives, y'1, yr2, v3. Assume the set of preference 
defined as follows: 
" Priority level 1: yrl z 10, yr3 z 15 
" Priority level 2: v2 z 20 
Note that the priority level 2 is considered more important than the priority level 1. In 
this case, the preference vector can be specified as s=[(10,15), (20)] where 
s,. 1 =10 and s,., =15 are associated with objective 1 and 3 with the lower priority 
compared to s2,, = 20 which is associated with objective 2. 
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With the definition of the preference vector, the solution can also be defined in the same 
vector structure. Let u= v(x)be an m-dimensional objective vectors. u may be 
rewritten as: 
u=[ul,... 
ýup1=r(uliý... ýuln. 
)ý... 
ý(UP, I,... ýUpn 
11" 
Lýv JJ 
With some permutation process, the subvector u, can be defined such that the vector can 
be partitioned into two parts ü, = {u1, l, """, u,, k 
} and ü, = {u,, k+l,. " ", ui,, , 
} where 
ur,, E ii q u,,, z s,,, and u,,, e ü, p u,, j < s,,,. The first part of u,, ü,, is the part that 
satisfies the goals set at the priority i whereas the second part, fl,, is the part not 
satisfying the corresponding goals. The same partition of an objective vector can also be 
applied to the other objective vector. For instance, let v, be the other objective vector of 
level i for the objective vector v. V, " refers to the part of the vector v, corresponding to 
the part of U,. Example 8-2 illustrates the convention for the partition for the objective 
vector. 
Example 8-2: Partition of objective vector 
Consider the problem with four objectives, yr,, yr2, yr3, yr4 . Assume the set of preference 
defined as follows: 
" Priority level 1: yr, z 10, yr3 z 15, yr4 z 20 
" Priority level 2: y'2 z 20 
From Definition 8-3, the preference vector can be defined as s= [(10,15,20), (20)]. Let 
u be the objective vector with the values of 12,20,10, and 10 for 
yr1, yr2, yr3, yra respectively. Similarly, v is the other objective vector with the values of 
15,20,20, and 5 for yr,, yr2, V3, Vr4 in that order. Thus, 
u, = (12,10,25) and v, = (15,20,5). From the definition of the vector partition given 
earlier, in order to partition uI, ul needs to be reordered by switching the orders between 
v3 and yr4 . Then, ui can be partitioned as follows: ül = 
(12,25) and ü, _ (10) where k 
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is 2. To apply the partition same operator from ut to v1, vl is reordered in the same way 
with u1, and now v, = (15,5,20). Then, v; = (15,5) and v; = (20). 
With the definition of a more general definition of preference, the domination operator 
can be modified to >- for defining a more general definition of non-dominated solution 
in Definition 8-1 where if a>-b, it means a dominates or is preferable to b given the 
preference vector s. The definition of domination or preferability is defined next 
following Fonseca and Fleming (1998). 
Definition 8-4: Domination or Preferability. An objective vector u= 
[ui, "..: 
dominates or is preferable to v= [v,, """, vp] under the preference 
vector 
S= Ist'.... sp I denoted by u >- v, if and only if: 
" 
Case l with p=1: 
(up 
>p Vp V 
IOUP 
= VP') A[(VP < §, u) V 
(uP 
>p p)J} 
Case 2with p>1: (u; >pVP)v 
{(u; 
=Vpýn <s; 
)v(u, v, fori=1,..., p-[(v; 
s, 
In the actual process, u and v are compared at the highest level of p specified by, the 
user first. u dominates v if u meets more goals specified for priority level p than v, and 
there is no goal that v achieves and u does not at this priority level. If both of them 
achieve the same set of goals at level p, and also violate the other set of goals in exactly 
the same way(u; = Vp) , then the next level of priority (p - 1) 
is considered. The process 
continues until it reaches the lowest priority level (p = 1) which will compare two 
vectors in a normal Pareto definition as explained in Definition 8-1. To clarify the 
concept, Example 8-3 is given below. F 
Example 8-3: Generalized definition of dominating solution 
Consider again the problem stated in Example 8-2. Applying the generalized definition 
of the dominating solution given in Definition 8-4 above to compare u and v given the 
specified preference vector s: 
Priority level 2: Both U2 and V2 satisfies the goal for this priority (yr2 z 20) and no other 
elements left to consider in this level so the process moves on to the next lower level. 
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Priority level 1: Now u, = 12,10,25) and v, = (15,20,5). ui satisfies two goals of 
yr, z 10 and V4 >_ 20 where as vl satisfies two goals of irl z 10 and ßr3 z 15. In this case, 
the condition stated for case 1 in Definition 8-4 is not satisfied. Thus, in this example u 
does not dominate v. 
Two important lemmas can be deduced from the definition of the domination given 
(Fonseca and Fleming, 1998). 
Lemma 8-1: For any two objective vectors u and v, if u >p v, then u either dominate or 
is equivalent to v, given any preference vector s. 
Lemma 8-2 (Transitivity): The dominating relationship is transitive, i. e. given any three 
objective vectors, u, v, and w, and a preference vector s: u >- v>- wu >- w. 
a 
These two lemmas illustrate the consistency and preservation of the key properties of 
the generalised definition of non-dominated solutions (Definition 8-4) compared to the 
traditional definition given in Definition 8-1. This implies that the conventional 
definition of Pareto solution is encompassed in Definition 8-4. If one defines a 
preference vector s with all objectives has equal priority (i. e. p= 1) and no goal levels 
are given (i. e. s= [s, ] _ [(-c,..., -oo)1), then the definition of preferability or 
domination given in Definition 8-4 reduces to the conventional definition of Pareto 
preferability given in Definition 8-1. 
The generalised definition of domination and preferability is not limited only to the case 
of the conventional definition of Pareto solution but can also be applied to other 
preference forms (see Section 8.2.1) by defining different forms of the preference vector 
s. For example, if s is defined with only one level and contains a goal for each 
objective, s= [sl,..., s,, ] = then Definition 8-4 reduces to the definition of 
a preferable solution for the Goal programming. 
The other possible utilisation of this generalised definition is for forming a constrained 
optimisation program. Let g, z s, 1=1,..., n be n inequality constraints and the main 
objective function of this problem is to maximise in objective functions. The 
constrained optimisation problem can be recast as the multiobjective problem with the 
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preference vector of s= [s,, s21 = 
Cýool, 
l,..., ool 
}, ýS2 )]where the constraints are 
converted into higher priority goals (p = 2). The same formulation can also be applied to 
a normal single objective constrained optimisation as discussed in the previous chapter. 
With this generalised definition for the non-dominated solution (i. e. Pareto solution), the 
next section describes the extension of NSGA-II to the case of progressive preference 
articulation. The simple idea for forcing the NSGA-II to focus on a particular part of the 
Pareto front is introduced based on user's defined goals. 
8.5.2 Progressive preference articulation for NSGA-II 
As discussed in Section 8.2.2, the posterior preference articulation method (which is the 
original NSGA-II method proposed in Section 8.4) may waste the computational effort 
generating the trade-off surface outside the area of interest of the decision maker. An 
idea proposed in this section is to include the interaction process between the decision 
maker (transport planner) and the NSGA-II to enhance the focus the effort of NSGA-II 
on the area of most interest of the decision maker. 
NSGA-II 
with 
GA-AS 
Every t 
Set of current 
Pareto Solutions 
Feedback to the optimiser 
ision maker defines a 
set of goals/priorities 
for objectives 
Figure 8-4 Framework for the progressive preference articulation method with NSGA-II 
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There are two types of preference type decision maker is allowed to supply to the 
NSGA-II given the current information from the NSGA-II to control the focus area of 
the search. These are goals and priorities. Figure 8-4 depicts roughly the overall idea of 
the interaction between the decision maker (DM) and the optimiser (NSGA-II with GA- 
AS). The decision maker will initially set the interruption interval in terms of generation 
number, i. e. decision maker wants to intervene with the optimiser every t generations of 
the evolution process. Then, after each t generations, the set of the current Pareto 
solutions will be displayed to the decision maker on-line and the decision maker will 
decide on which area of the current, possibly sub-optimal, Pareto front (not the true 
Pareto front yet) he/she wishes the optimiser to explore further. The input from the 
decision maker to the optimiser will be in a form of set goals and/or priorities. After 
receiving an additional preference vector from the decision maker, the optimiser 
proceeds the evolution process with additional goals and priorities. 
Example 8-4 below demonstrates the intention of the interactive process explained 
above where the decision maker can supply the optimiser a set of additional goals and 
priorities during the process. 
Example 8-4: Influence of progressive preference articulation on the GA search 
Figure 8-5 below exemplifies the intent and process of the interactive goal setting for 
the preference articulation and focusing the search area. In this example, the problem is 
to find the solution maximising two objective functions (f, and Q. Note that all the 
results shown in Figure 8-5 are purely for illustration purpose. Assume that the decision 
maker did not pre-define any goal for the first 50 generations of the NSGA-II. The 
decision maker wished to intervene the optimisation process every 50 generations of 
GA (t = 50). Thus, after 50 generations, the set of current non-dominated solutions as 
presented to the decision maker (figure on the top-left), the decision maker then decided 
to set the goal for ft and f2, that are s1,1 and SI, 2 shown on the left figure. Notice the 
subscript 2 for the priority for both s1,1 and S1,2. Note that the distribution of 
chromosomes (both dominated and non-dominated) are widely spread over the possible 
range of the pair of f1 and f2. The shaded cone in the left figure is the focuses region for 
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the next 50 generations of the optimisation process as the results of the input goals. The 
focused region is the region of the Pareto front that GA will concentrate on. 
After that, the optimisation algorithm continues to run for a further 50 generations. The 
second figure (top-right) shows the results at the 100`x' generation of the evolution 
process. What is expected to happen as the result of additional constraints from sij and 
si. 2 is that the optimisation algorithm would spend more effort on the focused region 
(shaded cone). Thus, there should be more chromosomes appearing in this shaded cone. 
Similarly, the set of the non-dominated solutions should be totally inside the shaded 
cone (those chromosomes satisfy the goals set). At this stage, the decision maker is 
presented with the information on the current non-dominated solutions again. Then, the 
decision maker expresses any adjustment on goals. In the right figure, it is assumed that 
the decision maker sets the new goal as well as giving the priority to f1. The evolution 
process will carry on as previously but concentrating more effort on this new focused 
region and on maximising f1. The third figure (bottom-left) shows what could happen 
when an additional set of constrains (goals) and priorities is introduced. In this case, the 
optimiser is driven toward the point with extreme value of f, within the focused region. 
The actual modifications needed for the NSGA-II presented in Section 8.4 are (i) the 
non-dominated sorting process (also referred to as the ranking process), (ii) the 
crowding tournament selection operator, and (iii) the intervention phase of the decision 
maker. The actual change for (i) and (ii) is relative simple where the operator will 
consider the new definition of the non-dominated solution (Definition 8-4) instead of 
the original definition of non-dominates solution given in Definition 8-1. The method of 
progressive preference articulation presented in this section will be tested with the 
network of Edinburgh later on in Section 8.6.3. 
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Figure 8-5 Illustration of focusing effect on the search as the results from derision 
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There are three possible frameworks for solving the MOOP, including Priori hrelerenre 
articulation, Posterior preference articulation, and Progressive hrelcrence ºrticul, ltion 
(See Section 8.2.2). The method of NSGA-II was developed both for the Posterior kºnd 
Progressive preference articulation methods. In addition, tlºe Illethod developed III 
Chapter 6 can be adopted to solve the MOOD-Cl) with Priori preference articulation 
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(i. e. predefine the weights for different objectives). This section presents the tests of the 
methods developed for the MOOP-CD with the Edinburgh network. Note, that the 
discussion on the results aims mainly to demonstrate the application of the optimisation 
algorithms developed in this chapter. The interpretation of the results from the policy 
perspective will be given in more detail in the next chapter. 
8.6.1 Priori preference articulation case 
In this section the MOOP-CD is tackled under the Priori preference articulation 
paradigm. Predefined weights for encountered objectives are given. This reduces the 
MOOP to a single objective optimisation problem. The GA-AS method developed in 
Chapter 6 can then be adopted to solve the MOOP-CD with the aggregated objective 
function (with 50 chromosomes/generation and 200 generations, Pm = 0.15, and P, = 
0.75). Four tests are conducted in this section: 
(i) Maximise net benefit and net revenue (with weights of 0.4 and 0.6 respectively) 
(ii) Maximise net benefit and net revenue (with weights of 0.8 and 0.2 respectively) 
(iii) Maximise net benefit and net revenue, and Minimise equity impact (with 
weights of 0.8,0.2, and 10 x 106 respectively) 
(iv) Maximise net benefit and net revenue, and Minimise equity impact (with 
weights of 0.5,1, and 5x 106 respectively) 
Notice the difficulty in setting appropriate weights for the case with three objectives. 
The scale of the equity impact (Gina coefficient) is so different from the scale of the 
other two objectives (net benefit and net revenue). Hence, setting weights to reflect the 
intended trade-off can be complicated. 
The GA-AS method is applied to all problem. Table 8-1 below shows the results from 
all tests with different weighted sum objective functions. All four optimal cordons 
found for the four tests (Wsuml - Wsum4) are shown in Figure 8-6. 
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Cordon Optimal No of Net Net Gini TTtime TTdis Demand 
toll (£) toll benefit revenues (PCU- (PCU- (PCU/hour) 
points (£k/hour) (£k/hour) Ilr/hr) Km/hr) '000 
OPCI 1.50 13 7.21 43.70 0.41 52325 1720864 103.6 
WSuml 4.00 14 -4.58 96.41 0.34 47218 1636791 97.94 
WSum2 3.00 15 3.05 78.66 0.35 48827 1662902 99.70 
WSum3 3.00 14 3.29 77.29 0.29 18891 1663228 99.71 
WSum4 4.00 12 -3.61 95.23 0.34 47370 1633684 97.60 
Table 8-1 Results of the weighted sum approach (priori preference articulation) for 
MOOP-CD 
For the first test, a higher weight was given to the objective of net revenue. The 
WSuml, as a result, produces significantly higher net revenues (around £96k) whereas 
the net benefit is negative (-£4.58k). This implies the contribution of the high net 
revenue outweighed the benefit of having a positive net benefit. Hence, the algorithm 
just tried to seek a solution producing high net revenue. However, a cordon with too 
high net revenue may not be an optimal solution for this weighted sum problem either, 
due to a high level of negative net benefit. Recall the results from Chapter 6 in Table 
6-2 (page 206), the cordon maximising the net revenue, OPC-REV (with the toll level of 
£4), produced a high net revenue of £111.1Ok and at the same time also generated a 
negative net benefit of £-49.19k. The weighted sum objective for this problem (with the 
weights of Wsuml) is around £48k. The weighted sum objective for WSuml is around 
£56k. 
The second test allocated more weight to the objective of net benefit. The optimal 
uniform toll level for the WSum2 is found to be £3, just slightly lower than the optimal 
uniform toll for WSuml. With the revised weights, the solution for WSum2 has a 
positive net benefit of around £3k and the net revenue of £79k. The net benefit is still 
substantially lower than the net benefit from the OPC1 (around £7k). This implies the 
cordon design with a relatively high net revenue still performs well against the new 
weights adopted. 
The third and fourth tests are also similar in pattern to the previous two tests. The fourth 
test allocated more weight to the objective of net revenue compared to the third test. 
Hence, the WSum4 generated a higher net revenue (£95k) compared to the WSum3 
(£77k). The optimal toll level for the WSum4 is also higher than that of WSum3 
(similar to the comparison between WSuml and WSum2). 
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WSum1 with £4 toll WSum2 with £3 toll 
WSum4 with £4 toll 
Figure 8-6 Results for MOOP-CD with weighted sum approach (highlighted links are 
toll links) 
The results from all four tests show the domination of the objective of maximising net 
revenue. The reason is due to the scale of the objective (i. e. the level of revenue is 
always substantially higher than the net benefit). The results also demonstrated the point 
made earlier about the potential difficulty with the weighted sum approach (or in 
general the priori preference articulation approach), since the decision maker cannot 
know the actual trade-off between the different objectives prior to the process' of 
determining the weights or preferences. Also, as demonstrated in the results, the 
distribution of weights does not necessarily coincide with the distribution of the non- 
dominated solutions. This problem can be observed further with the results in Section 
8.6.2. 
In terms of the behaviour of the optimisation algorithm, Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8 show 
the elements of the best solution found so far during the GA-AS process. The figures 
show the net benefits, net revenues, and the weighted sum objective for the best solution 
found up to stage of the optimisation process (different generations of the GA-AS). 
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Figure 8-8 Elements of the best solution found so far for the weighted sum problem 
(WSum2) 
Both figures demonstrate the attempt of the algorithm to find the right balance between 
both objectives (net benefit and net revenue). During the optimisation process, there 
exist several blips in the level of net benefit and net revenue leading toward the 
stabilised levels in later generations. The result in Figure 8-7 shows that the algorithm 
can pick up straightaway that the optimal solution for this problem must consist of a 
high level of net revenue (due to its high weight). The algorithm then gradually tried to 
increase both the net benefit and net revenue. The blips on the net benefit curve showed 
the situation when the algorithm tried a solution with a bit higher level of the net 
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benefit. Then, the algorithm recognised the greater advantage of increase the net 
revenue rather than the net benefit in relation to the improvement over the weighted sum 
objective function. 
On the contrary, the result in Figure 8-8 tells us a slightly different story. Test WSum2 
gave more weight to the objective of maximising the net benefit. The net benefit for the 
best solution found so far in Figure 8-8 increased instantly beyond £3k in early 
generations whereas the net revenue is significantly lower than the net revenue during 
the same stage for the WSuml. Then, the algorithm started to seek the solution with 
higher net revenue. At the period when the net revenue reached it highest value (from 
the overall process), the net benefit dropped to almost £-4k (around 25 th generation). 
However, at this point the algorithm found a better compromise between the two 
objectives by raising the net benefit and sacrificing some of the net revenue. This is due 
to the pre-defined weights. Then, a similar phenomenon occurring with the WSuml test 
also came out during the optimisation process with the WSum2 test where the algorithm 
tried to increase the net benefit to seek a better compromise. Finally, the algorithm 
converged to a stabilised compromise between the two objectives. 
8.6.2 Posterior preference articulation case 
In this section, the Posterior preference articulation approach is applied to MOOP-CD. 
The method adopted for generating the non-dominated solutions is the NSGA-II (with 
GA-AS) as explained in Section 8.4. The difficulty in setting appropriate weights for the 
Priori preference articulation approach was mentioned in the previous section. As 
explained in Section 8.2, the benefit of Posterior preference articulation based approach 
is that the decision maker is presented with the actual information about the real trade- 
off between different objectives (from the set of non-dominated solutions). The problem 
of setting appropriate weights is thus eliminated with the Posterior preference 
articulation based approach. NSGA-II developed in 8.4 is used in conjunction with the 
GA-AS method to solve the MOOP-CD (with 50 chromosomes/generation and 200 
generations, Pm = 0.15, and Pc = 0.75). The tests presented in this section are as follows: 
(i) Maximise net benefit and net revenues 
(ii) Maximise net benefit and Minimise equity impact 
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(iii) Maximise net benefit and Minimise total travel time 
(iv) Maximise net benefit and Minimise total travel distance 
(v) Maximise net benefit and net revenue, and Minimise equity impact 
(i) Maximising net benefit and net revenues 
The solution being sought in MOOP is a set of Pareto solutions creating a Pareto front. 
After applying NSGA-II to the problem, Figure 8-9 shows the solutions produced and 
Pareto front found by the algorithm for the first test (maximise net benefit and net 
revenue). The grey dots represent different solutions generated during the process of 
NSGA-II. The black dots are the Pareto solutions which are used to create the Pareto 
front (black line). 
The NSGA-II method generated totally 31 non-dominated solutions whose the levels of 
net benefit and net revenue (per peak hour) ranged from £-3.6k to £7.2k and from 
£43.7k to £95.2k respectively. Table 8-2 contains the performance indicators for all 31 
Pareto solutions. The first solution (WR1) is the solution with the highest net revenue 
(top solution of the Pareto front). The other solutions are named sequentially by their 
order on the Pareto front. Based on this particular test, there exists a conflict between 
the two objectives considered; in other words, the gain in either net revenue or net social 
welfare improvement must be inevitably traded off by the loss in the other objective. 
There are some solutions capable of producing the positive net benefit and net revenue 
(solutions WR12 -WR31). The higher the uniform toll level the higher the ability of a 
cordon to generate the revenue. On the other hand, the cordon with high toll may not 
yield a good result in terms of the net benefit. 
In theory, the two solutions found in Section 8.6.1 should also be found as one of the 
non-dominated solutions. However, these two solutions were not actually found during 
the process of NSGA-II. This is not a surprise given the complexity of the problem and 
the computational effort given. The WSuml solution is just over the WR1 solution with 
a higher net revenue and lower net benefit. The WSum2 solution is in between WR13 
and WR14. 
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Figure 8-9 Pareto solutions and corresponding Pareto front for MOOP problem with 
objectives of maximising net benefits and net revenues 
When the planner is presented with these possible solutions and their 
performances/design (information from Table 8-2), he or she can then make a selection 
on the best compromised design. This is the underlying concept of posterior preference 
articulation approach. 
As depicted in Figure 8-9,31 non-dominated solutions can be grouped into five 
different clusters based upon their objectives. If the Priori preference articulation 
paradigm is applied to this decision making (See Section 8.6.1), the weighted sum 
objectives (for different weight pairs) can be produced based on the results in Table 8-2. 
Figure 8-10 shows the weighted sum objective from the results in Table 8-2 with 
different weight pairs. Six different weight pairs are applied to the solutions (the first 
weight in the legend of the figure is the weight for the net benefit, and the second is for 
the net revenue). 
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Solution Toll 
No of 
toll 
Net 
benefit 
Net 
revenues 
1"I'timc 'I'"f 
dis 
(I'(l 
Total 
(; ini 
No. (£) 
points (£k/hr) (£k/hr) 
WCU-hr/hr) 
km/hr) 
demand 
WRI 4.00 12 -3.61 95.24 47370.00 1633684.00 97603.00 0.1.1 
WR2 4.00 12 -3.47 95.23 47344.00 1634462.00 97644,0)) 0.33 
WR3 4.00 14 -2.66 95.02 47218.00 1636791.00 97943.00 0.34 
WR4 4.00 14 -2.60 95.00 47201.00 1636937.00 97965.011 0,35 
WR5 4.00 14 -2.57 94.99 47194.00 1637303.00 97968,011 0. t5 
WR6 4.00 13 -2.30 93.04 47314.00 1649430.0(1 98277.110 0.39 
WR7 4.00 13 -1.75 91.24 48581.00 1673092.00 1001226.00) 0.45 
WR8 4.00 12 -1.42 80.05 49670,00 1680815.01) 10(1256.11(1 01.51 
WR9 4.00 12 -1.40 80.05 48666.00 1680716.00 100255.00 11.50 
WR10 4.00 12 -1.35 80.04 48650.00 1680906.110 10027.1.00 0.51 
WR11 4.00 12 -1.30 80.03 48640.00 1680896,00 100273.0(1 0.52 
WR12 3.00 12 2.54 77.52 48996.00 1659782.1)) 19364. )))) 0.31 
WR13 3.00 12 2.67 77.50 48959.00 1659905.00 90379,011 0.34 
WR14 3.00 14 3.30 77.29 49891.00 1663228.00 99707.11(1 0,3)) 
WR15 3.00 14 3.38 77.28 48862.1)0) 1662646100 19686.10 11 _; "1 
6VR16 3.00 14 3.47 77.27 48849.00 1662903. (1(1 19722. (1(1 035 
WR 17 3.00 14 3.54 77.26 49824.0)) 1663042.00 99708.0(1 0.34 
WR 18 3.00 13 3.74 75.74 48919.00 1673876.00 91999.00 0.36 
WRI9 3.00 13 3.75 75.73 48910.00 1673434.00 99987.011 0.39 
WR20 2.00 13 4.91 57.58 51051.00 1692619.00 100958.0)) 030 
1YR21 2.00 13 4.99 57.57 51030.00 1692681.00 100976.0(1 0.36 
WR22 2.00 15 5.68 57.33 50933.00 1695643.00 11)1267.0(1 (1.33 
WR23 2.00 16 5.69 57.23 50902.00 1695591.00 101255,00 0.36 
WR 24 2.00 12 5.92 56.75 51109.00 1691651.011 11)16 38.0O 0.3"I 
WR25 2.00 14 6.79 56.50 50963.00 1694784.1(1 101945.00 0.34 
IVR26 2.00 14 6.86 56.49 50950.00 1694995.110 101964.00 0.36 
WR27 2.00 13 7.00 55.44 51018.00 1703384.0(1 102213.00 0.40 
WR28 1.50 14 7.02 44.55 52287.00 1713529.00 103 357.00 0.34 
WR29 1.50 14 7.04 44.56 52283.00 1713466.00 10335 3.0(1 0,34 
WR30 1.50 13 7.20 43.75 52326.00 1720870.00 103597.00 0.41 
W1? 31 1.50 13 7.21 43.76 52325.00 1720864.00 103507.00 0.1I 
Table 8-2 Non-dominated solutions from the MO OP, maximising net henclit and net 
revenue 
Five different clusters of the non-dominated solutions become the best compronii,, ed 
solutions with different weights. The first cluster of the solutions Conics out as the best 
compromise solutions with weight pairs of (0.4,0.6), (0.5,0.5), (0.6,0.4), and (0.7, 
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0.3). This cluster of solutions covers a wide range of the weights. The third cluster 
becomes the best compromise solutions when the weight pair of (0.8,0.2) is applied. 
Finally, the fourth cluster becomes the optimal solution when the weight pair of (0.9, 
0.1) is adopted. Of course, the last cluster will definitely become the best solution when 
an extreme weight of (1.0,0.0) is used. This result explains the difficulty found with the 
weighted sum approach (see Section 8.6.1) where the objective of net revenue 
dominates a large span of the weights due to its scale compared to that of the net 
benefit. Again, as discussed in the review in Section 8.3 using a good spread of the 
weights to create the single objective optimisation problem and solve it does not 
guarantee the well distributed non-dominated solution. This demonstrates the benefit of 
the NS(iA-II approach. 
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Figure R-10 Weigthed sum objectives with different weight pairs (weight for net benefit, 
weight Im net revenue) 
(ii) Ma_rimising net benefit and Minimising equity impact 
For the second test, instead of maximising the net revenues, an objective function of 
minimising the Gini coefficient is adopted. Figure 8-11 shows the chromosomes 
generated by the NSGA-II process and the Pareto front identified. 31 Pareto solutions 
were found. They are presented in Table 8-3. The non-dominated solution with the 
lowest Gini coefficient (located at the bottom of the Pareto front) is named WG I, and 
ýý 
ýý 
ý... 
ý 
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the other solutions are named sequentially following the order of the (iini coellicicnts. 
The lowest level of Gini coefficient is 0.108 for the WG I cordon but the net henelit 
drops to around £2.33k per peak hour compared to the net benelit from W(13 I of a7? Ik 
per peak hour. 
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Figure 8-11 Pareto solutions and corresponding Pareto front 601. MOOP problem with 
objectives of maximising net benefits and mininmising Ginºi coefficient (equi(y Impact) 
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Figure 8-12 Location of WG 1 cordon (with Figure 8- 13 Location of' W(. 3 I cordon (wvitli 
toll level of £0.50) toll level of C I. 50) 
Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13 show the locations of WGI and W(i3 I respectively. 
WG31, which is the cordon with the highest net henelit, is unsurprisingly the Sane 
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cordon as OPCI. The toll level for WG1 is relatively low (£0.50) which is the common 
characteristic of those cordons in Table 8-3 with a low Gini coefficient. The net benefit 
of WG31 is almost four times the net benefit of WG1. 
Solution Toll No of Net 
Net TTtime TTdis Total 
No. (£) toll benefit 
Gini revenues (PCU- (PCU- demand 
points (£k/hr) (£k/hr) hr/hr) km/hr) 
WGI 0.50 16 2.33 0.108 14.80 55970.00 1759924.00 107144.00 
WG2 0.50 16 2.33 0.109 14.80 55969.00 1759883.00 107144.00 
WG3 0.50 12 2.43 0.175 14.08 56072.00 1765470.00 107407.00 
WG4 0.50 15 2.47 0.176 14.88 55956.00 1764167.00 107067.00 
WG5 0.75 18 2.97 0.176 27.19 54584.00 1735957.00 105001.00 
WG6 0.50 15 3.48 0.189 16.70 55661.00 1759085.00 106884.00 
WG7 0.50 9 3.50 0.195 13.81 56098.00 1765834.00 107759.00 
WG8 0.75 15 4.10 0.196 24.34 54857.00 1739977.00 105741.00 
WG9 0.50 15 4.43 0.198 18.47 55406.00 1755173.00 106807.00 
WGIO 0.75 16 4.64 0.220 24.08 54779.00 1742889.00 105978.00 
WGII 0.75 14 4.67 0.224 23.93 54846.00 1741829.00 105884.00 
WG12 0.75 14 4.68 0.225 23.92 54842.00 1741796.00 105881.00 
WG13 0.75 14 4.68 0.226 23.92 54842.00 1741791.00 105881.00 
WG14 0.75 12 4.92 0.238 23.91 54863.00 1743558.00 105957.00 
WGI S 0.75 12 4.93 0.243 23.91 54860.00 1743519.00 105955.00 
WG16 0.75 11 5.04 0.245 24.01 54857.00 1743518.00 105955.00 
WG17 1.00 15 5.05 0.274 34.24 53546.00 1734395.00 104272.00 
WG18 1.00 14 5.15 0.274 34.34 53547.00 1734411.00 104272.00 
WG19 1.00 14 5.28 0.274 33.17 53646.00 1737066.00 104451.00 
WG20 0.75 14 5.38 0.275 26.22 54430.00 1745809.00 105562.00 
WG21 0.75 15 5.69 0.276 27.06 54329.00 1740763.00 105456.00 
WG22 0.75 14 5.79 0.276 27.16 54328.00 1740770.00 105455.00 
WG23 1.00 15 5.84 0.282 31.27 53887.00 1733839.00 105056.00 
WG24 1.00 14 5.94 0.283 31.37 53886.00 1733821.00 105055.00 
WG25 1.50 16 6.53 0.292 44.37 52351.00 1712612.00 103333.00 
WG26 1.50 15 6.62 0.294 44.47 52354.00 1712666.00 103334.00 
WG27 1.50 15 6.93 0.334 44.45 52286.00 1713497.00 103355.00 
WG28 1.50 15 6.94 0.343 44.45 52283.00 1713459.00 103353.00 
WG29 1.50 14 7.03 0.345 44.55 52290.00 1713807.00 103379.00 
WG30 1.50 14 7.10 0.411 43.65 52327.00 1720869.00 103598.00 
WG31 1.50 13 7.21 0.414 43.75 52325.00 1720864.00 103597.00 
Table 8-3 Non-dominated solutions from the MOOP, maximising net benefit and 
minimising gini coefficient 
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From Table 8-3, some interesting relationship between the cordon design and its 
performance against different objective functions can be observed. There seems to be a 
strong connection between the performances of the cordons against the equity objective 
and the level of their uniform tolls. From the results, it is likely that the lower the toll 
level the more equitable the cordon scheme. This issue will be clarified further in 
Chapter 9. 
(iii) Maximising net benefit and Minimising total travel time 
Figure 8-14 shows the Pareto front found by the NSGA-II for the third tests. The third 
test is to maximise the net benefit and minimise the total travel time. 14 non-dominated 
solutions were found. Table 8-4 shows the details for all of these non-dominated 
solutions. Again, the solutions are named in the ascending order of the level of total 
travel time (e. g. WT1 is the solution with the lowest total travel time from all non- 
dominated solutions). The possible weakness of the NSGA-II is revealed in Figure 8-14 
where the non-dominated solutions found are not well spread over the Pareto front. In 
fact, five different clusters of the solution can be defined (noted in the figure). 
The result from the CON-TTTIME discussed in Section 7.4.2 in the previous chapter 
also appeared to be one of the non-dominated solutions (WT9). This followed one of the 
classical multiobjective optimisation approaches as explained in Section 8.3.1 where the 
objectives can be converted to be constraints. In this case, if the objective of minimising 
the total travel time is converted to a constraint as depicted as a dash line in Figure 8-14, 
then obviously the solution of this constrained optimisation problem will be one of the 
non-dominated solutions (in this case the WT9). 
The level of total travel time does seem to be related to the net revenue. From the results 
in Table 8-4, the higher the toll level the higher the net revenue (as discussed earlier) 
and also the lower the total travel time. This can probably be explained by the fact that 
in the most extreme case if all links are tolled with a very high toll, eventually there will 
be no traffic left in the network. Hence, the total travel time reaches its minimum 
possible level, zero. 
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Solution 
No. 
Toll 
(£) 
No of 
toll 
points 
Net 
benefit 
(£k/hr) 
TTtime 
(PCU- 
hr/hr) 
Net revenues 
(£k/hr) 
Gins TTdis 
(PCU-km/hr) 
Total 
demand 
WD 4.00 14 -2.57 47194 94.996 0.349 1637303 97968 
W12 4.00 14 -2.39 47311 92.939 0.390 1649449 98276 
WT3 4.00 13 -2.30 47314 93.039 0.389 1649430 98277 
WN 4.00 15 -1.93 48570 81.054 0.458 1672697 1001 11 
1V7: 5 4.00 14 -1.83 48571 81.154 0.457 1672706 100111 
11 /h 4.00 13 -1.75 48581 81.244 0.445 1673092 100126 
W77 4.00 12 -1.30 48640 80.038 0.520 1680896 100273 
W/8 3.00 14 3.54 48824 77.267 0.345 1663042 99708 
ff T9 3.00 13 3.75 48910 75.735 0.394 1673434 99987 
" 1111 2.00 15 6.77 50948 56.397 0.364 1694971 101962 
11,77 / 2.00 14 6.86 50950 56.497 0.361 1694995 101964 
IV / 12 2.00 13 7.00 51018 55.441 0.398 1703384 102213 
WT/ 3 1.50 14 7.04 52283 44.551 0.340 1713466 103353 
WT14 1.50 13 7.21 52325 43.752 0.414 1720864 103597 
Table 8-4 Non-dominated solutions from the MOOP, maximising net benefit and 
minimising total travel time 
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Figure 8-14 I'areto solutions and corresponding Pareto front for MOOP problem with 
objectives of maximising net benefits and minimising total travel time 
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Figure 8-15 shows the location of the WTI cordon (the number of' toll points is 14). 
Obviously, the WT1 cordon cover a wider range of the network compared to the OI'(' 
cordon. This means a higher number 0-1) pair or possible route may be included inside 
the charged zone. Thus, the cordon can impose the toll on a higher proportion of' trips. 
With a high toll, the number of trips depressed and the level olcongestion relieved can 
be achieved greatly. A wide coverage also kept the increase of travel time due toi traffic 
diversion to a longer route (in terms of travel time) at the niininuunn. I lowever, a too 
wide coverage area of a cordon may not achieve a good result in terms of' reducing the 
total travel time if most of the trips actually happen inside the cordon and hence tile)' , irr 
not affected by the toll at all. 
Figure 8-15 WTI Cordon with the optimal toll level oi'. £4 
(iv) Ma-chnising net benefit and Minimising total travel distance 
Figure 8-16 shows the Pareto front found by the NS(iA-II liar the fourth test which , rims, 
to maximise the net benefit and minimise the total travel distance. 95 non-dominated 
solutions where identified. It is considered impractical to present the inlormation liar all 
95 non-dominated solutions. Thus, the non-solutions are clustered into II dif event 
groups by their objectives (See Figure 8-16). Again, the non-dominated solutions are 
named following the ascending order of' the total travel distance (i. e. WI)I is the 
solution with the lowest total travel distance and WD95 is the solution with the highest 
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i total travel distance). Table 8-5 shows the information of each cluster (ranges of the net benefit and total travel distance and the number of members in each cluster). Unlike the 
test discussed in the previous section, the algorithm found a very nice well spread set of 
the non-dominated solutions. 
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Figure 8-16 Pareto solutions and corresponding Pareto front for MOOP problem with 
objectives of maximising net benefits and minimising total travel distance 
Cluster No. of Members Min. Max. Min net Max net 
members TTDis TTDis benefit benefit 
1 2 WD 1-W D2 1593263 1599510 -21668.0 -21173.9 
2 3 WD3-WD5 1599614 1616113 -8674.60 -7905.55 
3 I WD6 1619556 1619556 -5211.29 -5211.29 
4 17 WD7-WD23 1627963 1634462 -5142.42 -3473.19 5 13 WD24-WD36 1635282 1648079 -3110.65 -983.71 
6 16 W D41-W D55 1649666 1658134 -560.73 1799.46 
7 Il WD56-WD66 1658195 1662646 2136.83 3383.14 
8 3 WD67-W69 1672292 1673434 3425.89 3753.28 
9 10 W D70-W D79 1684786 1689555 3792.03 5066.51 
lU 14 WD80-WD93 1690398 1703384 5619.87 6999.95 
2 W D94-W D95 1713466 1720864 7037.11 7207.76 
Table 8-5 Clusters of the non-dominated solutions (maximizie net benefit and minimise 
total travel distance) 
Note that the optimal uniform toll levels found for all non-dominated solutions increase 
its the total travel distance decreases. Also some relationship between the amount of 
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demand left in the network and the total travel distance is also I 'mind. Figure 8-17 plots 
the total travel distance against the total demand for all non-dominated solutions frone 
the fourth test. 
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Figure 8-17 Relationship between the total travel distances and total demand in the 
network 
From the figure, there seems to be a highly linear relationship between the amount of' 
traffic in the network and the total travel distance. The traffic volunic constitutes the 
major part of the objective function of the total travel distance (flow times distance). 
However, from the plot some of the cases even with a lower demand may generate a 
higher total travel distance. This is mainly due to the diversion ol'the traffic to a longer 
route. 
Figure 8-18 shows the locations ofthe WD6 and WI)7 cordons. The total travel distance 
for the WD6 and WD7 are 1619556 and 1627963 I'('t I-Kin/hr respectively and the total 
travel demand in the network are 97828 and 97413 P('tI/hr in that order. I)espitc a 
lower demand, WD7 generated a slightly higher total travel distance. 
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Figure A-18 WD6 and WD7 cordons 
Figure K-19 shows the comparison between the link flow from the WD6 and WD7. The 
green and blue strips indicate that the link flows from WD7 > WD6 and WD7 < WD6 
respectively. As discussed above, the WD7 cordon (with lower demand but higher total 
travel distance) has more flows on the most of the orbital roads on the south of the city, 
especially from west to east movement, (which are longer roads), but has less flows on 
the main radial roads leading to the city centre. 
Figure 8-19 Comparison of link flows between WD6 and WD7 
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(V) Maximising net benefit, Maximising hei revenues, and Alin Nfl. 1U1z' equit ' Impact 
This section presents the result for the last test with the NS(IA-II with posterior 
preference articulation. Three objectives are considered in the test including the 
objectives to maximise the net benefit and net revenue and to minimise the equity 
impact (Gini coefficient). This is to demonstrate the ability of NS(IA-II to handle a 
multiobjective case (more than two objectives). Figure 8-20 shows the I'areto surface 
and non-dominated solutions for this problem. After 200 generations with SO 
chromosomes inside each generation, NSGA-II and (IA-AS identified 128 different 
non-dominated solutions (black dots). Those chromosomes who are not non-dominated 
solutions are plotted in red. Figure 8-2 1 shows the scatter plots ofthe whole 128 non- 
dominated solutions with different pairs of objectives. 
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Figure 8-20 Pareto surface and non-dominated solutions for the MOOD-('I) with three 
objectives (net benefit, net revenue, and equity) 
From the whole 128 non-dominated solutions, 13 are non-doininaie&I solutions tier the 
pair of the objectives of maximising the net benefit and net revenue, 19 are non- 
dominated solution for the pair of the objectives of maximising the net henclit and 
minimising the Gini coefficient, and 10 are non-dominated solution liar the pair of' the 
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objective of maximising the net revenue and minimising the Gini coefficient. These 
pair-wise non-dominated solutions from the set of non-dominated for the three objective 
problem are plotted in Figure 8-21. 
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Figure 8-21 Scatter Plots for the MOOP-CD results with three objectives (net benefit, 
net revenue, and Gini coefficient) 
Clearly, the total number of pair-wise non-dominated solutions (42 in total) is much 
lower than the number of the non-dominated solutions for the three objective problem 
(l28). This means adding more objectives into the MOOP increases the number of the 
possible non-dominated solutions. 
Similarly to the previous test, the high number of non-dominated solutions (128 
solutions) makes the detail presentation of the results impractical. Again, 128 non- 
dominated solutions are clustered into 15 different groups according to the levels of the 
objectives. These groups are depicted in Figure 8-22 with different plots. The detail of 
each cluster is given in Table 8-6. As mentioned earlier, in the real decision process, the 
planner may be presented with the information as shown in Table 8-6 to prevent 
overloading the information to the planner. Then, he or she can choose to look into the 
detail of sonic of the cluster in order to make the final decision on the best compromise 
cordon scheme. 
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An alternative to this approach is to allow the decision maker to interact dynamically 
with the optimisation process in order to focus and allocate more computational efliºrt 
on the area of interest on the Pareto surface/front. This method is the progressive 
preference articulation approach which will be tested in the Following section. 
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Figure 8-22 Pareto surface and 15 clusters of the non-dominated solutions fir the 
MOOP-CD with three objectives (net benefit, net revenue, and equity) 
Cluster No. of Min net Max net Min net Max net Min Max 
members benefit (£) benefit (£) revenue (£) revenue (£) Cini (. ini 
1 I -19021.0 - 9 2508 - O,. l 10 
2 4 -11992.0 -8661.2 80.172 02245 0.37`+ n.. L. 
3 3 -7454.9 -5668.1 51853 70151) 0.328 u. 35 
4 6 -5134.0 -1822 69430 90003 0.357 0.4 67 
5 3 -2423.1 -1111.5 46445 58181 (), 3S2 l1.38 3 
6 1 -2366.9 - 76367 - 0,572 - 
7 4 -2329.1 -767.07 27651 33139 O. 228 0.262 
8 7 -26.8 1554.6 32661 -15564 0? 80 0.353 
9 20 58.3 4048.5 13(139 26405 0.175 0.231) 
10 13 562.3 3978.7 421)58 55056 0.373 0.421 
11 31 1162.9 5302.2 202241 12062 1)2.11 0,329 
12 1 1423.1 - 75561 - (1.421 - 
13 2 2397.8 2773.3 61922 65 269 ((. 487 O. 5 3tß 
14 19 2621.2 5486.7 29913 41926 0,327 0.39 1 
15 13 4378.0 5900.2 42757 48121) 0.413 0.4o-l 
Table 8-6 Clusters of the non-dominated solutions (niaxinniiie net henelit and net 
revenue and minimise Gini coefficient) 
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8.6.3 Progressive preference articulation case 
In Sections 8.6.1 and 8.6.2, the methods of priori and posterior preference articulation 
were applied to the MOOP-CD. In this section, the progressive preference articulation 
approach is adopted to solve the MOOP-CD. The extension of the NSGA-II method as 
described in Section 8.5 is used to solve the multiobjective cordon design problem. The 
main purpose of this section is to demonstrate the application of the progressive 
preference articulation approach in the cordon design process and to illustrate some of 
the benefits from this innovative decision paradigm. 
A scenario is constructed for the test. The scenario is that the planner wishes to design 
an optimal charging cordon (with a uniform toll) with the objective to maximise the net 
bcnctit and minimise the equity impact (measured by the Gini coefficient). The planner 
is uncertain about the appropriate weights of preferences over these two objectives. 
Initially, the NSGA-II was run for 40 generations to create an initial set of the non- 
dominated solutions and (possible sub-optimal) Pareto front. Figure 8-23 shows the set 
of non-donlinated solutions and Pareto front identified by the NSGA-II after 40 
generations with 50 chromosomes in each generation. 
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Figure 8-23 Pareto front and progressive goals set after 40 generations of NSGA-II 
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As shown in Example 8-4, the decision maker (transport planner in this case) can 
exploit the given initial information on the possible trade-oil between two objectives 
(shown by the Pareto front found after 40 generations) to define the area of interest on 
the Pareto front presented. The planner will provide the updated preference vector to 
guide the NSGA-1l to focus on the main trade-oil area of interest. In this scen, irio, after 
observing the trade-off information given in Figure 8-23, the planner is assumed to set 
his/her preference by imposing the goals on both objectives, net benefit " 138 15 und 
Gini < 0.30. This is depicted as a dashed line in Figure 8-23 repres ntinp, the focus urea 
for further generations. 
After introducing the set goals for both objectives, the NS(IA-II procccded liar further 
40 generations. Figure 8-24 shows the found Parcto fronts aller 80 generations where 
the goals were introduced for both objectives during the last 40 general ion. The 
chromosomes generated during the first 40 generations are plotted in grey and the 
chromosomes generated during the last 40 generations are plotted in gold. Notice the 
advancement on the Pareto front on the particular area focused by the goals set earlier. 
At this point, the planner can observe the updated I'arcto front again and set new goals. 
In this scenario, the planner decided to set a new goal liir the net henef it ( net benefit 
£4450) and keep the same goal for the Gini coefficient. This new goal is plotted as a 
dashed line in Figure 8-24. 
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Then, the algorithm is run for a further 80 generations. Figure 8-25 and Figure 8-26 
show the Pareto front found after 120 and 160 generations respectively. Note that the 
goals were revised after 160 generations. The goal for the net benefit was set to be 
greater than £5086 and the goal for the Gini coefficient was set to be less than 0.28 
limiting further the area of interest (dash lines in Figure 8-26). Again, after setting the 
new goals the algorithm was let to run until the end of the whole process (200 
generations). Figure 8-27 shows the final Pareto front found after 200 generations of 
NSGA-II. 
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Figure 8-25 Parcto front after 120 generations of NSGA-II 
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Figure 8-26 Pareto front and progressive goals set after 160 generations of NSGA-II 
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Figure 8-27 Pareto front from the progressive prclcrcnce articulation , 1Iter 200 
generations 
29 non-dominated solutions were found. From this set, 20 of them satisfied the goals set 
after the first 40 generations (net benetit =- 0815 and (iini - 0.30). This I'aretu Front, 
generated under the progressive }reference articulation process, clearly covers a 
narrower range of the non-dominated solutions Compared to the result from the posterior 
preference articulation approach shown earlier in Figure 8-11. This is due toi the 
restricted search region caused by the goals set during the optinºisation process. ( )n the 
other hand, the Pareto front in Figure 8-27 consisted ofa slightly higher number ol'non- 
dominated solutions whose net benefit and Gini coefficient is higher than 0815 and 
lower than 0.30 respectively. This demonstrated the henclit of the progressive 
prcf rcncc articulation approach. 
It should be noted that the other advantage of adopting the progressive prelerence 
articulation approach is the possibility of including additional design Constraints during 
the optimisation process. For instance, after 40 generations of NS(IA-II, in addition to 
the observation on the trade-off between two objectives, the planner may also analyse 
the outcome in terms of total travel time, total travel distance, net revenue, etc. 'I'hr 
planner then can also decide to introduce additional constraints into the optinnisaition 
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problem afterward based on this observation. The constraints can be introduced within 
the preference vector framework as explained earlier in Section 8.5.1. 
8.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter introduced the concept of multiobjective optimisation for charging cordon 
design (MOOP-CD). The review in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 identified the need for a 
method for designing a cordon that serves several objectives. The chapter reviewed the 
key elements for making the decision on the multiobjective optimisation problem 
(MOOP) including the preference form, preference articulation approach, and the 
optimisation algorithms. 
Four different types of preference expression were discussed including weight, priority, 
goal/target, and linguistic ranking. The weighting approach (or utility based approach) 
is probably the most widely adopted method due to its simplicity. The linguistic ranking 
approach is the most recent approach which becomes one of the feasible approaches 
following the development in the area of fuzzy reasoning and evolutionary optimisation. 
Regardless of the form of the preference, different stages of preference articulation can 
be adopted. Three possible approaches for deciding on the preference were discussed in 
the chapter including the priori, posterior, and progressive preference articulation 
approaches. The combination between the priori preference articulation and the 
weighting or utility based approach is probably the simplest method for solving the 
multiobjective problem. This is also the case in transport area. However, several 
drawbacks of this approach were discussed in the chapter. The main problem seems to 
be the difficulty in making the judgement on the preference prior to obtaining the actual 
trade-off information between different objectives. The recent development of 
evolutionary optimisation or in particular genetic algorithm allows a better treatment of 
the multiobjective optimisation problem. 
Before presenting the actual algorithm for solving the multiobjective problem, the 
chapter reviewed different possible methods both from classical optimisation and 
evolutionary optimisation paradigms. Although the classical optimisation method may 
be adopted to solve the problem, it was remarked that the nature of the single objective 
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optimisation problem is significantly different from the multiobjective problem. This 
makes the classical optimisation method inappropriate due to the fact that the main 
strategy for the classical methods is to convert the problem to a single objective 
optimisation problem. The evolutionary optimisation approach operates on population 
basis. This is considered to be extremely suitable for solving the multiobjective problem 
where a number of solutions are being sought rather than one (as contrast to a normal 
single objective optimisation problem). Thus, the GA or evolutionary optimisation 
based method was adopted in this chapter to tackle the MOOP-CD problem. 
There is a variety of evolutionary based optimisation methods for the MOOP that can be 
categorised into three main groups, non-Pareto based approach, Pareto-based approach 
without elitism, and Pareto-based approach with elitism. These were reviewed and 
discussed in the chapter. The Pareto-based approach with the elitism strategy was 
considered to be the most up to date and efficient algorithm. The method of NSGA-11 
proposed by Deb et al (2000) was integrated with the GA-AS method developed in 
Chapter 6 for tackling the MOOP-CD in this chapter. 
Two variations of the NSGA-II methods were proposed. The first one is the standard 
approach based on the posterior preference articulation decision paradigm. The NSGA- 
II algorithm is used to identify a number of non-dominated solutions in which the 
decision maker eventually selects the best compromise solution from these non- 
dominated solutions (without having to express his/her preference for different 
objectives in advance). The second version of the NSGA-II is the progressive 
preference articulation based approach. The framework for allowing the interaction 
between the decision maker and the optimisation algorithm was presented in the 
chapter. The main modification was the definition of the non-dominated solution in 
which the idea of preference vector used to compare to solutions was proposed. With 
this new definition of non-dominated solutions, the user can sequentially set the 
goals/targets for different objectives during the optimisation process in order to guide 
the search to the area of his/her interest. 
Three different set of tests were conducted with the Edinburgh network. The first set 
was for the priori preference articulation decision paradigm. Four tests were conducted 
(two tests with two objectives and two tests with three objectives). Each of them 
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received different weights for different objectives that were used to create the weighted 
sum objective function. The GA-AS approach was then applied to solve all four 
problems with the weighted sum objective (hence the problems became normal single 
objective optimisation problems). The remark was made regarding the difficulty in 
setting appropriate weights due to the scaling problem with different objective 
functions. 
The second set of the tests was concerned with the posterior preference articulation , 
paradigm. Four tests with two objectives and one test with three objectives were the 
objects of the methodological experiment. The NSGA-II with GA-AS was successfully 
applied to all problem to generate the set of non-dominated solutions. The implications 
of the results from the policy perspective were briefly discussed. This issue will be dealt 
with in the following chapter. The results revealed a possible weakness of the NSGA-II 
in which the set of non-dominated solutions identified by the algorithm may not be well 
spread over the Pareto front. Finally, the last test was for the progressive preference 
articulation approach. A scenario was set up to demonstrate the application of the 
NSGA-II with the progressive preference articulation. 
Overall, the chapter successfully developed innovative optimisation approaches for 
dealing with the MOOP-CD problem. These two methods, posterior and progressive 
preference articulations, offer a new way for dealing with the selection and the design 
process of the transport policy, in particular the charging cordon scheme design. It is 
difficult to judge the full advantage of these new methods at this stage. A fuller 
experiment with a more realistic case and participant is required to fully evaluate the 
additional advantage from these innovative methods compared to a more traditional one. 
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CHAPTER 9 POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
If we know what it was we were doing it would not be called research, would it? Albert 
Einstein 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous four chapters (Chapters 3-8) discuss separately a number of possible 
approaches for designing a road pricing scheme, e. g. judgmental design, theoretical 
design, or constrained design. Obviously different design philosophies yield different 
scheme designs and performances. In this chapter, all numerical results with the 
Edinburgh network from the previous chapters are revisited and used in the discussion 
on some of their key implications on the charging cordon design. Some of these points 
are discussed with the reference to the real scheme design of the Edinburgh congestion 
charging scheme (the scheme is planned to start in 2006) or the extension of the London 
congestion charging scheme currently being discussed at the time of writing this thesis. 
This chapter is structured into three further sections. The next section gathers the 
numerical results from different tests conducted previously in order to analyse the effect 
of the toll location and toll level on the performance of the scheme. This section also 
looks at the trade-off between the practical constraints and the benefit of the scheme, 
and the issue of multiobjective design. Then, Section 9.3 discusses the implication of 
this research to real-world decisions on road pricing scheme design. In particular, the 
section explains the extent to which the development of different algorithms in this 
thesis may support the decision maker in the real world. Finally, the last section 
concludes the chapter. 
9.2 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
9.2.1 Effect of toll levels and locations 
As described in the objective and motivation of this research, it is of practical and 
theoretical interests to analyse the extent to which the toll level and location affect the 
performance of the road pricing scheme. The term "performance" discussed here mainly 
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concentrates on the net benefit of the scheme (following the Marshallian measure of 
social welfare improvement as detailed in Chapter 4). Firstly, the effect of the toll level 
on the performance of a road pricing scheme will be discussed. 
There are several tests in the previous chapters that can be used to analyse the effect of 
the toll level on the net benefit of the scheme. In Chapter 4, three judgmental cordons 
were identified based on the judgmental design criteria specified in Chapter 3. In 
addition, the optimal uniform toll and varied tolls (using GA-CHARGE) for each of 
these judgmental cordons were found in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, GA-AS was used to 
find the optimal cordon with uniform toll, OPC1 cordon. Similarly, GA-ASII was used 
in Chapter 4 to find the optimal double cordon, D-OPC. All cordons were optimised 
with the objective of maximising the net benefit (see its definition in Chapter 4). 
In addition to the aforementioned results, the top-15 links with highest marginal social 
cost tolls (from the system optimum) are included into the comparison. This is mainly to 
provide an estimate of the benefit of the second-best tolling scheme. The system 
optimum assignment (with elastic demand) was carried out with the Edinburgh network. 
The by-product of this assignment is the marginal cost tolls for all links in the network. 
The top-15 links are chosen from those links with the highest marginal cost tolls. 
Figure 9-1 shows these 15 links with the label of the ranking of these links. Table 9-1 
shows the marginal social cost toll for these 15 links from the system optimal 
assignment. An optimal uniform toll for the top-15 is found to be £0.75. GA-CHARGE 
is also used to optimise the tolls for the top-15 charging system. 
Table 9-2 presents the test results for the inner cordon 1, inner cordon 2, outer cordon, 
OPC1, Top-15, and D-OPC (optimal double cordon). From the results in Table 9-2 
Comparison of the performance of different charging regimes for the Edinburgh 
network, the effect of the complexity of the charge structure on the performance of the 
charging cordon scheme can be observed from the comparison of net benefit 
improvements from the innerl cordon, outer cordon, and top-15 cordon. The variable 
tolls found by GA-CHARGE for the innerl cordon, outer cordon, and Top-15 cordon 
generate the net EB improvement of around 50%, 70%, and 95% higher than those with 
optimal uniform tolls. Obviously, the more complex toll regime gives a higher degree of 
freedom for the scheme design through which it can achieve a higher benefit. 
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Figure 9-1 Top-15 links with the highest marginal social cost toll for the Edinburgh 
network (highlighted link with the label indicating the rank) 
Rank MC toll 
(£) 
GA-CIIARGE 
toll (£) 
Rank MC toll 
(£) 
GA-CIIARGE toll 
(£) 
1 3.55 4.07 9 0.75 1.02 
2 1.67 2.30 10 0.72 0.76 
3 1.38 1.33 11 0.70 0.50 
4 1.30 1.33 12 0.70 0.45 
5 1.04 1.20 13 0.69 0.12 
6 1.02 1.33 14 0.68 0.70 
7 0.98 0.76 15 0.66 0.63 
8 0.85 0.50 
Table 9-1 Marginal cost tolls from system optimum and GA-CHARGE tolls for the top- 
15 links of the Edinburgh network 
Net TT. time 
TT. Demand 
Charging Optimal Net EB Revenues (PCU- distance level Cini 
system toll (£k/hour) (£k/hour) IIr/hr) 
(PCU- (kPCU/hr) 
Km/hr) 
Inner £0.50 2.10 11.70 56426 1767499 107.8 0.26 
cordon I varied 3.16 14.51 55993 1766306 107.6 0.32 
Inner £0.75 3.99 3.99 55523 1767524 107.2 0.31 
cordon 2 
Outer 
cordon 
£0.75 
varied 
1.96 
3.31 
22.20 
22.87 
55505 
55029 
1734647 
1733473 
106.4 
106.2 
0.20 
0.22 
OPC1 £1.50 7.21 43.70 52325 1720864 103.6 0.41 
Top-15 £0.75 
varied 
9.21 
17.96 
39.24 
75.96 
52615 
47919 
1730023 
1681672 
105.2 
103.9 
0.29 
0.56 
D-OPC £1.25 15.28 101.50 45157 1607555 96.8 0.48 
Table 9-2 Comparison of the performance of different charging regimes for the 
Edinburgh network 
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The more complex toll structure can differentiate better the level of tolls imposed on 
different parts of the network. In most cases, the level of congestion and its relative 
marginal cost in the network vary between parts of the network due to the variation of 
the network capacity and demand. Figure 9-2 shows the delay on the links in the do- 
nothing scenario of the Edinburgh network. The width of the bandwidth represents the 
level of the delay on that link. From the figure, the links with very high level of delay 
are links A and B (which are also the links with the highest marginal cost). Obviously, 
there is a higher level of congestion on the west corridors of the city centre compared to 
other corridors. In general, the most congested area is the around the city centre inside 
the city by-pass. This modelling output is considered realistic since link A is the Forth 
Bridge which is a highly congested link (due to the lack of alternative route), and a high 
volume of demand travelling to the city centre comes from the west part of the 
Edinburgh region. Note that intuitively link A, the Forth Bridge, is the link with the 
highest toll and was included in the Top-15 links. This should also explain why the 
Top-15 links can generate a high level of net benefit improvement compared. 
Figure 9-2 Link travel delay in the do-nothing scenario of the Edinburgh network (the 
width of the bandwidth represents the level of delay on that link) 
Now consider the results of the outer cordon. Figure 9-3 compares the link delays 
between the test results of the outer cordon with the uniform toll and variable toll (delay 
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in uniform toll - delay in variable toll cases). The width of the bandwidth represents the 
level of the difference in the link delay between the two cases. The black and grey 
bandwidths represent the delays in the variable toll case lower and higher than the 
uniform toll case respectively. 
From Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3, the variable toll for the outer cordon decreases delays 
more on links A and B. From Figure 5-25 (page 160) which shows the variable tolls for 
the outer cordon, GA-CHARGE determined a higher toll level in the north part of the 
charging cordon and near link B. This results in a reduction in the trips accessing the 
area inside the charging cordon in the northern part of the city centre. The reason for 
this adjustment of toll can be explained from Figure 9-4. Figure 9-4 plots the link flows 
in the network passing through links A and B in the do-nothing scenario. This figure 
represents the correlation of the contribution of the link flows from other links on the 
total flows on links A and B. 
From Figure 9-4 and Figure 9-3, the higher reduction of the link delay in the variable 
toll scheme of the outer cordon compared to the uniform toll scheme occurred in the 
area/links related highly to links A and B (i. e. north-west part of the outer cordon). This 
partly explains the greater benefit of the variable toll compared to the uniform toll in 
which it can better adjust the toll level for different group of traffic according to 
maximise the social welfare improvement. 
The other issue related to the toll level design is the benefit of adjusting the toll levels to 
their optimal values. With the Top-15 scheme, if the marginal cost tolls of these top 15 
links (see Table 9-1) are implemented directly, the scheme yields the net benefit 
improvement of £16.50k/peak hour. With the toll levels found by GA-CHARGE, the 
Top-15 scheme generated the net benefit improvement of around £17.96k/peak hour 
which is about 8% higher than the benefit from the marginal social cost toll scheme. 
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Figure 9-3 Comparison of the link delay for the outer cordon with the uniform toll and 
variable toll (uniform - variable) 
Figure 9-4 Plot of the trips passing through links A and B in the do-nothing scenario 
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Next, we discuss the effect of the toll location on the performance of the road pricing 
scheme. From Table 9-2, obviously different locations of the charging cordon produce 
different levels of benefit. The best judgmental cordon with the uniform toll is the 
inner2 cordon which generated the net benefit improvement of £3.99k/peakhour. On the 
other hand, the optimised design of a single cordon inside the city ring road (OPC 1) 
generates the net benefit improvement of £7.21k/peakhour which is about 80% more 
than the benefit from the inner2 cordon. This clearly demonstrates the significant impact 
of the cordon location on the performance of the scheme. In addition to the single 
cordon design, the optimised double cordon scheme (D-OPC) improves the net benefit 
improvement of the scheme further (with about 112% higher net benefit compared to 
the OPC1). However, it should be noted that D-OPC imposes the toll on the Forth 
Bridge which is the link with the highest marginal cost. On the other hand, the OPC 1 
cordon was allowed to impose the toll only on the area inside the city by-pass which 
excludes the Forth Bridge. 
Figure 9-5 shows the comparisons of the link flows from the tests with the OPC1 and 
inner2 cordons. The width of the bandwidth represents the difference between the flows 
in the two cases. As mentioned earlier, the main congestion problem and hence external 
cost in the Edinburgh network occurs in the west part of the city due to a higher volume 
of demand compared to other movements in the network. Figure 9-5 demonstrates the 
different effect of the OPCI and inner2 cordon in which the OPC1 cordon was located 
in such a way the trips in the west part of the city centre are affected most (the cordon 
cover a wider part of the west of the city). Thus, OPC1 depressed more trips in the west 
part of the city, which is the most congested area, compared to the inner2 cordon. This 
result implies the advantage of the optimised location of a charging cordon scheme 
where the optimised location can target better the area affecting the social welfare of the 
system. 
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Figure 9-5 Comparison of the link flows from the tests with OPC1 and innert cordons 
This phenomenon can also be observed by comparing the results between the Top-15 
with variable toll and the OPC1 with an optimal uniform toll. With the Top-15 tolled 
links and variable tolls, the toll scheme generates about 150% higher benefit compared 
to the benefit from the OPCI with uniform toll. If we observe the traffic volumes in 
both cases, the total traffic volume left in the network with the Top-15 scheme is in fact 
higher than those from the OPC1. 
Figure 9-6 compares the link flows from the Top-15 and OPC1 schemes. The figure 
shows the great reduction of the traffic under the Top-15 toll scheme in some parts of 
the network, especially on links A and B and the east and north corridors of the city 
centre. These area and links are highly congested in the do-nothing scenario. On the 
other hand, the Top-15 toll scheme depresses fewer trips in other parts of the network. 
This demonstrates the effect of the choice of toll location in which the Top-15 toll 
scheme (with its variable tolls) can concentrate more on reducing the trips contributing 
most to the objective function. 
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Figure 9-6 Comparison of the link flows from the Top-15 and OPC1 charging scheme 
Different cordon designs also generate different adverse impacts. Table 9-2 above 
shows some important outcomes for different tolling schemes including the demand, the 
total travel time, total travel distance, and equity impact measured through the Gin! 
coefficient. The D-OPC cordon depressed the demand most and also resulted in a low 
level of total travel distance and total travel time. Interestingly, some form of 
relationship between the net benefit and the Gini coefficient can be observed in which a 
scheme with a high level of net benefit seems to have a worse impact on the equity as 
well (as measured by the level of the Gini coefficient). The Top-15 scheme with 
variable tolls generated the highest net benefit but also has the highest value of the Gin! 
coefficient which implies the worst impact on equity (although it does have a higher 
demand in the network compared to the D-OPC). 
Apart from the key statistics presented in Table 9-2, some other interesting outcomes of 
the cordon design can also be analysed. Table 9-3 presents additional indicators of the 
effect of different scheme designs including the travel time/trip, travel distance/trip, and 
average speed in the network. 
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Charging Optimal Travel time/trip Travel distance/trip Avg. speed 
system toll (minute) (km) (km/hr) 
Inner cordon 1 
£0.50 31.41 16.40 31.33 
varied 31.22 16.42 31.56 
Inner cordon 2 £0.75 31.08 16.49 31.83 
Outer cordon 
£0.75 31.30 16.30 31.25 
varied 31.09 16.32 31.50 
OPC1 £1.50 30.30 16.61 32.89 
Top-15 £0.75 30.01 16.45 32.90 
varied 27.67 16.19 35.11 
D-OPC £1.25 27.99 16.61 35.61 
Table 9-3 Statistics on travel time/trip, travel distance/trip, and average speed for 
different charging scheme of the Edinburgh network 
From Table 9-3, the effect of the cordon location can be observed from the comparison 
between the outer and the inner2 cordons with the same toll level of £0.75. The inner2 
cordon generated the lower travel time/trip but higher travel distance/trip compared to 
the outer cordon. This result implies that the inner2 cordon which is a narrower cordon 
affects mainly the short trips on congested parts of the network and generates more 
diversion (hence increase the travel distance/trip). These two effects can be caused by 
the size of the innert cordon that mainly focuses on the trips entering the city centre and 
is easy for the trips to divert around unlike the outer cordon that covers a very wide area 
of the network and trips and is difficult for the trip to divert around the cordon. 
Figure 9-7 Comparison of link flows with the inner2 and outer cordons 
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Figure 9-7 above shows this effect in which the inner2 cordon generated a higher traffic 
volume around the city bypass whereas depressed more trips inside the bypass. It could 
be observed that the main traffic on the bypass with the inner2 cordon was originated 
from the area inside the bypass travelling to the destination outside the city bypass area. 
These trips tried to avoid the charges imposed in the city centre area by diverting 
through the city bypass. 
Interestingly, the outer cordon did not generate the same level of the traffic diversion 
despite the location of the cordon just inside the bypass. One reason could be the 
substantial reduction of the congestion inside the cordon as a result of which the trips 
generated inside the cordon could rather travel through this area (they are not tolled by 
the outer cordon when travelling through the area inside the cordon). For the through 
traffic from outside the cordon, they are either depressed by the toll level or divert 
around the charged area. 
For a general comparison, the Top-15 scheme with variable tolls generated the lowest 
travel time per trip and travel distance per trip. On the other hand, the average speed in 
the network with the D-OPC is the highest which could be due to the lower level of 
demand in the network. For a single cordon scheme with uniform toll, the OPCI 
generated the lowest travel time per trip and highest speed which implies the least 
congestion level in the network. However, it also generated the highest travel distance 
per trip. 
The effect of the OPC1 on the link flows compared to the outer cordon is very similar to 
the comparison between the innert and the outer cordons described earlier. OPC 1 
generated a higher level of diversion trips generated from inside the city bypass. At the 
same time, when comparing the link flow results of the OPC I and the inner2 cordons it 
can be observed that the OPC1 allowed more trips initiated inside the bypass to travel 
through the city centre area (see Figure 9-5 presented earlier). This is due to the larger 
size of the OPC 1 compared to the inner2 cordon. 
Overall, the results discussed above stress the importance of the toll level and location 
Both toll level and location should be adjusted appropriately to impose the right amount 
of toll on the parts of the network with or causing high marginal costs. As the results 
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showed, simply locating a charging cordon judgmentally does not guarantee the 
performance of the scheme. Obviously, a higher flexibility which implies a higher 
degree of freedom for the toll scheme design will result in a scheme with greater 
performance. In the next section, some issues related to the trade-off between design 
constraints and the performance of the charging cordon scheme are discussed. 
9.2.2 Trade-off between practical constraints and benefits 
Apart from the practical requirement of a charging cordon format, several outcome 
constraints were also discussed in Chapter 3. The term outcome constraint refers to 
constraints on the outcome of the policy (e. g. traffic volume, revenue, or equity impact). 
The recognition of the need to include additional outcome constraints into the design of 
a charging cordon was made in Chapter 7 in which the CON-GAAS was developed for 
tackling this problem. The other set of constraints may include the coverage area of the 
charging cordon (OPC1 vs. D-OPC) and the possible toll level (e. g. some tests with the 
optimal cordon design with predefined toll level). Note that some of the discussion on 
this issue was already presented earlier in Chapter 7. The aim of this section is to revisit 
and stress the trade-off between the benefit of a charging cordon scheme and additional 
constraints on the design. 
Obviously, adding constraints to any design will reduce some of the benefit from the 
scheme. Table 9-4 summarises the results from the previous chapters of the different 
optimal charging cordon design problems with different constraints. OPC-£0.50 - 
OPC£4.00 cordons were those cordon optimised with a predefined uniform toll (e. g. 
OPC-£O. 50 is the optimal cordon location with the toll level of £0.50). These cordons 
were presented earlier in Chapter 6. CON-REV, CON-GINI, CON-TTTIME, CON- 
TTDIS, CON-REV-GINI are the optimal cordons with outcome constraints on net 
revenue, equity impact, total travel time, total travel distance, and both net revenue and 
equity impact respectively. These cordons were found by CON-GAAS in Chapter 7. 
Firstly, the constraint on toll level of the charging cordon scheme is imposed. As 
discussed previously in Chapter 6, different constraints on the toll level resulted in 
different levels of scheme benefits. From Table 9-4, apart from the toll level of £1.50 
which is the optimal toll of OPC1 the cordon with the predefined uniform toll level of 
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£1.00 generates the highest net benefit compared to the other cordons with predefined 
uniform toll. Nevertheless, the net benefit improvement from OPC-£1.00 is around 12% 
lower than the net benefit achieved by OPC1. As the constrained toll level deviates 
further away from the optimal toll of £1.50, the level of the net benefit falls further. 
Ultimately, with the toll level of £4.00, the scheme does not generate any positive net 
benefit improvement. With this simple result, clearly the traditional way in which the 
decision maker makes the decision on the toll level prior to the road pricing scheme 
design may yield a scheme with a substantially lower benefit. On the other side of the 
coin, it is of practical and political interest to restrict the level of toll. This imposes a 
serious question on the trade-off between the constraint on toll level and the benefit of 
the charging scheme. For example, if Edinburgh were to restrict the charge to £1 to 
increase acceptability, then this would lose 12% of the modelled welfare improvement 
of optimal toll and hence reduce the effectiveness of the design. 
Charging 
system 
Optimal/ 
Predefined 
toll 
Net EB 
(£k/hour) 
Net 
Revenues 
(£k/hour) 
TT. 
time 
(PCU- 
Ilr/hr) 
TT. 
distance 
(PCU- 
Km/hr) 
Demand 
level 
(kPCU/hr) 
Gin! 
OPC1 £1.50 7.21 43.70 52325 1720864 103.6 0.41 
4.90 
OPC-£0.50 £0.50 * 18.27 55399 1757031 106.9 0.28 (-32%) 
OPC-£0.75 £0.75 5.56 (-23%) 23.79 54799 
1746423 106.1 0.36 
OPC-£1.00 £1.00 6.35 (42%) 24.15 53971 1737062 105.1 0.36 
OPC-£ 1 25 £1 25 6.13 37.29 53170 1727763 104.1 0 36 . . (45%) . 
OPC-£2 00 £2 00 5.25 47.67 52030 1720246 103.3 0 45 . . (-27%) . 
OPC-£3.00 £3.00 2.88 (-60%) 75.94 49054 1669723 99.6 0.38 
OPC-£4.00 £4.00 -1.40 80.04 48679 1679186 100.2 0 52 (-119%) . 
CON-REV £2 00 6.99 56.44 51018 1703384 102.2 0 40 . (-3%) . 
CON-GINI £0.75 5.79 27.16 54328 1740770 105.4 0 28 (-20%) . 
CON- £3.00 .8 75.74 48910 1673434 99.99 0 39 E ( o) . 
CON- £2.00 0 37 56.21 51229 1687498 101.64 0 40 TTDIS ( 0 ) . 
CON-REV- £1 . 50 
4.38 48.55 52139 1717133 102.5 0 29 GINI (-39%) . 
D-OPC £1.25 
15.28 
(+112%) 101.50 45157 1607555 96.8 0.48 
Table 9-4 Comparison of the scheme benefits with additional constraints 
* Percentage increase (+) and decrease (-) in the net EB improvement of the charging scheme compared 
to the net EB improvement of the OPC1. 
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On a slightly different perspective, the constraint on the structure of the cordon can also 
change the benefit of the scheme. As discussed earlier, the optimised double cordon (D- 
OP(') generates a substantially higher benefit compared to the OPCI. The D-OPC 
cordon is a double cordon and in the optimisation process the inner and outer cordons 
were allowed to cover the areas inside and outside the city bypass respectively. On the 
other hand, the OPCI cordon is a single cordon and was only allowed to be inside the 
city bypass. 
Figure 9-8 Current proposed double charging cordon for the Edinburgh scheme (Source: 
Iitth: //www. ticclinhurgii. co. uk/congest. litnil) 
With this result, the decision maker may have to consider the pro and con when 
deciding on the possible charging area and the structure of the cordon. The current 
design of the F. dinburgh road pricing scheme covers mostly the area inside the city by- 
hass with double cordon scheme (see Figure 9-8). This is the same area as the OPCI. In 
this thesis, we did not conduct the test to design a double-cordon scheme inside the city 
by-tass area due to the lack of' the resolution of the network. Nevertheless, it can be 
shown from the results discussed that the extension of the scheme outside the city 
bypass may bring a substantial additional benefit to the road pricing scheme. In 
particular, the key congested link is the Forth Bridge which is one of the tolled links of 
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the D-OPC. However, it should be noted that some of the area outside the City bypass 
may be outside the authority of the Edinburgh city council. In addition, currcntly there 
is already a charge for using the Forth Bridge under the bridge financing scheine, and it 
is not possible to introduce additional toll. This is indeed a practical constraint discussed 
earlier in Chapter 3. 
Outcome constrains were also tested. Firstly, a constraint on the net revenue was added 
into the design (net revenue >_£50k). The initial discussion can be made by ohser\ ing 
Figure 9-9 which was also presented earlier in Chapter 6. From the figure, the uniliºrn) 
toll for the OPC1 should be at least £2.00 so that the scheme will he conupl\ \\itli the 
constraint on the revenue. If the designer simply adapts the OP('I with this change, the 
loss in the net benefit improvement will be around 3'4 of that tier 01V I with 11.5() toll. 
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Figure 9-9 Variation of total benefits and revenues für ()P('I Cordon with ýliticrrnt toll 
levels 
Coincidently, the CON-REV scheme which was tbund by CON-GARS is tlhe sank 
cordon, OPC1, but with the toll level of £2.00. This implies that the location oI' the 
OPC 1 is capable of generating a higher level of revenue and the only adjustment needled 
is the toll level. This may also be due to the fact that thcre is a high correlation between 
the social welfare objective and revenue objective since the revenue is a part of the net 
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benefit formulation (see Equation 4-13 page 94). However, this result may not be 
applied to other cases in which the modification of the cordon location may be a better 
solution for the design with revenue constraint. 
The second constraint considered was the equity constraint. With the constraint on the 
(iini coefficient (Gini <_0.30), CON-GINI (see Figure 9-10) was found by the CON- 
GAAS as the optimal cordon. The inclusion of the constraint on the equity in this test 
reduces the net FR improvement (compared to OPCI) by 19%. Again, this result shows 
the need to trade-off of the benefit of the scheme with additional outcome constraint. 
Figure 9-10 shows the comparison of the link flows from OPCI and CON-GIN 1. 
ýý ýtlýý' C)PCI 11o v ('(-)N-(iINI 
flow (iI ý. l (I, 1\\ (1 )N -k TINI 
Figure 9-10 Comparison ofthe link flows from OPC1 and CON-GINI 
The concept cif (Murr coefficient is to encourage a scheme with well distributed costs and 
benefits compared to the do-minimum scenario. The result in Figure 9-10 shows the 
greater reduction of' flows in the case of the CON-GINI in the east part of the city and 
some of the corridors leading to the city centre. This area was not the main focus of 
(W('I due to its low contribution toward the social welfare improvement. 
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Similarly to the tests with the constraints on the net revenue and equity, the results of 
the constrained cordon design with the constraints on total travel time, total travel 
distance, and both net revenue and equity resulted in the reduction ol'tlhe net benefit (see 
Table 9-4). 
9.2.3 Compromised cordon design with multiple objectives 
This section attempts to characterise the Ieatures of' a charging cordon that are suitable 
for different objectives. Three main objectives are discussed including the social 
welfare, revenue generation, and equity. It should be noted that the discussion of equity 
is limited to the forum of equity considered in this thesis (Gini coef f icieiºI ). The results 
may not be applicable to other forms or definitions of' equity. Some of tli discussion 
was already provided in the previous two sections. In particular, Section t). 2. I already 
discussed the characteristic of the toll level and toll location generating ,º high net F13 
improvement (social welfare). 
In summary, the key characteristic of a welfare charging cordon is to concentrate on the 
area with the highest marginal cost in which the reduction of' the trips will contribute 
most to the social welfare improvement. The number of trips suppressed is ako an 
important factor; the welfare cordon should depress trips by_just the right , 11110unt. II'tooý 
many trips are depressed, drivers whose benefits exceed their marginal Cost', will he 
targeted, thus reducing economic benefits of the scheme. This will of' course interact 
with the benefit from travel time saving. For the case of' the I? dinhurgh network, as 
discussed in Section 9.2.1, the welfare cordon tends to cover a wider area of' the west 
part of the city centre, which is highly congested in the do-miniiii nn scenario. 
Although revenue is a part of the net benefit objective, there exist some dillcreIces in 
the characteristic of the cordon that is suitable for the objective of niaxinnising the net 
revenue. In Chapter 6, GA-AS was used to optimise the net revenue, resulting in the 
design of OPC-REV (with a toll level of £4 which is the highest level toll allowed in the 
test). The shape of the OPC-REV, as shown again in Figure 9-1 1 below, suggests that 
the revenue cordon should have a high number of crossing points, ininimisiin the 
chance of the trips to avoid the charge, and impose a very high toll. Obviously, th i. 
characteristic of the cordon will not be suitable Im wclfäre maximisation since it will 
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overprice the trips. This is verified by the fact that the OPC-REV generated a very high 
negative net EB improvement. From the table, there exists the relationship between the 
toll level and the level of net revenue generated by the scheme. Again, this result is 
consistent with the result in Figure 9-9 in which a higher toll of the OPCI generates 
higher net revenue. 
Thus, this result presents an interesting conflict between the characteristic of the optimal 
cordon for the objectives of net benefit improvement and net revenue. On one hand, a 
welfare cordon should cover the key congested area of the network aiming to tackling 
the trips contributing most to the objective function with the appropriate level of toll 
(not overpricing or underpricing). On the other hand, the revenue cordon should have a 
high number of crossing points covering a wide area of the network and offering no 
alternative routes. The toll for the revenue cordon will be a high toll level. 
.o 
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I& 
Figure 9-11 Location of OPC-REV as found by GA-AS for maximising the net revenue 
(highlighted links are tolled links) 
In a real world scheme, the revenue of the scheme is one of the key design criteria to 
ensure the self-financed road pricing scheme and sufficient fund for improving other 
transport infrastructures. The scheme in London (even with £5.00 toll) generated lower 
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revenue than forecasted which caused some debate on the design of the scheme. In fact, 
the London ALS, whose design was mainly influenced by political consideration, may 
be too small. The compromise between the two objectives can be exemplified by the 
result of the CON-REV cordon which is the same cordon location as the OPC 1 but with 
a higher toll level. Similarly, the design of the compromise cordon for the real world 
scheme may be enhanced by the application of the algorithms proposed (CON-GAAS 
and GAAS with NSGA-II) in this thesis. 
The last objective is equity as measured by the Gini coefficient. As discussed briefly in 
the previous section, the equity cordon should try to distribute the benefit of the 
charging scheme equally to all traffic movement in the network. Some results that can 
be used for the discussion on the main characteristics of the equity cordon are those 
from the MOOP with the objective of maximising the net benefit and minimising the 
Gini coefficient, as presented in Table 8-3 (page 274). One trend that can be observed 
from the result is the optimal toll level. The social welfare cordon tends to have a 
moderate level of toll (around £1.50). This toll level is in fact mainly appropriate for the 
targeted trips contributing most to the social welfare improvement which are mainly the 
trips in the congested areas. However, it may be too high for the trips from the less 
congested areas. 
The WG1 and WG31 from Table 8-3 (page 274) can be used to explain this situation 
(note that WG31 is the OPC1 cordon). Figure 9-12 shows the location of the WG1 
cordon which is the cordon with the lowest Gini coefficient (hence lowest equity 
impact) from the set of all Pareto solutions. The toll level for the WG1 is £0.50. Figure 
9-13 and Figure 9-14 shows the benefits for each O-D pair under the WG1 and OPC1 
cordon respectively. As shown in both figures, the OPC1 cordon generates a high 
benefit for some of the O-D pairs whereas the O-D benefits in the WG1 case are lower 
and more similar to one another. In addition, there are also less O-D pairs with 
disbenefits from the cordon. 
This result explains the point about the characteristic of the welfare cordon and the 
equity cordon discussed earlier. With the OPC1, the cordon focuses on generating the 
benefit for some particular O-D pairs (those O-D pairs that will contribute most to the 
social welfare improvement). This will naturally create an equity problem due to its 
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unequal treatment. On the other hand, the equity cordon, WGI, does not generate a 
substantial a higher benefit for any particular O-D, hence reducing the unequal 
treatment. The equity cordon tends to cover a wider area of the network to distribute the 
cost and benefit of the scheme to different O-D pairs, see for example the WG1 cordon 
compared to OPC1. Given the asymmetric condition of the congestion and travel 
demand in the Edinburgh network, the equity cordon that covers a wide area of the 
network will need to adopt a low level of toll to smooth the cost and benefit for different 
traffic movements. 
0 
Figure 9-12 Location of the WG1 cordon (highlighted links are tolled links) 
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Figure 9-13 O-D benefits with the WG1 cordon (£0.50 toll) 
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Figure 9-14 O-D benefits with the OPC1 cordon (£1.50 toll) 
Overall, the results discussed show clearly the different requirements of the cordon 
design for different objectives. Similar to the case of the constrained design, the role of 
the decision maker is to make the decision upon the trade-off between the achievements 
for different objectives in the design. 
9.3 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS OF THE 
APPROACH TO REAL WORLD DECISIONS 
The algorithms developed in this thesis may be able to support the decision making 
process for the local authority and other responsible bodies to design and 
implementation road pricing schemes. A number of possible applications and benefits of 
the methods proposed in this thesis can be suggested as follows. 
Providing theoretical benchmark for economic evaluation 
The idea of road pricing was originated from the concept of economic efficiency. Thus, 
the main benefit of the introduction of a road pricing scheme is the increase in the 
efficiency of the transport system. The question can be asked regarding the magnitude 
of the benefit road pricing brings into the transport system. From the pure theoretical 
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interest, the concept of first-best pricing policy (all links can be tolled) provides the first 
bench-mark of the level of the benefit from the introduction of road pricing. However, 
as discussed in Chapter 2 the concept of first-best pricing is rarely found in the real 
world and indeed the transaction and technological cost of the road pricing system will 
reduce the overall benefit of the scheme. For instance, with the Edinburgh network 
presented earlier, the system optimum marginal cost tolls produce a gross benefit of 
around £37.8k/peak hour using 320 tolled links. After deduction the cost of scheme 
implementation and operation (as assumed earlier in Chapter 5), the net benefit 
improvement from this first-best scheme is around £5.78k/ peak hour. Obviously, this is 
not a good benchmark for the net benefit of the road pricing scheme anymore. 
The second-best pricing strategy, in which only a subset of links in the network will be 
tolled, was developed to give a more realistic benchmark of the benefit of road pricing 
taking account of the cost of the scheme. However, as discussed in Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3, a more practical road pricing scheme may not even be the second-best toll 
system. A number of practical requirements need to be taken into account. One possible 
practical scheme is a charging cordon scheme. This pricing scheme can be considered as 
the `third-best' pricing system. 
The GA-AS method developed in Chapter 6 can identify the third-best pricing scheme 
without outcome constraints. GA-AS can be used to seek the optimal charging cordon 
scheme with a uniform toll producing the benchmark of the benefit achievable by a 
cordon pricing scheme. This benchmark can then be used to identify the loss of benefit 
from the `third-best' road pricing scheme with additional design criterion. 
Formalise the design process of a road pricing scheme 
There are various scheme designs of road pricing cordons around the world as discussed 
in Chapter 2. However, the actual process and reasoning of the design of these schemes 
is not well documented. As analysed in Chapter 3, this process relies on the professional 
judgment and experience of the designer. The key drawback of this approach discussed 
throughout this thesis is the possible loss of the benefit from the charging cordon 
scheme by choosing a sub-optimal scheme. In addition, a set of outcome constraints 
cannot be included into the design process easily apart from in the post-evaluation 
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process. The post-evaluation process simply checks the impact of the predefined 
charging system from the output of an appropriate traffic model. If none of the 
predefined set of designs can satisfy the set of outcome constraints, then some 
modification to the design will be made, again, judgmentally. The traditional method for 
designing a road pricing scheme can thus be described as a trial and error method. 
The mathematical and computerised approach proposed in this thesis allows a more 
direct and formal treatment of the objectives of the scheme and the constraints. As 
shown in Chapter 6, the cordon design (without constraints) from the GA-AS method 
outperforms those from the judgmental design. In addition, any outcome constraints of 
the design can be included into the consideration explicitly during the optimisation 
process as shown in Chapter 7 (CON-GAAS). 
The advantage of the algorithm developed is not only the optimality of the design and 
its ability to deal with constraints, but also the formalism and transferability of the 
method of this approach. The formalism means that there is well defined process for 
designing the scheme and a clear reason supporting or justifying the final outcome 
design (quantitatively). In the case that some qualitative criteria are involved in the 
design, these criteria must be defined explicitly in the format that the optimisation 
routine can consider (e. g. the mathematical form of closed cordon requirement). This 
will increase the transparency of the design process of a charging cordon scheme in the 
sense that all criteria involved in the design must be defined explicitly. 
In addition to the formalism of the process, the knowledge on how to design a road 
pricing scheme with a well defined tool (like GA-AS and CON-GAAS) can be 
transferred easily. In the traditional approach, one may need to spend a substantial 
amount of time before becoming an experienced designer of road pricing schemes. This 
is of course linked to the lack of the formalism of the judgmental approach. On the other 
hand, with a clear procedure and tool to support the design, the knowledge on how to 
design a charging cordon scheme can be transferred from one group to others and from 
one case to other cases easily. 
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Exploratory design with incremental constraints and criteria 
As mentioned, the algorithm developed in this thesis allows the explicit inclusion of 
various constraints into the design process. Although the scheme designer and decision 
maker may have a clear idea of the list of possible design constraints and criteria, some 
unknown adverse impacts of the scheme may be revealed later on from the modelling 
output. In the traditional or judgmental process, it is rather a difficult task to introduce a 
new set of constraints/criteria into a design and come up with new design options. On 
the other hand, the automatic computerised design process proposed in this thesis can be 
recalled with additional constraints to generate a new set of possible cordon designs. 
This ability allows the decision maker and the scheme designer to explore the possible 
adverse impacts of the scheme which may not be obvious and then incrementally 
include them into the design. Similarly, the algorithm can also be used to explore the 
effect of different constraints on the design in order to study and explain to the decision 
maker thoroughly the trade-off of the benefits of the scheme and the constraints added 
into the design. 
For example, the current issue of the unfair treatment of residents outside the Edinburgh 
city region, arising from the double cordon design, was raised after the city proposed the 
scheme to the public. However, as mentioned it is difficult to include this kind of 
outcome constraint into the actual design process of the charging cordon scheme. With 
the CON-GAAS and MOOP-GAAS, the designer of the Edinburgh scheme may be able 
to explore the effect of the inclusion of this new constraint/criterion as soon as it is 
raised and input the design result into the discussion. 
Flexible trade-off process between the different criteria 
From the review in Chapter 2 and interview with the local authorities in Chapter 3, it is 
clear that road pricing is an urban management tool serving several objectives. The idea 
of designing a scheme that is suitable just for one objective may not be practical. Thus, 
this requires the consideration of multiple objectives (or multi-criteria) in designing the 
scheme. The traditional approach for dealing with multi-criteria in transport planning 
has been attached mainly to the appraisal technique (e. g. using the preference technique 
to assign the weights to different criteria). However, as discussed extensively in Chapter 
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8 this is not the only available approach for aiding the decision making process. Indeed, 
several advantages could be gained by adopting a rather non-conventional approach. 
The MOOP-GAAS was proposed in Chapter 8 for dealing with the multiobjective 
design of a road pricing scheme using a multiobjective optimisation approach. 
The MOOP-GAAS developed allows a more flexible trade-off process between 
different objectives of the scheme. The decision maker is equipped with real trade-off 
information before actually making the decision on the trade-off between different 
objectives (through the set of the Pareto solutions generated by the MOOP-GAAS). 
Also, with a clear output in the form of the trade-off surface the decision maker (and the 
city) can communicate with the involved parties easily on the issue of the conflict 
between the requirements from different groups. For instance, the discussion for the 
current extension plan of the London congestion charging scheme can be aided by the 
information on the actual trade-off between the amount of revenue generated from 
different design and the welfare improvement. 
9.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter digests the numerical results from the previous chapters to investigate the 
effect of the toll level and location on the performance of the scheme, the trade-off 
between the design constraint and the scheme performance, and the multiobjective 
design. 
The analysis suggests, as expected, the significant influence of the toll level and 
location of the charging cordon scheme on its contribution to net benefit improvement. 
The asymmetric nature of the traffic condition (and hence marginal cost) in the traffic 
network requires some degree of differentiation of the toll imposed on different trip 
movements in order to reflect their marginal costs (which is consistent with the concept 
of a social welfare maximisation toll). The variable toll level scheme provides a higher 
degree of freedom for adjusting the toll levels for different groups of traffic. From the 
tests, with the same toll location the scheme with optimised variable toll (by GA- 
CHARGE) can generate up to 95% higher benefit compared to its counterpart uniform 
toll scheme (this is the case of the Top-15 tolled links). 
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The careful selection of the toll location can bring additional benefit. A well designed 
scheme, like OPC 1, with a uniform toll in our example can generate around 80% 
higher 
benefit compared to the best judgmental cordon (inner2 cordon). The fact that the 
marginal cost and congestion level varies across different parts of the network also 
implies that the pricing scheme focusing on the key areas (contributing most to the net 
benefit improvement) can increase the benefit of the scheme significantly. 
The analysis of the previous results in this chapter also confirms the loss of the benefit 
due to additional design constraints. This is correlated to the fact that there exist the 
differences in the characteristics of the charging cordon that are suitable for different 
objectives. The welfare cordon should concentrate on the groups of traffic with the 
highest marginal cost (implying the coverage of the scheme on the congested part of the 
network), and the toll level should be at the appropriate level for those groups. On the 
other hand, the revenue cordon should try to impose a high number of crossing points 
covering a wide area of the network and minimising diversion routes. The cordon 
should also be associated with a high level of toll to maximise the marginal revenue 
collected per trip. 
The characteristic of the equity cordon is much more complex. The underlying purpose 
of the Gini coefficient (used to measure the equity impact in this thesis) is to distribute 
the cost and benefit of the scheme in the form of O-D benefit equally to all trips from 
different O-D pairs. This requirement is clearly in conflict with the welfare cordon 
described earlier. The comparison made between the OPC1 and WG1 cordon shows this 
conflict in which the OPC1 cordon creates high benefits for only some of the O-D pairs. 
Again with the asymmetric nature of the traffic condition in the Edinburgh network, the 
equity cordon tends to cover a wide area of the network and impose a low toll level. 
The chapter also discussed the different potential applications of the methods developed 
in this thesis. The GA-AS is believed to be able to produce a good benchmark for the 
benefit of the charging cordon scheme. In relation to this point, the CON-GAAS can 
then be used to analyse the possible trade-off of the constraint and benefit of the 
scheme. Similarly, the MOOP-GAAS can be used to aid the decision making over 
different design objectives. All of these computerised methods impose a formalism onto 
the design process of the charging cordon scheme in contrast to the informal judgmental 
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design process. The formalism of the process should ease the explanation and 
justification of the final design afterwards. In addition, the algorithm developed allows 
the direct inclusion of outcome constraints into the design unlike the judgmental 
approach. This feature permits the exploratory design of the charging cordon scheme in 
which additional constraints discovered later on during the design process can be 
included into the analysis directly. 
Overall, the results from the tests of the algorithms developed in this thesis provide 
interesting information on the charging cordon design. The methods could potentially be 
used to aid the decision and design process of a road pricing scheme in the real case. 
However, a number of modelling assumptions were made to simplify the problem at this 
stage and also additional design features of the charging scheme may be required (e. g. 
exemption, screenline design, revenue recycling, and combination with other policies). 
These are envisaged to be the future direction of this research to increase the 
applicability and realism of the methods. These issues will be discussed in the next 
chapter. The next chapter will also conclude the thesis by making a number of 
comments on the development of the algorithm, policy implications of the research, and 
other relevant possible research topics. 
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
The end of one book is the beginning of another. 
10.1 THE GAP BETWEEN PRACTICAL AND OPTIMAL ROAD 
PRICING DESIGN 
Recently, there have been a number of key developments on the implementation of road 
pricing in the U. K. including the change of legislation to allow the introduction of road 
user charging in 1999, the establishment of the congestion charging development 
partnership by the UK Department for Transport to stimulate the development of 
schemes, the commencement of the toll scheme in Durham in 2002 and the London 
congestion charging scheme in 2003 and, and the initial discussions of the 
implementation of various schemes in Edinburgh and Bristol. Thus, there is a clear need 
for a plausible analytical tool that can be used to aid the decision maker in designing the 
most appropriate road pricing scheme in his/her city. 
From the literature, it was found that research to develop optimal road pricing schemes 
has concentrated on the theoretical construction of the `second-best' toll pricing system. 
On the other hand, there exist a number of political and practical requirements for a road 
pricing scheme found in the literature and from the survey conducted in this study. With 
these complex practical and political requirements, the design of a road pricing scheme 
has mainly been based on the professional judgment or experience of the designer. 
Traffic models have been used as post-evaluation tools for the predefined scheme 
options. 
The theoretical approach has concentrated mainly on the optimality of the road pricing 
design and as a result has lacked the consideration of practical requirements. On the 
other hand, the judgmental approach has paid more attention to the practicality and 
acceptability of the scheme with the risk that it may reduce the benefit of the road 
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pricing scheme. This gap between the research and practical development of the design 
of a road pricing scheme has been the motivation of this research. 
10.2 JUDGMENTAL DESIGN APPROACH 
In the first phase of the study, two parallel research strands were carried out. The first is 
the investigation of the practical requirements of a road pricing scheme. The second is 
the study of the formulation and solution algorithm for the optimal road pricing design 
from a theoretical perspective. 
From the review, the most commonly used format of road pricing is the charging cordon 
based scheme in which the users will be charged per crossing of the cordon boundary. 
This format was believed to be the simplest and most user-friendly. In addition, there 
exist a number of available technologies for the real world implementation of such 
schemes. The charging cordon schemes currently under operation include the Singapore 
road pricing scheme, the toll ring schemes in Norway, and the London Congestion 
Charging scheme. There are also various plans for the implementation of a cordon based 
charging scheme currently under discussion in Edinburgh and Bristol. 
Given the limited documentation of the judgemental approach, a series of questionnaire 
surveys and interviews were conducted with a number of cities who were involved in 
the DIT congestion charging partnership. Most of the cities believed a simple charging 
cordon scheme to be a good starting point of the road pricing policy with the possibility 
of modification and extension of the scheme to gain more benefit later on. The cities 
clearly concentrate much more on the issue of public acceptance and adverse impacts of 
the scheme than on economic efficiency. 
Three issues involved in the judgmental design process were found by the survey 
including (i) the existence of constraints on the topology and structure for a charging 
cordon scheme (to avoid public opposition and increase the practicality), (ii) additional 
consideration of the adverse impact of the scheme design (e. g. equity impacts), and (iii) 
consideration of a number of objectives rather than an overall efficiency objective. 
Obviously, with these complex constraints and criteria involved in the design of a road 
pricing scheme it is difficult for the city to pay much attention to the performance of the 
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scheme. It was found that most cities rather aim to find just a "good enough" cordon to 
start up the scheme. 
10.3 THEORETICAL DESIGN APPROACH ýý 
The second and major strand of the study is related to the formulation and solution 
algorithm of the optimal road pricing design problem. The behaviour of the travellers 
(and potential travellers) in the network are assumed to follow the well-known concept 
of Wardrop's user equilibrium (UE). The optimal toll design problem can then be 
framed as a Mathematical Program with Equilibrium Constraint (MPEC) in which the 
equilibrium constraint of this problem is the UE condition. The design variables of the 
optimisation problem may include the toll level and/or toll location. MPEC is a very 
challenging optimisation problem and still a very active research area. It can also be 
considered as a Stackelberg game. 
Three main objectives were formulated including social welfare, revenue, and equity. 
The social welfare improvement is defined following the Marshallian measure which is 
equal to the consumer surplus minus user cost. Similarly, the social welfare 
improvement can also be calculated by using the rule of half (equal to user benefit plus 
revenue). With the model assumption of a single class user, only the horizontal equity 
impact was considered in the study. The equity impact was measured by the distribution 
of cost and benefit from the road pricing scheme over the trips from different O-D 
movements. The formulation of the equity impact follows the Gini coefficient which is 
commonly used in the study of income distribution. It was found that the issue of 
revenue recycling is a very complex issue. Thus, the benefit from the revenue recycling 
was discarded from the calculation of the equity impact in this study. 
The main problems with the MPEC are the non-differentiability of the nonlinear 
constraints resulting from the equilibrium condition and the linear dependence condition 
of the active constraints at all feasible solutions. These two problems pose a serious 
obstacle to the application of nonlinear optimisation algorithm to the MPEC. Different 
strategies for solving the MPEC rely on different tactics for dealing with the UE 
condition. The UE condition can be reformulated as an equivalent optimisation 
problem, mixed complementarity problem, variational inequality, or gap function. With 
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the equivalent optimisation problem, the MPEC becomes a bilevel optimisation 
programming problem (BLPP). The development of solution algorithms for the optimal 
toll problem (the design variable is the toll level given the toll location) in the transport 
context has been a major research area. Several approaches have been proposed 
including (i) iterative optimisation approach, (ii) linearization approach, (iii) sensitivity 
analysis, (iv) inverse optimisation, (v) minmax/maxmin based optimisation, (vi) 
smoothing approach and reduced UE condition, (vii) cutting plane algorithm, and (viii) 
meta-heuristic optimisation approach. 
Most of the algorithms proposed in the transport area stem from the development of the 
algorithm for MPEC in the area of nonlinear optimisation. From the review, there are 
four main groups of the optimisation strategies for the continuous MPEC including (i) 
disjunctive nonlinear programming based algorithm, (ii) penalty and interior point based 
method, (iii) implicit programming based method, and (iv) nonlinear optimisation based 
method. 
Three possible algorithms were proposed to tackle the optimal toll design problem 
including (i) the merit function based approach, (ii) the improved cutting plane 
algorithm, and (iii) the Genetic Algorithm based algorithm. It was found that even with 
a theoretically well constructed algorithm like the merit function based approach there 
exists a practical hurdle with the optimal toll design problem concerning the dimension 
of the problems, which is due to the structure of the network. For a reasonable size 
network, the number of variables increases rapidly with the number of O-D pairs and 
links. This is indeed a drawback of solution algorithms applying existing nonlinear 
optimisation algorithms directly to the reformulated optimal toll problem. 
In order to develop a more practical, sound algorithm, the solution algorithm needs to 
exploit the structure of the problem further. The original cutting plane algorithm 
proposed for the optimal toll problem indeed exploits the structure of the network and 
defines the equilibrium condition as a variational inequality with the feasible flow 
region represented by a set of extreme points. The algorithm was advanced further by 
introducing the cuts in the flow conservation constraint in the upper level. This 
modification results in a significant reduction in the number of variables involved in the 
optimisation problem. However, the improved cutting plane algorithm may not 
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guarantee the optimality of the final solution and should be considered only as a 
heuristic method. The results from the test of the algorithm with the Pacman network 
are very promising. 
The third algorithm was based on a kind of meta-heuristic optimisation algorithm, 
Genetic Algorithm (GA). GA does not rely on any properties of the functions involved 
in the problem. Thus, the GA can be applied directly to the optimal toll problem. The 
solution of the problem is defined as a chromosome representing different toll levels. 
Then, for each chromosome a traffic assignment software is used to evaluate the benefit 
of the tolls. The associated benefit is then assigned as the fitness of that chromosome. 
The chromosomes will then go through the selection, crossover, and mutation process. 
The GA based algorithm developed for the optimal toll problem is named GA- 
CHARGE. GA-CHARGE was tested with the Pacman network and proved to be able to 
identify similar solutions as found by the improved cutting plane algorithm. In addition, 
GA-CHARGE was also tested successfully with the Edinburgh network. Despite the 
successful application of GA-CHARGE to the optimal toll problem, the algorithm was 
found to be very time consuming. A more deterministic search algorithm like the 
improved cutting plane algorithm may be considered more efficient for solving the 
optimal toll problem for a given set of tolled links. 
The results from the test of GA-CHARGE with the Edinburgh network also reveal a key 
comparison between the judgmental design approach and the theoretical approach. The 
toll levels for two judgmental cordons were re-optimised by the GA-CHARGE and the 
results suggest that the benefit of the charging cordon with the optimised variable tolls 
around the cordon can be up to 75% higher than the cordon with an optimal uniform 
toll. This result implies the greater benefit of the scheme from the theoretical design as 
expected. 
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10.4 INTEGRATION OF THE JUDGMENTAL DESIGN AND 
THEORETICAL DESIGN 
After the exploration of both the judgmental and theoretical approaches, the study then 
attempted to bring in the ability of the theoretical design to enhance the practical design 
of road pricing scheme. Although the deterministic based methods could be more 
efficient, the GA based algorithm allows the inclusion of various arbitrary forms of 
constraints. This is indeed an important requirement for the development of algorithms. 
Firstly, the GA based algorithm was developed to deal with the design of a road pricing 
scheme with topological constraint. The most complex topological constraint dealt with 
in the algorithm is the requirement of the cordon format. The concept of a branch-tree 
framework was devised to encapsulate a charging cordon in two strings. These two 
strings are then used as a chromosome in GA. 
The algorithm developed for tackling the optimal charging cordon design was named 
GA-AS. GA-AS is capable of designing an optimal closed charging cordon scheme 
(applicable also to multiple cordons) with an optimal uniform toll. The structure of the 
algorithm was similar to GA-CHARGE in which a traffic assignment software is used 
to evaluate the fitness of the cordon. 
GA-AS was tested successfully with the Edinburgh network. The resulting design 
(OPCI) outperformed the best judgmental cordon producing around 80% higher benefit. 
GA-AS was also adapted to optimise the design with a different objective to maximise 
the net revenue. This was mainly to demonstrate the flexibility of the algorithm for 
dealing with different objective functions. The algorithm was also tested with different 
parameters for the GA including the probability of mutation (Pm) and probability of 
crossover (Pc). It was found that the performance of GA depends significantly on the 
setting of Pm and Pc. This is the main drawback of a meta-heuristic search technique 
like GA in which the user may need to define many parameters before running the 
algorithm. If one adopts an inappropriate setup of these parameters, the performance of 
GA may not be optimised. 
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The development of GA-AS represents the first step toward the integration of the 
theoretical and judgmental approaches for the design of a road pricing scheme. The next 
development was to allow for the inclusion of outcome constraints on the scheme 
design. The GA-AS algorithm was extended to deal with several outcome constraints. 
Four main constraints were tested including the net revenue, equity impact, total travel 
time, and total travel distance. From the review, three categories of methods for 
extending the GA-AS to deal with the constraints were available including the 
constraint relaxation approach, the interior feasible space search, and the hybrid method. 
The interior feasible space search is mainly suitable for constraints related to the 
structure of the solution, e. g. the closed cordon formulation requirement. However, this 
approach may not be appropriate for constraints related to the outcome of the solution 
since it is difficult to construct a searching mechanism that can ensure the feasibility of 
the solutions at all times. The hybrid method was considered too complex but may be 
applicable to the problem. An approach based on the constraint relaxation method was 
ultimately chosen for dealing with the constraints. In particular the self-adaptive penalty 
based algorithm was implemented with GA-AS (the method is named CON-GAAS). 
CON-GAAS was also tested with different problems again with the network of 
Edinburgh. In all tests, there were different levels of reduction in the net benefit 
compared to the net benefit from the optimal cordon without any constraint (OPCI). 
The constraint affecting the net benefit most was the constraint on total travel time in 
which the net benefit was reduced by 90%, but this does depend on the threshold chosen 
for each constraint. 
Tests were also conducted on different variants of the penalty based algorithm. These 
include the static, dynamic, and self-adaptive penalty based method. All three methods 
tested in this chapter successfully found the same final solution. As expected, different 
penalty based methods behave differently due to their underlying formulation. Using the 
static penalty based method resulted in very flat trends of the average net benefit and net 
revenue. This is reasonable given the underlying constant function of the static penalty. 
Intuitively, the behaviours of the dynamic and self-adaptive penalty methods were 
different from the static one. The intention of these methods is to allocate more effort in 
optimising the main objective function in early generations (using a low penalty term), 
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and then gradually increasing the penalty as the number of generations increases. Again, 
the GA based algorithm was found to be flexible enough to take account of both the 
topological constraint (closed cordon formation) and the additional outcome constraints 
of the design. 
The last requirement left for the development of the optimisation algorithm for the 
practical cordon design is the treatment of the multiobjective design. Based on the 
review, four different types of preference expression were found including weight, 
priority, goal/target, and linguistic ranking. The weighting approach (or utility based 
approach) is probably the most widely adopted method due to its simplicity, The 
linguistic ranking approach is the most recent approach which has become feasible 
following developments in the area of fuzzy reasoning and evolutionary optimisation. 
Regardless of the form of the preference, different stages of preference articulation can 
be adopted. Three possible approaches for deciding on the preference were discussed in 
the chapter including the priori, posterior, and progressive preference articulation 
approaches. The combination between the priori preference articulation and the 
weighting or utility based approach is probably the simplest method for solving the 
multiobjective problem. This is also the case in transport. However, several drawbacks 
of this approach were discussed in the chapter. The main problem seems to be the 
difficulty in making the judgement on the preference prior to obtaining the actual trade- 
off information between different objectives. Recent developments in evolutionary 
optimisation or in particular GA allow a better treatment to the multiobjcctivc 
optimisation problem. 
Thus, the GA based algorithm was developed to solve the multiobjectivc road pricing 
design with the posterior and progressive articulation approach. The classical concept of 
Pareto front was adopted to define the fitness of the chromosomes in GA. A solution 
was considered to be a Pareto solution if none of the other solutions achieves better 
level of all objectives considered. The algorithm developed follows the framework of 
the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II). The NSGA-II was 
integrated with the GA-AS method developed earlier. In addition, the NSGA-II was 
modified to allow for user interruption under the framework of progressive preference 
articulation. 
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Four tests with two objectives and one test with three objectives were the objects of the 
methodological experiment. The NSGA-II with GA-AS was successfully applied to all 
of these tests to generate a set of non-dominated solutions. Despite the success of the 
tests, the results revealed a possible weakness of the NSGA-II in which the set of non- 
dominated solutions identified by the algorithm may not be well spread over the Pareto 
front. This is due to the complexity of the multiobjective problem and limited 
computation resource. The progressive preference articulation based approach was 
adopted to improve the algorithm. In a real problem, the decision maker may not be 
interested in all parts of the Pareto front. Thus, by allowing the decision maker to 
express his interest in some particular area of the Pareto front progressively, the 
algorithm can then allocate more effort on finding a non-dominated solution in that 
particular area. 
10.5 SOME POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
The spin-off results from the numerical tests with the algorithms developed in the study 
also suggest a number of interesting policy implications for road pricing scheme design. 
Firstly, the Edinburgh network demonstrated the importance of the toll level and toll 
location on the performance of the road pricing scheme. The implementation of the 
optimised toll level around the innerl and outer cordons of the Edinburgh network can 
increase the benefit by around 70% compared to the uniform toll. Similarly, the OPC1 
cordon found by GA-AS offers about 80% higher benefit compared to the inner2 
cordon. In addition, allowing a second cordon, D-OPC, brought a substantial increase in 
the benefit of the scheme (112% higher than the benefit from the OPC1). With the 
current practice of the determination of the toll level and location based on the 
acceptability and professional judgment, a significant amount of benefit of road pricing 
schemes may be lost. 
Secondly, the additional constraints included into the analysis can potentially reduce the 
benefits of a road pricing scheme. From the tests, the constraints on the guaranteed level 
of revenue generated, equity impact, total travel time, and total travel distance all 
resulted in the reduction of the benefit of the cordon scheme in the Edinburgh network. 
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Obviously, from the policy point of view this presents a political dilemma. On one 
hand, the inclusion of these constraints will raise the public acceptability of the scheme. 
On the other hand, the reduction of the benefit of the scheme may question the 
justification of the implementation of road pricing. 
Thirdly, different objectives of road pricing require different characteristics of the 
charging cordon design. For the objective of social welfare improvement, the cordon 
should try to concentrate on tackling the trips generating the highest external cost or 
congestion in the network. The objective of revenue maximisation requires the cordon 
to charge as many trips as possible with a very high toll so the cordon should consist of 
many crossing points and offer no alternative routes to avoid the toll. On the other hand, 
the equity cordon aims to distribute the benefit of the road pricing scheme equally 
amongst different groups of users from different O-D pairs. Thus, the equity cordon 
should cover a wide area and apply a toll level that provides a similar level of benefit to 
all O-D pairs (usually with a low toll level). From these characteristics, it is certain that 
there is a conflict between different objectives of the road pricing scheme. The decision 
maker should ensure the understanding of the public and stakeholder groups of the 
trade-off between different objectives. 
10.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
During the course of this research, several issues have been identified which require 
specific further investigation in order to advance the algorithm for designing the optimal 
road pricing scheme. These are listed below. 
Modelling environment and assumptions 
The model adopted in this thesis is assumed to follow a number of simplistic 
assumptions including single user class, single mode, single time period, and the 
Wardrop's user equilibrium concept. In fact, the applicability of the GA based algorithm 
developed does not depend on these modelling assumptions. The future research should 
explore the possibility of the extension of the modelling assumption in order to increase 
the realism of the model. At the initial stage, one could extend the concept of Wardrop's 
user equilibrium to increase the dimensions of the model. The extension of the model to 
allow multiple user classes (e. g. by income) will allow a more detailed analysis of the 
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equity impact (vertical equity). Meng et al (2002) and Small and Yan (2001) already 
studied the possible extension of the optimal road pricing design with multiple user 
classes. 
The inclusion of multiple time periods, other modes (e. g. transit and bus) and land use 
response will also increase the possible response of the users to the road pricing scheme. 
Some research has already been done on this issue but at a more strategic model level 
(Minken et al, 2003). Last but not least, the current model adopted is under the 
assumption of separable link cost function. This assumption may not be realistic for 
some urban network where the congestion is mainly caused by junction. Thus, it is also 
important to attempt to link the GA-AS algorithm with model with junction interaction. 
The other direction of the modeling improvement is the deviation from the concept of 
deterministic user equilibrium. Different modeling paradigms can be adopted to better 
represent the users' behaviours in the network including the stochastic equilibrium 
model or learning process. Some researchers have already started exploring the 
development in this area (See for example Sumalee et al, 2004). 
Extension: of the method to cope with a variety of designs 
In relation to the first research issue, with more complex model adopted a greater 
variety of road pricing schemes can be considered. With the model of time period 
choice, the cordon location may be optimised by time period (of course this should be 
considered with the cost of the scheme). Similarly, the dis-aggregation of the user class 
and vehicle class enables the analysis of the charge by user type and could include the 
possibility of exemption. In fact, the issue of exemption could also be analysed with the 
current setting of the model if the exemption is defined geographically. 
The increase in the dimension of the scheme design is also envisaged as an important 
research area. The designer should be able to identify the possible use of screen lines 
and spurs. Similarly, the other key, important design option is the integration between 
the charging cordon and other traffic management measures, e. g. area access control or 
traffic network control. The cordon scheme may not just use the toll points to form a 
cordon. At some part of the network, a road could be closed to disallow the access or 
controlled by some traffic management measure. 
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Adding time dimension and evolution process 
Following the finding from the surveys with the UK local authorities, the design of a 
road pricing scheme should be considered as an evolutionary process. The initial 
scheme should be a very simple and acceptable scheme. Then, the scheme can be 
gradually adjusted to better achieve its goals. This is exemplified by the adjustment of 
the scheme in Singapore and the proposed change of the scheme in London. With the 
extension of the time-horizon dimension into the modelling environment (i. e. includes 
land use response and some form of time-lag response), the scheme can be optimised 
with different levels of constraints at different time horizons with the aim to optimise 
the design over the whole time-horizon rather than just concentrate on a particular time- 
horizon. This extension will definitely need some analysis of the investment decision 
(cash-flow analysis) to trade-off the benefit at the present time and in the future and can 
be linked to other issues such as intra-generational equity and sustainability. 
Solving MPEC is still a challenging and important task 
Although a number of studies have been done on the area of MPEC, the development of 
a'practical and efficient solution algorithm is still 'challenging. In light of the recent 
development of a variety of new ideas (e. g: cutting plane algorithm, marginal function 
based algorithm, non-smooth optimisation), it is envisaged that the development of a 
practical algorithm for solving a large scale optimal toll problem can be achieved in the 
near future. 
However, there still exists the most ( complex problem which is the mixed 1-0 
optimisation problem of the MPEC. -This 
problem is indeed the optimal toll location 
design with optimal variable tolls. Some experiments (Shepherd and Sumalce, 2004) 
which were not reported in this study show a promising resült'of the application of GA 
to this problem. However, the main problem with GA is the' computational time, and it 
will be useful if there are further developments in integrating a bcttcr heuristic 
algorithm with GA for solving the optimal toll location problem. 
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Development of interactive tool for trading-off process 
On the issue of multiobjective design, the development of a GA based method in this 
thesis demonstrates a new way to the appraisal process for a transport project. The 
development of the algorithm with the linguistic preference may enhance the decision 
making process of the road pricing design given that some of the criteria is very 
subjective (e. g. equity). In addition, the advance of the progressive preference 
articulation method could be potentially useful for the discussion of the scheme design 
in the early stage of the development. 
Integrated strategy and revenue recycling 
Road pricing is not the only transport policy. In fact, road pricing is considered as a 
central part of the idea of an integrated transport policy. In reality, a number of transport 
policy instruments will be implemented alongside road pricing in order to support or 
alleviate the impact of road pricing (e. g. improvement of public transport, new road 
construction, traffic management, etc. ). Thus, the optimisation of road pricing as a sole 
policy may not be sufficient to ensure the optimality of the overall transport system. 
With the extension of the, modelling environment mentioned earlier, one could attempt 
to include other types of policy into the optimisation process simultaneously with the 
design of the road pricing scheme. 
A related issue to the integration of the transport policy is the recycling of revenue. A 
crucial assumption made that justifies the benefit of road pricing is the way in which the 
revenue is recycled back to the user in a perfect manner. This is a crucial assumption 
both for the analysis of the benefit of road pricing and the issue over the equity impact 
as discussed earlier. If the approach to spend the revenue collected from the scheme is 
optimised simultaneously, with the design of the road pricing, it may be possible , 
to 
calculate the true benefit of the road pricing with different assumptions about the use of 
revenues. 
Of course, this is a very complex economic issue since one could argue that there are 
many different ways the revenue can be recycled even outside the transport area (e. g. 
through health or educational service). However, recent research suggests that the 
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public would accept road pricing more if the revenue is to be spent to improve the 
transport system. 
Dealing with variability of the modelling parameters and real world uncertainty 
One of the major flaws of the analysis presented in this study is the choice of the 
modelling parameters (e. g. value of time, demand, or demand elasticity). The outcome 
design of the scheme may vary significantly with the modelling parameters adopted. 
This study did not explore this angle of the research but it recognises this important 
issue. One possible framework that can be adopted to reduce the doubt over the result of 
the optimisation process is the stochastic optimisation framework. The parameters 
involved in the model can be defined with some possible error (i. e. define the 
parameters as a statistical distribution) instead of simply adopting one value. Then, the 
optimisation process can be used to define the optimal cordon scheme under the 
stochastic parameters using the idea of stochastic optimisation. 
The other different angle also involved with the uncertainty of the result is the inherit 
uncertainty in the future prediction and circumstance. Apart from the uncertainty of the 
modelling parameters, there exists in the real world some uncertainty, especially with 
the future forecast. This may involve uncertainty of the demand forecast, exchange rate, 
economy, etc. These uncertainties should be included into the analysis of optimal road 
pricing design. Of course, in order to analyse the time-related uncertainty issue the 
model needs to be equipped with the time-dimension. This issue was discussed earlier. 
Finally, with the new framework of the stochastic programming a new type of scheme 
evaluation may need to be investigated. ý The traditional framework from welfare 
economics may not conform to the new stochastic modelling framework. The topic like 
Value at Risk should be imposed upon the evaluation of the scheme benefit. The 
decision maker may also need to trade-off between the expected benefit and risk of loss 
of the benefit. 
Multioperators case and tri-level optimisations problem 
Last but not least, the analysis conducted in this study mainly involved two types of 
actors, the leader and followers. The leader in our analysis can be considered as the 
decision maker of the city who wishes to pursue the idea of road pricing. The followers, 
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as explained earlier, are the users of the network. In reality, the space of the effect of 
road pricing is not only limited to the space in the model. At the city level, the decision 
of one city may influence the decision of another nearby city. In this setting, multi 
leaders may exist in the Stackelberg game. The leaders, who are the city managers, may 
compete with each other to ensure the development of their own cities. For instance, if 
the city of Edinburgh decides to implement a road user charging scheme, a competing 
city (in economic terms) may decide to adopt a strategy to persuade the existing 
businesses in Edinburgh to relocate to that city. 
A similar setting can also be observed where there exists the legal owner of different 
parts of the network. The city council may be responsible for most of the local roads in 
the network but the government or private agencies may be responsible for operation of 
the other trunk roads. In this case, different operators may try to optimise the operation 
(including the toll) for their parts of the network to maximise their own objectives. 
Obviously, the decision of one operator will affect the others, so this problem can also 
be formed as a problem with multi-leaders. 
The problem of the multi-leaders with equilibrium constraint has been studied in the 
field of Equilibrium Programming with Equilibrium Constraint (EPEC). The extension 
of this problem can be made further by introducing the decision maker at the top of the 
hierarchy (e. g. central government). With this setup, the government, who is the highest 
leader in this game, can use this Tri-level problem to analyse the best policy to control 
the development of road pricing in the whole country making sure the best compromise 
and co-ordination between different cities. Both EPEC and Tri-level problems are very 
complex problems and are definitely worthy of further research. 
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APPENDIX A. QUESTIONAIRE ON JUDGMENTAL 
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR CHARGING CORDON 
ý_{ 
SECTION I 
1. What are the objectives of using charging cordons in Leeds and what is the level 
of importance of each selected objective? 
Nigh Medium Low Not an 
objective 
Reducing O O O O 
con Restion 
Environmental O O O O 
Protection 
City centre O O O Q 
management 
Increase efficient O O O O 
Redressing O O O O 
Inequity in 
trans rtsystem 
Other, pleeee state O O O O 
3. What is the general design of the proposed cordon of Leeds? 
Please give the detail in terms of 
Location of the cordon 
Chirve structure 
Answer the next question if you choose more than one objective in question 1. If not, so 
to question 3. 
2. Are there any differences In the charging cordon to meet the different objectives of 
the scheme at the arme time? 
Yee 
Q 
No 
Q 
If the eniwer Is yea, please explain the differences: 
secnav It 
S. farowho(hed Lp I do)auapmdwldvtdaiwogwdwLldbo 
icIizlodbb thedni&iofthedrryprgcmiii? IfthemistheaMdc iyngoct 
d'd rnid he curskimitt plem &me in the bin* box 
Avoid the admne Inad1 
" Thedwlp do"aw"ethepwmmd 
muITiciatdtematiwmwa for dive" who o o 0 0 0 
vst rolýve ue d or}p 
" The dmip dWd avoid die digvnm of 
criv 
mummv+WorowgampuWantoodw 
o 0 0 0 0 
" Trn"cawwyd,,. ý. n 13 (3 El 13 
" llie dogp ihwdd iorm"raahua for 
aminn(e. Spirkard x 0 0 0 0 dýQ raus 
" 7hed ipdwuIdamandidýlaaypaimb 1U o o O o the durr Was se c1aird or cloeod 
" 71ndrnpiarthear"pamdwldmtbe O D o O o N, ýIWuwhm 
" 7ledcm{ýYaddpeceanlnrbouuluna o 0 o O o Mwom land t 
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4. Would you consider using the additional cordons or screenlines? 
Yes 
Q No Q 
If yes, please explain the reasons, and deßne the additional cordons or screenlinea. 
if no, 
please explain the reasons. 
Gain public acceptance 
" The cordon structure should be simple and eery O O O O O 
to tcderntand. 
" The charge structure should also be simple and 0 0u 
say to urdeutend. 
" The charge should be at a level which is Cl O OOO 
acceptable to the p*lic. 
" The charge should be perceived as fair by the 0 0 OOO 
public. 
" The design should avoid the probiem of local 
inequities (e. g. people just outside the cordon O O O0O 
needm to access laces'ust inside 
" The design should avoid the problem of 
commercial macraittca (e. g. with the sann type O O O D O 
of business, one is just inside the cordon and the 
other is'ust outside the cordon 
" The design should aim at chargingthe traffic 
which contributes most to congestion and o 0 0 0 a 
Mution. 
" The design should aim at charging the traffic O O OOO 
which is of least benefit to the area. 
" The design should avoid charging the city's C U 00 
residents. 
Z 
ow 
income 
aua of the city. 
rwrýý "ýý""ý 
OOOOO 
6. Based on the case of Leeds, are them any difficulties in the design to meet 
the required objectives and to satisfy the design issues mentioned above 
Yes u9 
If the answer is Yea, please explain some difficulties in your city case. 
SECTION III 
7. How would your Local Authority spend the revenue generated from the 
charging scheme and why will you spend the revenues this way? 
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APPENDIX B. BACKGROUND OF THE CASE STUDY 
In this section, the background information for each city is given. This information is 
based on the results of some parts of the in-depth interview which asked about the 
characteristics of each city. 
Birmingham and Nest Midlands area 
There are seven local authorities in the West Midland area including Birmingham, 
Coventry, Wolverhampton, Solihull, Dudley, Walsall, and Sandwell. All of these local 
authorities have a very strong collaboration in terms of transport planning in which 
there is a West Midlands committee as the political organisation providing an umbrella 
on the top of these seven local authorities. Each local authority has its own centre, but 
the whole area is a continuous conurbation. 
Of these seven centres, Birmingham, Coventry, and Wolverhampton experience the 
most severe congestion problem in the city. It is agreed by the seven local authorities to 
look at the possibility of using congestion charging in the West Midlands area in order 
to raise revenue for improving public transport services and reducing congestion. 
Bristol 
Bristol is a city in the southern part of England. The city is surrounded by green-belt 
where the nearest centre is Cardiff. Therefore, the competition of the economy between 
the city centres is not so high. There are about 500,000 car movements everyday in and 
out the city centre alone and the traffic condition in the city centre is very congested and 
already at capacity. Bristol has two main ring roads, i. e. the inner ring road surrounding 
the core centre of the city and the outer ring road covering most of the city formed by 
the motorway network (M4 and MS in the north and other trunk roads in the south of 
the city). 
The major employment area is in the centre and north of the city. Congestion charging 
is one approach that the Council of Bristol is actively promoting as part of integrated 
transport measures to reduce demand for travel by and use of car. The council in 
conjunction with the local bus company ran a road user charging trial along the A4 Bath 
Road during 1998 in which this test aimed to examine both the technicalities of 
operating as well as how charging might change people's pattern of travel. 
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Durham 
Durham has a fairly unique character compared to other cases. It is the country tows of 
a large county but has no strong commercial centre. There is a river running through the 
centre of the city forming a peninsula. The peninsula is considered as the historical area 
where there are the cathedral and castle, which are famous tourist places. The peninsula 
can only be accessed by a road which run through the market place. Beyond the market 
place there is no commercial activity. 
The historical area on the peninsula has suffered from unnecessary traffic where a lot of 
traffic just drops people off at the market place area to go to banks or shops and then 
drives up to the peninsula area to wait and turn around to pick up people. The city 
council has decided to use road user charging in order to reduce the unnecessary trips in 
the historical area. The technological trial is on the progress and the system will be 
implemented in 2002. 
Edinburgh 
Edinburgh is the capital city of Scotland situated in the east of Scotland. The north of 
the city is bordered by the coast. There is a trunk road system generally surrounding the 
whole area of Edinburgh forming a very good outer ring road; there is also a tight inner 
ring road system surrounding the core of the city known as the Old and new towns 
which is considered as the historical area of the city. The city has two controlled parking 
zones including the inner parking zone which concentrates on the central area of the city 
and the outer parking zone which extends beyond the core of the city. The city has been 
considering the plan to implement road user charging scheme in order to reduce 
congestion in the city and raise the revenue to be used to improve public transport 
service. 
Leeds 
Leeds is one of the major cities situated in the north of England. Geographically, the 
city is quite separated from its neighbours, especially the city centre which is the major 
business and shopping area of the region. The inner ring road formed by a motorway 
system is regarded as the boundary of the central area. However, this ring road is still 
not completed yet; the completion of the ring road to the east of the city is on the plan. 
Similarly to the other big cities, Leeds faces the problem of increasing traffic and 
congestion in the city. 
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There are two types of congestion including the congestion on all radial routes, 
particularly on motorways, coming to the city centre in the peak period and the area 
inside the inner ring road which is congested almost all day. The University of Leeds is 
located just outside the inner ring but it is considered as a major trip attraction for 
inbound traffic in the peak period. The current problem is the lack of control in parking 
space in the city centre which causes failure to control the traffic demand in the city 
centre. The city has considered implementing a congestion charging scheme around the 
city centre in order to control the traffic demand and also reduce congestion in the city. 
Manchester 
There are nine districts in Greater Manchester district for which the geography of the 
area is considered as a polycentric conurbation area. Around Manchester, there are 
major important towns with their own shopping centres including Stockport and Bolton. 
This causes a very competitive situation for the city centre of Manchester with other 
centres and also the retail shopping area outside the city centre. Manchester city is a 
strange shape, long thin and rectangular. The city centre is only about two miles from 
the neighbouring local authority which is Salford. The worst congestion area is around 
the outer ring road whereas there are also some particular congestion areas in the cit 
centre. Manchester has joined the DTLR Congestion Charging Partnership but has not 
got a firm plan to implement a congestion charging scheme. 
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APPENDIX C. MATHEMATICAL NOTATIONS 
Notations Definitions 
N Set of nodes 
A Set of links 
K Set of O-D pairs 
P Set of paths 
a Link indices 
ii Node indices 
r Origin node indices 
s Destination node indices 
k O-D pair indices 
p Path indices 
dk Demand between O-D pair k 
Dk Demand function for O-D pair k 
A Minimum travel cost between O-D pair k 
Va Link flow 
xä Multicommodity flow on link a from O-D pair k 
tQ (v) Travel time function for link a 
C. (v) Travel cost function for link a 
Fp Path flow on path p 
Cp Path cost for path p 
sp° Dummy variable 
1 if link a is on path p; 0 otherwise 
°ý` 
Dummy variable 
1 if path p connects O-D pair k; 0 otherwise 
=0 if node i is neither origin nor destination node 
b; = -dk if node i is the origin of O-D pair k 
= dk if node i is the destination of O-D pair k 
Objective function m 
zQ Toll on link a 
C 
Dummy variable 
a 1 if link a is tolled; 0 otherwise 
M Number of objective functions 
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APPENDIX D. THE LINK COST AND OD DEMAND 
FUNCTIONS FOR THE EDINBURGH NETWORK 
Link cost function 
v tj =a+b. ý 
c 
Start 
node 
End 
node 
a b c n Start 
node 
End 
node 
a b c n 
100 200 203.14 63.45 2000 2.5 180 625 90.76 28.35 2000 2.5 
100 515 500.09 105 4000 3 180 190 90.73 19.05 4000 3 
100 101 27.86 11.57 1500 2 181 180 241.46 100.29 1500 2 
101 100 27.86 11.57 1500 2 181 191 113.44 72 1500 1.5 
101 102 167.17 69.43 1500 2 181 360 278.62 115.71 1500 2 
101 201 238.23 151.2 1500 1.5 182 171 198.82 62.1 2000 2.5 
102 101 167.17 69.43 1500 2 182 180 120.73 50.14 1500 2 
102 110 92.87 38.57 1500 2 182 390 289.76 120.34 1500 2 
102 103 34.03 21.6 1500 1.5 190 240 235.76 49.5 4000 3 
103 102 34.03 21.6 1500 1.5 190 191 148.6 61.71 1500 2 
103 111 272.26 172.8 1500 1.5 190 180 90.73 19.05 4000 3 
110 102 92.87 38.57 1500 2 190 625 108.05 33.75 2000 2.5 
110 111 176.45 73.29 1500 2 191 181 113.44 72 1500 1.5 
110 303 124.79 79.2 1500 1.5 191 190 148.6 61.71 1500 2 
111 103 272.26 172.8 1500 1.5 191 241 226.88 144 1500 1.5 
111 110 176.45 73.29 1500 2 191 370 331.25 210.24 1500 1.5 
111 112 125.38 52.07 1500 2 200 100 203.14 63.45 2000 2.5 
112 111 125.38 52.07 1500 2 200 201 147.47 93.6 1500 1.5 
112 155 32.5 13.5 1500 2 200 202 35.72 7.5 4000 3 
112 113 164.49 104.4 1500 1.5 201 101 238.23 151.2 1500 1.5 
113 112 164.49 104.4 1500 1.5 201 200 147.47 93.6 1500 1.5 
113 114 192.85 122.4 1500 1.5 201 203 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 
114 113 192.85 122.4 1500 1.5 201 300 544.52 345.6 1500 1.5 
114 115 102.1 64.8 1000 1.5 202 200 35.72 7.5 4000 3 
114 121 119.11 75.6 1500 1.5 202 203 207.46 64.8 4000 3 
115 114 102.1 64.8 1000 1.5 202 205 169.32 35.55 6000 3 
115 120 97.51 40.5 1500 2 202 525 392.93 67.94 4000 3 
115 155 78.94 32.79 1500 2 203 201 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 
120 115 97.51 40.5 1500 2 203 202 207.46 64.8 4000 3 
120 121 27.86 11.57 1500 2 203 212 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
120 124 45.38 28.8 1500 1.5 205 202 169.32 35.55 6000 3 121 114 119.11 75.6 1500 1.5 205 525 500.09 105 6000 3 
121 120 27.86 11.57 1500 2 205 210 57.15 12 6000 3 
121 122 83.59 34.71 1500 2 210 205 57.15 12 6000 3 
122 121 83.59 34.71 1500 2 210 211 77.8 24.3 4000 3 
122 123 73.74 46.8 1500 1.5 210 213 142.88 30 4000 3 
122 140 328.76 136.54 2000 2.5 210 636 777.5 132.63 2000 2.5 
123 122 73.74 46.8 1500 1.5 211 210 77.8 24.3 4000 3 
123 124 34.03 21.6 1500 1.5 211 212 51.87 16.2 4000 "3 123 125 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 211 215 69.65 28.93 4000 3 
123 330 266.59 169.2 1000 1.5 212 203 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
124 120 45.38 28.8 1500 1.5 212 211 51.87 16.2 4000 3 
124 123 34.03 21.6 1500 1.5 212 310 369.63 153.51 1500 2 
124 145 198.52 126 1500 1.5 213 217 260.05 54.6 4000 3 
125 123 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 214 213 18.58 7.71 1500 2 
125 325 102.1 64.8 1500 1.5 214 215 78.94 32.79 4000 3 
125 126 28.36 18 4000 3 214 220 51.08 21.21 4000 3 
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126 125 28.36 18 4000 3 215 211 69.65 28.93 4000 3 
126 145 102.1 64.8 1500 1.5 215 214 78.94 32.79 4000 3 
126 320 45.38 28.8 4000 3 216 210 142.88 30 4000 3 
140 122 328.76 136.54 2000 2.5 216 215 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 
140 151 351.67 223.2 1500 1.5 217 216 260.05 54.6 4000 3 
140 141 50.15 20.83 2000 2.5 217 230 128.6 27 4000 3 
140 330 191.72 121.68 1500 1.5 217 224 46.43 19.29 1500 2 
141 140 50.15 20.83 2000 2.5 220 214 51.08 21.21 4000 3 
141 150 148.6 61.71 2000 2.5 220 221 222.89 92.57 1500 2 
141 380 124.79 79.2 1500 1.5 220 222 141.8 90 1500 1.5 
145 124 198.52 126 1500 1.5 220 610 859.05 356.79 1500 2 
145 126 102.1 64.8 1500 1.5 221 220 222.89 92.57 1500 2 
145 303 351.67 223.2 1500 1.5 221 226 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
145 155 141.8 90 1500 1.5 221 310 311.96 198 1500 1.5 
150 141 148.6 61.71 2000 2.5 222 220 141.8 90 1500 1.5 
150 151 130.02 54 1500 2 222 223 113.44 72 1500 1.5 
150 160 89.3 18.75 4000 3 222 224 153.15 97.2 1500 1.5 
150 380 80.34 33.36 1500 2 223 222 113.44 72 1500 1.5 
151 140 351.67 223.2 1500 1.5 223 225 192.85 122.4 1500 1.5 
151 150 130.02 54 1500 2 223 226 79.41 50.4 1500 1.5 
151 152 74.29 30.86 1500 2 224 222 153.15 97.2 1500 1.5 
152 151 74.29 30.86 1500 2 224 217 46.43 19.29 1500 2 
152 153 96.43 61.2 1500 1.5 224 225 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
152 161 34.03 21.6 1500 1.5 225 223 192.85 122.4 1500 1.5 
153 152 96.43 61.2 1500 1.5 225 224 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
153 162 62.39 39.6 1500 1.5 225 231 136.13 86.4 1500 1.5 
153 172 250.75 104.14 1500 2 226 221 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
153 174 436.49 181.29 1500 2 226 223 79.41 50.4 1500 1.5 
155 112 32.5 13.5 1500 2 226 232 272.26 172.8 1000 1.5 
155 115 78.94 32.79 1500 2 230 217 128.6 27 4000 3 
155 145 141.8 90 1500 1.5 230 231 67.79 28.16 1500 2 
160 150 89.3 18.75 4000 3 230 240 187.89 39.45 4000 3 
160 161 176.45 73.29 1500 2 230 603 317.35 54.14 2000 2.5 
160 170 192.18 40.35 4000 3 231 225 136.13 86.4 1500 1.5 
160 390 122.52 77.76 1500 1.5 231 230 67.79 28.16 1500 2 
161 152 34.03 21.6 1500 1.5 231 232 425.41 270 1500 1.5 
161 160 176.45 73.29 1500 2 231 241 250.75 104.14 1500 2 
161 162 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 232 226 272.26 172.8 1000 1.5 
162 153 62.39 39.6 1500 1.5 232 231 425.41 270 1500 1.5 
162 161 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 232 340 141.8 90 1500 1.5 
162 171 170.16 108 1500 1.5 240 190 235.76 49.5 4000 3 
170 160 192.18 40.35 4000 3 240 230 187.89 39.45 4000 3 
170 171 34.58 10.8 2000 2.5 240 241 99.41 31.05 4000 3 
170 173 178.6 37.5 4000 3 240 604 155.6 48.6 2000 2.5 
170 180 251.47 52.8 4000 3 241 191 226.88 144 1500 1.5 
171 162 170.16 108 1500 1.5 241 231 250.75 104.14 1500 2 
171 170 34.58 10.8 2000 2.5 241 240 99.41 31.05 4000 3 
171 182 198.82 62.1 2000 2.5 241 370 273.96 113.79 1500 2 
172 153 250.75 104.14 1500 2 300 201 544.52 345.6 1500 1.5 
172 173 79.33 13.53 2000 2.5 300 301 79.41 50.4 1500 1.5 
172 621 397.63 124.2 2000 2.5 300 302 79.41 50.4 1500 1.5 
173 170 178.6 37.5 4000 3 300 310 113.44 72 1500 1.5 
173 172 79.33 13.53 2000 2.5 301 300 79.41 50.4 1500 1.5 
173 174 214.33 45 4000 3 301 305 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
174 153 436.49 181.29 1500 2 301 340 28.36 18 1500 1.5 
174 173 214.33 45 4000 3 302 300 79.41 50.4 1500 1.5 
174 620 857.3 180 4000 3 302 303 277.93 176.4 1500 1.5 
180 170 251.47 52.8 4000 3 302 305 11.34 7.2 4000 3 
180 181 241.46 100.29 1500 2 303 110 124.79 79.2 1500 1,5 
180 182 120.73 50.14 1500 2 303 145 351.67 223.2 1500 1.5 
'359 
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180 621 139.3 57.86 1500 2 303 302 277.93 176.4 1500 1.5 
321 350 187.18 118.8 1500 1.5 305 301 68.07 43.2 1500 1.5 
325 125 102.1 64.8 1500 1.5 305 302 11.34 7.2 4000 3 
325 320 158.82 100.8 1500 1.5 305 321 130.46 82.8 4000 3 
325 330 147.47 93.6 1500 1.5 310 212 369.63 153.51 1500 2 
330 123 266.59 169.2 1000 1.5 310 221 311.96 198 1500 1.5 
330 140 191.72 121.68 1500 1.5 310 300 113.44 72 1500 1.5 
330 325 147.47 93.6 1500 1.5 310 340 158.82 100.8 1500 1.5 
330 380 305.16 193.68 1500 1.5 320 126 45.38 28.8 4000 3 
340 232 141.8 90 1500 1.5 320 321 5.67 3.6 4000 3 
340 301 28.36 18 1500 1.5 320 325 158.82 100.8 1500 1.5 
340 310 158.82 100.8 1500 1.5 321 305 130.46 82.8 4000 3 
340 350 215.54 136.8 1500 1.5 321 320 5.67 3.6 4000 3 
350 321 187.18 118.8 1500 1.5 602 601 352.91 146.57 1500 2 
350 340 215 54 136.8 1500 1.5 602 623 785.43 133.98 2000 2.5 
350 360 . 217.81 138.24 1500 1.5 603 230 317.35 54.14 2000 2.5 
350 371 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 603 601 388.99 121.5 2000 2.5 
360 181 278.62 115.71 1500 2 603 604 111.07 18.95 2000 2.5 
360 350 217.81 138.24 1500 1.5 604 240 155.6 48.6 2000 2.5 
360 371 45.38 28.8 1500 1.5 604 603 111.07 18.95 2000 2.5 
360 390 359.61 228.24 1500 1.5 604 624 482.93 200.57 1500 2 
370 191 331.25 210.24 1500 1.5 605 525 642.98 135 4000 3 
370 241 273.96 113.79 1500 2 605 633 213.61 88.71 4000 3 
370 371 63.53 40.32 1500 1.5 605 637 396.5 83.25 6000 3 
371 350 181.51 115.2 1500 1.5 610 220 859.05 356.79 1500 2 
371 360 45.38 28.8 1500 1.5 610 636 329.69 136.93 1500 2 
371 370 63.53 40.32 1500 1.5 620 174 857.3 180 4000 3 
380 141 124.79 79.2 1500 1.5 620 621 1713.7 292.33 2000 2.5 
380 150 80.34 33.36 1500 2 621 172 397.63 124.2 2000 2.5 
380 330 305.16 193.68 1500 1.5 621 180 139.3 57.86 1500 2 
380 390 106.8 44.36 1500 2 621 620 1713.7 292.33 2000 2.5 
390 160 122.52 77.76 1500 1.5 621 622 102.1 64.8 1500 1.5 
390 182 289.76 120.34 1500 2 622 621 102.1 64.8 1500 1.5 
390 360 359.61 228.24 1500 1.5 622 623 96.43 61.2 1500 1.5 
390 380 106.8 44.36 1500 2 622 624 78.94 32.79 1500 2 
505 510 339.35 71.25 6000 3 623 602 785.43 133.98 2000 2.5 
505 511 465.11 295.2 1500 1.5 623 622 96.43 61 2 1500 1.5 
505 600 1264.5 218.65 4000 3 623 624 60.51 . 18 9 2000 2.5 
510 505 339.35 71.25 6000 3 624 604 482.93 . 200.57 1500 2 
510 511 468.99 194.79 4000 3 624 622 78.94 32.79 1500 2 
510 512 67.87 14.25 4000 3.1 624 623 60.51 18.9 2000 2.5 
511 505 465.11 295.2 1500 1.5 624 625 73.48 22.95 2000 2.5 
511 510 468.99 194.79 4000 3 625 180 90.76 28.35 2000 2.5 
512 510 67.87 14.25 4000 3.1 625 190 108.05 33.75 2000 2.5 
512 515 505.68 157.95 4000 3 625 624 73.48 22.95 2000 2.5 
512 600 2161 675 2000 2.5 630 515 595.02 101.5 2000 2.5 
515 100 500.09 105 4000 3 630 520 457.23 96 6000 3 
515 512 505.68 157.95 4000 3 630 631 1586.7 270.68 2000 2.5 
515 520 325.28 55.49 2000 2.5 631 630 1586.7 270.68 2000 2.5 
515 630 595.02 101.5 2000 2.5 631 632 476.02 81.2 2000 2.5 520 515 325.28 55.49 2000 2.5 631 637 709.01 450 1500 1.5 
520 525 157.17 33 6000 3 632 631 476.02 81.2 2000 2.5 
520 630 457.23 96 6000 3 632 633 896.2 372.21 1500 2 
525 202 392.93 67.94 4000 3 632 634 631.51 262.29 1500 2 
525 205 500.09 105 6000 3 632 637 282.19 59.25 6000 3 
525 520 157.17 33 6000 3 633 605 213.61 88.71 4000 3 
525 605 642.98 135 4000 3 633 632 896.2 372.21 1500 2 
600 505 1264.5 218.65 4000 3 633 635 204.31 84.86 4000 3 
600 512 2161 675 2000 2.5 634 632 631.51 262.29 1500 2 
601 602 352.91 146.57 1500 2 634 635 1160.9 482 14 1500 2 . 
360 
601 603 388.99 121.5 2000 2.5 635 634 1160.9 482.14 1500 2 
636 635 315.76 131.14 1500 2 635 636 315.76 131.14 1500 2 
637 605 396.5 83.25 6000 3 635 633 204.31 84.86 4000 3 
637 631 709.01 450 1500 1.5 636 210 777.5 132.63 2000 2.5 
637 632 282.19 59.25 6000 3 636 610 329.69 136.93 1500 2 
OD demand function 
d d° Pk - k-k0 Pk 
Origin Destination do oß Origin Destination do `o ß kXkk 
321 340 608.15 414 -0.58 121 310 1244.5 642 -0.58 
321 121 1000.7 943 -0.58 121 303 3665.7 142 -0.58 
321 140 795.13 391 -0.58 121 633 2717.4 248 -0.58 
321 181 1329.3 180 -0.58 121 525 2839.3 98 -0.58 
321 371 951.93 253 -0.58 121 601 1906.5 175 -0.58 
321 231 1470.9 226 -0.58 121 621 1323.4 67 -0.58 
321 222 1490.6 132 -0.58 121 153 2887.7 250 -0.58 
321 212 1634.5 325 -0.58 121 620 2322.4 329 -0.58 
321 201 1512.3 161 -0.58 121 515 2921.2 179 -0.58 
321 103 774.97 158 -0.58 121 630 4141 167 -0.58 
321 113 606.66 947 -0.58 140 321 1335.3 834 -0.58 
321 350 786.47 179 -0.58 140 340 1943.4 274 -0.58 
321 310 1006.5 560 -0.58 140 121 1221.1 732 -0.58 
321 303 3161.9 116 -0.58 140 181 1330.5 274 -0.58 
321 633 2213.6 230 -0.58 140 371 1313.7 270 . 0.58 
321 525 2321.9 56 -0.58 140 231 1853.9 230 -0.58 
321 601 1791.9 178 -0.58 140 222 2253.3 82 -0.58 
321 621 1341.2 49 -0.58 140 212 2884.1 353 -0.58 
321 153 2902 183 -0.58 140 201 2847.6 144 -0.58 
321 620 2443.4 239 -0.58 140 103 1589.3 100 -0.58 
321 515 2835.4 136 -0.58 140 113 1941.9 697 -0.58 
321 630 3637.1 130 -0.58 140 350 2121.7 187 -0.58 
340 321 970.07 450 -0.58 140 310 2006.9 321 -0.58 
340 121 1970.7 336 -0.58 140 303 4033.3 115 -0.58 
340 140 1765.2 150 -0.58 140 633 3261.8 232 -0.58 
340 181 1598.9 123 -0.58 140 525 2114.5 236 -0.58 
340 371 1221.6 155 -0.58 140 601 1181.7 208 -0.58 
340 231 862.76 318 -0.58 140 621 598.63 21 -0.58 
340 222 882.43 93 -0.58 140 153 2163 82 -0.58 
340 212 1132.5 192 -0.58 140 620 3379.1 109 -0.58 
340 201 1194.8 124 -0.58 140 515 3883.6 58 -0.58 
340 103 1597.2 87 -0.58 140 630 4685.3 57 -0.58 
340 113 876.31 576 -0.58 181 321 2046.7 423 -0.58 
340 350 284.52 234 -0.58 181 340 1954.5 205 -0.58 
340 310 1098.8 267 -0.58 181 121 2730.4 510 -0.58 
340 303 2667.6 52 -0.58 181 140 1509.3 280 -0.58 
340 633 1896.1 102 -0.58 181 371 696.46 343 -0.58 
340 525 1713.7 22 -0.58 181 231 908.73 253 -0.58 
340 601 2066.7 55 -0.58 181 222 1517.1 96 -0.58 
340 621 2236.3 21 -0.58 181 212 2149.9 291 -0.58 
340 153 3712.7 96 -0.58 181 201 2560.3 123 -0.58 
340 620 2188.4 133 -0.58 181 103 2821.6 74 -0.58 
340 515 2517.9 55 -0.58 181 113 1324.7 547 -0.58 
340 630 3319.6 52 -0.58 181 350 2239.1 163 -0.58 
121 321 1107.8 1227 -0.58 181 310 3053.2 252 -0.58 
361 
121 340 1715.9 408 -0.58 181 303 3299.1 
133 -0.58 
121 140 724.74 443 -0.58 181 633 2527.6 338 -0.58 
121 181 2055.2 275 -0.58 181 525 1380.3 
38 -0.58 
121 371 2038.4 434 -0.58 181 601 529.7 
62 -0.58 
121 231 2578.7 361 -0.58 181 621 963.43 
35 -0.58 
121 222 2598.4 188 -0.58 181 153 2252.1 
81 -0.58 
121 212 2742.3 500 -0.58 181 620 3027.7 
102 -0.58 
121 201 2208.1 271 -0.58 181 515 3149.4 
93 -0.58 
121 103 368.18 189 -0.58 181 630 3951.1 
84 -0.58 
121 113 1714.5 830 -0.58 371 321 1447.2 462 -0.58 
121 350 1894.3 309 -0.58 371 340 1355.1 
230 -0.58 
371 222 1506.7 112 -0.58 371 121 2447.8 540 -0.58 
371 212 2139.5 289 -0.58 371 140 1226.7 225 -0.58 
371 201 2549.9 157 -0.58 371 181 432.32 238 -0.58 
371 103 2222.2 80 -0.58 371 231 898.35 331 -0.58 
371 113 725.26 793 -0.58 310 103 498.36 
188 -0.58 
371 350 1639.6 188 -0.58 310 113 1822.7 
477 -0.58 
371 310 2453.8 326 -0.58 310 350 1075.8 
248 -0.58 
371 303 3288.7 95 -0.58 310 303 2951 
108 -0.58 
371 633 2517.2 189 -0.58 310 633 2002.7 148 -0.58 
371 525 1370 56 -0.58 310 525 2660.1 
21 -0.58 
371 601 962.04 80 -0.58 310 601 2674.9 112 -0.58 
371 621 1069.7 30 -0.58 310 621 2224.2 
58 -0.58 
371 153 2546.2 88 -0.58 310 153 3785 
176 -0.58 
371 620 3017.3 106 -0.58 310 620 1607.6 
226 -0.58 
371 515 3139 87 -0.58 310 515 2206.4 161 -0.58 371 630 3940.7 73 -0.58 310 630 3426.2 152 -0.58 231 321 2402.9 540 -0.58 303 321 4892.3 681 -0.58 231 340 1432.8 396 -0.58 303 340 4048.9 255 -0.58 231 121 3403.6 495 -0.58 303 121 5325.4 529 -0.58 231 140 2183.5 197 -0.58 303 140 5376.3 161 -0.58 231 181 914.71 199 -0.58 303 181 4280.6 152 -0.58 231 371 1319.9 327 -0.58 303 371 4685.8 151 -0.58 231 222 608.39 189 -0.58 303 231 3435.6 307 -0.58 231 212 1241.1 468 -0.58 303 222 2786.5 99 -0.58 231 201 1651.5 203 -0.58 303 212 2391.7 962 -0.58 231 103 3030 100 -0.58 303 201 2367.5 294 -0.58 231 113 2045.2 591 -0.58 303 103 3957.8 165 -0.58 231 350 1540.9 285 -0.58 303 113 4925.2 390 -0.58 231 310 2531.6 325 -0.58 303 350 3624.2 262 -0.58 231 303 2422.2 139 -0.58 303 310 4508.3 427 -0.58 231 633 1650.7 149 -0.58 303 633 1373.6 91 -0.58 231 525 850.9 20 -0.58 303 525 4043.7 49 -0.58 231 601 1203.9 58 -0.58 303 601 4396.7 75 -0.58 231 621 1637.7 51 -0.58 303 621 4830.4 6 -0.58 231 153 2926.3 136 -0.58 303 153 6119.1 12 -0.58 231 620 2150.8 168 -0.58 303 620 1873.7 13 -0.58 231 515 2272.4 145 -0.58 303 515 1995.4 255 -0.58 231 630 3074.2 132 -0.58 303 630 903.36 208 -0.58 222 321 2471.9 343 -0.58 633 321 3518.7 201 -0.58 222 340 1501.8 258 -0.58 633 340 2675.4 91 -0.58 222 121 3472.5 377 -0.58 633 121 3951.8 193 -0.58 222 140 2685.5 94 -0.58 633 140 4002.7 34 -0.58 222 181 1564 130 -0.58 633 181 2907 23 -0.58 222 371 1969.2 171 -0.58 633 371 3312.2 44 -0.58 222 231 649.28 236 -0.58 633 231 2062 75 -0.58 222 212 632.74 586 -0.58 633 222 1413 57 -0.58 222 201 1043.1 146 -0.58 633 212 1018.1 266 -0.58 222 103 2818.8 93 -0.58 633 201 993.85 238 -0.58 222 113 2378.1 314 -0.58 633 103 2584.2 144 -0.58 
362 
222 350 1252.6 248 -0.58 633 113 3551.8 128 -0.58 
222 310 2600.5 229 -0.58 633 350 2250.7 63 -0.58 
222 303 1990.5 109 -0.58 633 310 3134.6 154 -0.58 
222 633 1219 49 -0.58 633 303 948.26 36 -0.58 
222 525 1352.9 8 -0.58 633 525 2670.1 12 -0.58 
222 601 1706 31 -0.58 633 601 3023.1 30 -0.58 
222 621 2139.7 27 -0.58 633 621 3456.8 6 -0.58 
222 153 3428.3 55 -0.58 633 153 4745.5 22 -0.58 
222 620 1719.1 72 -0.58 633 620 500.1 30 -0.58 
222 515 1840.8 74 -0.58 633 515 621.78 76 -0.58 
222 630 2642.5 65 -0.58 633 630 1423.5 66 -0.58 
212 321 2500.8 292 -0.58 525 321 3442,9 430 -0.58 
212 340 1657.4 215 -0.58 525 340 2620.8 165 -0.58 
212 121 3501.4 368 -0.58 525 121 3862.7 365 -0.58 
212 140 3237.3 169 -0.58 525 140 2641.6 143 -0.58 
212 181 2136.2 136 -0.58 525 181 1590.6 137 -0.58 
212 371 2541.4 173 -0.58 525 371 1995.8 199 -0.58 
212 231 1221.5 265 -0.58 525 231 1187.9 162 -0.58 
212 222 572.24 295 -0.58 525 222 1587.3 95 -0.58 
212 201 410.4 404 -0.58 525 212 2218.1 327 -0.58 
212 103 2186.1 138 -0.58 525 201 2628.5 154 -0.58 
212 113 2533.7 237 -0.58 525 103 4217.9 111 -0.58 
212 350 1232.7 314 -0.58 525 113 2721 360 -0.58 
212 310 2580.6 281 -0.58 525 350 2728.8 162 -0.58 
212 303 1535.1 141 -0.58 525 310 3719.6 241 -0.58 
212 633 763.59 164 -0.58 525 303 3367.3 16 -0.58 
212 525 1904.7 42 -0.58 525 633 2595.8 58 -0.58 
212 601 2257.7 59 -0.58 525 601 1390.2 12 -0.58 
212 621 2691.4 91 -0.58 525 621 2094.5 47 -0.58 
212 153 3980.1 357 -0.58 525 153 3112.6 85 -0.58 
212 620 1263.7 468 -0.58 525 620 3095.9 106 -0.58 
212 515 1385.4 265 -0.58 525 515 3217.6 113 -0.58 
212 630 2187.1 246 -0.58 525 630 4019.3 109 -0.58 
201 321 2524.9 340 -0.58 601 321 2798.8 825 -0.58 
201 340 1800.1 187 -0.58 601 340 2706.7 258 -0.58 
201 121 3143.3 331 -0.58 601 121 2792.1 634 -0.58 
201 140 3320 133 -0.58 601 140 1571 434 -0.58 
201 181 2670.4 90 -0.58 601 181 752.12 385 -0.58 
201 371 3021.7 139 -0.58 601 371 1351.6 415 -0.58 
201 231 1755.7 178 -0.58 601 231 1275.5 215 -0.58 
201 222 1106.4 124 -0.58 601 222 1674.9 54 -0.58 
201 212 534.18 628 -0.58 601 212 2305.7 262 -0.58 
201 103 1775.7 178 -0.58 601 201, 2716.1 193 -0.58 
201 113 2676.4 328 -0.58 601 103 3159.3 93 -0.58 
201 350 1766.8 224 -0.58 601 113 2076.8 585 -0.58 
201 310 2326.2 320 -0.58 601 350 2816.4 204 -0.58 
201 303 1649.6 118 -0.58 601 310 3470.4 313 -0.58 
201 633 701.3 111 -0.58 601 303 3454.9 43 -0.58 
201 525 2438.8 25 -0.58 601 633 2683.4 341 -0.58 
201 601 2791.9 70 -0.58 601 525 1308.1 39 -0.58 
201 621 3225.6 58 -0.58 601, 621 704.26 48 -0.58 
201 153 4514.3 130 -0.58 601 153 1722.4 58 -0.58 
201 620 993.64 171 -0.58 601 620 3183.5 77 -0.58 
201 515 1323.1 166 -0.58 601 515 3305.2 119 -0.58 
201 630 2124.8 154 -0.58 601 630 4106.9 111 -0.58 
103 321 1063.3 363 -0.58 621 321 2140.3 250 -0.58 
103 340 1671.4 152 -0.58 621 340 2611.9 77 -0.58 
103 121 405.29 272 -0.58 621 121 2087.8 304 -0.58 
103 140 1130 85 -0.58 621 140 866.69 523 -0.58 
103 181 2392.5 65 -0.58 621 181 1019.6 98 -0.58 
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103 371 2015.2 89 -0.58 621 371 1353.8 115 -0.58 
103 231 2534.2 100 -0.58 621 231 1543 56 -0.58 
103 222 2159.4 91 -0.58 621 222 1942.4 
8 -0.58 
103 212 1703.8 268 -0.58 621 212 2573.2 97 -0.58 
103 201 1169.6 201 -0.58 621 201 2983.6 44 -0.58 
103 113 1669.9 114 -0.58 621 103 2456 46 -0.58 
103 350 1800.9 111 -0.58 621 113 1982.1 142 -0.58 
103 310 725.04 281 -0.58 621 350 2896.4 53 -0.58 
103 303 2627.2 66 -0.58 621 310 2812 106 -0.58 
103 633 1678.9 80 -0.58 621 303 3722.4 48 -0.58 
103 525 3231.4 25 -0.58 621 633 2950.9 69 -0.58 
103 601 2298.6 33 -0.58 621 525 1803.7 366 -0.58 
103 621 1728.7 31 -0.58 621 601 648.56 59 -0.58 
103 153 3293 104 -0.58 621 153 1564.4 24 -0.58 103 620 1283.8 131 -0.58 621 620 3451 33 -0.58 
103 515 1882.7 83 -0.58 621 515 3572.7 20 -0.58 
103 630 3102.4 78 -0.58 621 630 4374.4 14 -0.58 
113 321 721.93 766 -0.58 153 321 3502.8 733 -0.58 
113 340 629.83 374 -0.58 153 340 3952.8 215 -0.58 
113 121 1722.6 566 -0.58 153 121 3496 384 -0.58 113 140 1517 299 -0.58 153 140 2274.9 325 -0.58 
113 181 722.61 289 -0.58 153 181 2105.2 110 -0.58 
113 371 345.27 471 -0.58 153 371 2694.7 168 -0.58 
113 231 1243.6 309 -0.58 153 231 2628.6 84 -0.58 
113 222 1512.3 104 -0.58 153 222 3028 46 -0.58 
113 212 1762.4 224 -0.58 153 212 3658.8 123 -0.58 113 201 1824.6 164 -0.58 153 201 4069.2 76 -0.58 113 103 1496.9 56 -0.58 153 103 3863.5 67 -0.58 113 350 914.34 152 -0.58 153 113 3323 478 -0.58 
113 310 1728.5 246 -0.58 153 350 4169.5 66 -0.58 
113 303 3297.4 102 -0.58 153 310 4174.5 205 -0.58 
113 633 2525.9 171 -0.58 153 303 4808 20 -0.58 113 525 1715.2 42 -0.58 153 633 4036.5 19 -0.58 
113 601 1252.3 122 -0.58 153 525 2889.2 93 -0.58 113 621 1360 26 -0.58 153 621 1409.9 29 -0.58 113 153 2836.4 119 -0.58 153 620 4536.6 60 -0.58 113 620 2818.3 148 -0.58 153 515 4658.3 83 -0.58 113 515 3147.7 77 -0.58 153 630 5460 71 -0.58 113 630 3949.4 69 -0.58 620 321 4027.4 107 -0.58 350 321 1268.1 334 -0.58 620 340 3302.7 32 -0.58 350 340 424.72 254 -0.58 620 121 3766.4 70 -0.58 350 121 2268.8 348 -0.58 620 140 4392.2 23 -0.58 350 140 2063.2 123 -0.58 620 181 3677.5 35 -0.58 350 181 2023.6 93 -0.58 620 371 4082.7 26 -0.58 350 371 1646.3 166 -0.58 620 231 2832.5 46 -0.58 350 231 1114.6 224 -0.58 620 222 2183.6 29 -0.58 350 222 773.42 136 -0.58 620 212 1728 106 -0.58 350 212 848.01 419 -0.58 620 201 1502.6 68 -0.58 350 201 1258.4 199 -0.58 620 103 2398.9 32 -0.58 350 103 1846.3 81 -0.58 620 113 4179 55 -0.58 350 113 1301 279 -0.58 620 350 2960.7 36 -0.58 350 310 1347.9 285 -0.58 620 310 2949.3 82 -0.58 350 303 2383.1 62 -0.58 620 303 1718.8 43 -0.58 350 633 1611.6 84 -0.58 620 633 770.57 48 -0.58 350 525 1965.5 25 -0.58 620 525 3440.7 7 -0.58 350 601 2318.6 44 -0.58 620 601 3793.7 22 -0.58 350 621 2609.3 34 -0.58 620 621 4227.4 1 -0.58 350 153 4041 116 -0.58 620 153 5516.1 2 -0.58 350 620 2111.7 151 -0.58 620 515 598.83 113 -0.58 350 515 2233.4 87 -0.58 620 630 2194.1 54 -0.58 
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350 630 3035.1 86 -0.58 515 321 4186.9 385 -0.58 
310 321 1216 753 -0.58 515 340 3343.6 142 -0.58 
310 340 946.39 314 -0.58 515 121 4367.7 303 -0.58 
310 121 1346.9 617 -0.58 515 140 4670.8 87 -0.58 
310 140 1678.2 190 -0.58 515 181 3575.1 91 -0.58 
310 181 2545.3 123 -0.58 515 371 3980.3 86 -0.58 
310 371 2168 234 -0.58 515 231 2730.1 173 -0.58 
310 231 1809.2 286 -0.58 515 222 2081.2 56 -0.58 
310 222 1828.8 134 -0.58 515 212 1686.3 544 -0.58 
310 212 1923.8 391 -0.58 515 201 1662 166 -0.58 
310 201 1493.4 253 -0.58 515 103 3000.1 98 -0.58 
632 140 7725.5 62 -0.58 515 113 4219.9 221 -0.58 
632 181 7010.9 86 -0.58 515 350 2918.9 146 -0.58 
632 371 7416.1 76 -0.58 515 310 3550.6 245 -0.58 
632 231 6165.9 127 -0.58 515 303 1616.4 89 -0.58 
632 222 5517 80 -0.58 515 633 668.16 52 -0.58 
632 212 5061.4 312 -0.58 515 525 3338.2 23 -0.58 
632 201 4836 187 -0.58 515 601 3691.3 48 -0.58 
632 103 5732.3 82 -0.58 515 621 4125 1 -0.58 
632 113 7512.4 154 -0.58 515 153 5413.7 5 -0.58 
632 350 6294.1 100 -0.58 515 620 601.23 8 -0.58 
632 310 6282.7 221 -0.58 515 630 2091.7 1337 -0.58 
632 303 5052.2 104 -0.58 630 321 5389.5 535 -0.58 
632 633 4103.9 112 -0.58 630 340 4546.2 208 -0.58 
632 525 6774 14 -0.58 630 121 5822.5 426 -0.58 
632 601 7127.1 64 -0.58 630 140 5873.4 129 -0.58 
632 621 7560.8 150 -0.58 630 181 4777.7 126 -0.58 
632 153 8849.5 1451 -0.58 630 371 5182.9 125 -0.58 
632 620 3333.4 556 -0.58 630 231 3932.7 241 -0.58 
632 515 3932.2 2 -0.58 630 222 3283.8 80 -0.58 
632 630 5527.5 2 -0.58 630 212 2888.9 777 -0.58 
511 321 8532.2 289 -0.58 630 201 2864.6 235 -0.58 
511 340 7807.5 89 -0.58 630 103 4454.9 137 -0.58 
511 121 8271.2 185 -0.58 630 113 5422.5 309 -0.58 
511 140 8896.9 60 -0.58 630 350 4121.5 209 -0.58 
511 181 8182.3 78 -0.58 630 310 5005.4 341 -0.58 
511 371 8587.5 71 -0.58 630 303 898.62 121 -0.58 
5>f 231 7337.3 122 -0.58 630 633 1870.8 80 -0.58 
511 222 6688.4 75 -0.58 630 525 4540.8 39 -0.58 
511 212 6232.8 303 -0.58 630 601 4893.9 67 -0.58 
511 201 6007.4 178 -0.58 630 621 5327.6 3 -0.58 
511 103 6903.6 79 -0.58 630 153 6616.3 10 -0.58 
511 113 8683.8 147 -0.58 630 620 2370.9 13 -0.58 
511 350 7465.4 101 -0.58 630 515 2082.3 630 -0.58 
511 310 7454.1 215 -0.58 632 321 7360.8 299 -0.58 
511 303 6223.6 105 -0.58 632 340 6636.1 92 -0.58 
511 633 5275.3 114 -0.58 632 121 7099.8 193 -0.58 
511 525 7945.4 12 -0.58 511 153 10021 1333 -0.58 
511 601 8298.5 61 -0.58 511 620 4504.8 832 -0.58 
511 621 8732.2 86 -0.58 511 630 6698.8 2 -0.58 
321 340 608.15 414 -0.58 
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